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Thethirteen chapters of this book deal with the
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States; and then moves directly to the issue of evaluating and
understanding teaching., The three faces of supervision, the
scientific, artistic, and clinical viers, are discussed in Part 2.
The theory of superviso practice proposed here seeks to integrate
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'effective. Part 3 is concerned with the human factor in-supervision.
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structure on,theTrocesssof supervision.'Included is an analysis of,

ipoltical and social forces that affeet educational policy. Part 5
assesses the possibilities for and new directions in developing the
field of supervision and evaluation. A state of the art summary is
provided, followec.by possibilities.f.promoting supervisors'
development. (Author/MLF) ti *
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Forewoid

WE OFTEN SPEAK OF THE SCIENCE AND ART OF TEACHING. If we,accept that
supervision is teaching,,we are comfortable to cOnsider the science anc
art of supervision as well. The characteristics of both itaclude planning
of instruction, self-actualization, qUality performance, facilitation of
learning, and evaltiatiop.

This Yearbook is Xn attempt to proVide a current benchmark of
thinking about supervision and deals with its three faces the artistic,
the clinical, and the scientificEarly in the book thest faces are dis-
cussed separately, and then are integrated within the description of the
personalhelping relationship role of the successful supervisor

These authors are not offering answers, as of course there are no
panacea. Rather they deal with the varied facets of supervision and
give perspective on its history, organizational framework, strategies,
models, and future prospects. The point is made that though educa-
tional supervision has developed concurrently with economics and
technology that we must never lose sight of the human aspects of its
responsibilities.

In regard to future efforts to strengthen the supervisory role as,a
way to improve instruction and the image of public education, there are
several appropnate changes suggested. collaboration between class-
room teachers and supervisors is vital even though bureaucratic struc-
tures discourage if, they both. need to identify their strengths and
weaknesses and to plan peiscriptive staff development opportunities,
and solving new-problems is more important than perfecting w to ac-
complish standard routines. New sets of standards for ,certification
should include high level intellectual skills, expertise in observation,
data collection, and analysis, and evidence of successful leadership
activities.

Business and industrial leaders count -heavily on a strong super-
visory staff to ensure quality performance. Hence their representatives
relate to specific descriptions of responsibility as school personnel needs
are expressed. As we lessen ambiguity and sharpen the focus of respon-
sibility eor educational supervisors, it is expected that they will perceive
their roles more realistically and will therefore.perform more effectively

The bottom line then can be professional satisfaction, biedgets suf-'

ficient to ensure job security, and administrative and lay suPfibrt for the

role of the educational supervisor.

7

'Lucille G. Jordan
President, ASCD, 1981-82
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Introduction

Supervision and the
Improvement of instruction

THIS YEARBOOK ON SLPERVISION IN SCHOOLS 15 a straightforward attempt
to provide a modest benchmark of thinking in the field as of 1982 The
word modest is key for supervision is a field broadly conceived, as a
general school activity that encompasses a number of school roles' and
that includes virtually all of the activities of administrators and super-
v isor's invoked in the improvement of instruction. = Though the chapters
in this book acknowledge this broad base; our perspective is limited
primarily to the task of helping teachers, working in classrooms with
students, to be more effective

Embedded in the concept of supervision are certain principlds and
ways of operating that are often taken for' granted Supervision as
authority stemming from superordinate and subordinate relationships'
and supervisielh as quality control are but two examples. These ideas
become. increasingly fallible as their origins are discovered and
understood.

Part I of the Yearbook provides a brief historic sketch of supervi-
sion in the United States. This sketch is part ularly important to super-
isors vv ho seek to understand why so man contemporary supervisory

structures and practices are taken for granted.
From this brief exploration into our past, the book moves directly

to the issue of evaluating and understanding teaching. Orie'siew of the
world of teaching and the process of superisi?5n depends largely on
one's vantage point or perspective In education and other human
sciences vantage point and perspective are more than topographical
They emerge from values, assumptions, and points of view each of us
holds dear. Like colored lenses, different perspectives and vantage
points provide persons viewing the same teaching with entirely different
realities of this teaching. These differences provide us with important
issues yet to be resolved.

SupervisiOn, then, has many faces, three of which the scientific,
the artistic, and the clinical are discussed in Part II. Though these
faces can be viewed as competing, they can also be viewed as itnages of
"truth" intheir own right which, when applied alternately and :ntegi atme-

iy, provide a more useful view ofzcality tlfitIn any one alone. A theory of
supervisory practice proposed in the final chapttr of Part II seeks to in-

.
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SUPERVISION OF TEACHING VII

tegrate the scientific, artistic, and clinical views, around the theme of
helping teachers to be more effective.

Part III, of the Yearbook is concerned with the human factor in
supervision. Simply stated, supervision is a human enterprise which
seeks to help teachers provide high quality classroom experiences for
students. Personal and professional growth are key here. Such growth
aspirations are not likely to be achieved in schools, conceived as organi-
zations, which hinder rather than help learning. Such aspirations are
not-likely to be achieved in schools where growth goals apply only to
teachers Such aspirations are not likely to be achieved in settings where
teachers are objects of supervision and where the emphasis is on evalu-
ating teachers rather than teaching. Such aspirations are not likely to be
achieved under the shroud of prejudice, whatever its Source and
whomever its target. These are the themes considered in the four
chapters which comprise this important.part of the book

Teaching is not easily separated from teaching arrangements or
from the curriculum Teaching and structural arrangements and teach-

ing and curriculum interact and modify each other. The curriculum iv use
is ,a hybrid born of the stated curriculum on the one hand and the in-
clinations. biases, and beliefs of teachers on the other With respect to

that seeks to follow its wn course but bends as well to topograp cal
estructural arrangements' aching might be viewed as an elderly river

contours.. Organizational structure and bureaucratic requireme are

two Iuch contours affecting teaching
Part IV examines the impactof the curriculum and the impact of

the school's bureaucratic structure on the process of suptry ision Cur-
riculum and bureaucratic structure are hidden dimensions that act as
powerful determinants of cjAssroom life They are, in fact, a surrogate
system Of supervigion Included in PArt IV is an analysis of political and
social forces that affect educational policy. Particular attention is given

to the long and short term effects on supervision of emphasizing scien-
..

tific rationality now in vogue.
Part V assesses the possibilities and new directions; given progress

to date, in developing the field of supervision and evaluation A state of
the art summary is provided and from, this summary comes a statement
of possibilities and some basic coordinates to help us begin to realize the

future we desire in supervision
The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development

membership is vast and heterogeneous. A Yearbook such as this is not
likely to please ever'yone. There is no sensationalism here There are no
quick answers and sure-fire cures, Those who seek an encyclopedic sur-

vey of the field will not find it here. We concentrated on key aspects of
supervision bearing on the improvement of classroom life mods of
supervision we implicitly and explicitly hold, an integrativ7 frame .ork
for putting these models to work to help teachers, some human issues
am impinge on the process of supervision, surrogate forms of supervi-
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sion implicit in curriculum and organizational designs which we believe
are often ov erlooked and some analysis of future prospects for super, i-

fsion as a field of inquiry and practice.
What is to become of our efforts? We hope they will open up new

avenues of inquiry of interest to scholars and practitioners alike. More
important for the present, we hope to prov ide.practitioners with better
(more intellectiially reasoned and sensitive) cognitive maps from which
strategessof luperision can be developed We seek not to replace the
intuitions of supervisors with a set of practices for them to imitate, but

Ito improve 'the intu,itons of supervisors so they might refine present
practices and develOp better ones

Fifteen authors prepared the yearbook chapters and we are in-
debted to many others from the professional and academc`commun-
tes The Council of Professors of Instructional Supervision devoted a
major portion of their fall 1980 conference to revi6wng the yearbook
chapters and to this group we owe a special debt The yearbook com-
mittee is particularly indebted to the seven authors w ho accepted our in-
vaatotn to help us prepare this Yeai-book

1

K

9

Thomas J Sergovann
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Part I.
The denesis of Supervision

11'

THE AGE-OLD I,EBATE OVER THE EXACI MIX of influence between society
and school remains unresolved Nonetheless, most. will agree thati
societal influences on schooling have historically been and remain
strong It is no accident, for example, that schools throughout the states
and terrttories-of the United States share a remarkable resemblance in
organization and structure. The requirements, of accrediting agencies
and state education departments for program and licensing approval,
for example, prikide certain uniformity in thoUght and practice about
education in general and teaching and superNision in particular that
oerrides any diersity assumed by public comr,n?tments to st.ate and
local control This uniformity "'occurs in reaction to certain societal
forces and expectations Standards and practices are ideologies that
reflect the pressures dominant in our society. To understand fully pres-

.ent practice in superision, therefore, historical analysis is' necessary
In the tradition of "Roots,'' Clarence Karier provides a sense of

bur historl rn the first chapter of this bdok In "Super\ ision in Historic
Perspectne he argues that the "precise form. super. ision will take,at
any gken time is directly related to a number of historical]} determined
facts... The facts analyzed bs. Karier arc the goals of education con-
sidered most imigirtant at the time, the nature and distribution of
educational authority , and the generally accepted means for achleing
educational goals As these dimensions change, so does the nature, of
supervision

In any given period, however, competing views of supervision ex-
ist among those within the scholarly and professional education com-
munities. Teaching as science, for example, and superisory strategies
based on'tcchnical rationality are dominant today But these views and
related practices coexist with more'aeothetic and humanistic dews and
practices. The genesis of these super\ isory emphases and their fate ck
the years is part of the story Karier tells ,

I
4



Chapter 1..

Supervision in
Historic Perspective

Clarence Karla"-
,

IF WE 'kFINE EDLCATION AS LAWRENCE A. CREMIN DOES "as the deliber-
ate, syste atic, and sustained effort to transmit, evoke, or acquire
know ledg titudes, values, skills, or sensibilities, as well as any out-
comes of t t effort, ' and we define supervision as "the direction and
critical evaluation of instruction," 2 then thorm supervision takes is
directly related to a number of historically determined factors. The first
factor is the goal of education, the second .is the locus of educational
authority, and the third is the socially acceptable means for implement-
ing the educational goal. Viewed historically, all three dimensions of the
supervisory process have changed considerably.

While mans goals of education have remained fairly constant,
others have undergone considerable change. Although it is difficult to-
specifically articulate the goals of Ainerican education at any given
time, they du exist, if only implicitly in our action. However defined,
the goals of American education ak a composite picture of the hopes,
expectations, and possibilities any generation has witliPorespect to the
future generation. In this sense, education 4 a cultural SCnewal prucess-
in which the economic, social, religious, and cultural values of one age
are systematically reconstituted for the next. As values shift sc.) eventual-
ly does educational practice. The goals of educatiein of seventeenth cent
tury Puritan New England were thus quite different 4`rOm those of the
nineteenth century settler on the western frontier and vastly 'different
from those of the corporate-minded twentieth century American

Not only have the Obis of American education changed over time
but the locus of educational authority has also changed. Who is resihon-
sible for the educ.ition of the young? Fdr the Puritan, that responsibility
rested with the parent in cooperation with the church which helped
define the larger community. In the context of the family unit most of
the economic, social, religious, and cultural values were transmuted
To be sure, there were institutional forms of education such as the col-

' Lawrence A Creentn. 7radttzons of Ameruan Edictal:on (Ncw York Basil Books, 1977), p
Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, p 852

Clarence Karzer is Professor of the History of Eduiatton and Chairperson of Educa
tional Policy Studies at the University of Illinots, Urbana Champaign.

1 2.
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SUPERVISION IN HISTORIC l'ERSPECTIVE 3

lege, Latinigraramar school, district school, and (abe school, each in
OS own volAy institutional legacies of Medley al, Renaissance, and Refor-
matyn cultures, but the center of authority did not rest in state or
public hands. The educational authority in colonill America rested
mainly with the parents wit) expressed that authority in a variety of
private forms of education.

Pro, ate education remained the dominant foirrI throughout the
lomal era, even while governmental authority increased By the con-' stitutional period, a wide variety of private educational institutions
served 4 very literate population As'the.nineteenth century dawned in
the grips of a strong nationalistic tenor. public power at both the
federal and state levels goo., By the third and fourth decades of that
century, state authority had grown especially in the northeast anti
clfe Atlantic tates to such an extent that a public school could be clearly
defined as a school that was publicly, controlled and publicly financed
By the common school era (183011850) this chstim non as to what con-
stituted a public school as opposed t i pi-Rate school was largely a( -`
opted. Prior to that time the difference was often blurred

Although the majorauthority over the educ ana of the child still
rested with the patent tp the family ilnu. the common school mo% talent
led by Horace Mann in NIAssachusetts, Henry Barnard in.Connecticuf,
Calvin Stowe in Ohio. Calk in Indiana, and John P Pkc-n e in
Ltuhigan extended.state authority at the expense of what had been
parent-family authority The common school inmement itself was!

.spurredron by the passions of nationalism and the sue tai and unurnic
instability resulting 'from inimigi-ation and industrialization By the
CRil War period America had greatly, extended state authority in
education

What began as a-trickle of state authority in education became by
the end of that century a raging torrent Underlying the declining
educational role of the family was its changing function from }king bothaprodUcing and consuming unit to being solely a mnsurrung unit
When the first artisan cobbler laid down. his pegs and awl and left his
hou5ehold fur the power driven machines of the factory, the decline cif
the family as a %tic anonal edu.cator began At virtually ever, turn. in the

'nineteenth and 'twentieth centuries the educational authority of the
parent gave way to the growing authority of the state

. Nut only hae the goals oreduciitidn.and the locus of authority
changed, bract also the acceptable means for implementing those Aoais
The idea that schooling is necessarily the main murse of one's educa-
tion is of relatively recent origin. In the age of Benjamin Franklin and
.Thornas Jefferson formal schooling was not critical in the education of
the young. Thus, when Jefferson argued that the average citizen must

' Atypic ,e( Cr( ruin s dist of this in radthoni hritrtlan 1,114,alwn Itp iri fig
Sc( (Jar( n( c J Kant r %fan So, Ii and Education (GI( r), w ;At fun striae 1967) it

-59

ti
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4 SUPERVISION OF TEACHING
.

be:educated so as to "recd' tyranny and be able to revolt 'against
tt," and then suggested in his Bill for the Diffusion of.Knowledge that,the
average citizen would need only 1i gee years of publicly uppcirted
%choolmg, he was thinking in, terms of the sel1taught individualism of
his age. Jefferson belieed that 'In three years of schooling one could
learn enough of the essential, tools to becorrT an eddatcd citizen. Thus

I) one might learn art, architctc...ture; la ; medicine, navigation, surey-
itkgengineering, and languages variety of ways. For example, one
could' become accomplished in any of these,areas by self-study, by ap-
prenticing oneself to a person practicing the art, OP t,-), responding ro
any the newspaper advertisements promising to.teath an art for a fec./

In that pre-modem world, jtfferson, rranklin, and others could
become knowledgeable in a ariety of fields But by the early eiecades of
the nineteenth century that world began to change. As new knowledge
increased, requests for extended formal training and state heel-king and
credentialing in some fields appeared 6 The beginning signs of the
modern practise of making education sypony mous with schooling were
evident in,the nineteenth century

As the idea of education as synonymous with schooling grew, the
locus of authority shifted from parent to state. In this con-text, a cadre of
state representatives emerged who, working. ,wit'llin the growing cor-
porite structure, claimed expertise in the techniques of implementing
institutionally derived goals As the systCrn became More bureaucratic,
the primaty values became standardization aria efficiency As means
became evaluated more on efficiency grounds, the role of the profes-
sional teacher and supervisor entered the highly-charged, *probletriatic
modern world of sdcial engineering. ,

Given, then, the changing nature of the supervisory process with,
respect to goals, means, and authority over time, it might be helpful to
keep these dimensions of the process in mind as we scan two _significant
periods of educational refOrm and briefly afralyze one of the pioblems of
the, professional supervisor in'the mid-twentieth century Our first
,period under consideration will be that 'of the common school era
(1830-1850) when the state system of/publicly controlled. elementary
schools took shape The second period will be that of the progressive
liberal reform era (1890-1920)1 This was the period when our secondary

4
hogls not only underwent" expansion, bur it was also the

criod when'they were effectRelyreorganized within the framework'of
a centralized bureaucratic system that has remained the 'dominant

,.
model-of school governance throughout the twentieth century

f
See Gordon , (ratade Aouni tqnorance (New York> Classic s Series, 1907), p 83
I clo:tuit mean to imply that all skill training was wide open ur that it had la ( n p14's Mush, "I he

Medieval guild systt in was not,an operi systc in Howe sc r, w the tran-ation front the h tidal at in
to the c`apitalist cyst( rn, the rt cvas a wcakciting t7 the guild Aymt ru tvfn as the apprl mitt ship
systrm was dif rd front that sy,stern,mak mg worn for a Mort- «,1111)( MR( , 110%,.4. %SO.(

(1Ndualism astrc flu tcd u5 th< bourgeotsu bass Om( this Hass Wd% in plat(, (lc w institutional
structures were (realcd that were equally as controlling

13
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aUPERVISION IN HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE ' 5

The Common School. Era
1,

The common school,
. as many have noted, was not a school for

commoners but was a school that taught the 'common elements 0
American culture. The integrathe purpose of such a school /oome
large in the minds of Horace Niann and others who led the common
school movement. To Mann and others the new American society
seemed fo be disintegrating before their eyes as they obseeed the social,
religious, and economic conflicts of the day As the family began to lose lb'

its producer function to a factory system of employment and poerty
stricken Irish Catholics flboded Protestant Boston providing cheap
labor and undercutting the native workers, the potential for social
,disintegration seemed alarmingly clear. AS Horace Mann put It

The mobs, the nots, tqbucnings, the lynchings, pc rpctrattd by the mcn of the present
day, are perpetrated because of their 'luaus and defective education We see and feel
the ravages oaf their tiger passions, now. when they arc full grown, but a was y %ars ago
when they were whelped and we kled And so too, if we are derclic t in our dun in this
manner, our children in their turn will suffer If we permit the suitor( 's eggs to be

"") hatched, it will then be top late to take care of the lambs
i

As a
4 whig politician opposed to. Jacksonian democracy and as a

strong achocate of iodustrial expansion: Mann saw the possibilities of
social class t'onflict. He argued that, "Property and labor, in different
classes, are essentially antagonistic, but property and labor, in tile same
class, are essentially fraternal " A Mann's solution to the social class
conflict that surfaced on the first wave of indu\trialization in America
lay in the development of the common school and a more highly educat-
ed populace It "never can happen," Mann argued,,"that an intelli-
gent and practical body'of rrin should be permanently poor

'of
9 The

more formal education a population had the less chance it had of being
.poor

The argument Manzi set forth in his Twelfth Annual Report to the
Massachusetts Board of Education assumed not only that education
would prevent_pcAerty and thus reduce class conflict through tlae proc-
ess of dividing the wealth, but that the pool of wealth to be distributed
would steadily increase as a consequen e of a more highly educated
populace. Horace Mann believed educat' n to be the "balance-wheel of
the social machinery,'' 16 which disarmed the poor of their hostility
toward the rich by preventing "being poor As- Mann NI it:

Beyond the power.of diffusing old wealth, it has the prerogative of creating new It is a
thousand times more lut must than fraud, ancladds a thousand fold more to a nation's
resources than the must successful conquests' Knaves aryl robbers can obtain only

' As quoted by Karter, Alan, ,Sonny, and F.ducatton, p 60
As quoted by Lawrence A Crens in, I ht kepublit and the School I !cache Mann on thelLehuation of

Fret Aden (New York 'Teachers College Press, 1957), p 87

'0 Ibtd



6 ,SUPERVISIOWOF TEACHING

what was bawe pussessc-d by others But education creates or detlups new treasures,
treasures not before possesseli or dreained of by anyone "

Mann had dearly conceptualized a theory of human capital He
wrote to Abbott Lawrence that "Education has a market value. It
may be minted and wijI yield a larger amount of statutable coin than
common bullion.' 12

The same year Karl Marx wrote, The Communist Manifeito (1848),
Horace Mann penned his last Annual Report to the Massachusetts
Board of Education In that report was embedded a theory of human
capital that conceptually linked schooling to economic and social growth
within a mentocraucally -organized social and economic class system
Here, then, was the rationale for public schooling that would sustain the
American nation for the next century 'Implicit in that rationale was an
ideology 4' competitive and possessive individualismNaOkaged in the
context of equal,cipporturuty for all within a system of schools Ic;cally
managed under state authorization

The wh,!g politieal-educational pAtform of Mann combined the
earlier Hamiltonian respect for property with the Jeffersonian concern
for equality, all nicely set within the institutional' framework of a
meritocrakcalty governed public school system The end producLwas a

school system that taught not only how _to read, write, and cipar but
also Horatio Alger stories frum which learned that material
rewards and riches oame to those who played the competitive games of
business life. As the nineteenth century wore on, the religious and
moral values expressed in the educational literature of an earlier period
were frequently overshadowed by business values

The common elements of American culture were woven into
fabric of, childrent.'is books and teaching manuals throughout the nine-
teenth century.' As Barbara Berman, Monica Kiefer, and others have
shown, these strands consist of considerable Protestant mural precepts
intertwined with business values interspersed with military modeling
The Mexican War, the 'an, it War, the Indian Wars, and the Spanish-
American War left their imprint on the rhetoric add practice of the
common school

It was not only the line and staff method of organization that school
people borrowed frum the military, the military model clearly entered
the literature on classroom teaching arld supervision of instruefion as
well. As the Michigan Teacher in 1873 attests. "A good school, like a
great army., must be drilled to precise, prompt, and well-ordered mov e
ment." In 1887, Gabriel Compayres in Lectures on Pedagogy, Theoretical

" Ibtd p 88
'' As quoted 1P. Rithard H dcIainc ,Smell Futures Children Intqualtil and the LOW, of 1,1heral

Reform (New York Harcourt. Brace Jmanosich, 1979), p 1,3

'' As quoted to Barbara Rous h Berman, ' A Method of Progress Swial Missi(al in Nine
tecnth-Gcntury Teacher training Literature, 1830-1890' (Ph I) dissertation UniscrsitN, of
Rochester, 19784. p 257



SUPERVISION 14,AISTORIC PERSPECTIVE 7,
and Practical wrote, "A child of our common schools is not only a future
workman, but a future soldier." 14

The Progressive Eva.
0

By 1900 only ten cent of American youth 14 to 17 attended a
secondary school: Fif .years later apprvximateb ninety percent of that
age group was in secondary Schools. This massive system of schooling
was economically based, t6,a large extent, on the rasing development of
corporAions which profoundly shaped American life.

T14 phenomenal growth of the corporation was. critical in estab-
lishing the mass system of American production,dittribution, and con-
sumption in thee twentieth century. Charles Force,} points out that .

. in 1897 the total capitalization 4,411 corporations indiv idually valued at a million
dollars or more came to only 170 million Three ).ears later the same figure for tOtal
capitalization stood at five billion, and in 1904 at over twenty billion '

.. ..
Massive accuniulation ofcapital was now underwriting the crea-

non of mass production systems '4,

As Lawrence Creminin,19% correctly concluded, industrializa-
tion, urbanization, and tinMigorauon were the central problems of the
era.16-The polrftcal progressives' solution to these problems was found
in the . idea of the regulatory state. This concept of state, as it was

' fashioned- by such Wisconsin progressives as Robert T Ely, John R
Commons, and Robert M LaFollette and later instituted by the na-
tional government, was itself hststoriCally rooted in the paternalistic
Bismarckian state that utilized government. to rationalize and regulate
the political-social economy.

The Wisconsin idea as expressed in progressive legislation at both
the state and national level was modeled,after its German counterpart
The corporate liberal state that errrerged in America was, like the
Bismarckian state, designed to ameliorate fuo,damenial conflict between
tompeung economic and social interests. As the state became a regula-
tory agency, it allsp, became a protective welfare agency which, in exer-
cising its power, extended its compulsory authority to nearly all aspects
of life. The larger corporations as welras unions found it to their finan-
cial advantage to support greater governmental regulatory authority in
many areas of life.'' That same state authority that regulated commerce.
also came to regulate drugs, alcohol, tobacco, food, clothing, work,'
leisure time, communications, news, knowledge, research, medicine,
child labor, sociairwelfare., and education.

..
._
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8 SUPERVISION OF TEAC19NG

Within .this-Nsing tide of state power, child labor laws, as well as
Vompulsory education laws began to be seriously enforced The new-im-
lmigrants from southeastern Europe-who flooded into our urban centers

navy had to be Americanized quickly and trained fur the workplace
With the Haymarket Riot, the Ludlow Massacre, and the Pullman
Strike in the background, more and more voices could be heard calling
kor order, control, and social efficiency. Political and social reform was
intimately tied to educational reform Within that milieu of ethnic and
racial conflict and economic and- social dislocation, there emerged a
workable coalition of business and professional elites, new school mana-
gers and unp.ersity people who organized to reform the schools As
David Tyack put it, these elite,s:

planned a basic shift in the control of urban education which would ,tst politic al
power in a small committee composed of 'Successful men Ihes wishedvto emulate
the profess of decision making used b4 Men un the board of dire( turs of a mod( rn t ur
poration They planned to delegate almost total administratist power to an expert

,superintendent and his staff so that they'could reshape the schools to fit the new eco-
nomic and sot 4 conditions of an urban-industrial societs ht s Rif cttd as anat hro-
nistic, inefficient, and potentially corrupt the older methods of decision making and
school politics Effectise putitital reform, said one of their leaders might rtquirt the
imposition of upon the common suffrage Thes ridgy ultd the ext ceding
ly democratic 1 that all are equal and urged that schoolirA be adapted to social
stratification "

Raymond E. Callahan in his work Education and the Cult of Efficient}
very well documented the efficiency craze of the new administratm
bureaucracy He however mistakenly laid the cause of the problem on
the vulnerability of schoolpeople to business pressures Paul Violas in
The Training of the Urban fiVorking Class and Joseph Cronin in Control of
Urban Schools, as well as David Tyack in f/ie One Best System, have clearly
shown that school leaders were not so much ictims of business in-'
fluence and pressure as the.y, were exponents of it These works further
document that even though there was ,some opposition, un the' whole,
school leaders were clearly successful in achieing their gbal One such
leader, Ellwood P Cubberle, for more than three cfecades..not only
dominated the field of history of education, but profoundly shaped the
thinking of the .administratice cadre of public schools in the twentieth
century Cubllerley argued that the ward system of organizing urban
schools was not only inefficient and unwieldy, but it allowed the less in-
telligent and less successful people to rule the board As Cubberley put

The writer once knew a ward board (omposed of onc physic Ian ,'fv\c, bu sin( sstin 9.t.ont
grxxl lawyer, two politician law crs with kw clients, tint bookkcefrt, fie blarfsmith,
one saloon-keeper, one buyer of hicick, and tallow, one butt her, unt druggist, onc
worker in a lumber yard, one retired army officer, one man of nu occupation c,Xtept
general opposition to any form of organized goscrnmcnt. and tint woman "1 fit result

1,,a( k I ht On, 13,st System if ambridge iihruarrl Lt114F IAItY Pre 1971) p 12f,

'' For an analysis scc 1Md p Hi
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was a board divided into factions, members from the better wards having but little in-
fluence with those from the pouter' wards The constant danger was that the Less in-
telligent and less progressive el&ment Would wear out the better element and come to
rule the board 7°

The schools,-Cubberley atued, must be governed by the "better"
people of the community and this could be accomplished by changing
from a ward sys/em of school board representation to a five to seven
member board elected at large. As he put it-

,
One of the more important results of the change from ward representation to election
from the city at large, in ant (its of average decency and intelligence, is that the in'
esitable representation from those poor. wards is eliminated, and the board as a
whole comes to partake in the best characteristics or the city as a whole 2'

School board reorganization during the progressive era proceeded
with the cleat- intent of getting our "best elements" to control the school
system Board members elected at large would no longer represent their
own respective wards where they were accountable at the neighborhood
level but would be supposedly more representative of " the best
cl71acteristics of the city as a whole.-4

Reformers also insisted that politics be removed from the schools
This was to be done first by electing school bciard members at large so

. that the better elements" of.the community would control the board
and, second, by holding school board elections separate from political
elections, thus freeing them from the taint of party affiliation The pro-
gressive liberal drive for a "nonpartisan" school board elected at large,
effectively disenfranchised the poorer classes School boards in the pro-
gressive era moved more under the control of business and professional
leaders, and the disproportionate representation of these classes on
School boards remains to the present day.22

Amidst, these changes emerged a. professionalization of the.
superintendency which came in the wake of the growth of citieiv As late
as 1870, Cubberley reports 29 Cif)/ superintendents of schools, but by
1876'there were 142 cities of 8,000 inhabitants or more which had a city

, superintendent 23 The population growth in the nietropolitan centers
stimulated both the bureaucratization of 'management as well as the
professionalization of school administrators. By the beginning of the
century courses in school administration could be taken at the universi-
ty level

Throughout the early decades of the twentieth century, school
management was increasingly recognized as a job for professional ex-
perts trained at the university level. For the most part, these experts

" Ellwood P CutthcrIcy Public Ache°, Administratiwz (New York Houghton\ AMIN 1922), p

2' lend p 95 p
Sec Georg(' Sykrster Counts, The Selective Character of American Srcondar) Education (Chicago,

1922)
" Cubberlry, Public School Administration pp 511'9



10 SUPERVISION DF TEACHING

were drawn from the middle class. By the 1920's mos( city school
systerkis were gokerned by boards drawn primarily frorrAustness and

professional classes and managed -by middle-class professional ad-
ministrators Gvho in turn tended to hire lower middle-class teachers'who
had just moved from a social postttor of lowercl4ss It is little wonder.
then, that most A. - ican public schools-by mid-twentieth century were
so thoroughly middle

Y While the nineteenth cen r witnessed the rise of the common
school, the first half of the twe neth century witnessed the rise of the
secondaryschool For example, du the 70 sear period from 1870 to
1940 the population of the United S tes increased three times user,
while the population of our secondary schools increased 90 times over
This astonishing growth ip schooling se the conditions for reorganizing
s =ols from a committee system to the morelefficient military line and
s

and
The new organization allowe for greater centralized con-

trol and yet considerable specialization of unction
1

As the okerall school systems became larger, the role of the
superintendent became more specialized As this occurred, the work of
supervision of instruction was delegated to'a new tadre of administra-
tors By February 1921. the National Conference On Educational
Method was organized as an independent society and by 1929 the
organization changed its name to the Department of $uper. isors and
Directors of Instruction and became a separate department of the Nap
clonal Education Association This department maintained its separate
identity until 1943 w ken it merged with 'the Society fur Curriculum
Studs to become the Department of Super. ision and Currie ulum
Development of the NEA.

Thus by 1929 the trend toward professionalizing super, ision as a
separate field had adkanced far enough to warrant a separate depart-
ment in the NEA Although it is impossible to de'st rib( all the «interns
of'super.isors and directurs during the next two decades within this
short space, it is clear that the problems they struggle d with wee prob-
lems of ends as well as means, very

4
much influenced bk the histori«,r-

cumstances of their time

The Depression

The new Department of Superkision and Curriculum De\ clop-
ment of the NEA was hardly organized when the muntry fcas Us er-
whelmed by a sek ere depiession Marv, superkisors and administrators
beheked their rolt quring that time was to lead the new generation to
social adjustmentking to wha.t little happiness might bc,wrested from the
"dull and sordid years- that they belies ed lay ahead for that genera-
tion While Franklin DelafiT Roosevelt spoke of this generation hay ing
a rendezkous with destiny, public school administrators more oftcn

1J
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spoke in sadder, less uplifting terms. E W. Butterfield, State Commis-
stoner of Education for Connecticut, expressed this \ ley, when h'e said,

Our schools face this new t,d,,k 1,1 hilt efuldren pupils, the schools are to
eduLte all to lead to "social adiewmt nt,, to train for a mechanical age and to glee
thru club achy tries thru music and art and mm ink pirtetrl appret lation and home
mal9ng and beauty culture the interest+ that us ill earn, happint ss th'ru..mars dull and
%orditi ).ears '4

,Throughout the next few decades the o erall iess of education was
to help the younger generation adjust to the real wtirW of pain and suf-
fering which 1 ahead As Butterfield continued,

E3fr d i+ the bus or girl ,shut for tilt', ',cars e ill meet in turn pain ,orre, post rt,
lrylrirknds hard gent r ius to ain.qunt anti monot. rlouz, in nature atd all ,mt
thciv,oe, and ills that tic sh :s heir to and t t sill search for no e door ut
dispair.; suu lire or msamte

While a few educators paused momentarth to listen to George S
Counts' clarion call "Dare the Schools Build a New Social Order}''

most continued on in the more secure role of adjusting the \ ()Linger
generation to the social and economic necessities of what the% percui\ ed
to be the real world Meeting the needs of children in such a world
called for "indi\ idualizing instruction, which often meant tracking
the Noung back into the social and economic class from whence the \
came

The world of technological change continued to impress super-
\ isors Some spoke of cultural lag, while others spoke of scientific
management, social efficienc). and scientific measurement Still others
spoke of cooperari\e c urr,iculum re\ ision, the whole child. pupil-Ceacher
planning, democratic super.ision, and life adjustment curricular goals
While dile ten() and scientific management continued to ,A,up,, the at-
tention of mai-1N,, toward the closing )ears of-thci 19?Ms such words as
dernocrac, cooperame mg. and group thutong became Inc reasingb,
commonplace While a few educational leaders sought to change the
social order through the schools, man) more thought in terms of social
harmony and life adjus,tment All seemed to agree that educational
super isors ought to as ail thernsek es of the new techniques emerging
from the new sciences of psychology and sociology for analyzing, shap-
ink, and con/rolling human beha\ ior so as to become more efficient
social engineers or, at least, more erfectie educational leaders.

The interrelationship of5nds and means, as John Dewe'') ne\ er
tired of repeating. was me\ ithbl) transactional') related Social science
methodology was ne er socialf> neutral, although man} educators liked
to treat it as if it were Deese} correct') warned that uridemorram
methods, no 'Matter how obiecti)e: were still likelti to produce
undemocratic ends 0-0

idulation Prwedins. 72 1911 p UttI
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, t
By the end of the 1Y30s a crucial philosophical discussion was tak-

ing place among profe!Cional educators %%filch pro%ed highly significilnt
in 'terms of the role the professtorp would take in the decades ahead
That discussion (entered on .the changed meaning of the word
democracy and what' was meant b% dernlicratic method lVhile in retro-
spect some ha% e dismissed these discussions dS rhetorical flourishes,
they were, indeed, substantive critical arguments -

In the minds of Dewey and others the argument over democracy
"4,centered on the ucstion of method. The question of whether social

sea neu.methods ould or could «mtributc to a more democratic so( iety
troubled the 'you g professor of education, Kenneth D Benne at the
Unix ersit% of 111in is In a 1949 edition (hProgresszteducation do sited to
social engineering, Benne argued that educational leaders must be-

,come :change-agents skilkd in inducing, directAng, and stabilizing
those changes in persons, grbups, and organizations which intelligent
development f educational situations today requires ''''' Such social
engineering, Benne argued. "will sere democratic aims and observe

i democratic scruples and standards only if it is guided b% a methodology
which m«,rporates basic democratic values as procedural norms

Benno, along with R Bruce -Raup, George E AxtclIc. and B
Othancl Smith, further developed these ideas in the 1943 Yearbook of
the National Society of College Teachers of Education under the title,
The Discipline of Practical ludgment in a Democratic .rocieh. later published as
The Improvement of Prattical Intelligence in 1951 f Although Dewey did nut
entirely agrcc with the work of these authors. their stud% is a landmark
attempt to uNplic Id% deal with the practiclinkage between the- use of
social science methodology and the possible consequences for a demo-
cratic social order That the book failed to reach a large audience makes
it no less significant It may 1113-%c fallen, on deaf ears because it was
originally published during- war time when othc r concerns were ob-
%musk more significant. Perhaps it was the fact that it did not represent
tht wave of tht future For most educational administrators and super-
% isors in the post-World War II period the wave of the future lay in in-
discriminate borrowing and use of nc social scicncv tc( hniques,
devoid of philosophic and social concerns Thu demist of philosciphy of
education as a significant component in the education and training of
administrators and supur%isors parallels the rise in the use of social

. sc it rue d
t)

do iplincs Since World War II, `educational leaders have tend-",
cd to , , most Jbout the effic ienc y of means and to treat the ends as
something given I/ ,

1pr, H I( nkni, Six 1,i1 1- nginr ( ring in 1.41in u nil ( hang( An ()utIln<
\b thod Progre,,.'e Fda.atton 2tt i t 1,1v 1449) 193197, .relax R S<xtal

Fngint<nnv. In a "-,r( hog 'I Pple"ite Ethvattf,n 2() 11,1,1,,, 1919) 197 it) I hrnn<th R.
Rrnne i)em,xrattc him ial I nginet ring PruVrest.e Edutaiton 21, 7 \fa,. 1949i
201 21)7

Au/ 13, nric p 1

p 2",
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SUPERVISION IN HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE 13

Wald War II demonstrated the useful application of social science
methods to practical problem f change. Systems analysis of budgets as
well as personnel found its ay into.the lexicon of educational leader-
ship. "Group Dynamics" 4s-anotheY technique with direct applica-
tion to educational engineering

Funded by the Office of Naval Research, the first National Train-
ing Laboratory (;r1 Group Development took shape under the joint
directorship of Leland P. Bradford of the NEA and Dorwin Cartwright
of MIT with a selected cadre of trainees, among...whom were Kenneth
Benne of Teachers Cave, Columbia, and Ronald Lippitt of MIT's
Research Center for Group Dynamics The stated intent of this labora-

i tory was to help leaders and groups `:achieve maximum human produc-
tivity" while bringing their "behavior into line with the difficult de-
mands of democratic ideology.. 29 The laboratory was further initiated

to prosid6 research scientists \soh an opportunity to communicate scientific
knossledge of group cis Armes to kes education and action leaders. (27'prbside an op-
portunity fur ot?sers mg experienc ins;, and practicing basic elements of the democratic
group process which are rele s ant to educational and action leadership. and (3) to pro-.
side an experanental laboratory fur further research explorationg of ham( problems of
assessment and unproscment of efficicrics of group gross th, group thinking. and group

action

Thus the National Training Laboratories gate birth to sensitivity
training. Over the next three decades it was used by gt Yernment.
business, cdu`cation, and religious institutions under th rubric of
"democratic group process" to achieve efficiency in "group growth,
group thinking and group action While one might seriously take issue
as to whether or not this process was democratic, it is clear that it was a
highly manipulative series of techniques whereby ndividual thought,
identity, and freedom were overcome in order to serve the bureaucratic
"group" in thought and action In the end it proYedto be a highly ef-
fective apparatus to be used in any corporate structure frym the mili-
tary, which,originally funded it, to the religious, economic. and educa-
tional institutions which. ifsed it. From its origins Qt promised efficiency
in maxinlizing "human productivity" within an institutionalized

. .
framework

The problem that emerged in the NTL experiment was one that
emerged over and over again in the field of education In the post-World
War II period. While administrators and supervisors repeatedly turned
to the social sciences for more effective methodology anItefficient tech-
niques for predicting and controlling human behavior: their role in goal
determination was diminishing. As this occurred the function of the
humanities in the education of such leaders became more and mote ir-
relev.ant, if not a bit anachronistic. The older self conception of the

Prelorunag Repott of the First Nat:anal Irauune Laboratio) on Group lkorlopintnt (Mimeographed)

Bethel, Maine, June 16 to July t, 1917, p
sa Ilnd

r.
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14- SUPERVISION OE TEACHING

super\ isor as participating in goal determination, which often appeared'
in,the earlier pre-war literature, "setkried to fade as tfiettnore technocratic
model predominated Under the circumstances the question of mural
and ethical ends of education found little place in the professional
literature

For the most part educators did not take the lead in social reform
movements. Although some educators in the late 1930s and earl), 1940s
participated in intercultural programs which struggled against' racism
and sexism so inherent in this culture, by and large, the limited progress
made in the post-war ears,in these areas was a consequence of -the
educational burcaucrac, being forced ro react from outside the system.

Cher the last centur), as the idea of education becarhe equated with ,
schooling, and the locus of educational authorit), shifted from parent to

-.... teacher and then to bureaucratic authority, thle locus of educational
decisitn-making became tricreasingh, obfuscated Within this kind of
framework, lacking an significant Philosophical rationale for judg-
ment, the means of education tend to be scriousi, el, aluated soleh, in
terms of efficienc, criteria Under such circumstances the end of

j
effi-

ciency ustified thc means of electrical shocks, group Qs,c. hological ma-
nipulation, time-out boxes, sensitiit., training, and drugs Thus these
de ices becarne part of the repertoire of educational training techniques
in the 1980s. .

,

Perhaps Max Weber was correct when lie argued that, the fully
de doped bureaucratic mechanism" has characteristics similar to that
o a machine when he said,

P «kiwi spe «I onambiguitv knowledge the File s, i cint um it ,, di:a re non unit,.
,,t ict ,,ubeirdinatiow, it (ILICtl,,r1 of frit non and lit mat. ii7il and pc rsonal costs the se

a e raised to the optimum point in the ,,tric tk bur( am ram administration

. It was clear to him that, .

The die kive re <1'",11 for the ad,. anec of bort am rani Hi-gam/anon has din...v. s be c ilit,,
porch, to chnical sop riorit,, (Iv( r ark tithe r form of org"anuation I lit folk dose loped
bur( am ram Me c hanisrn c compare s w ith Lithe r organuaticile, . ti at tls as doe s the b
mac hine with the nonme4 hanical modes of produc non " ..

Early on Weber point( d out that such an organization in its fullest
deelopment carried with it a thoroughl), rationalized furidamentsal
disrespect for lifc,:-.

When full!, developed, bureau( racy also stands, under thc prin.( 'plc of sine Ira at
itudta {without se urn ai bias) Its specific nature :which is welcomed by c apitalism,
develops tht more perfectly the inure thc bureaucrae y is de humanized,' the more
completely a ski( (A-L(1s in c laninatiq from officiat business love, hatred, and all purely
personal, irrational, and emotional elements which escape calculation This is the
specific nature of)bureaue rat y and it is appraised as its special virtue "

" I-1 H (,girth and (. Wright Milk. hum Max Weber Eiicoi in Socio/o6 (New } (irk Oxford
University Press, 1958), p 214 1

" Ibid
...* " Mid pp 215-216
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SUPERVISION IN HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE 15

The driving force ofthe Kafka -like bureaucratic world of profit
and efficiency in which we 11,,e when carried to its rationalized extreme
becomes irrationally devoid of human purpose and dignity. Unexam-
ined, unchecked, and uncontrolled, the criteria of efficiency cut deeply
into our traditional iews of the dignity of life, knowledge, the meaning
of words, and the overall political process by which we govern
ourselves In such a world, words like democracy and freedorri Lose their
traditional meanings as they take on a propaganda function. Margaret
Mead reflected this when she spoke to an earlier generation of pro-
gressive educators who In 1935 were involved in the task of creating a
new social studies curriculum for what is now our present adult
generation

that for a society to operate efficiently, there must be a great number of words and
phrases which will ,et up immediate responses in the minds of any group who h is ap-
pealed to act or to refrain frurn action With-out such rallying words as Democrac

The Constitution ;merle anisni, it would be impossible to organize_ masses into
sufficiently int,egrated groups to product mit ial action One definite task of the social
studies teaching is to build up the tone of certain words to place thern in a series oft un-
texts so that the y have «mit to hay e a fixed stimulus value in the mind of the listener
I he tale of the martyr, the patriot, the he ro. tIonarration of events as traitorous eq,
despicable all of these have this funcl"

4)'

The extent to which social studies teachers accepted Mead's
analysis of the political process and the extent to which they- were suc-
cessful in effectively reaching the younger generation with such ideas is
the extent to which they, in part at least, significantly helped shape the
political life of the America of 1984

Margaret Mt ad, Re port of Inc ( oinnotic c on the Sot tai St udiev..of iftc Cornmismon on the
Secondary School (Alm( olorn Oc tober 26 19 iS, Sec non 3, Rockefeller Archic (.inter_ As
quoted in Rut.stII Marks unpublished manuscript Iht Idea of I Q Indiana Urn, er%ity

Bloctnntifton Indiana p 162

c
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PartiI.
The Many Faces of

Supervision

THIS SECTION INCLUDES CHAPTERS THAT PRESENT several alternatiye
models, or ways of knowing in supervision. John D. McNeil 'leads off
with a chapter analyzing "A Scientific Approach to Supervision."
Noreen Garman follows with a chapter promoting "A Clinical Ap-
proach to Supervision." To complicate matters, these very different
viewslarelbllowed by yet a third view articulated by Elliot W. Eisner in
his chapter "An Artistic.Approach to Supervision)) Not only do these
Analyses provide certain explicitly formulated assumptions or postutatek
in support of the advocated view but they provide as well background
assumptions that reveal the philosophical' peirspectives and epis-
tomological Ieliefs of these authors. Each, therefore, is able to argue a
point of view as true because the standards used to determine truth are
suited to the view argued. Truth, in this sense, is not determined by an
external set of standards but by criteria implicit to the view being
argued.

McNeil, for example, argues convincingly for a scientific view of
supervision based on beliefs that teaching is or can be a science and on
assumptions that technical rationality correctly characteiizes human
thinking and behavior. Eisner, on the other hand,, argues cony incingly
as we for an artistic view of supervision based on beliefs that teaching
is a form of art and on assumptions that tacit knowledge, intuition, and
particularistic rationality correctly characterize human thinking and
behavior. Noreen Garman avoids this debate directly but provides nev-
ertheles's a view of humankind and a framework for supervision with
unique background assumptiOns. faith in indiv iduals to share, to prob-
lem solve, to trust, "Ind to relate to each tither in some authentic fashion
given a proper climate:

On first reading the chapters one can conclude that each of the
authors, is talking past the others and that the Views themselves aEe not
reconcilable. Stuck with This predicament one must either choose a' par-
ticular point of view and thus reject others or give upion the whole affair
as another argument of interest only to academics. But a careful reading
of the McNeil and Eisner chapterwill reveal that the views proposed
are sensitive to a variety of ways of knowing. McNeil, for example,
points out tb.6t not enough scientific information exists about teaching
and that a research base for supervision is still wanting. Though he

25 16



believes that developing this scientific base is impoLtant, he concludes
neertheless that scientific superision should be iewed as only one of
many methods fqr improving instructionCaution and a glanced
perspective are eN, idenced in Eisner's paper as well He s s not to
'throw out scientific reasoning with its abuses but to broaden tl e'cc7nLept
to allow a more sensitise, particularistic, and meaningful rendering cif
the.actual and possible in teaching. If one judges each point of \ iew not
as true or correct in a uniersalistic sense, but as true or correct given
certain background assumptions, then perhaps each of the superisOry
perspecties..can be crewed as alternatie and o'erlapping lenses, none
of which alone pros ides an adequate iew of superision and evaluation
of teaching. ,

Chapter Five, "Toward -a Theory of Supervisory Practice con-
clUdes Part II of the book by attempting to bring together scientific. ar-
ustic, and clinical views of supenrisiop in an integrated framework
designed to help understand and improve teaching. It is in this iin-
provement sense that a theory'of superisory practice is proposed rather
than a theort, of Measurement or evaluation

17
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Ch ter 2,

A Scientific pproach to
Supervision

John D. McNeill

WE ARE APPROACHING ANOTHER FIN DE SIECLE. Scientific supervision
began with the optimistic promise to deliver both a more just authority
for teacher improvement and great gains in student achievement. Fcirty
years later, in the early 1960s, scientific supervisors were denigrated for
not having determined teaching effectiveness nor the methods by which
pupils best learn. Consequently, and again with optimism, professional
researchers behavioral scientists took over responsibility for
disbavering scientific knowledge that would make teaching more effec-
tive and supervisors were relegated to implementing their findings. A
highly supported R and D effort aimed at strengthening the research
basis fon'teaclier effectiveness followed. However, in the early 1980s,
this effort is viewed pessimistically. The behavioral scientists are criti-
cized as having had lit4 impact on what or how students learn or, even
worse, that their research is reinforcing inackauate goals olireducalion
Nevertheless, the constuct of research as an underpinning to super\ ision
will continue albeit in differing directions. (a) theoretial research to ex-
plain what occurs inLlassrooms.and to get better ideas about what is in- .

volved in teaching and (b) practical action research whereby practi7'
tioners an& researchers together try to restive limited problems in par-
ticular school sitiions and to search for procedures that work in the
hands of teachers.

Scientific Supervision as Part of the
Scientific Management Movement

A'arly in this century, scientific supervision was viewed as ag
answer to the lack of clearly defined standards, a lack that made it dit;
ficult to determine which methods were pro% ing best and which teachers
were doing the best 'work. FrAnklin Bobbin, for example, saw scientific
supervisors as addressing two initial tasks. guiding teachers in the selec-

.64,

John D. McNeil is Professor of Education at the UniverstO of California at Los
Angeles.
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tion of methods and preparing and renewing teachers.' Super; isurs
themselves were to disco\ er the best procedures for performing teaching
tasks and to help teachers acquire these methods in order to ensure.
maximum pupil achieement. Basic to this early concept of scientific
supervision was the need for a research basis for teaching a replace-
ment for supervision that appeared to be personal and arbitrary.

Examples of the kinds of information sought in derivirig ap-
propriate methods are seen in their questions regarding the teaching of
addit. n in arithmetic. At what age should the 45 addition combina-
tion be taught? What are the combinations that require much, medi-
um, nd little drill? Shpuld the drill be oral or wriiten2 Is it best per-
formed with abstract examples or in connection with concrete prob-
lems? What is the value of using exercises at iriNole ocavonal or
civic motives?

Teacher preparation and renewal were to be undertaken only after
identifying the teacher's weaknesses by measuring the teacher's know):
edge of subjec; matter, understanding, of methods and teaching proc-
esses, ability to see teaching' in academic and social perspecti\ es, en-
durance, and energy.

Scientific Superviion as Drawing on Research Studies
and Applying a Problem Solving Method

.0
By 1930, the difficu lty of separating scientific super\ is ion from the

scientific study Cf education itself was apparent Data generated from
early imestigations experimental and statistical aimed at yielding
knowledge of optimum methods to be employed by teachers were
deemed inadequate. In6ad supervisors were to be familiar with the
broad range of eduCational research and to use this knowledge in the ap-
praisal, training, and improvement of teachers- Super\ isors were to
draw implications from research undertaken by educational psycholo-
gists interested in mental measurement, in victual differences, and the
psychology of learning, they were to constr let,' understand, and use
new types of tests suggested by educational easurement experts, and
they were to see that teachers formulated objectiNes in accordance with

awhe curriculum experts' new techniques.
At this time, the concept of scientific supervision changed from

that of regarding research findings as fixed conclusions, formulated into
a pattern for all to follow, to that of regarding such findings as data for
sharpening observation and dieecting further thinking. The influence of
John Dewey's The Sources of a Science of Education' was apParent' Accord-

otingly, the object of 'scientific supervision was the deklopment of

' Franklin Bobbitt, 'the Supersision of City Schools, in The I uelfth Yearhook the:Aalional
Society for the Study of Education (Chicag.o Unisersity of Chicago Prsai 1913)

John Dewey, The Sources of a Science of E,ducalion (New York Horace lascright 1929)
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teachers who would attack their classroom problems scientifically, free
from the control of tradition, and activated by the spirit of inquiry (the
forerunner of t coon research). Supervisors and teachers together were
to adopt an xperimental attitude, trying out new procedures and
studying the effects of each newly Introduced means of improvement
until satisfactory results were attained. An underlying assumption was
that the efficiency of teachers would be increased through the guidance
of a supervisor, mho would translate aims of the school into terms which
the teachers understand, gain teacher acceptance of the aims and objec-
tives, help teachers adapt tho curriculum in light of community and in-
dividual factors, analyze teaching, and judge the quality of instruction
and the efficiency of the results 3

Scientific Supervision as Democratic Ideology

In the early 1940s, scientific supervision took a new turn in re-
sponse to political concerns and the.climate of war. Printiples associated
with democracy widespread participation, respect for personality,
and the Importance of eliciting the contributions of many in reaching a

common goal tempered the earlier admonitions that teachers should
act in accordance with facts and principles that xvere reasonably well
established by the process of science

Indeed, supervisors were to help teachers apply scientific methods
arid attitude's only in so far as those methods and attitudes were consis-
tent with the social values ,kf the day The formulating of hypotheses,
the selecting of 4pApriate research igns, and the statistical analysis
found in action research centered o instructional problems of impor-
tance to the participating teachers uch scientific methods were to help
teachers and supervisors colle data and draw conclusions that would
be more sufficient and sy atically organized than the facts and con-
clusions they would derive from their uncontroll5d opinion Although
supervisors continued to study and relate thVgeneralizable findings
from research that seemed to have implications for schoOl pracolice, thf
tended to cite only those studies that were consistent with the. political
ideology of the time. For example, a limited study comparing the effects

of autocratic, democratic-, and laissez-faire leadership by Lewin, Lip-
pitt, and White, indicating the superiority of the democratic role over
autocratic and laissez-faire roles, was taken as the defining answer
regarding the most appropriate teaching style for the classroom 4 This
study had a more far reaching effect on practice than any other single
piece of research, although it was faulty as an experimental study

' A S Barr. An Introduction to the Sant:fir Study of Classroom ,s,,pentston (Ncv. York App3elon and

Company, 19'31)
K Len m, R Lippitt. and K White. "Patterns of Aggressive Behavior in Experimentally

Created 'Social Climates.''' Journal of Sratal Plychology 10(1939) 271-299
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The End of Scientific Research by School Supervisors

By the 1960s supervisors were no longer engaged with teachers in
action research. Action researchers were criticized for their lack of
quantitative methods and their failure to conceptually grasp the prob-
lems undertaken.' Educational science did not cement teachers into a
self-governing expert group. Instead, research on teaching was about to
be relegated to technically professional researchers,..not supervisors and
teachers '

The Handbook of Reseal ch on Teaching published in 1963 signaled an
effOrt to put research on classroom behavior into contact with the
behavioral sciences. The content ofghe book emphasized methodology
for conducting research can teaching .theories, paradigms, statistics,
and experimental designs. In focusing on the methods and concepts of
the behavioral sciences, the authors of the handbook sought causal in-
terpretation and explanation in contrast to'the earlier positiv ist concep-
tion of science which limited inquiry to simple investigation into facts,
such as experimerita? design to determine the relativ e effectiveness of
phonics versus whole word method in the reaching of reading. The
handboOk both set the direction for future research on teaching and
revealed the limited knowledge derived from previous research.

The paucity of knowledge about teaching variables and student
achievement attained the prev iousera was apparent Little was
known about the praftal productivity And unexpected effects of given
teaching methods. A research basis f& guiding supervisors was still
lacking. The follZming conclusions by experts who reviewed the status
of knowledge regarding teachers are testimony to this uncertainty

Procedures for Assessing Teachers Ratings of teaching effectiveness
have no discernible relationships to student gains. After 40 years of
research on teacher effectiveness, one can point to few outcomes that
supervisors can safely employ in hiring a teacher or in granting tenure.

Effects of Classroom Practices. There is a lac *). f both a formal system
of pedagogical thory and knowledge about ?fie relationship between
particular classroom procedures and their educational consequences.
Different kinds teachers get varying amounts of achievement from
different kinds of children.

Programs for Teacher Improvement. It is hard to find evidence that pat-
te' rns of teacher behavior are generated by teacher training. Teaching
behavior has little to do with scientific knowledge of learning. Instead,
most teaching patterns,are influenced more by tradition and the per-
sonal needs' of teachers than by research on teaching. The teacher is
formed by the social situations imposed by the job, especially by the
teacher's relationship with students A teaching method cannot be de-
signed in terms of a set of laws of learning alone. It must also include a

H I. Hodgkin on. ' At mat Research A Critique. Tht Journal of Educational SoLioloo 31

4(1957)137-153
4
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sst,of laws that characterize the consequent behaior of the teacher We
`have no such laws.

Teacher Characteristic's" The relationship between psychological mal-
functioning and teaching effectiveness is low There are inconsistent
findings regarding the relationship of the teacher's intellectual power
and success in teaching. Little is known about the relationship between
teaching personality and teaching effectiveness.

Teaching in nursery Schools. The body of knowledge regarding
nursery school teaching is spotty and unorganized Statements about
teaching method are so,.tentative that they are of little value

Teaching in Higher Education. When one is asked whether lecture is
better than discussion, jhe appropriate counter is "For w hat goals''',

Teaching Reading, There is considerable difference of opinion
among experts on reading methods. Research has not glen much help
in identifying developing skills, appropriate attitudes, or flexibility
necessary when reading for different purposes and reading different
kinds of materials. There seems to be no "best" method for all children

. learning to read
Teaching Science Research on the relationship between the behavior

of science teachers and other variables, such as the behavior of their
pupils, is meager.

Teaching Math Evidence about the consequences of tell-and-do
methods versus heuristic methods is not conclusie One should be
wary of adopting one method or another on the basis of the eIdence
available.

Teaching Composition The transfer alue of grammar to the writing
of compositions depends on the particular grammatical ability in\ oked
We do not know ,,,shat specific items of grammatical knowledge hold the
greatest promise for improving composition skills

Teaching Social Studies. Research on the outcomes of any gor en tech-
nique has yielded conflicting results.

Teaching Usual Arts. Those in this field do not seek a single set of
procedures for teaching art. There is no theoretical base that is correct
to the exclusion of other points of view

Teaching Foreign Language There is no adequate classroom experi-
mentation There is no research from which to draw useful conclusions
for teaching grammatical habits. The problem of optimal methods of
teaching pronunciation is practically untouched There is a dearth of
evidence on methods of teaching reading in a foreign language

Similarly, A S. Barr's summary of studies related to the measure-
ment and prediction of teacher effectiveness indicated little was know n.6
During a period of. nearly 40 years beginning with his yxperience as
director of supenisors in the public schools, Barr fought to apply the

6 A S Barr et al . Vvisconsin Studies of the Measurement and Predit non of -1 tattier I.,ffet
tivcness A Summary of Investigations Journal of Exprronrrital Edu.aizon i0 1(Scptlmbcr
1961) 1-153
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scintific approach to objectifying teaching. Under his direction, teach-
ers, supervisors, and 75 dOctoral candidates arried out studies of teach-
ing effectiveness'. Almost evy conceivable aspect of teaching ability
and evidence of efficient was explored interests, attitudes, behaviors,
kriovyiedges, skills, and riersonality traits In looking back over these in-
vestigations, Barr aske.d, "What progress has been made.) His answer

'bras that some progress had been made in clarifying the problem He
correctly saw that the problem that needs clarifying before all others is
the criterion of teaching effectivenesfi. Different people employ different
criteria and approaches to the evaluation of teachers Some prefer to ap-
proach effectiveness from the paint of view of personal prerequisites,
some from teacher -pupil behav fors, some from basic knowledge. at-
titudes, and skill, and some from the point of v iew of resulis or pro-

.
ducts These different approaches give di rent answers to the ques-
tion Is this teacher an effective teacher

Other problems include the difficulties of (a) isolating teacher in-
fluence from the influences of home, peers, and Item irdnment and (b)
relating the specific teaching acts to larger ends Super isors tend to
infer significance of specific acts to larger purposes, but they have not
established the validity of their inferences according to the canons of
science ) A number of unresolved problems are associated with the need
for assessing how teachers make decisions with respect to pupil needs,
means of instruction, rewards, punishments, and standards Super-
visors themselves should be tested by dginoistrating their ability to im-
prove a teacher's effectiveness through the manipulation of variables
thought to be associated with effectiveness One of Barr's most impor-
tant conclusions is that the_constituents of effectiveness are not found in
teacher, pupil, or in situan ri; but in the relation ships that exist among
the three at any given e and place

. Current Teacher Effectiveness Research

A Technology- of Instruction Based,on Learning and Behavior
Theory

. Behavioral scientists thought that the problem of effective instruc-
tion could best be met by applying psychologicalgheories of learning
and the results of exptrirnents involving controlled manipulation of
specific factors. The development of teaching machines and pro-
grammed instruction became the vehicle for ,generating ideas about
critical instructional variables and for testing their effects. B F. Skin-
ner, in connection with the design of teaching machines, drew attention
to the importance of such instructional variables as active overt re-
sponding, elicitation of covert responses, reinforcement, and knowledge

3c4.4
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of results. Psychologists, such as A. A LunrIsdaine' and NI Gagne",8
who had been engage'd in training research for the military in World
War IL sought to develop an instructional technology by which ia
teacher could be aided a made more effective

Lumsdaine stresse the need for controlled experiments showing
the influence of sPecifi actors that consistently influence the outcomes
of instruction Some of is coni,lusions were that overt responding is less ,

important in menirigfuJ context learning than in rote learning and that
such responding i) likely to be greatest with very young children and
with difficult material, there is 'alue in prompting or cueing student
responses in learning a procedural skill, and that learning may be
enhanced by repetition, pacing, example, review, and opportunity to
repeat missed items He urged better definitions of variables and analy-
sis of their interactions as well as empirical demonstration of the effects
of these variables in particular instructional programs

Gagne stressed the idea that achievement of the objectiy es of an in-
structional program depends on whether or not the learner has attained
the learnibg. prerequisites to- the task that the program is designed to
teach Accordingly ,,the teacher would hate to decide on the ultimate
goal and determine he subskills necessary to progress smoothly to the
goal, keeping in mind the methods and mateals to be used Knowing
the components of a logical and hierarchal sequence and the use of this
sequence in preparing diagnostic tests to assw the learners' prepara-
tion offers considerable possibility for improying instruction

,j. B Carroll presented a conceptual model of the learning process
tha't proposed that the success of learning/is a function of fire elements9

1 Aptitude basic charade sties that influence the time se-
quence for one to attain mastery of a task

2. Intelligence the ability to, understand the task to be learned
and .the procedures to follow in !caviling the task

`3 Perseverance the amount of time during which one will en-
gage in active learning of the task

4 Quality of instruction the degree to which elements of the
task are well'presented,lexplained, and ordered

5. Opportunity for learning r the amg,unt of time allowed for
learning reflected in the pacing of instruction relative to the students'
capacity to profit from it

While the first three elements reside in the learner, the latter two
reside in the teaching

-A A Lumsdainc Educ ational 1 et hnolo, Programed I norm tion and Instructional
Sem cc nteonts of Liarninz and Manahan bird teartxruk u1 the National Sex for the Study
of F ucation, Port 1 1964 pp 371 401

M Gagne the Condition, of Laantne (New 'fork Holt, Rinehart and VVinston, 1)67)
J B Carroll, A Model of School Learning, Teach(?) Conte, Record 64 (1963) 723-733
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The technology of nstruction emanating from the work of these
behavioral scientists had a great impact on both school practice and the

conduct of research on teaching effectiveness. Goy ernment supported
agencies such as regional laboratories for research and development
created curriculum materials that followed the technologists' demand
for specification of objectives, measures that match the objectives to use
iri*evaluation, delineation of the component skills requisite for achieve-
ment of the .objectives, prototype development and tryout, and testing
of the learning sequences in both laboratory and field situations to find.
out to what extent they attain desired results Publishers of instructickial
matenals also adoRted features of the new educational technology, such

as specific objectives, continua of skills. criterion-referenced tests, and
provision for immediate feedback

The application of technology to the-development of instructional
products constitutes an indirect form of supervision, that is, product
de elopers external to, the classroom determine objectives of instruction
and provide the means to attainment Although it has been more
popular to' focus on "teachers as the way to affect instructional improve:
ment, behavioral scientists with a product development orientation
assumed that by improtirkg materials, they would improve e ucational

practice &

Technology of instruction was not only applied in the develop t

of products. Instructional procedures associated with mastery learning,
personalized teaching (The Keller Plan),1° indiv idually-guide4 instruc-
non, and other popular innov ations,are based on the concepts and work
of the behavioral scientists Indeed, one can make the case that present
trends in competency-based education and performance testing are de-,
pendent on the technologists' notions of prespecified objectives, criteri-
on measures, and direct practice with important skills

Criticism of learning theory as a basis for guiding teaching practice
was forthcoming 44* J McKeachie attacked Skinner and programmed
instruction as well as the laws of learning themselves as applied to
human learning " He challenged the usefulness of thc,concept of rein-
forcement by citing incidents when children do le ;''well in learning
when materially rewarded, and the concept of knowledge of results by
citing evidence showing that knowledge of results does not always pro-
duce better learning and that feedba-ck and praise do not always lead to
improvement IvIcKeachie attributes the popularity of psychological
principles and the technology of teaching to their simplicity; the basic
ideas pre simple to apply and they work often enough to maintain en-
thusiasm for them:------

F S Keller. !Celia Plan Handbook (Menlo Park. Calif W A Benjamin. 1974)
". W J McKeachie, The Perline and Fall of the Laws of Learning Educiataruzl Rrstarchtr 3,

3 (March 1974) 7 11
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The Process-Produet Paradigm

N L. Gage is a representatie proponent of an approach by which
investigat6rs search for teaching processes (teacher behas tor and
characteristics) that predict or cause student achievement and attitude.
This approach is similar to that followed by A S Barr and others in a
prior era of criterion of effectieness studies.' As stated preciously, this
approach as carried out in the past failed to produce conclusive
knowledge for a variety of reasons. failure to control for the inter\ ening
eNents bet,ween teaching behavior and outcomes, failure to get at the
meaning behind teacher behavior, failure to attend to the variables that
a.re_jan.stable but important in bringing about learning, and failure to

/recognize that the relation between teacher practice and results need
only be better than chance Gage sees some ways of cAercoming these
failures and holds that /he approach will lead to a scientific basis to
teaching 12 e does not look for a science whereby good teaching is at-
tainable b\ °flowing laws that yield predictability and control .Instead,
he al sat scientific findings that will Aeon, teachers to know that certain
teache behaviors are likely to have an effect on what students learn

Ina\much as the number of aria les referrring to teacher beha ior,1
pupil behavior, and classroom erm nment number in the hundreds,
Gage recommends instructional treatments that combine teacher aria-
bles found to correlate with pupil achievements into combinations of
components Should the combination improve achievement, further
analysis can show the relative influence of the individual components

By testing the significance of combined results through an estima-
tion of the "nonchanceness" of a number of independent findings
related to a process \ariable, Gage has been able to find effects that were
masked in isolation This situational technique is aimed at overcoming,
the failure to find significant correlations due to small sample size After
sifting several hundred variables in teacher behal, ior, Gage clecloped a
set of inferences as to how third-grade teachers should work if they wish
to maximize achievement in the basic skills Most of these call for op-
timizing academic learning time

Establish classroom rules that allow pupils tCtaitend to personal
and procedural needs without haying to check with the teacher

Mope around the room a lot, monrioring seatwork and attend-
ing to academic needs

When pupils work independently, ensure that assignments are
interesting and worthwhile, yet easy enough to be completed without
teacher direction

Spend link time in giving directions and organizirT the class
Call on a child by name before asking questions to ensure that all

have opportunity to respond.

'' N 1. Gage 714. Saninfu Bans of Mt An of Ttaihot4I New York leachers College Pres, 1978)
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D M Medley claims to have overcome other limitations of proc-
ess-product research''' summarizing the results of studies of teacher
behavior that used ripiliarnafter several months of instruction as the
criterion of effectiveness," He ,onclucrecl that the following three kind>
of teacher behavior have strong' enough relationship to effectiveness
that they can be considered dependable.

Learning environment ---,The effective teacher has a classroom that is
orderly, and psychologicillyipportive

Use of pupil tune the effective teacher devotes more time to
academic activities with the class organized in one large group
Although effective teachers devote less time to pupil seatwork than inef-
fective ones. they supervise pupils engaged in seatwork more closely

Method 9. instruction contrary to, popular opinion, teachers who
use more low-level questions and whose pupils initiate fewerfquestions
and get less feedback or additionAl Onplification of their questions are
associated with higher pupil gains

Medley 's research is consistent with the findings from a number of
process -pr luctaresearchers For example, B V Rosenshine found that
of tenpro%ising variables two that showed the, highest correlation with
achievement are those related to content covered (opportunity to learn
what is being tested) and task orientation or academic focus '4 The work
of D C Berliner and others at the Far West Laboratory for Educa-
tional Research and Development, the research ofi E Brophy and.C*
M Evertson further supports the valn,of teachers giving erect super-
vision to pupils in order to'ensure academically ,engaged time "

1
Impact of Process-Product. Research on Supervision

The impact of this process-product research has been great Super-
visors now emphasize staff development programs .aimed at getting
teachers to apply a method called "direct instruction," a method de-
rivedfrom research findings regarding the apparent importance of
academically focused teacher-directed classrooms. In accordance with
direct instruction, teachers are expected to make goals or objectives
clear to students, to allocate tithe for instruction in sufficient and contin-
uing amounts, to match the content presented to that which will be
measured on tests of achievement, to monitor the performance of
pLipils, and -to keep questions at low level so that pupils have a high
success rate while learning and to give immediate feedback to students
Unlike the teaching model of the 1950s, the "good'' teacher is neither

Donald M Mr-dlet, I he Effectn.enes% of Teachers,' R.oanh on readlin ed

Peter on and H I W,ilberg (Berkeley Calif McCutchan, 1979) pp 11-27
. " B Rownchinc Atadernic Engaged lime Content- (.oared, and Direct Inurtution,
parr presented at AERA New York 1977

' D C Berlinfr et al , Phase 111 of the Beginning eadier Evaluation Stud"( Far IN( u EaburaiorN

for Educational Research and Dr,Hoptncru, 1976), I E Brophy and C, M I .crtson, Proe,
Product Correlation in the 1 (VD 1;adirr Effeattinni Study I Austin. Icti t;nn.crsity of -texas 1974)
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laissez-faire nor democratic but controlling The teacher controls the in-
structional goals, chooses materials appropriate for the student's ability,
ancj paces the instructional sequence

Action research has been reintroduced as a way to sensitize
teachers to the importance of time -on -task Supervisors in the San
Diego City Schools, for instance, involved teachers, and researchers to
determine what keeps teachers from giv ing more time to direct academ-
ic instruction They found that organizational and managerrient prob-
lems within the classroom were the chief obstacles, not external inter-
ruptions. Teachers often did not have the solutions for the problem of a
productive classroom climate

B .S Bloom points out that although supervisors have always
recognized time as a ,central factor in learning, they are now giving
more attention to improying instruction so that pupils will give more
time-on-task. The key is that pupils comprehend what is being taught
and what they are to do 16 IdentifiCation of specific knowledges,
abilities. or Skills that are essential prerequisites for the learning of a
particular task and teaching these prerequisites accounts for much of
the success attributed to mastery learning. Bloom is ilso concerned that
teachers are frequently unconscious of the fact that they do not pros ide
equal opportunity for learning- 1 students .Thus. he recommends
that super. isors help teachers s re an accurate picture of their in-
teractions with students.

In the 1920s. supervisors stressed time-on-task and student atten-
tion from a preoccupation for efficiency, effectiveness, and productivi-
ty In the 1940s, they downplayed time-on-task as being too mechanis-
tic and authoritarian for democratic classrooms. Now, partly as a result
of the process-product studies and the studies of mastery learning,
s}iperisors are looking to this variable as-the answer to improyem'ent of
teaching and learning Therefore. supervisors encourage teachers to be

/ aware of their allocation of time in class, to the manner in which pupils
utilize that time, and to how meaningful the task is to the pupil

In her workshop for supervisors, Madeline Hunter, for example,
has influenced staff development in the direction of clear indications of
lesson objectives, expected work patterns, criticizing assignments all
of which represent proactive rather than reactive teacr behavior
Her prescriptions for teachers are as follows:

1. Diagnosis Identify a major objective and the status of learn-
ers in relation to this objective

2. Specific objectives On the basis of the diagnosis, select a specif-
ic objective for a particular group's daily instruction.

" B S Blom, The Nev. Dire( non in Educational Resean h Alterable anables, Ph Della
Kappan 61. 6 (February 1980) 282-305

Doug Russell and Madeline Hunter. Planning for Effether Inlow,tion ilAsson Deltgri) (Los
127..\ Angeles Untsersits Elementary School. 1980)
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3. Anticipating set Focus the learners' attention, give brief prac-
tice on related learning previously achieved, and develop a readiness for
the instruction that twill follow.

4. Perceived purpose Inform the learne'rs of the objective, indicat-
ing why its accomplishment is important and relevant to present and
future situations.

5. Learning opportunities Select lea4ing opportunities that
promise to help learners achieve the objective

6. Modeling Provide both a visual example of what is to be at-
tainesi (product or process) and a verbal description of the critical ele-

ments involved.
7. Check for understanding Check for learners' possession of es-

sential information, and skills
8. _Guided practice Circulate among students to see that they

can perform successfully before being asked to practice independently

9 Independent practice Once learners can perform without major
errors, they should be given opportunities to practice the new skill or
process with little or no teacher direction.

The Process-Product Paradigm and Practices that Follow From It

Some of the limitations of the process-product paradigm are over-
come by applying newer statistical techniques, such as meta analysis, is
and by conducting expetimental studies in which the variables iden-
tified through correlation studies are manipulated acted on by
teachers to determine" if they have a causal influence However,
serious problems remain. Chief among them are those mentioned by
Barr long ago the difficulty of getting agreement on the criterion of
effectiveness and the problem of implementing the implications of
research findings into unique classroom situations.

Process-product researchers use controversial definitions of
achievement. Their definitions are chiefly mastery of narrowly defined,
skills in arithmetic and reading, a closed set of performance and infor-

mation. Mastery is usuall(measured by an achievement test nteasuring
low levels of uriderstanding, such as recall and comprehension, rathet
than application and evaluation. We .clo not know that the education of
pupils is advanced by teachers who follow the newly prescribed proc-
esses, only that certain skills are attained. There is no validation of these

took prescribed processes to other definttions of literacy, such as critical
thinking and invention.

The use of a questionable criterion for effectiveness might account
for some of the unexpected findings from process-product research
Consider the low correlations between the asking of high level questions

" " G V Glass, Integrating Findings The Meta Analysis of Research," in Ea int of Reita,ch

in Education, 5 ed L S Schulman (Itasca, Ill Peacock, 1978}
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0
by teacherp and achievement of pupils. Inasmu4h as achievement tests
demand low level responses, it follows that higylevel questiOns are less
appropriate. Also, findings showing the superiority of direct instruction
whereby teachers exercise control arc unacceptable to those who Value
self-directed learning and the student's on sense of personal control..

In her examination of studies that seem to favor direct instruction,
P L. Peterson found that only small effec'ts were attributable to such in-
struction, Indeed, the data on effect size suggested that while the
average student tended to achieve more with direct instruction, the dif-
ference between this instruction and an individual or open approach
was only o -tenth of a standard deviation Further, Peterson found the
non-di ct rather than the direct instruction to be more associated with
crea ity and problem solving

Teacher difficulties in acting on research findings are numerous.
By way of example, teachers are confronted with the dilemma of follow-
ing a set of teaching procedures designed to attain high levels of pupil
time-on-task by concentrating on whole class settings, while at the same N.:
time pursuing a path aimed at maximizing the indiv 'dual mean-
ingfulness of instruction requiring iridiv idualized activity Consider,
too, the relative difficulty of getting active learning time in a classroom
hre pupils are motivated to lcain as opposed to one where pupils stew
school tasks as aversive stimuli The dependable finding that effective
teachers have orderly classrooms may be only an artifact Orderly
pupils may just as well produce an effective teacher as an effective
teacher cause an orderly class.

Acquiring an understanding of the reasons' for the considerable
day-to-day fluctuation in pupil engagement 's. unlikely to come from
reliance on process-product research There is a need for action re-
search in widely different classroom contexts whereby participants at-
tend to variables outside of those offered by the behavioral scientists No
matter how well planned a ltsson, effective teaching will remain difficult
because of the many changing cues to which teachers and students must
respond Supery isors and teacheis sense the uselessness and absurdity
of some of the conclusions from product-process research

G. D. Fenstermacher2° offers the view that behavioral 'scientists err
in believing that what teachers do is more Important than what teachers
think He would have supervisors give more attention to helping teach-
ers think and feel differently about what makes teaching worthwhile.
Getting knowledge about teaching and getting teachers to be effective
arc two different activities. Instead of asking. "Do these teachers'
behaviors produce x effect' ", supervisors should ask, "Why do these

" P L Peterson, "Dirc t Inst (ion Ref onsidered. Rtearih on I raihin and Coniepti, Find-
ings and ImpLtataons, ed P 1, Pct rson Walberg (Berkelcv, Calif 11( Cotchan, 1,979),
pp 57-69

" G 1 Frnsiermachur, , "A Philosophical Consideration of Recent Research on I( a( her Ef-
fectiveness:: Revieet, of Rtsrarrh in Mutation 6 (1978) 157-186

.3f)
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teachers perform as they do?", looking for relationships between per-
formance and teacher intentions. The relation between thought and ac-
tion may be the critical issue in research on teaching.

The Future of Scientific Supervision

One of the Uniied States' great strengths is the extraordinary
development of science and technology which is a direct consequence of
the freedom of investigation and criticism. Also, the American national
character is rooted in optimism "A sense of efficacy." Our problems
can be solved. We shall n\ake life better. It is not surprising then that a
Scientific approach to supervision that we can find out why some
people are more effective teachers than others and that we can use this
knowledge to help teachers become effective is a central dimension in
the superviSion field. There are other reasons as well. Supervisors want
a knowledge base to free them from charges of personal arbitrariness in
their supervisory practice. Teachers, even though they at times distain
the results of scientific inquiry inCteaching, see the need for such ac-
tivity, if only to strengthen the myth that teaching is a profes-sion as

evidenced by the use of scientifically validated procedures which are note
possessed by and which cannot always be judged objectively by the
general public.

On the other hand, the case for scientific supervision has not been

won. Just as there is an erosion in thepnerican's faith in science, so.
there is a lack of confidence that research in teacher effectiveness will

ever fulfill its promise. The search for,effective teaching methods and
teachers is like the sh for the Holy Grail. Not all teachers can be
successes because we are dealing with an art, and there are no formulas
for art. .._

'Limitations to the Scientific Approach to -Teaching Effectiveness
...

Future scientific research into supervision will probably follow the

direction of social" research in generalj' This means that scientific
'Supervision will be seen as only one among .several,analytical methods
for improving instruction. Other forms of inforfnation and analysis, in-
cluding the ordinary knowledge of iupervisors and teachers, may be
more effective than the results of scientific inquiry. Ordinary knowledge
is not won b'y the methods,of science but by common sense, empiricism,
and thoughtful speculation. Such knowledge is highly fallible, but,
nevertheless, knowledge to anyone who takes iris a basis for action.

4.

t

'' C. E Lindblom.and Et K Cohen, Usable Knowledge (New Haven. Yale University Press,

1979):
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t

The Limited Contribution of Research to Iniproving Teaching

I4search has been'linlited in its cdntribution to teaching practice
for\a,rrupober of reasons

1. The number of propositions produced by a scientific aproach
is tiny compared to the judgments and guidelines employed in teaching.

2, Researchers of teaching iefine ordinary knowledge more than
they create new knowledge. The researchers' newly found alterable
.variable,s-Oftime-on-t,ask, prerequisites to learning, pupil opportunity
to pa6icipate, home environment, teachers' attitudes toward children,
feedback and corrective procedures have circulated as part of teachers'
and sui5efrvisors' ordinary knowledge fqr generations.

3. Researchers refine knowledge in a highly selective fashion.
Only a few of the propositions from ordinary icnoLvIedgeint tested by
researchers, and of these only a few are give ea high degree of verifica-
tion.

Indeed,' Walter Doyle has called fora fundamental conceptual re
organization of research on teaching on the grounds that present
variables found to be assotiated4vith achievement, such as time-on-
task, may be leading to spurious interpretations." These teaching

variables are assumed to cause student behavior" when it may be that the
student behavior, such' as specifying time in learning, is a factor of
teacher ada4ation to students or students'need for authority. Dbyle
would reorganize research so ,that less attention is given to tea her
behavior as the treatment variable and more attention is giv en,-ta4 the
nature of the tasks students are trying to accomplish. Examples of tas
variables are degree of risk and ambiguity Other variables of im
tance are the meanings students give to the objects and events they
cointer in instruction. AdPnittedly, research conducted aldng this re-
constructed line would not increase knowledge about effective teaching

rns, but might provide an analytical framework for helping
teach rs interpret the problems they nieet in their specific classrooms.

4." There is little hope that research will bring authoritativeness to
supervision. Research does not cover the 'whole terrain-of classroom
problems. Also, niany of the scientific firldings will besejected on other
grou ds political, economic. Further, teachers and superv.isors
not ee that any finding is sufficiently established to serve as the final
word of authority. The most authoritative knowledge is that which has
been nfirmed by research and corresponds to the ordinary knowledge
of teac ers. Ordinary knowledge that children achieve more when

in appropriate learning tasks, that leahiing opportunities shoul
not be frustrating, and that low teacher experaktions preclude pupil

" Walter Doyle, "Learning the Classroom Environment IXTr4:>Ailtiois; journal of
Teacher Education 28 (1977) 51-55
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progress are more authoritative statements than some of the findings
front' the behavioral scientists' Vocess-product research.

5. Many scientific fincligs regarding teaching effectiveness are
divergent. When there are divergent viavvs teacher praise and criti-
cism, class size, open structure, value of drill, pupil choice, concurrent
versus transference, methods in bilingual education then supervisors
and teachers take only the view that is consistent with their ordinary
knowledge asauthoritativ-e and act on it. The other view is dismissed as
eing incorrectly defined or the research design and samplear'e said to

b faulty.

Optional.Directions in the Sciehtific Approach

In view of the lack of authoritativeness of educional research
regarding methods and effective teaching, how should it be redirected?
One option is for researchers tp forsake the search for practical solutions
to well-defined problems and instead attend' to the functions of fun-
damental enlightenment of thought as achieved by those such as
IDewey, Piaget, Chomsky, and Freud Members of the National Acad-
emy of Education in their recent review of instances of research that
have influenced educational practice credited theoretical ideas as having
the greatest impact, not hard-core statistical demonstrations." AcCept-

ing the goal of enlightenment rather than social engineering sets new
tasks for researchers on teaching Instead of aiming at authoritativeness
and teseable scientific propositions, they would try to clarify under-
standing of the classroom and its problems. Conceptualization which

_might include alternative ways to enhance learning would be an exam-
ple of such activity

.A second optional direction is for researchers to return to the
earlier practice of action research and limit themselves to highly selec-
tive but restricted questions of importan?e to a local community The
argument for this direction is that problems of teaching require a wide

-.-- :'!Inge of outlooks and,participants, not just problem solving The in-
teractive problem solving of action research is an alternative to solving
problems, understanding, thought, or analysis from the viewpoint of a
particular source of knowledge, Researchers using forms of human in-

teraction for the purpose of reducing a problem have the advantage of
implementing knowledge as well as finding it.

A third direction is to pursue the ideal of objective experiments on
children, attempting to modify them by the process in question. Such
efforts to unprgLe the science of pedagogy will be difficult becaust they

'involve entanglements with questions of both ends and means The
sciences from which pedagogy draws, particularly psychology, often
limit the inquiries undertaken.

" P StiFrpes, ed , Impact of Releanh on Edusatron Some Cale Studsei (Washington, D C National
Academy of Education, 978)
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A fourth direction is to improve teaching through fact-finding
studies, adding to knowledge about teaching problems. who are the
achievers, non-achievers, where are they, and what do they lack.
Although reporting may seem insignificant compared to other dimen-
sions of scientific undertakings, researchers have a higher success rate in
this activity than in achieving scientific generalisations Further, the
facts uncovered may contribute to solving problems of teaching
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Chapter 3.

The'clinical Approach to
Supervision
Noreen B. Garman

IN THE CLINICAL APPROACH TO SUPER isioN, the supervisor provides the
practitioner with a service that is concd! -ned with the quality of his/her
practice. The supervisor is competent, compassionate, professional,
however,' it should be emphasized that super, ision 'represents a good
deal of effective tinkering. Supervisors ,are itinerant, working in one
place and then another, seeing no beginnin&, no middle, no end They
must,be knowledgeable and skillful en h tdhave "the courage not to
knOW and 'yet to function confidentl is is the clinical supervisor's
legacy.

The clinical approach to supervision takes the name and assump-
tions from the landmark works of Cogan' and Goldhammer2 and others
who have interpreted clinical supervision for their) own practice aild
writing. In this chapter I will develop key concepts related to the clinical
approach to supervision and will pt 'it that clinical supervision as a con-
struct is different from the procedurl orientation popularly described in
the literature. In other words the classic eight phase process known as
"the cycle of supervision"3 is useful under limited conditions, but does
not define the practice itself. During the last eeCade, meaningful
features have developed' that provide a conceptdal framework from
which to derive alterhaNe _methods appropriate to the broad cir-
cumstances of clinical practice. A substantive jtriawledge base from the
collected experierites of supervisor practitionets has begurillo generate a
language for intellectual study 'NFIF concepts, colleagialay, collaboration,
skilled service, and ethif,a1 conduct haVe become the imperative's that, whek
explicated, stakeoctt the domain gthe clinical approach to siiper ision

' Morns L. Cogan, Clime& ruprvCaston (Boston. Houghton-Mifflin, 1973)
Robert Goldhammer, Chntcal Supavuton (New York kolt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969)

' Both Cogan 91 Goldhammer describe the operational procedures of clinical superyision a.s.a

cycle tfiat emphasizes the ongoing mvolvement of the process Cogan's eight phases are 1

Establishing a relationship, 2 Planning with the teacher, 3 Planning for observation, 4 Obsery
mg instruction, 5 Analyzing the data from the observation, 6 Planning for the conference, 7

The conference, 8 Renewed planning thus the resumption of another cycle

,;Vbren B. Garman is,Professor of curriculum and Supervision at the
University offlittsburlh.
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36 SUPERVISION OF TEACHING

A Knowledge Base

A little over a decade ago educators had no effective way to
describe a clinical supervisor. It was in the early 1970s that a new
le.nguage was introduced blitogan and Goldhammer. In 1972, Lewis
and Miel devoted one page to the nascent field in Supervision for Improved
Instruction; Mosher and Purpel in Supervision. The Reluctant Profession
devoted one chapter. In 1976 The Journal of Research and Development in
Education featured, as the central theme, Clinical Supervision, as did Con-
temporary Education in 1977. By 1980 bibliographies reflected the state of
the art 4 To date, the literature has established a recognizable constructs,
and delineated a method that researclrers have tried and found general-
ly, "it works."6 A number of enthusiasts and sceptics continue to
debate the future of the methocIas well as the semanticdissoriance caus-
ed by the term clinical.'

Discourse about clinical supervision gsnerally. reveals two disposi-
tions toward the process, the itinerant and the clinical Itinerant super-
visors often report, "We are doing clinical supervision in our school"
(meaning we are following the plan of the method) or more direct, "I
am using the cycle on a group of teachers." Itinerants are generally
competent leaders who find the clarity of the method refreshing and are
guided by the tests. Sometimes they wish for more time to work
through compelling issues. They regret the demands of their jobs,
reminding themselves of the "real world" of supervision.

The clinical disposition, by contrast, imagines that the "real

Perhaps the most complete explication of the state of the art to date is found in Robert H
Anderson and Robert J Krajewski, Chnual Supercuurn Special Method, for the Supercuion of Teachers
(New York Holt, Rinehart and W'inston, 1980), pp 186-199 See also Cheryl Granade Sullivan,
Clinical Supervision, A State of the An Review (Alexandria, 'a Association for Supervision and Cur-
nculum Development, 1980), and Charles A Reaves, Teacher IrpProormeni Through Clinuai Superci
non (Bloomingmn, Ind Phi Delta Kappa, 1'978)

Not only have a growing number of publications focused on supervision in the past
few years but there seems to be evidence that the construct is becoming internationally recogniz-
ed Example Project CLINSUP '80 (acronym for clinical supervision) is.currently a joint venture:
by the School of Education and schools in the Cola( Inspectorate, Deakin University, ictona,)
Australia, 3217 The project co-ordinator u W John Smyth

Charles A Reaves, "Research in Review/Clinical Supervision A Review of the Research,
Educational Leadership 35 (April 1978) 580-594

See Robert J Krajewski and Robert H Anderson, Goldhammer's Supervision a
Decade Eater,- Educational Leadership 37.'5 (February 1980) 420-423, for details of 'the label,
clinical

I personally find the etymology of the term interesting In the 1600s a clinic was descnbed
in church history as one who was a bedridden patient, one who deferred baptism until the death
bed In the belief that`there could be no atonement for sins committed after that sacrament The
clinical physician became the one who administered at the bedside and often gave the last
ntes The physician became known as the clime (clinlcus) In 1752 Chambers. reported

is now seldom used but for a quack, or fur an empirical nurse who pretends to have
learned the art of cunng diseases by attending on the sick Thus, from the earliest roots, clinical
has been associated,with the act of administering to the patient in close proximity and the curative
process was "empirical," based on actual observation and treatment A contempuraik definition
of clinIcal includes as one notation, "extremely obiective and realistic
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world" is the clinic (wherever that may be). It is a time and place where
special involvements will eventually be meaningful. At present there are

a number of clinicians in the field of supervision who share a common
knowledge base, that is, they have had.a residency-like experience for a

prolonged period of time when their primary activity centered on work-
ing with teachers in classrooms. They were there to learn about their
own supervision.

The cycle of supervision was fashioned by Goldhammer and
Cogan out of long, arduous searching as they lived with supervisors and
teachers in the collaborative world of Han ard-Lexington and Newton
MAT programs. Ironically, taken together their texts remind us about
the essential knowledge that can come from intense introspection under
pressure. What wedoict read about is that as a supervisor encounters
the awesome universe of teaching 'and learning and becomes committed
to the challenger there is no place to retreat from the ignorance The
processes. Implicit in the cycle of supervisiOn can become inquiry
methodology for one to generate theory The empirical qualit<es of
Observation and analysis, two of the phases of the "cycle," help \the

novice to- quantify events in order to be free from judgmenal
preconceptions. Personal empowerment releases one's senses to savor
the aesthetics of teaching and leafning. Freedom is won through pa-
tience and devotion, through careful documentation of accumulated ex-
periential knowledge (Goldhammer developed detailed case studies,
Cogan wrote insights and information-on file cards, hundreds of file
cards) Somewhere, in the rigor of inquiry, the clinical spirit is horn

Constructs and Concepts in Supervision

To understand the nature of the clinical approach to supervision, It

is necessary to recognize the importance of concept formation as a ra-
tional way to cominuhicate. Any terms used to describe the events
under consideration deal with aspects of the events, not the events
themselves Thus a construct or concept is an abstraction of some aspect
of an event given from a particular point of view For the educator there
are at least two characteristics of operational concepts that can be used
as criteria for their value. One is reliability,,,that is the degree to which
the same event, observed by other colleagues, would be recognized or
described in the same way by them. The other criteria for a good con-
struct or concept is its utility fat a given purpose. Therefore, as one at-
tempts to understand a particular point of view of supervision (or
teaching), one would not necessarily ask "What is supervision. (or
teaching) really?" or "What are the true aspects of supervision?"
Rather, concept formation addresses the question, "What is a reliable
and useful way to describe people and events so that we can understand
why we perform as we do in regard to various skills?"

If a construct is explicated well through key concepts and sub-
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38 SUPERVISION OF TEACHING

concepts, the terms can provide explanation and interpretation. More
important; concepts guide our actions in supervisory 'practice. Julian
Rotter discusses the nature of concepts in the field of clinical
psychology: "In all sciences, terms thai have been used at one time to
describe the events Of nature have later been discarded as poor or er-
roneous conceptions The belief that a term of long standing Is
necessarily accurate or useful is mistaken."' If educational practice has
integrity, the practitioner recognizes that concept formation is
necessary for renewing the life of the practice, and searches for unifying
pnnciples/Aich connect the past to the present. Twenty years ago
Morris Cogan and Tis contemporaries groped for terms to describe
what they perceived to be the critical features of the events they en-
countered. "In these new roles and processes, and especially in these
new relationships we found some cause for optimism and we began to
refer to our basic procedures as 'the cycle of supervisiOn.' "9 By 1973
he had recognized the inevitable. "It should be noted at once that cer-
tain phases of the cycle may be altered or omitted or new procedures in-
stituted depending upon the successful development of working rela-
tionships between the supervisor and the teacher.""

As a tribute to my beloved Colleague, Morris Cogan, and to my
other colleagues the clinicians who have been transformed by the
baptism of fire, the itinerants who have effectively tinkered with sacred
words, and especially the teachers and supervisors who are pa of my
own clinical practice I lifer the conception of clinical supervision at
follows.

The Clinical Approach: Twenty Years Later

The concepts offered here ale not necessarily exclusive of the
clinical approach It is the explication of each, the referents and the rela-
tional aspect of the four together that help to describe and guide the
events of clinical practice. For instance, to contrast colleagiality ankl col-
laboration helps illuminate each Colleagtalay refers to the posture of the
persons who become involved in supervision, that is, their state of be-
ing, their prevailing tendencies more direct, the "mental baggage"
they bring with them as they work together. Collaboration addresses the
nature of the involvement of the persons -during the supervisory
alliance Skilled seruce suggests that the supervisor is able to offer compe-
tent accommodation and activ ities required by the supervisee as a result
of prolonged' and specialized intellectual training and practice. Ethical
conduct refers to cAstant discretion and judgment in one's actions
through standards of behavior so that those involved can -be confident
that this professional attitude will provide trust and protection

Julian B Rotter. Ciinitat Psychoiov, 2nd cd (Englewood Cliffs. NJ PrentircHall, 1964)
' Morns L Cogan. Ciitz fflical Supervision (Boston Houghton-Min, 1973), p 7

1* Cogan, p 12
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Colleagialiiy: A Frame of Mind

Colleagiality, defined here as an internal state, depends on the way
(or ways) one identifies with the world of teachers and learners and
supervisors in a self-conscious sense. It is the particular frame of mind
one brings to educational encounters. In this section the notion of
"frame of mind" is embodied in the alienated critic, the neutral
observer, the connected participant, and the organic member Each
represents a special set of attitudes associated with colleagiality

Alienated Critic

As a clinical supervisor encountering the everyday world of
teachers and students, I have the vantage of looking again at the place
where I used to lives In Maxine Greene's words,

It is like returning home from a long stay in some other place
rn

The mecomer notices

rrdetails and patterns in his environment he never saw before [One nds that [one] has
to think about local rituals and customs to make sense out of them once more For a
time he (shel feels quite separate from the person who is wholl) at hortieJthe in group
and takes the familiar world for grantediP

Because I have an emotional investment in the educajional en-,
vironment, it is easy for me to become an alienated critic, unable, to ac-
cept the imperfections I now see. Because I care about kids and learn-
ing, I can find the faults, describe the absurdities, and offer suggestions
based on what could have been done in the pastor what might be better
in the future Yet I can only deny the present, unable to deal effectively
with the here and now because of the displaced feelings of frustration
In this professional disequilibrium I cannot identify with "them " I
have no disposition toward colleagiality until I can understand the
source of my attitudes.

Similar reactions are reflected in Goldhammer's first chapter, "A
Context for Supervision." The reader is able to sense how he comes to
terms with his own denial and alienation. In the beginning ,pages he
says, ". . . ifl am forced to exist in an environment filled with insani-
ty, in time my own behavior will begin to incorporate the insanities that
have surrounded me.'" For 50 pages he describes with eloquence and
passion the typical school world as he sees it. By the end of the chapter
he is resigned, "For better or for worse, that school and others like it,
represent the context in which constructive supervision must occur, if it

is to occur at all."" His chapter serves as a kind of self-relief. The
burden is discharged. The emotional pressure is reduced to a

manageable level through the aesthetic expression which objectifies his

" Maxine Greene, Teach:, as Stranger (Belmont, Calif Wadsworth, 073), pp 267-268

" Robert Goldhammer, Chnirat Sup-mow York(New ork Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969y, p ,

2
" Goldhanner, p 52
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40 SUPERVISION OF TEACHING

private sensations by making 'them into a shareable entity.
, Similar feelings ,were expressed by a group of teachers in the

Reynolds SchOol District in Pennsylvania after a prolonged, intense ex-
perience)* While six of them were taking part in a field-based team sab-
batical, they talked about their temporary alienation and frustration at
being disconnected from the familiar world they had taken for granted.
With a mixed sense of sadness and joy, they realized that they might
never return as the same people. One of their favorite concepts was
described as a metaphoric affliction called R2 ressentiment a state of
mind more permeating than R, simple resentment. In their words,
"R2 has been described as a suboonscious, free floating illtemper which
penetrates the personality causing a chronic negativism toward most
situations."", Once the condition was labeled, the Reynolds teachers
began to deal with their own symptoms. In addition, they said they
could empathize with colleagues who showed signs of severe, perhaps
terminal, cases:

Neutral Observer

The first, inclinations toward colleagiality come when I am able, as
a neutral obserer, to think abOut the events of my professional world in
a detached dispassionate way. As one novice supervisor said, "I may
not be doing any good, but at least I'm not doing too much damage." It
is when I have developed mental techniques for quantifying my
judgments, when I can easily tell the difference between high inference
and low inference, that I begin to understand the importance of descrtp-
five data as the basis for a rationale. It is when I know I am being
"judgmental" by my unverified and unbending normative responses to
events that I can struggle to make careful judgments based on stable
data." The mathematical knowledge that allows me to understand ' ap-
proximations" of perfection and "probabilities" of success also pro-
vides me with a way to derive reasonable expectations for myself and
others. It is then .that I recognize the humaneness of an empirical
approach.

I feel obliged to comment here on a condition that leads to the
deterioration of colleagiality. Many supervisors get stuck somewhere
between alienated critic and neutral Qbserver. They have developed the
facile skills and language associated with scientific-like techniques and
can assume a neutral, descriptive position for a period of time only to

" A C2Ilins and others. "The Reynolds Model for Professional Development," intenm
Report to the Members ache School Board, Reynolds School Dtstnct, Greenville, Pa , March 8,
1978

See Reynolds Interim Report p, 19 for a more detailed descnption of the charactenstics of
R2

Noreen B Garman. "Objectivity and Clinical Supervision A Study of the Supervisor's Use
of Stable Data During Classroom Observation and His Her Awareness of Selective Perception,"
Faculty Research Grant, 1979
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return, even more articulate, to the comforts of the alienated critic, not
wanting the responsibility fOr action and accountability, They have
learned to put aside temporarily their expectations for perfection Lack
of compassion for those with whom Ave differ locks the mind and spirit
It is the combined flAws of ignorance and lack of compassion that pre-

vent us from making meaningful connections with those whom we find

disagreeable.

Connected Participant

/ Genuine colleagiality is possible when I can become the connected
participant. It is that spirit that allows me to "connect" with another
person so that both of us are aware of the connectedness. I am able to
identify with the other at a level of respect and affection, I am not "at
odds" with my colleague, even though I may not agree with him or her
I -accept the image of myself as a participant in an educational alliance
and I share some of the responsibility. I have faith that together we can
discover the kind of contributions we make to each other.

Another form of connectedness is manifested when at someipoint I

am able to identify with the community of teachers and especially with

the tentage of teaching-learning and schooling. The "we" of col-
leagiality is articulated when we accept the richness of our common
mythology and folklore of teaching. We may, indeed, carry around
with us some forms of pedagogical archetypes, as well as images of
universal traits of the typical teacher, such as vitality, dedication, self-
sacnfice, intellectual sharing, nurturance, arrogance, pomposity, ab-
surdity, punishment, and love. Cogan mentions that "powerful social
and culturalorces not only press us into the form and behavior of
teacher but also generate in us the evaluative ambience surrounding the

role of teacher,"'7
I am convinced that it is in the appreciatioriauf our mythology that

we can address our educational myths. Contrary to the popular notion
that a myth is a widely held belief that is not true," I find Campbell's
definition of myth, "the symbolized facts of the mind, "" an important
o9e. The myth is a conscious representation of oar past identity It is
the source and nature of our culture within the educational institution
Campbell reminds.us that the life supporting nature of myths allows us

to recognize, analyz,e, and interpret the present. We can evolve tech-
niques for retaining these images in health and, as the old, often

" Moms L Cogan, "Rationale for Clinical Supervision!" journal of Rtstarrh and Dradopmeni in

&datum 9, 2 (1976) 7
" See Arthur W Combs, Myths in Education (Boston Allyn and Bacon, 1979) It is at this point

that I disagree with Arthur Combs' approach to the notion of myth as an insidious belief which

has ''hampered progress and frustrated human goals through history," He says "We must break

ourselves loose from the myths that btnd us " He confound* the term myth wtth the dysfunctional

aspects of tradition
" Joseph Campbell, Mythi to LIN By (New York Bantam, 1978) p 11
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dysfunctional traditions of the past fade, we can, through knowledge
and appreciation, assist id the rearrangement of pedagogical culture
patterns. To reject our heritage is to sever our connections to the past, a
form of collective denial thatican only lead tb professional alienation.
Perhaps a properly functioning mythology (one that we, as ,supervisors,
recognize) can help us relieve our professional anxiety. As I engage in a
supervisory relationship with a teacher, the appreciation or denial of the
rich culture of teachingwill inevitably become a force in establishing
mutual colleagiality.

Organic Member

A heightened sense of colleagiality is possible when I can imagine
myself as a member of an organic unit," when the distinction between
supervisor and teacher is less discernable and I can transcend my con-
ventional role status. While in the frame of mind of the connected par-
ticipant I remain conscious of my unique self in.relation to another, the
emphasis is often on the quality of the relationship and the nature of the
interaction. As the organic member I'm aware of the individual and
C4ollectIve possibilities when members are involved in the flow of the ex-
perience toward common goals. As a member of an organic unit I am
active and reactive, inductive and productive during the life of the ex-
perience I can be most effective when I imagine how other members
might contribute I'm able to see that much of the activity and results of
the involvement will unfold in a manner that will lead to new and un-
predictable states I can be energized by seeing others and myself make
important contributions, discovering potential we never imagined in
ourselves

Colleagiality as a Face-to-Face Encounter

In clinical super\ ision there is an implicit assumption that the face-
to-face situation is the basis for Practice When two or more people
come together for this special kind of supervisory encounter, the
amount of time they are together may not be the most important factor.
It is the quality of the time spent that makes the specialness. Those who
bring a particular collegial frame of mind to the situation will inevitably
set the mood for the quality of the experience.

In their treatise on the sociology of knowledge, Berger and
Luckman erOphasike the unique reality level.of the face-to-face situation
and, in particular, the importance of the shared reality with "others."

The most impoetant experience of others takes place in the fate -to -face situation which
is the prototypical case of social interaction All other cases are derivations of it,
My and his "heie and now.' continuously ImPihge on each other as long as the far c-to-

2° See the Reynolds Intenm Report for a conaprehenswe definition of organ:L-10am. p 19
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face situation continues . . no other form of social relating can reproduce the.,
plenitude of symptoms of subjectivity present only here are the other subjectivity
emphatically "close All other forms of relating to the other are in varying degrees
"remote." In the face-to-face situation the other is fully real." , --

The above statement may. seem obvious and yet, as supervisors,
we need to remind ourselves that we are engaged in both immediate
and remote interactions.' Others can become progressively anonymous
the farther we get from face-to-face working situations. The disposition
and skills of collaboration are fashioned through prolonged and intense
collegial encounters.

Collaboration: Toward Educational Alliances

The following discussion of collaboration addresses the nature-of
involvement between or'among the people working in an educational
alliance. If we consider four types of involvements and die conditions of
each, we might better understand the notion of "educational alliance
Because clinical practice depends on face -to -face interactions, we can
assume that,Tor.whatever motives, there are verbal interchanges in the
types of involvement presented here.

Non-working Involvement

The non-working involvement is characterized by feelings of
resistance on the part of one or more of the people. Resistance may take
the form of conflict or open hostility, in which case the involvement
would be a short one. Defensive behaviors are more subtle, less

abrasive, and take a bit longer to discharge, albeit, most supervisors are
well versed in the wide range of defenses, from negatiyism, silence,
oververbalization, self-deprecation ("I'll tell you m.y faults before you
do") to unmitigated charm and ebullience (including flattery for the
supervisor's cleverness). Evan more subtle are the protective devices
supervisors cultivate to- keep themselves intact. There is an insidious,
compelling urge (called "zap the teadier") ever-present as one develops
the empirical skills of the neutral observer. The more data one has, the
more one can verify one's prejudgments. In-the. non-working involve-
ment those involved have intuited that no much good will come from
the efforts and therefore "it is not working very well."

Working-Acceptance Involvement:

The term working-acceptance is borrowed from Erving Goffman's
insightful essays on face-to-faCe behavior, Interaction Ritual" This type

2' Peter L Berger and Thomas Lockman, The Social Coratruction of Really (New York AnchOr.
1967), pp 28-29

" Erv`ing Goffman, Interaction Ritual EssadtFace to Face Be/tavern (New York Anchor, 1967)
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of involvement if concerned primarily with the ritual aspect of super-
visory encounters. A key assumption is that within the ritualistic inter-
changes there is an acceptance of customary modes of operating. The
prevailing mood is that of politeness. Goffman describes the rule of self-
respect and the rule f considerateness as it relates to interaction ritual
in the following passa s:

Just as the member of any group is expected to have self-respect, so also he is expected
to sustain a standard of considerateness, he is expected to go to certain lengths to save
the feelings and the face of others present, and he is expected to du this willingly and
spontaneously because of emotional identification with the others and with their feel-
ings In consequence, he is disinclined to witness the defacement of others The person
who can witness another's humiliation and unfeelingly retain a cool countenance
himself is said in our society to be "heartless," just as he who can unfeelingly par-
ticipate in his own defacement is thought to be "shameless "

The combined effect of the rule of self-respect and the rule of eonsider'ateness is
that the person tends to conduct himself during an encounter su as to maintain both his
own face and the face of the other participants This means that the line taken by each
participant is usually allowed to prevail, and each participant is allowed to carry off the
role he appears to have chosen for himself A state where everyone temporarily accepts
everyone else's line is established This kind of mutual acceptance seems to be a basin
structural feature of interaction, especially the interaction of face-to-fact talc It is
typically a 'working acceptance, not a 'real" one since it tends to be based not on agreement of
candidly expressed heart felt evaluations, but upon a aillingness to give temporary lip ,mice to
judgments with which the participants do not really agree " (The emphasis is mine )

The "working" aspects of ritual and custom 'in supervision have
not been closely examined, perhaps because we assume they are bir-
riers to productive results. Blumberg's examination of supervisors and
teachers in a private cold war" details many of the incidents that are
related to the non-working as well as the ritualistic working- acceptance
situations. In my opinion, ritualistic activ ity' may be v iewed as marginal
aspects of educational alliances. There is considerable ritual behav ior in
any culture that supports the life of the institutional organism at tcie or-
dinary, day to day level. At anther level, certain ritual can reaffirm
one's existence within the culture. TO give an example, I've repeatedly
heard teachers say, "nobody has been in to observe my teaching for
years" (translated as "nobody cares what I am doing"). The
customary visit by an administrator is interpreted as "at least someone
up there will see what I am doing." The administrator may consider
this act as "show and tell" by the teacher and not worthy of his/her
time, or may be deluded into thinking that it improves the teacher's in-
struction. This is a form of ritualistic behaviorin supervision. When it
works, it reaffirms the teacher's worth. When it doesn't work, it is a
futile exercise.

The primary setting for supervisory ritual is the conference. The
preceding passage by Goffman points out the implicit surface

" Goffman, p 11

" Arthur Blumberg, Slittr011013 and Teachers A Pnoate Cold War (Berkeley, Calif MLCutchan,
1974)
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agreements in the ,conference 'environtneot. Consider: both parties
know there is limited tune to cover the multitude of possibilities (or'sins,

as the case may be). The supervisor's credentials are often in question
(What does he/she really know. about effective, teaching?) The super-
visor will open w' ; "How do you ftel about the lesson?" or "Let's

-consider first you s rengths and then your weaknesses."
Over the yeasps.I have listened to hundreds of conferences with

script emes of striking similarity. At one point I began to pick up
recurring patterns analogous to the religious confessional- ..,

, -- Supervisor officiates
-L- Teaclieonfessc's his/her transgressions

Supervisor suggests ways to repent.
Teacher agrees to recant -.

Supervisor assists in penance
Teacher makes Ad' of Contrition
Supervisor gives absolution
Both go,away feeling better.

The clinical supervisor recognizes the powerful undercurrent of
ritualistic conferences and can change the ceremonial aspects Into
educational alliances those encounters during which participants
learn something about their professional actions.

Involvements with Genuine' Participation

When people deal with one another honestly, transcending the
ritualistic tendencies to "maintain face" o! give "temporary lip ser-
vice," educational alliances can be established. As Goffman points out
in the previous passage, the working acceptance is not'a 'real' one

"op since it tends to be based not on agreement of candidly expressed, heart-

- felt evaluations . . ." The emphasis here is agreement, the act of mak-

ing explicit statements About the shared events so that the participants
have a common language and accept each others' percep\ion of the
events from a similar frame of reference. For the clinical supervisor the

imperative is language development, not only as it refers to com-
munication, but also as it regards the capacity to mediate altern4tive

modes of reality."
One basic principle of the meaning of language development in

supervision might be. To know the real name of something is to have power over

'xi. 26,Early in the clinical practice, the supervisor develops a keen ear for
precise vocabulary and, in a sense, becomes bilingual.Heghe acquires
one language which speaks about the inner world of personal feelings

arid attitudes and another for describing, interpreting, and judging the

" Lawrance I.eShan. A11 011121E, fittlhileS (New York Ballantme, 1976)

26 LeShan, p 85
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outer world of professional ac and consequences. Concept formation,
mentioned earlier, is a prima skill, since intelligent communication is

'the basis on which. opr profession rests. Initial responsibility for col-
laboration is placedion the supervisor who is expected to have the ap-
propriate language, to e exp Ica what the nature of educational

k-agreements means, to ft --:-"articipants.
In addition t. urtication, language development in supervi-

sion i4concerner e need for all members involved in educational
alliances to hay, ically the same experience, that is they construe
reality from a shared frame of reference." (Concept formation, to a
great extent, is a way for us to invent modes of reality as much as it is for
us to discover them.) The four colleagial "frames of mind" and the four
"types of collaborative involvement" that I preseht in this chapter are
actually representations of alternate modes of 'reality. The realness of
each depends on the reader's ability or willingEess to identify each
mode as " real." To mediate alternate modes of reality, thefefore, the

. supervisor can deliberately act within a given mode while recognizing
his/her ability to move from one mode to another in a reconciling way,
a way that does not negate the existence or importance -of the other
modes The skilled supervisor is also able to recognize the mode (or
rrtodes) of reality within which other participants are acting and, if need
be, to resolve serious discrepancies if collaboration is in jeopardy.

Educational alliances, then, are eaucational involvements based 9n
working agreements during which the participants understand the con-
ditions of the agreement and willingly work within ifiem. In another
sense, the group that forms an educational alliance becomes culture-
like, using Cas'sirer's definition of culture, which is "minds acting in
cooperation through A similar definition of reality. "28 As I suggested
earlier, ritualistic activity may be viewed as marginal aspects of educa-
tional alliances, in that much of what we dOuring tittr professional en-
counters gives the appearance of "minds acting in cooperation It
may well be that when our acts are made explicit through appropriate
language, we find we are actually not in agreement. In any case, when
we work toward mutually explicit agreements we have the opportunity
to experience a different type of collaboration orpe of genuine'
participation.

When we imagine the concept of there is at least one
assumption that bears close scrutiny.'It is often assumed that if par:
ticipants are acting with honesty and trust, eventually they will generate
a degree of genuine participation. This may be a naive -point of view.
There are basic differences among honest, trusting people that can deter

" Th subject 13 reflected in the works of Ernst Cassirer, especially Language anei Myth (New
York over, 1953) and Pie PhiloJophy of Symbolic. Forms (New Haven, Conn Yak University,ts
1955)

asstrerLanguage and Myth
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the collaborative effort." For example, we can examine one area of dif-
ference and speculate concerning the supervisory irriplications.

People tend to negotiate agreements based on their own pro-
clivities related to internal and external structure.3° In addition, the
nature of the eiglireit agreements themselves reflects two basically dif-
ferent structurelp, referred to as open and closed agreements. The closed
agreement assumes that the events within the involvement are
reasonably predictable, therefore the negotiators are able to foci's the
terms of the agreement on the particular conditions and expected out-
comes. The agreement is, by design, restrictive. The open agreement,
by contrast, implies that events will emerge and may not be predictable
enough to direct the terms of the agreement toward the probable out-
comes. This agreemtnt is basically non- restrictive. In the closed agree-
ment, people generally agree to the explicit objectives and outcomes,
the salient features are determined a priori. In the open agreement,
people agree to the process of involvement with the significant mean-, ings to be determined after the events occur.

The negotiating aspects of collaborative agreements are most clear-
ly delirra"kd in the Cogan method by the preobservation conference.
Aches2n and Gall" and Reavis" appropriately describe the essentilli
reasons for a moderately restrictive type of conference by suggesting
that this is a way to 'deal from the teacher'i point of v 'iew with the
teacher's concerns. (It is also a way to help a new Supervisor focus on
specific aspects of teaching while lie/she is still in the early stages of
developing the supervisory skills of data analysis aid a language of
teaching.) Anderson and Krajewski33 imagine the "contractual"
a'spects in a broader sense and allow for short term and long term
agreements in their preobservation conference includin the possibility
of facing the ritualistic enactments of supervision.

As supervisors, ye, need to look carefully at ihe reasons we
negotiate for either an open or a closed agreement. Reavis, for instance,'
states, "It is very important that the teacher suggest observation objec-
tives" and he gives recommendations for getting the teacher to do this.
Some teachers prefer the open, approach and find the restriction

" I find the notion of differences in the learning modes of adults an important one in supervision
The growing field of Interest known as learning styles is useful for background See Suit/ens Learning,'
Styles Diagnosing and Prescribing Programs (Reston, Va National Association olkSecondary School
Principals, 1979)

" See Julian Rottcr, Generalized Espectancies for Internal Versus External Control of Rein
forcement," Psychology Monograplu General and Appad 80, 1 (1966), also, "External Control and
Internal Control," Psychology Today, June 1971

Keith A Acheson and Meredith Damien Gall, Techniques in the Clmual Supervision of Teachers
tNew York Longman, 1980) The authors present a detailed descnption of specific technique; in
a useful format for new supergisors

" Charles A Reavis, Teacher Improvement Through Clinical Supervision (Blocrington, Ind Phi
Delta Kan, 1978). p 12

" Robe* H Anderson and Robert Krajewsio, Clinical Supervision, Special Methods for the Super
visor of Teachers (New .York Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1980), p 35
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untenable!In some cases, the supervisor may be meeting his/her own
preferred style'of agreement and not necessarily that of the teachers. I
am convinced that, effective clinical practice depends on our ability to
articulate and thereby manage this diversity.

As we begin to think of clinical supervision beyond the Cogan
method, we can alter our image of the conventional scenario with the
two person cast. We can imagine a clinical supervisor who acts in dif-
ferent configurations with diverse groups of educators in face-to-face ac-
tivities (such as planning, fact-finding, working on materials) exploring
new realms together, It is especially important for-the supervisor to
develop a repertoire of ways to describe basic individual differences
among the members of larger groups. Collaboration in this way may
depend on the ability of each group member to understand some of the
differences in order to be able to transcend the subconscious fear of
them. Furthermore, to encapsule the richness of the diversity is to
create the potential for dynamic tension inherent in the involvements
manifesting organic reciprocity.

Involvements with Organic Reciprocity
,

When a group of educators comes together in an educational
alliance there is opportunity for the unit to become involved in a rich
encounter with a heightened sense of reciprocity. The term synchronici-
ty is often used to describe this condition. It is when the participants
work harmoniously toward achieving their own goals and the goals of
the group. In many instances the goals are similar. I have observed two
recurring characteristics of organic groups which relate to the nature of
reciprocity. First, at some point members are able to accept each other's
"realness" with a degree of compassion, respect, and eventually with
genuine affect' n. Second, the group begins to function with an op-
timum level f dynamic tension. The extreme anxieties due to in-
dividual differences Italie been reduced. the level of dissonance and
discord has been dissipated. Yet the individuals in the group remain in-
teresting enough to one another that they offer stimulation and
challenge as well as a sense of commitment. Part of the dynamic tension
is generated by each individual's own fascinating inner world. ,They
find themselves learning from each other in very different ways. The
ether aspect of dynamic tension comes from the excitement that spawns

>` a collective spirit as a result of the recognition that the aims and action
of the group are toward worthy goals. Members are said to be "in
sync" with one another, thereby regenerating the collective spirit and
then revitalizing thernselves from it a.s..tiley work together.

Within the past few years the organic team has become a visible
force in formal and informal school endeavors. Some are initiated by
the administrators of the school, some begin as grassroots groups with
common interests. I find I'm devoting more of my ci 01:-.., practice to
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the efforts and other clinicians have reported similat activities as well
The Reynolds Model was a team sabbatical for six teachers who

were given one year's release time from their classroom assignments in
order to function as a learnig team. They were responsible for direct-
ing their owNactivities, choosing to do so without a designAted leader
In their Interim Report to the school board they summarized their irn-
portant wbrk as follows.

a Established collegial relationships through growing trust of one another and a
strong faith that something meaningful was possible, that we could make it happen

b Set goals and tasks'\o accomplish the goals

c Internalized the goals as a guiding force and identified new materials
necessary to complete the tasks

d Learned appropriate behaviors (at first through trial and error) for ac-
complishing specific goals

e Learned how to identify and use resources to develop concrete products

f Reassessed original goals and revised the plans for tasks and products

g Developed strategies for introspection "Learning uhot we were learning
'rid how we were learning (Organic learning as related to model building )"

I spent twenty days with the team during the year In the report they
des2 bed my role.

Her fu ction, as a team member. has been as a facilitator with an organic sense
Among her roles she has (1) aided the direction of an organic model, (2) guided the
direction of our learning experiences by giving us a language to u (3) acted as a .
resource person in the learning team

I think what I really did was help,thern.gain a serise of courage and
faith in themselves

This kind of group approach is aogical extension of the conven-
tional clinical mode where the teacher and supervisor work in a diadic
relationship. Comparison might be made to similar changes in the
counseling practice of the clinical psychologist Group counseling has
become a common function within the traditional client/counselor do-
main. Many clinical psychologists now work with clients in 'different
configigattons In both professionahfieldsit is assumed that the clini-
cian offers a skilled service to those who want the involvemont

Skilled Service

The clinical supervisor is able to claim,that he/she can offer a ser-
vice to teachers in the educational community as a result of prolonged
and specialized intellectual training and practice The nature of the ser-
vice is made explicit to the teacher who becomes client-colleague during
the supervisory' alliance. The professional practice of clinical supervi-
sion is derived from the assumptions that, the supervisor understands

" Noreen B Garman. The Team Sabbatical An Extraordinary Field Based Experience,
Unpublished manuscript, University of Pittsburgh, March 1978
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''--,---.'
the nature of educational encounters and has the inquiry skills tg make
sense out of the events under Consideration.

Educational Encounters: The school is a unique place, a teaching-
learning community where educators can shape the involvements,
where events have special meanings, where actions are significant
because they are part of a larger action. School* implies that all par-
ticipants "encounter" learning in contrived ways. The clinical super-
visor is at home in this environment. He /she knows that tradition as
well as technique guide the action. that nonrational forces such as faith
and caring are as important as appropriate intervention methods and
materials for the success of encounters. Together, the supervisor and
teacher can come to know the significant acts.

Inquiry Skills: At the heart of the Cogan method are the stages of
observation and analysis, the basis for the empirical approach that
Cogan used in 4is own practice. Observation refers to the supervisory
function of recording al events of educational encounters in order to
collect stable data ac ted t y both the teacher and supervisor as
reliable and useful. Analysis is the process of systematically making
sense out of the data. If the process is interpreted narrowly it can cause
frustration. Data collecting and analysis are cumbersome, often too am-
biguous and awkward for itinerate supervisors to manage in the daily
school routine. They generally advocate a checklist approach instead of
the empirical approach for classroom visitations. The competence of the
clinical supervisors however, depends upon the various skills of inquiry
used in clinical practice.

A four year study," recently completed at the University of Pitts-
burgh, examined the actions and attitudes of 300 supervisors during
clinicd1 observation and analysis. The research helped me to concep-
tualize the nature of supervisory inquiry. Results from the study reveal-
ed at least five different modes of inquiry necessary for supervisory
practice. discovery, verification, explanation, interpretation, and _evaluation.
The concept modes,of inquiry, is derived from essentially different
"ways of knowing" about the events of a classf-oom encounter, a dif-
ferent paradign exists for each mode. It is important to recognize that
each paradigm presents a different way of looking at the world under
examination with a particular set of insights or hunches. Each paradigm
represents different assumptions and methods for data collection and
treatrnent. Each has a different, yet vital, purpose in a comprehensive
plan for supervision. The following brief description of the modes of in-
quiry can merely suggest some distinctive features:

Discovery has as a goal the induttive search for well-articulated
phenomena aninppropriate questions inherent in the classroom
scenario. Both qualitative and quantitative data are appropriate here.

" Noreen B Garman, The MousetrapSturix__A7tree Paradigm Research Effon un Practice
in Clinical Supervision Summary published in the 1980,81 Procealtni, of the courull of Proft3Jon
of buff:la:owl Superauson Annual Conference by the University of Georgia

. ..
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The analysis often begins by identifying the teacher's stated intent of
the lesson and the signs of consistency or inconsistency as a result of
subsequent actions. In his article "Toward a Theory of Clinical Super-
vision,- Sergiovanni35 describes the concept of surfacing dilemmas,"
as one focus for pr'oductive results. The primary emphasis, however, is
toward an eclectic approach free from a predetermined system The
supervisor continues to look for a fresh perspective in familiar situations
through discovery.

Verification is a deductive mode that provides for a degree of objec-
tivkLy (which suggests that others using the same method with the same
data can.arnve at similar conclusions). When the salient features of the
lesson have been discovered, it is imperative that the supervisor verify,
usually with quantitative methodology, the extent to which the
discovery was justified. Objectivity is also regarded as a general frame
oitmind that helps the supervisor assume a detached and neutral
posture Hypothesis testing is a feature of the verification mode

Explanation is both inductive and deductive Its purpose is to ex-
plain the venfied phenomena through inference derived from the con-
tent analysis of stable data. The supervisor and teacher bring their sub-
jective "best estimates" of what is happening from their owh reality
base. Concept formation is a vital part of the process since this becomes
the means for the two to share their construed realities from both
worlds Understanding through language is the basis for explanation

Interpretation is the search for meaning in the events under study
The interpretive mode often provides a way to get to what really mat-
ters, to derive mature interpretations from that which has been verified
and explained. Through appropriate methodology one has the sanction
to go beyond the literal. encouraged to look for deeper meanings than
the inference derived through explanation. The supervisor
understands intUmally by intuitively referring to his/her experience and
externally by searching for symbolic acts which reveal insights about the
myths and predispositions of those involved. Through the interpretive
mode the supervisor and teacher are able to seek deeper significance
beneath the surface content that may appear trivial.

Evaluation 4-s a, normative' mode- Which addresses values and
Judgments about the events under consideration. Evaluative methods
are used to determine thseffectiveness of a particular action or the wor-
thiness of the meaning. They help the teacher answer such questions as,
"How well have I performed?" or "Am I doing what I should be do-
ing?" By valuing, The supervisor and teacher come to know the internal
and external criteria for setting priorities and making judgments in the
evaluation mode.

The clinical supervisor understands the distinctive feafu'res of in-

" Thomas Sergiovanni, Toward a Theory of Clinical Supervision." Journal of Research aid

Daviopmint in Education 9, 2 (1972) 20-29
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quirt' inherent in each of the modes He/she can determine when a deci-
sion represents a mature or a premature discovery, verification, ex-
planation, interpretation, or evaluation Because the inquiry modes
present different purposes, methods, and results, they are ways to come
to know the significance of educational encounters This is the skilled
service offered through clinical supervision

Ethical Conduct

Ethical conduct generally implies that we subscribe to a belief in
the constant exercise of discretion and judgment in super.isory action
through standards of behavior so that those involved can be confident in
knowing that a professional attitude will maintain trust and protection
Ethical conduct is different from a code of ethics which is a series of
statements developed by professionals In clinical supervision one
doesn't have ethics, one does ethics The manned in which we choose to
respond to people and situations will continually challenge the ethical
spirit Conflicts and dilemmas are aerpresent At each turn we can
make judgments based on self-interest, expediency, or pragmatism We
can also choose that which is fair. good, and wise We may not always
know the difference Yet, on the basis of ethical conduct,.we are obliged
to make the conscious choice

When Are We Really Clinical Supervisors?

Throughout the nar ?ation of this chapter I have attempted to
develop a reliable and useful way to describe the people and events in
Clinical supervision so that we can understand why we perform as we do
in regard to various skills The question remains whpl_is one con-
sidered a clinical supervisor and not an itinerant") I would presump-
tuously suggest the following

A person becomes a clinical supervisor when he/she begins to think
and act as if the "cycle of supervision" were a metaphor as well as a
method, when observation and analysis are not only procedural phases
for actions in classrooms, but also represent the empirical approach in-
herent in a skilled service, when the notion of conference not only
means two people meeting before and after classroom visits, but also
suggests dynamic forms of collaboration in educational alliances, when
the image of "cycle" not only guarantees repeated performance, but
also refers to high Inds of involvement and commitment that press par-
ticipants toward the "connectedness" of colleagiality, when the
teacher-super~ isor relationship stands for ethical conduct as it is lived
out in important choices The specificity of the method can inform us
about the unbounding qualities of the metaphor

Ultimately a person becomes a clinical supervisor when he/she can
use the method, act through the metaphor, and thereby sort out the
nontrivial from the trivial in order to bring meaning to educational
endeavors

SP*
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Chapter 4.

An Artistic Approdch to
Supervision

Elliot W. Eisner

ONE OF THE IRONIES OF CONTEMPORARY EDI-CATION IS that although
teaching is often regarded as an art or a craft, it is most often st f ed as
if it were, or aspired. to be, a science Almost any teacher will ell you
that teaching is far from scientific. Yet the study of teaching'and the
conduct of supervision has, in general, been undertaken using scientific

some would say scientistic assumptions and methods
What do we mean when we say that something is a science or that

it is studied scientifically? Exitminations of the vernacular use of the
terms science and art will be useful, not because they provide sophis-
ticated theoretical explications, but because their connotations are
revealing .

In vernacular discourse we often hear people say, "He's got it
down to a science," meaning that the individual.has so mastered a set of
procedures that he or she can repeat those procedures to secure the
desired results time after time, To have it down to a science means hap
mg a predictable routine, being able to hit the target every time 'the
baking of bread is "dawn to a science," I am sure, as the factories that
produce Wonderbread and Silercup No surprises for them They seek
standardization,-control, and predictability.

Consider what it means when someone says'of a practice within a
field that it is the state of the art This statement, sometimes heard at
social science research conferences, implies that the practice, and by, un-

pliVation the field, 14 not yet a science, but only an art, and that with
time a sc.ience of the practice will emerge. An art in this context is con-
sidered less dependable and not fully understood, something that chugs

along at less than fUll steam.
These vernacular uses of the terms science and art are i h no way

. adequate charactermaTions of either science or art. But they are in-
, dicative of the ways people think aboui science and art in the context of

education and educational research. The implications of such connota-
tions are significant for they raeal the tacit aspiration to move teaching
and by association the spervision of teaching from a practice that is ar-

.

Elliot W Eisner is Professor of Education and Art at Stanford University, Palo

Alto, California.
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tistically grounded to one that is grounded in science. The usual
analogies for justifying this aspiration for teaching and supervision are
to medicine and engineering, two fields that differ fundamentally from
education but whose differences are often overlooked.

I raise the question of the relationship of science and art to educa-
tion at the outset because I believe it is important for the reader to have
a context for considering what an artistic approach to supervision would
require Furthermore, I'm not that happy-with the term supervision It
has connotations that seem akleast somewhat incongruous with educa-
tional practice at least as I regard it Consider for a moment what the
term supervision implies In the first place a supervisor is supposed to
have supet vision The relationship between the supervisor and the
teacher is hierachical and while hierarchy will never be absent from
human relationships, in the context of supervisorisupervisee relation-
ships it suggests that the former has the right to prescribe to the latter
how the job is to be done A sense of dialogue or interchange between
two professionals trying to improve the educational experience of the
young tends to get lost

In the second place the term supervisor (like the term superinten-
dent) is most often used within an industrial context Factories and of-
fices have sukervisors whose job it is to see that other employees per-
form their jobs as prescribed. Indeed, one of the basic tenets of scientific
management as formulated by Frederick Taylor around the turn of the
century was that efficiency could be greatly increased in industrial set-
tings if the behavior of the worker could be scientifically managed.'
Time and motion study was the means to scientific supervision Much'
supervision still tacitly draws from tradition This is not say that
all supervisors in education embrace the view that Taylor advocated It
is to say that the term supervisor has an industrial ring and that
prescriptive, evaluative. and hierarchical connotations are related to it

To drive the point home, simply reflect on the 'connotative dif-
ferences betweenthe terms super Asor and consultant A consultant is
someone invited in, someorte one to, someone who provides views
to consider The initiative is with t individual who invites the consul-
tant The term supervisor has qu e another set of connotations It is
someone on the managerial side of the ledgqr that the workers on the
line must heed

The Fallacies of "Scientific" Supervision

I believe several problems have been created by treating teaching
as if it could be scientifically executed and by implication conceiv ing of
saw,. 14ion aS the scientific management of teaching I list some of these
problems here

Sce Ravrnoriti Callahan Mutation and thr Cult of Effuttnty 1Chicago Unocrsit of Chicago
Press l962)
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The ast parem might bf called the falku'y of addttivity which is
committed by attempting to study or supervise teaching using a pro-
cedure that implies or assumes that the incidence of particular teaching
behaviors structuring, giving examples, positive and negative rein-
forcement, and so rctrth all have equal pedagogical weight and can be
added together to secure an index of the quality of teaching.

For example, more student initiated questioning is considered/bet-
ter than more teacher initiated questioning, indirect discourse is better
than direct discourse What is utterly neglected is the quality of the con-

. tent of the interaction. Discussions are not necessarily better than lec-
tures Discussions having a high frequency of student participation can
be Inane and lectures can be brilliant The reverse. of course, can also
be true Simply recording incidents and adding scores are an inade-
quate and, even worse, misleading way to appreciate what has gone'on
in a classroom.

I mention the fallacy 'of additivity because state departments of
education and school districts send brigades of supervisors into
classrooms armed with checkoff sheets listing dozens of teaching
behaviors. Ticks in boxes are then summed and averaged to create a
profile on a grid The absense of these behaviors, however, may not in-
dicate weak teaching. or their presence excellent teaching

Second. associated with the fallacy of additivity is the fallacy of corn-
"sawn, that the whole is equal to the sum of its parts This is committed
when the quality of teaching is determined by counting the incidence of
teacher behav 'ors in a variable or category and then adding to this sum\
the scores produced in other variables This method assesses the quality
of teaching based on the presence of discrete characteristics Thus, one
state teacher observation schedule contains 14 teacher characteristic
variables a Each variable contains from four to seven subvariables
Three observers rate the teacher on all subv ariables using a seven point
scale The scores from each subrriable are then added for each
variable and a total score emerges fa each of the seven major variables
Excellence in teaching is supposed to be indicaled by hay mg high scores
on all seven major variables

But what if a teacher is superb in three of the variables and weak in
the other four? Might not the excellence of the three far outweigh the
limitations in the fours In our daily lives, do we have for friends only
those sterling individuals who are faultless on all major variables? I
think not. Among friends (and even close relatives!) there are trade-
offs God never made anything without a crack in it One cannot simply
add the parts to get the sum The whole is more it is sometimes less

than the sum of its pas.
Third among the fallacies in both the study of teaching and in

supervision is the fallacy of concreteness. This fallacy is the offshoot of

Trot-An Obsemutoll Hahne Scat', Georgia State Department of Education 1979
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behaviorism which hdlds that the exclusive referent for observation is
the manifest behavior of the student. Now it is clear that few people who
study teaching or who supervise are bona fide, card-carrying mind
readers. Behavior is a primary. referent for observation, but it is not the
only referent or the most important one When we observe pupils or
teachers we do not merely look at the behavior they display, but also at
its meaning and the quality of their experience. Even the term behavior
is misleading since it suggests that an individual's actions are bodily
movements rather than activities that. are mouv aced, purposeful, in-
strumental to aspiration, and reflecting a greatikleal more thsa7fithe blink
of an eyelid. Indeed, even a blink requires interpretation to distinguish
between an autonomic response and, say, flirtation.'

To focus exclusively on behavior and to' neglect meaning or ex-
perience becaus it requires inference and imaginative forms of em-
pathetic pa ipatio the life of another cart be to misinterpret what

j one looks at Again, our daily lives we seldom regard manifest
behavior as the primary r ferent of our interpretive eye. If at a cocktail
party we receive the co liment, "You never looked better," we
usually respond in kind, u erstanding this cultural gambit is not to be
taken literally When som one asks ``../Tow are you doing?" the person
does not expect a descrip on of our physical condition or the size of our
bank account v

Manifest behave is, in general, a cue from which we imaginative-
ly construct meant fig Cohstruing what we encounter entails a great
deal more than recording its incidence Thus, the fallacy of concreteness
leads us to neglect what we cannot see. In the pursuit of an illusive "ob-
jectivity" we disregard the character of experience and the
psychological significance of what is taking place

A fourth problem that emerges in the use of scientific approaches
to the study of teaching and the condpct of supervision might be called
the fallacy of the act, although it is gradually being rectified. This is the
tendency to neglect the process of educational life as it unfolds in
classrooms and schools. For years the paradigm for social science in-
quiry into educational practices was the classical experiment What was
sought was the isolation of variables that made a significant difference in
student outcomes To locate these variables and to determine their con-
tribution to teaching and learning the experiment rather than the cor-
relational study was regarded as the most robust and rigorous method.
To control for confounding effects, experimental treatments had to be
brief and, as a result, artificial. The conclusions drawn from such
studies all too often have been either so qualified (that is, the results ap-
plied to male subjects in the fifth grade who lived in urban areas when
taught by a female teacher with less than three years of teaching ex-

' Clifford Gertz makes this point in his book. Thi Inurpretation of Culturei (New York Basic
Rooks. I973), see p 6
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perience, provided the range of ability in the class in the subject taught
did not exceed two years) as to make them impossible to use. 1., the so-
called treatment was so vaguely described that there was nla way of
knowing how to.replicate it.'

This penchant for precision led to a neglect of the messy processes
that are pa'rt of any non-regimented classroom. The aspiration to be
jgn orous which I regard as a virtue became a device that made the
study of teaching, and the recommendations about how to improve it,
naive.

Related to the problem of neglecting the process is the more
general tendency to neglect those aspects of teaching that are immune to_
the criteria and instruments that the researcher employs. This may be
regarded as the fallacy of method. When certain criteria are regarded as
sacrosanct, methods of inquiry that do not meet those criteria are re-
jected. For example, if it is assumed that a valid judgment about the
classroom requires the independent concensus of more than one judge,
observations on which there is little overlap are likely to be dismissed.
In the process some of the most interesting.inforrnation mey be discard-
ed. We do not necessarily seek unanimity amonk critics who write
about plays or books, each might have something different and in-
teresting to say. In the social sciences this model won't do, the condi-
tions needed for reliability rohibit it. Hence, to secure interjudge
agreement we often choose to describe those aspects of,teaching that are
most easily d cribed and to neglect the rest. Ironically, what often
emerges is a ra ically biased view.

The probl m of any approach to the world blocking out certain
aspects of that orld is not limited to scientific inquiry. But, because the
scientific tradition has held such a commanding position in the study of
educational practice, its impact both negatively as well as positively
deserves special attention.

Still another problem or\tirnitation of scientific approaches to ilie
study of teaching mid their meaning for supervision is the forms
through which they represent to ,the world what they have revealed
Throughout history human beings have devised a variety of forms
through which they share and make public what they know. These
forms of representations each convey unique kinds of knowledge and .....7
make particular kinds of understanding possible. Thus, poetry is a form
of representation that makes meanings possible that are inexpressible in
prose. Visual images make meanings possible that text cannot convey
Number conveys meanings with a precision that poetry and,music can-
not achieve. Each form of representation is a vehicle through which dif-
fering conceptions find their public expression, each form houses its

' The amount of text describing treatment conditions in the research reported in the Amman
Educational Research Journal is about two inches

' Elhot V., Eisner, Cognition and Representation A Basis for Daschng What to Teach (New York
Longman, Green, forthcoming)
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own potential for meanings that cannot be replicated in other forms.
The history of culture shows that a diversity of forms, many common to
all cultures, are used to convey or represent what humans have learned
Or imagined and that each form sets its own constraints on what can be
expressed.

In applying this 'concept of the utilities of forms of representation to
the study of teaching and the conduct if supervision, we find that only a
few of the forms that have been invented have been used. In social
science research the forms of representation that are used are Proposi-
tional language and number. Researchers report what they have learn-
ed in language that aspires toward the literal, while using number to
provide evidence to support their propositions.

Propositional language and number are useful. They make certain
kinds of precision possible that are nbt possible, say, in poetic state-
ment. But neither literal proposition nor number carried w the fourth
decimal exhausts all that can and needs to be said about classrooms or
teaching. Some things perhaps some of the most important things
cannot be expressed in this way.

This characteristic of scientific inquiry, of using propositional
forms of representation as carriers of meaning, is both its greatest asset
and its greatest weakness. While the logic of its methodology is rational-
ly persuasive, and at times even beautiful, it cannot reveal more than
what its carriers can contain. What is not contained is left out of the A-
fire realm of what meaning means. Indeed, the view that scientific
discourse has a monopoly on meaning is held by many in the academic
world. Nonpropositional expressions are regarded as utterances or as
forms of emotive discharge, but not as meaningful statements. The con-
sequences of this view are extremely important since the tone it
establishes for the conduct for supervision and research on supervision
restricts validity to what can be put'into literal language.

Another aspect of the scientific orientation to the study of teaching
and the conduct of supervision is the aspiration to maximize control and
prediction in classroom practice. As I indicated earlier, to have
something clown to a science" in the vernacular refers to the ability to
repeat routines that lead to predictable consequences. By analogy, the
effective teacher is regarded as one who can control student behavior so
that prediction is maximized

It is true that some of what goes on in classrooms should indeed be

/ predictable. neither random behavior nor chaos are educational %IC-
tues. Yet it is a mistake from an educational point of view to regard
teaching as primarily the ability to produce known student behavior
relevant to known ends. While prediction is a virtue in arithmetic and
spelling (no one seeks creative spellers), novelty and surprise in the
classroom arc also desirable as are exploratory conditions that lead to
unforeseen outcomes.
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The model that works so well in producing refrigerators is not an
adquate model for educational practice. Yet a great deal of research that
has sought "the best method" for teaching X, Y, or Z has assumeetthat
scientific research would eventually provide such control and that true
excellence in teaching consisted of knowing how to predict outcomes'
The tacit image of the teacher was that of the competent technician.

This orientation to teaching also neglects the satisfactions that
teachers need in order to work happily in the classroom. If the research-
er's or supervisor's major focus is the fioduction of certain student
behaviors, the tendency is to'prescribe to teachers what they need to do
in order to achieve these outcomes The concept of teacher-proof cur-
riculum materials is related to this line o ught. What occurs is a
failure to appreciate the fact that teachers need a sense of pride and
satisfaction .in the classroorrk and that highly prescriptive methods
reduce the scope of their own ingenuity and diminish their sense of
pride and satisfaction. Whenuonsidering an innovation in education,
we seldom ask. "What's in it for the teacher ?" If there is nothing in it
for the teacher, the likelihood of its effectiv e and sustained use is small

An Artistic Approach to Supervision

In the previous section of this paper I have described a context
within whiclian artistic approach to supervision can be placed I have
done this because contrast is necessary for seeing contours. It is difficult
to appreciate the qualities of the new without understanding how' it
departs from the old. Super\ sion as a field and as a form of educational
practice has, I have suggested, developed within a scientific tradition
The aspiration to produce a science of educational practice has gone
hand in hand with the treatment of Supervision as a scientifically based
technology Many of the efforts that have been ma'dc have misconstrued
the nature of educational practice and have had some unfortunate ef-
fects on teachers, pupils, and on life in schools Let us now turn to the
question of what an artistic approach to supervision might look like.

There are two basic ways to grasp the meaning of "artistic" super
visionvision One is through definition, the other by observing what those
who engage in artistic modes of supervision do

Numerous definitions of art exist, I claim here only to be arbitrary
By artistic I mean using an approach to supervision that rcy-in the
sensitivity, perceptivity, and knowledge of the supervisor as a way of
appreciating the significant subtleties occurring in the classroom, and
that exploits the expressive-, poetic, and often metaphorical potential of
language to convey to teachers or ((Others whose decisions affect what
goes on in schools, what hp,s been observed, In such an approach to

Ler Cronbach Beyond thr Two Dtuiplines of S,Icntific i'v,cholog,;: I1t Amfman
Aychologcst 30, 2 (February 19Th)
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supervision, the human is the instrument tliat4nakes sense of what has
gone on. The major aim is to improve the quality of educationaklife in

If we use the second way to determine what is artistic (obserjing
peo') whoengage in artistic super\ ision) perhaps some'of th most
vivid xamples are fo&id among music coaches, critics of the arts, and
social and group case Workers. Consider the work of Jacqueline DuPre
coat ing students playing the cello or Jascha Heifetz's master clasps in
violin at UCLA There are, of course, important differences between
an individual listenint to a single performer playing an instrument and
a supers'. or in the schools ubservin a single teacher workir with 32
nine- -olds Yet, there are,illuini attrig similarities-as well. First of
all, oth DePre and Heifetz have de oped an acute ability, to hear
what is being played. Now this might seem to some a simple and
straightforward task. It is not To hear the subtleties ohomplex musical
passages, the various possibilities of ibrato or pizzicato, the expressive
contours of a slow, mordent tremolo requires what Ihae referred to4,0
the literature as connoisseurship.' Both DuPre and Heifetz are able to
hear, not merely listen to, music. This accomplishment is as critical to
the supervisor as it is to the music coach. The forms of awareness that
the cowoisseur achievesfrovide the basis for subsequent action. What
he or she hears-makes it pos.sible to comment, to offer advice, to refleet
back to the perfordier what has been perforiked.

The achievement of hearing the music, lik%the achievement °fleeing
the teaching, takes two' forms. TKe first of these deals with grasping
what has unfolded over time. the character of the passage played, the
words spoken, the pace and timing of the moots, and in the case of.the
classroom, the quality of the respOnses received by the teacher from the
pupils and how, in turn, the teacher responds. The mode of perception
here is primarily aimed at appreciating the character and quality of the
performance as a whole and the various "parts" that compose it.

But there is more. Every performer may be said to have a
chracteristic mode of expression and the first-rate supenisOr or music
coach is able to recognize this mode and help the performer muse in the
direction he or she is "by.nature" i clined Glenn Gould's crisp and
methodical handling of the pia fundamentally different from the
romanticism displayed by Ar ur Rubinstein. It would, I think, be a
disservice to try to move Go Id in Rtibinstein's direction, or Rubin-
stein to G'ould's.

What is the analogy to teaching? Simply this. teachers, too, are dif-
feren" tiated by their style and by their particular strengths. Artistically-

. oriented supervision would recognize this style and try to help the
teacher exploit it by strengthening the positive directions already taken.

' see El iot W Eisner, "The4Use of Qualitative Forms of Evaluation for Improving Educa-
tional Practice, Echicattonal fualuanon and Polky Analysis I, 6 (Nov5mber - December 1979)
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some teachers may rieyer realty shine at leading sm,all group discus-
sions, but might be first-rate lecturernUrne tare magical in their sense
of timing and in the relationships they establish with inIvidual
children, while others provide a sense of clarity and' rigor that is
remarka14e. The connoisseur of teaching, like the connoisseur oi the
violin or cello, would appreciate these characteristic traits of the per-
former in addition to the general overall quality of the performance In
other wads, both the general level of teaching competence and the
unique charaeteristi% of the performance would be perceived and
appraised

The ability' 8 appreciate such qualities requires access to the pro-
cess In the context of music, both DuPre and Heifetz sit with the per, ,

former and comment on what they `hear Furthermoreey hear the
performer repeatedly over a period of se..14141 months.hus they can
compare'what they art hearing to what they have heard This is no
small advantage since the performances of the past do much to establish
the reasonable parameters for present criticism How far and how east
one can mcme depends on where one starts and What the prior rate has
been.

I bate% e,ihat such considerations are relevant to the supervision of
teaching. The one-shot, 40-minute. visit severely constrains what a
supervisor is able to do, if for no other reason than the problem of
establishing rappo(t Plirthermore. the aspects of teaching that need
modification might be due to habits and needs that simple feedback is
unlikely to alter Our most ingrained habits, the things we do because of
the kinds of needs we have, are, not likely to be changed by a brief con-
versation ,,,pr paragraph or two of recommendations prepared by a
supervisor. Such change reqUires substantial attention and support On
the appreciative side, an artist% approach to supervision would aim at
the dual modes of perceiving performance, it would seek to appreciate
the overall quality of ,the performance, including the quality of the
"par that constitit,te it, and it would seek to appreciate the distinctive
character of the performance. It would ask, "What does thr! teacher do
that is unique or distinctive ? ", "What are the particular characteristics
of this teaching that give it special value' ", -and, ultimately, "How can
I as a supervisor strengthen those values that arc consonant with quality
edpcation2'

--V
Content of Perceptions

VP. The content of what is perceived also warrants special emphasis I
have already mentioned that Vehaiorism is rtmited by -it's preoccupa-
tion with manifest behavior, with the movements the organism makes.
Thedalm of cocirse, easy to observe. One can calculate the percentage
of words utteredy the teacher compared with those uttered by pupils
One can count' the number' of incomplete sentences or deternune the
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amount of time pupils speak. An artistic approach to supervision would
attend to the expressive character of what teachers and students are do-
ing, the meta messages contained in the explicit actions they.engage in.
It would attempt to understand the kind of experience that pupils and
teachers thave, and not simply describe or count the behaviors they
display What the situ tion means to the people who are in it and how
tI4 actions within the situation convey or create such meaning are the
phenomena of interest in an artistic approach to supers ision But more
dramatically, the supervisor must artistically construct the situation.
This requires far more than the ticking off of variables on a five point
scale.

The appreciatise side Of supervision, what I refer to as educational
connoisseurship is but half of the equation. Appreciation can be done in
private, it need not be shared in order to occur But private pleasures
and pains, though of significance to those who have them. needto be
made public in order to be Useful to others This side of the equation is
called educational criticism By the term criticismi mean rendering in
artistic language what one has experienced so that it is helpful to the
teacher or to others w ews have a bearing.on the schools I do not
mean by criticism t e negative appraisal of something ,I use the term as
a kind of analove e to art crit:vsm, film criticism, music criticism,
Tii-ashv critic's Perhaps one cado no better than to quote Dewey on

11.
.the fun riticism In Art\ as Experience he said, ':the end of
criticism is t e r education of the perception of the work of art '8
Critics write peak about wor so as to function as a midwife to
perception The critic's function, and I would argue one of the major
functions of the supe r --rts-N help others appreciate what has
trauspacd Supti s.1SOrS 114 st has des duped a high
level of educational connoisseih-sh si it is this process that pros ides
the content Fur criticism and. I. by ..eing able to cone, to others.
oftely through expressive or artistic use of language. what has taken
plaCe

Fxamples of such criticism arc found in the arts and also in the
work that rrp, students at Stanford have been doing over the past ten
years Let's consider first an example from the area of music What
follows is a rendering of one of Zubin Malta's first rehearsals after he
was appconted Director of the Nyv York Philharmonic. It pros ides a
resealing sense 0 the character ?)f the situation and Malta's role in
creating It

"Let's get sorted He gave a brisk downbeat for Ravers 'La false,' which begins
with a deep murmur of string basses, a whisper of cellos, and a bassoon solo After a
few bars, he stopped, and looked aroomj at thc orchestra I would like the first four
basses to play pizzicato.' he said, "Also, basses, thc second and third pr of Mt two
tnlJs srithuld be softer A few minutes late r, when thc basses were accompanying thc
violas. Mr Mchta stopped thi'm again'and said, Sometimes I've dot;K. this with one

John ()ewe,. /111 as Erpeneno (New York Minton Balch 1934), p 324
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bass, because if you use too rril.nr you get a blur How many are doitig Four bass

players raised their hands, and Mr Mehta looked skeptical "Why don't you c'gange

the bow on the F," he said, 'so the accent can make the passage clearer And then, if
you could all play also piano The musicians began again, 'and Mr Mehta
gradually swept them up into the complex patterns of Rassl's mordant apotheosis of
the Viennese waltz, pausing froYn time to time to adjust a transition. correct a
dynamic, or redefine an entrance "Cellos and basses, that pizzicato chord two bars
before thirty-four sounds forced Mashie we can taper down Brass, how staccato

can you play those triplets' Basses. don't lose the downbeat after thins-four, it's
the only impulse that is earned right through the piece Bassoon, more legato after

sixty-one, it helps the strings As "La False" reached its turbulent climax, Mr
Mehta seemed to become intoxicated bs the collect ise sound of the orchestra He lean-
ed os er the siolirrs, smiling ferocious's, his knees bent, his right foot stamping out the
rhythm on the pocham. whirled in a semi-crouch to encourage the cellos with his

mouth open in a silent s cam, and flung his body back in an arch, both arms out-
stretched abose his he to punctuate each shattering crescendo During these gsm
*nastics, he was also bal mg the orchestral voices with great care, giving precise in
strumental iues to produc crisp attacks, and maintaining a dear. rapid beat with the
baton clenched in his rig t hand As we watched and listened, an ins Bible current
seemed suddenly to flow between musicians and conductor When the on hestra.took a
break at the end of the piece, most of the tension in the hall had vanished 9

Reading this material makes it possible with little difficulty to enk 1-
sion what has taken place. We ca? see Mehta's crouch and feel the rela-
tionship that he has to the orchestra We can experience the crescendo
of the music by the momentum of the language the critic has used
Through the words we are helped to sec.

Such description is a far cry from what most studies of teaching
provide The average number of soliciting behaviors, the quanutatike
relationship of teacher talk to student talk, the number ofjesponding to
reacting moves simply are not adequate for achieving a conception of
how the teacher and the students engage each other When the
characteristics of classroom life are formalized, as they are when check-
off observation schedules are used', the quality of that life and its mean-
ing for those who are in the situation is radically reduced

There are two things that we can learn from the criticism of
Mehta's rehearsal First, we can learn something about Mehta's style as
a conductor and his relationship to the musicians, the kinds of cues he
gives them, the fact that he not only directs and selects, but explains why
a certain beat has to be sustained We also learn something about the
character of the music We learn something of the general enkironmeht
that Mchta was able to generate. The criticism allows us to appreciate
the qualities of the situation. Such forms otawareness are not irrelevant
to the understanding and improvement of classroom life

The second thing we can learn is what the critic did to make this
possible. Notice how the critic first creates the setting and provides a
context for what is to follow Notice how the language used a}fnost
replicates the growing tension in the music, the musicians, and the con-

-Talk of the Town. TltrfVeu Yorker September 4 1978, pp-22 23
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ductor, Notice the use of metaphor, the willingness and the ability toe
ploit the potential of language to communicate character and moo
And finally, notice how in the last lines, the relief in the music is
paralleled by the relief in the critic's language The language used
becomes an expressm analogue to the deNeloping situation Its move-
ment over time seems to keep pace with the music being played,

What about educational criticism, material written not about sy m-
phqny rehearsals but about classrooms) Consider the following section
of an educational criticism about asecond-grade classroom in an upper-
middle class suburban school The section describes the physical
characteristics, and by implica,ion the psychological characteristics of
the room

The room ins des me in It i& a large extended room drawn 4 the waist u was once
two single rooms that have Lome together to talk Surely I could spend a whole
childhood here A wealth of learning materials engulfs mt. each piece beckoning me to
pick it up The patchwork rug that hides the floor is soft and fluffs and warm Some
desks has e gathered together for'serious business Chairs cons erse across semicircular
tables At the bookshelf. dozens and dozens of books slouch around, barely in rows,
leaning on each other's shoulders Children s drawings line the'' walls Vs hat are those
masses of shins objects grossihg from the ceiling like sillier stalactites in the secret cor-
ners of the room' I focus in on thousands of tins beer can pull-tabs crunched
together. straining to pull the roof in

A massisc swOcxlen beehisc called The Honeycomb, with gecxlesic cubicles in
which to hide sourelf .% towering ten-foot dinosaur made of wire and papier-mathC,
splotched with paint ,blue and red colors crawling up its bcxh The monster is smil-
ing helplessly is he not' bec ause a whin of tins people has e ju'st been to kling
him with their paintbrushes

In another corner there arc seseral plants grossing in small cups An incubator
with eggs User there a phonograph and some records A map on the c lkboard
locates the hills I phi rirro,e thr,,,Igh the ones presided oscr bs those bow., s Next ,r
the map there arc frozen smiles cm faces captured V 'thin tins squares of pap Strings
connect the smiles with places on the map This smile lis es them that one lyre' But all of
the smiles I hase come to learn !he inside this room

.Month in this room there are letters and words Lined up on thc walls Aa Bb Cc
Dd Ec El In combinatiofix whiff h hays meaning at least for in, IC 4,46 would, said
Blue next to a (lab of blue paint The words appear on the lac( s of the books and gather
together in great multitudes on their insides On thc reap On the material that covers
the couch Soon in ms e'veS es.cri when I shut them And later the pup out of the
smiles of the children and hang in thc air Caressing each other in a loss murmur. the
omnipresent words persade the room .

Soon I am nut alone The other children arc pouridg through the door, infusing
the room with life, brimming with energy hankering fur release ,Mostly fair-skinned,
light-haired, blue-eyed, and all fresh and ebullient, these arc yesterdays Gerber
babies Lefts of Erics and Chases and Heathers and Lisas Each seems to be drawn to
his assn corner of the room, hi encrio pulling him toward a special task Onc moves to
the bciokshclf and snatches u a book Scseral take thernsch,cs to the math table. Thre-c
crawl in thc Huricvcanb )ne tskkles thc dinosaur with a paintbrush Others string
pull-tabs or, watch a !II

Turn Barone )1 Scott and Lisa and Other friends in Eliot V Eisner Iht Edwational
Imaemaltan ("New 'fork 41dirntllan t979.) pp 24-0-245

V*
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As from the description of Mehta before it, the reader is able to
isecure from the writing a v iv id image of what t tuation Ts like and to

infer some of the educational values that 1 reflectsflects Later in the

criticism the writer gives greater detail about the character of the rela-
tionships between the teacher and the children, as well as the character
of the tasks (in this case, the extensive use of contracts which students
complete},

But also in this bit of descriptive narrative, the writer uses
language carefully The writer is not afraid to use metaphor or to ex-
ploit the poetics and tempo of language to communicate a tone ap-
propriate for that particular classroom. Far from a "scientific descrip-
tion, the writer has relied on both a perceptive eye and a disposition and
ability to communicate in an artistic mode to help readers acquire a pic-
ture of this classroom. one that is probably like a host of.other uher-
middle class classrooms in suburban settings

The ability to see a situation is for supervision One of the
roles of the supervisor is to enable people to grasp aspects of the situa-
tion that they are often too close to appreciate Habit and familiarity
that make automatic responses possible and that contribute to efficient
action are, at the same time, likely to blind one to important
characteristics How many of us who have been teaching for ten or
twenty years know what we do not see in our own classrooms' Equally
important as the ability to describe is the ability to interpret what has
been seen and appraise its educational value "

Interpretation is the process of making. theoretical sense out of
what one has seen and described While the descriptive aspect or educa-
tional criticism makes the situation vivid, the interpretative,phase of
criticism explicates the relationships that have erricrgcd It explains fey
using whatever theories, models, generalizations. and concepts are ap-
propriate' Interpretation Foes beyond the surface and attempts to ex-
plain how the classroom Functions as It does

The appraisal or evaluative aspect of educational criticism seeks to
address the educational import of what has been described and inter-
preted What is educationally significant in educational practice cannot
be determined through statistical tests of significance, such tests deal
only with questions relatecno probability By themselves, they have
nothing to do with question of value The educational critic and the
supervisor who use an, artistically-oriented approach to supervision are
obligated to JUdge the worth Of what has been seen by applying to it
educational, not simply statistical, criteria. To do this competently the
critic,needs to be aware of the variety of ways in which educattmal vir-
tues can be displayed* so that appr sals are not parochial and ineq-

I
" Those wishing to pursue this area further sh ld consult the works cited in the footnotes See

Blot V. Elsner Dv biluatirrnai bnavrtatton ttirw York Macmillan, 1070), espccall, Chapters
10, ) 1 and 12
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uitable. One needs to be able to recognize the unique qualities of
teaching and the special ways in which thu classroom affects the educa-
tional development of students.

What can be said therefore about the characteristics of an artistic
approach to super-sision? What are it most important features Eight
such features appear to me to be especially important.

I Artistic approaches to supervision require attention to the
muted or expressise character of es ents, not simply to their incidence or
literal meaning.

2. Artistic approaches to supervision require high les els of educa-
tional connoisseurship, the ability to see what is significant }et subtle

3. Artistic,approaches to'supervision appreciate the unique con-
tributions of the teacher to the educational development of the young,
as well as those contributions a teacher may base in common witI
others

4 Artistic approaches to supervision demand that attention be
paid to the process of classroom life and th t this process be obserscd
oser extended periods of time so that the si ficance of esents can be
placed in a temporal context

5 Artistic approaches tei,,,supervision require that rapport be
established between supervisor and those supervised so that dialog and
a sense of trust can be estab tween the two

6. Artistic approaches to supe sion require an ability to use
language in a way that exploits its pofttial to make public the ex-
pressive character of what has been seen

7 Artistic approaches to supervision require the ability to inter-
pret the meaning of the events occurring to those who experience them
and to be able to appreciate their educational import

8 Artistic approaches to supervision accept the fact that the in-
dividual supecvisor with his or her strengths, -sensitivities, and ex-
perience is the major -instrument through which the educational
situation is perceived and its meaning construed



Chapter 5.

Toward a Theory of
Supervisory Practice:
Integrating Scientific,

Clinical, and Artistic Views
Thomas J. Sergiovanni

ONE SELGTS A TITLE THAT INCLUDES THE WORD "THEORY" with some
risk when writing for large numbers of professionals in need of hands-
on insights and suggestions for improving practice Key to the title,
however, is the word practice. In this essay I wish to speak not to theory
per se but to a theory of supervisory practice sensitive to the needs of
professional action. Such a theory would serve to inform the intuition of
supervisors and teachers alike and would emphasize both explanation
and understanding in the analysis of teaching. Its purpose would be to
provide a helpful framework to supervisors and teachers in an effort to
improve teaching. It is not likely that we will be able to develop a theory
of supervisory practice unless we turn the tide on the science-art debate
in our field from that of a zero-sum game in which teaching is con-
sidered a science or an art, to that which considers the science and art of
teaching as two interdependent dimensions requiring integration in an
effective supervisory program.

Facts and Values in Evaluation

One distinguishing feature of a theory of practice is its normative
emphasis. Theories of practice'are designed to improve things, to bring
about higher standards, to strive for a better life. Traditional theoretical
science, on the other hand, is concerned with the discovery of truth,,the
establishment of fact, and the accurate recording of the world as it is
The pnncipleNktraditional theoretical science are typically articulated
separate from a normative emphasis. Indeed one of the canons of tradi-
tional theoretical science is the separation of fact and value with the con-
viction that the former is to be prized and the latter to be considered
nuisance that should be controlled. In a theory of practice, however,
both fact and value are considered important

Accepting the importance of facts about the real world of teaching
and values about what ought to be does not resolve the science-art
dispute in supervison. Indeed this dichotomy of key evaluation dimen-

Thomas f. Sergiovanni is Professor and Chairperson, Educational Administration
and Supervision at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
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skins plays into the hands of scholars and practitioners in both camps.
Advocates of science, for example, claim the importance of intents,
goals, and objectiy es and consider these normative statements as key to
the process of evaluation. Since such goal statements are often
empirically-based (teacher effectiveness research and studies of student
productivity, for example) the normally e standards used often appear to
hay e more "truth density" than those found in other views of teaching
and evaluation The charge is now simple Using the most advanced
techniques. establish the levkand quality of teaching actually present
and hold this up against the standard In essence, establish the facts of
teaching and hold these up against empirically derived values Though
both "Is" and "ought" dimensions are recognized. they are pursued as
separate entities and essential ingredients in a discrepancy analysis

Scholars and practicing professionals in the artistic camp are more
lti consider facts and values to be inseparable and thus the process
o super, ision is v sewed more subjectively They would dispute, as well,
the scientific supervisors' pursuit of the facts, complaining that the
methods used yield only "thin descriptions of the real world of
teaching Preferring "thick'' descriptions and believing that facts and
values cannot be pursued separately, they seek a richer andknore in
depth view of teaching and are willing to sacrifice,the rigor, objectivity,
and, unambiguity typically associated with scientific approaches to
supervision

In Search of Meaning

Facts and values remain important in a theory of practice but at-
tention is given as well to the pursuit of meaning. A theory of practice in
the supervision and e% aluation of teaching would be concerned initially
with three questions What is going on in this classroom' What ought to
be going on And, what do these events, activities. and aspirations
mean) Meaning is the added dimension Establish g what is requires
the development of accurate descriptions and exp nations of the real
world of teaching Establishing what ought to be quires that one give
attention to stated values and attsynpt to discoye those more implicit in
teacher and teaching Establishing what events mean requires a closer.

stud), of classroom life and its events in pursuit of understanding
stablishing meaning requires that, super, isors ,culny ate the art of

interpretation
The scientific approach to super,ision, so masterfully articulated

and evaluated by John McNeil in Chapter 2, can help to establish what
is going on in the evaluation teaching and can contribute as well tq
identifying empirically based aspects of what ought to be Establishing
meaning. however, requires that we tackle the protlem with a depth
and sensitivity not possible by employing only scientific methods

Elliot Eisner's eloquent essay articulating the artistic view, which

ern
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appears as Chapter 4, points the way toward shifting the emphasis in
supervision from what is to what it means His emphasis on developing
thick descriptions of classroom life is more than an alternative way to
establish what is The essence of criticism is the art of interpretation,
and one learns of classroom life less from the development of detailed
descnptions than from interpreting what these descriptions mean to
supervisor, teacher, and others, But the values of science are necessary
nonetheless and the tools and techniques of scientific supervision cannot
be lightly dismissed Interpretation and meaning cannot occur separate
from description anv more than it is possible to pursue standards
without benchmarks Despite the tendency of scientific approache to
sacrifice analysis and detail in exchange for breadth and scope of
coverage, the descriptive power of scientific methods in accounting for
an array of issues is too important to be ignored

As an example, a carefully constructed record pf the number and
types of questions asked, linked to a classification of type of student
responses 6. oked, can mask such important issues as the quality 'of
questioning, the quaYity of student response, and the substantive worth
of question content One good question and 'one meaningful student
response observed in a particular classroom may be more significant
than -higher scores" observed in another class for question and
response, frequency or type. On the other hand, though the quan-
titative and categorical arras of question and answer responses is not
sufficient to understanding teaching, it is helpful and may well be
necessary if a more complete picture of events and meanings is sought

-Clinical super ision is a process, a as of life, a cultural structure
within which one works with teachers in the evaluation of teaching and
classroom life Some see clinical super ision as more a technique that
mechanically spycifies a series of steps through which supervisor arid
teacher must tiael Noreen Garman's sensitive rendering of clinical
supervision in Chapter 3, as a cultural structure within which the super-
ision and evaluation of teaching takes place, raises th (once.pt to new
heights. With care, she pertrays the struggles that m st be endured as
supervisor and teacher strive to discover what is, what ought to 1-), and
v.hat events mean Within its rubric both scientific and artistic aspects
of super ision can be brought together A theory of supers isor practice
within the concept of clinical surfersision will require, however, that
scientific and artistic approaches not exist side by side but integrated in-
to a comprehensive design

The case for integrating scientific and artistic approaches to super-
,.

ision is built u`pon a belief that the perspectives of each contribute to a
theory of supervisory practice that emphasizes interpretation and mean-
ing ' Classroom meanings, however, cannot_ exist separate from

Fhts analysts is has in part on I J Sergiosanni% interpretation and Meaning I n the
Esaluation of Teaching, Joint National Counril for Measurement in Education and Amen( an
Educational Research Ass. iation ('onfrrrnrr Ims Angeles April 1981
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classnkom facts Admittedly, the facts revealed by scientific and artistic
inquiry often differ but' if both are considered perhaps one's vision of
reality will be enhanced. Interpretation and meaning are not now
evidenced'by scientific supervisory strategies. They are, at present,
more compatible with artistic views but sometimes artistic supervisory

les6 strategies neglect them in favor of Presenting alternative descriptions
and alternative renderings of the facts.

Perhaps the case for emphasizing interpretation and meaning in
super.ision can be made by paraphrasing an allegory attributed to
Gustav Ichheiscr2 Suppose there is a windowless classroom with three
doors A, B, C, next to each duor is a switch, the switch by door A turns
on a green light. the switch by door B a red light, the switch by door C a
blue light Suppose that students, teacher, and supervisor enter the
room often,.each always using the same door, but never the door of the
other Students use door A, teachers uses door B, and supervisor door
C Each of the parties will firmly believe, and have evidence that
,substantiates his or her belief, that the room is a specific color. Is it the
. task of the supervisor in this -case to establish the facts as he or she sees
them? What is truth and what facts exist in this instance? No matter
how carefully the supervisor builds a case, truth and fact cannot be
separate from the meanings and realities of each of the participants in-
\ °Iv ed in this allegory and such is the case as well in the real world of
supervision

There are at least two dimensions in describing a classroom event
or action, a configuration dimension anda meaning dimension In its
configuration sense, the emphasis in ev aluation is on describing au ele-
ment's features and factual basis In the jargon of social science, this
emphasis has been referred to as establishing "social facts What are
the social facts of teaching and its observed or otherwise documented ef-
fects in a given classroom") Carefully delineated, objective, criterion-
referenced test questions and student response data, an accurate record
of teacher "moves on a classroom map, a chart depicting how
students spend time, a transcript of the .teacher's lecture designed to
assess uses of advanced organizers, and a recording *student winks,
smiles, nods, and frequency of hand waving are examples of social facts.
Evaluation that seeks to determine social facts relies heavily on what

. might be referred to as "brute data "3
In its meaning sense the emphasis in evaluation is on establishing

the meanings of an element to an individual or a group In the jargon of
social science this emphasis has been referred to as establishing "social
meanings What are the meanings of a particular classroom element
or of several in combination to an individual or gropp? The extent to

the 1( hhciscr allcgor, dcm ribcd by iv gmun4auman //trnicrut444 and Social C4 term' iNrw
York Columbia 1:ny.enitN Press 1978), p 106 II,

Charic% 1 as,lor Interpretation and the Science of 'vldn Ratite 0,1 metaphp,o 25 1

(1971)
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which behavior modification techniques of classroom mahagement are
being used and their subsequent effect on student attention spans can be
accurately recorded in a brute data sense, but the meanings to students
and teachers that result from using this technique can escape
undetected 4 ,

In contrast to emphasizing exclusively brute data, the evaluator
should be interested in "sense data" as well.' Social facts, as determin-
ed by brute data, are typically the starting point in an evaluation, but
brute data cannot stand alone and still have sense in a particular context
any more than a word can stand separate from its context or a color
from its field. The word spirit, for example, defies understanding
separate from its use in context (is it whiskey, ghost, elan, or soul))
And even a word as basic as eat takes on different meanings in use and
different meanings in different cultural contexts. As a further example,
yellow is a color quite different against a field of white than black. And
so it is with brute data recorded from classroom activity Observation
A, when combined with B, may have quite different meanings and
significance than when combined with C.

At a simple level, supervision and evaluation of teaching em-
phasize meaning when seeking to determine teacher intents or to
understand the intended outcomes of a particular curriculum format
and related teaching sequence. But classroom meanings can be
understood at three levels intended, common, and intersubjective 6
Common meanings, for example, are the shared sentiments and beliefs
of those having a common social identity Though symbolic interac-
tionists might view my definition as too simple,' for our purposes com-
mon meanings might be thought of as the shared meanings derived
from membership in or identity with a particular school culture such as
teacher, student, or supervisor.

Within these cultures,Identities may be further broken down iNo
such subcultures as academic teacher, shop, teacher, basics teacher,
open education teacher, or, in the case of students, college bound, ag-
gie, grit, and so on. Intersubjective meanings are those derived in-
dividually from interaction with or from experiencing a particular
classroom element or event. Basic to intersubjective meanings is that
the same dlement or event has different meanings for different people
and takes on different meanings when combined with other elements

The standard behavior modification practice of ignoring undesirable behav ior, for exam
plc, raises d number of etha4a1 and 'psychological is-sues relating to manipulation, arbitrary
authority, «.iercion, rejection and due proses% that may seem unimportant given the specifically
desired behavior and the time frame in question, but could hate long lasting Lonsequcrice to all
panics invoked as Subccqurnt behavior learned attitudes, and longer time frames arc
considered

Taylor 'Interpretation and Sooner
' Taylor "Interpretation and Science

Sec for example. Herbert Blurrier, Sex lety as Symbolic Interaction,'; in Human Mai lar and
Socrat Promsrs,..ed A M RM.(' (Roston Houghton Mifflin, 1962)
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The Domains of Inquiry

Classrooms are social systems and, like ather social systems, can be
viewed as possessing three interdependent components. a theory, a
structure, and a technology.' Theory refers to the rules, beliefs, and
standards that help define and promote understanding of reality, struc-
ture refers to the set of roles and relationships that exist among system
members, and technology refers to the actual procedures and practices
by which things get done. With respect to classrooms, the interdepen-
dent componen4 might be thought of as educational platforms, social
structures, and educational activities

In seeking the domains of inquiry in teacher evaluation one can
look to the social system components on the one hand, and the actions
and activities that take place and their multiple meanings, on the other.
The domains as depicted in.Figure 1 suggest that the task of/ teacher
evaluation is more complex than normally assumed and that a iariety of
techniques might be appropriate given the particular domain of interest
at the moment.

Brute data collection strategies, therefore, have a role to play along
with sense data strategies if a complete picture is sought. Fu her, since
the social system features of-classroom life are interdepende valua-
tion needs to be viewed as dynamic. A change in classroom pract es or
in the organization of instruction, for example, influences the existing
social structure and the shape and texture of-the educational program ,
As these social system dimensions change, so do the meanings to be in-
ferred from the brute facts of what is.

In the remaining sections of this essay, I wish to emphasize the in-
terpretive aspects of the pursuit of cleaning in supervision. This em-
phasis is taken with full recognition that the pursuit of meaning is an ex-
ercise of little value without having established as well what is, and what
ought to be. I conclude the essay by' suggesting a model that presents
some necessary dimensions to be developed if a theory of practice in
supervision and evaluation of teaching is to emerge.

Three major enues of inqttiry are suggested as being important,t
in a theory of supervisory practice. Interpretation is an art that is
enhanced by multiple perspectives on reality and meanings are suffi-
ciently idiosyncratic to require that avenues of inquiry be pursued in
partnership by teacher/6 and supervisors. Though I am sure of the roles
of students and parents in the process, they too woold-ldiely be iro,ol-
ed. The avenues of inquiry are suggested by the three questions already
raised.

I. What is going on n this classroom' How does it work? Can it be
explained and predicted? What laws and rules govern behavior in this

Donald A &hon. 13eyond the Stable State (New York Random Fiduse. 1971)
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Intended Observed Common Intersubjective

Meanings Events Meanings'. Meanings

stated
intents

;

intents
observed

culturally
interpreted
intents i

subjectively
interpreted
intents

relationships
desired

actual
relationships

.,
cultually
interpreted
relationships

subjectively .

interpreted
relationships

developed
plans

activity
observed

culturally
interpreted
activity

subjectively
Interpreted
activity

4Nhat ought to What is?
be? (espoused (brute data)
theories).

What do "is' and "ought"
mean? (Sense data)

Figure 1. The Domains of Inquiry in the Supervision and Evaluation of Teaching

context? How can I accurately and vividly describe classroom events?
Thin descriptions of reality are important in presenting an overall

map of classroom events. Such a map gives a general orientation to the
classroom's breadth and scope much like a road map provides for a par-
titular region. Thick descriptions of reality are important in identifying
and recording aspects of the hidden curriculum, estimates of quality,
and indicators of cultural imperatives that provide a more viviti por-
trayal of classroom life. The maps in a travel atlas, for example, present
a general descriptive orientation of a particular region but the accompa-
nying text and photos describe the mind and pulse of this region Each
is useful to the traveler.

2. What ought to be going on in this classroom? What cultural im-
peratives should determine action? What values should be expressed?
What qualities of life should be in evidence? What standards should be
pursued?

"Ought" dimensions of classroom life can be obtained and
verified from empirically established standards (for example, teacher ef-
fectiveness research) on the one hand and from cultural preferences,
values, and beliefs (for example, conservative or humanistic ideology)
on the other. Admittedly, the two sources are more easily separated in
word than action. Symbolic interactionists, for example, would suggest'
that valiles are products of interaction among people and are qualities of

4
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mind, that arise both through such interaction and through symbolic
meanings .

Establishing that a particular lev el of student achiev ement can 'be
obtained if teachers follow closely a given set of teaching procedures_
suggests a standard of fact. Such relationshil5sy,ught to be rigorously
pursued and empirically established as teaching facts Deciding that the
particular level of student achievement that might be obtainedi is
valuable, and that the tRde offs of what is lost to students and othersly
obtaining this gain in achievement or by adopting this method of_
teaching are acceptable, however, does not necessarily) follow from
teaching facts. Making decisions among alternatives is the establish-
ment of teaching .values Strong teaching facts scientifically determined
are important prerequisites fbr eitabli*Iiing teaching values but are not
subs4utes fqr these values. The establishment of teaching facts and
teaching values are both important in the development of the theory of
supervisory practice

,

3. What do events and-actual:es that comprise the "is" and "ought':
dimen,ftort of classroom life mean to teachers, students, supervisors, and significant
others? What is the cultural content of the classroom' What implicit
educational platforms exist? What values are suggested by actual
behiav4or and events? What are the-meanings implicit in discrepancesj
between the espoused and in use theories?

The discovery`of meaning and the creation of meaning in teaching
await the further development of the art of interpretation The work of

- ) Eisner is an important step in this direction.? Perspectives of both
science and art will be key to this effort. §ocial meanings are derived
frorn.social facts and neither scientific images nor artistic images have a
monopoly on establishing social facts.

It may be helpful in illustrating the importance of social facts and
social meanings in the evaluaticin.,,of teaching to distinguish ,between
"picturing and "disclosure "IFictueing models of evaluation try to
be as mu9h like'the teaching activity and classroom life under study as
possible Disclosure models, on the other hand, contain key
characteristics of the teaching acuity and classroom life under studyi but move beyond picturing per se to interpreting meaning by raising.' "

issues and testing propositions about the phenomenon Picturing and
disClosing-AP constrasted below In examining the disclosure side of the. , ledger, notice the emphasis given to going beyond the data in tlze,
strictest sense to telling a stogy'} represented by the data 'The data are ...,
enriched in disclosure as a means of communicating more vividly aid
fully. But disclosure it-notinvention and the story dev clotied is based on
the social facts present in teaching. Meaningful disclosure requires ac-

,,
' curate, picturing. .,

It
9 See for e'xample, lark Ramsey, Modtts and,Mystery ,ondon Oxford University Press, 1964)
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To describe the teaching phenomenon
under study as exactly as possible To

. develop a replica, Moto image, or a
carbon copy of reality Agendas and
issues are intents embedded in the
data

Analogies

Legal transcript, videotape, photo-
replica, interaction- analysis, electronic
portrait, music or dance score, play
scnpt, historical chronology

Key Questions

What exactly happenedem this
classroom' flow can I describe events

.objectrkrely",

Validity Check

Are events described accurately'

Disclosure

To interpret the teaching phenomenon
under study To illuminate Issues,
disclose meanings, and raise hypotheses
and issues are intents that emerge from
the data

4

Impressionistic painting, collage, book
review, interpretative photo, music,
dance or play performance, story

What issues emerge from the study of
this class? How can I represent or il-
luminate these issues in a meaningful
way?

What actual events are observed? Do
they reasonably lead to theimferences
and interpretations?

I have suggested that the problems of supervision and evaluation of
teaching need to be addressed in a fashion that emphasizes interpreta-
tion and meaning. Developing accurate and objective records of the real
world of teaching as defined by the canons of objectivity would be only
part of the process. Of no less importance would be the subjective worle
of teaching. The phenomenological life ogle classroom, teaching as ex-
pressions of cultural, and her'rneneutical inquiry are the areas that
should now receive our attention. Looking to hCrmeneutics as a method
of analysis, supervision and evaluation of teaching would require that
one give attention to both normative and descriptive knowledge and
both theoretical and practical perspfctives:M

io Hermeneutics is a -science- of interpretation Interpretation is an attempt to clarify, to
make sense of an object or event under study The "hermeneutical circle- is langtinge used by

scholars to suggest the alternating attention given to an array of factors in pursuit of meaning As
each of the parts of the puzzle is viewed in relationship to others, they become more intelligible
The circle is theoretically endfess, with interpretation and meaning enhanced as the whole
becomes dearer from continuing and further analysisof interrelated parts Sec fur example,
Charles Taylor, 'Interpretation xrid Soicrite,- and n Habermas and Jeremy J Shapiro,
Knowledge and !Iowan Interests (Poston 'Beacon Press, I

184
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Of interest in using a hermeneutical frame of reference would be
the accurate ,recording of concrete (acts that describe in practice
classroom events Important is sensitivity as well to what the best of
educational research says are the predictable relationships between and
among these classroom events For example, what does educational
research say about the relationship between the academic engaged time
of students and subsequent results on mathematics achievement tests'
And, ,to what extent are youngsters in a particular classroom
academically engaged? .

% Also of interest would be the teacher's stated and unstated intents,
stated and unstated assumptions, and stated and unstated beliets that
compose an educational platform Important would be sensitivity as
well to the broader social and cultural imperatives that delfReate and
define a value system from which standards of qual and excellence
are born. For example, what does this teacher say e his or hei'intents
and what intents can be inferred from the teacher's ac behavior and
frc, Ther factors found in the classroom) These dim nsiorl'ars il-
lustrat61 in Fig-ure 2 The quadrants compare descripto, and nor-
mative knowledge with practical and theoretical perspect ves One

.quadrant, for example, is concerned with descriptive know edge of a
practicaLnature, second with descriptive knowledge of a heoretical°
nature, a third v h normatiN,e knowledge of a practical lure. and a
fourth with normative knowledge of a theoretical natur e.

_.... ,

thatt The quadrants of Figure: 2 I9Pict the anus of inquiry that
should be considered in a practical theory of stupen.isiorkand ealuation
of teaching The task is mdiCcomplex than rating teachers' effec-
tiveness against a standard of validated teacher competencies or in con-

/ducting a discrepancy analysis between stated intents` d actual student
achievement Herrneneutical inquiry for example, would require that
one more from quadrant to quadrant repeath in the anal,sis of

..classroom events in search of meaning 0 inrerest are not on acher
behavior an other descriptions of whatrs, Jut thequalit} of 11 t ex-

ists in the cl- ssroom and the cultural imperatives that define th ualo
ty Meaning. it is assumed, is the vehicle for increasing one's vision
about classroom happenings and for informing one's intuition 'Ihese in
turn are keys to understanding and improving teaching

/ J"
'Toward a Thtory of Practice

Though I speak o&a theory of practice, I have in Mind the develop-
ment of a number of such theories each emphaiseing different dimen-
sions and each able to illuminate different problemsand issues in super-
ision and evaluation They would ,share, nevertheless, some common ,

S5
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0
The Pursuit of Descriptive Knowle

1 Practical - Descriptive t- 2. Theoretical - Descriptive

Supelrvisor and teacher seek to
record the facts that exist in a
particular classroom. Scientific
strategies yield "thin" descrip-
tions on an array of concerns
and artistic strategies cield
"thick" descriptions on selected
concerns.The intent itio
establish "what is."

i

Supervisor and teacher review
social science and educational
research as well as the
humanities disciplines (culture,
ethics, values) in an effort to
determine "what is good prac-
tice Scientific perspectives
favor researching the wisdom of ,.
empirical research and
theoretically establistung facts
and artistic, the humanistic i.,

disciplines. Both provide in-
sights into "what ought to be"
but as established facts rather .' ;

than individual preferences

thei he upervi or seeks to under-
stand and h 1p the teacher
understand is or her stated and
implied goa and objectives.
Scientifi_ strategies favor the
analysisiof stated goals andpb-
jectiveg and artistic, the implied
The "ought" dimension is of
concern in both manifest and la-
tent forms Ought refers to
stated and implied individual
preferences of the teacher

The supervisor seeks to under-
stand the teacher's stated and
implied educational platform
and the stated and implied
cultural value system that deter-
mine,classroom life Trte em-
phas*6 ion interpretation and
meaning which in torn fuels fur-
ther inquiry to the other three
quadrants Artistic strategies
are better able to provide inter-
pretation and meaning

3 Practical Normative 4. Theoretical - Normative
e

t
The Pursuit of Nem'ative Knowledge

Figure 2. Avenues of Inquiry in the Supervision 'and Evaluation of
Teaching

r
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, characteristics and rest on similar epistemological assumptions " As has
been suggested. a theor of practice uouldobe integrathe It would recognize
the value of both normattye and descnptiye stews and would seek to
bring them together as alternate and integrative ways of knowing Fur-

* ther, theory of practice could be conterned uuh rteantngs of etents Such a
theory would seek to turn the facts of what is and what ought to he into
meanings that are important and useful to those Inc oked ir1 the process
of super. ision fad eYaluat4on Brute data would become sense data and
it is sense data that would influence teacher practices As Blumer sug-
gests, We can and. I think; must look upon human group life as chief-
ly a vast interpretive process in which people, singly and collectiyely,
guide themselves by defining the objects. events, and satuation, which
they encounter 12

To what end is such a theory proposed' Is the purpose of inquire as
described in this chapter to advance the science and art of evaluation'
Are the prime beneficiaries. theorists And analysts' I think not A theory

of measurement and naluatton Is not being proposed her but a theory of practice
Of concern is improving the practice or teachers and the quality of
classroom life Thus a key' fourth question must be considered Given
what is (descriptiye science): what ought to he inormanye science). and
what events mean (interpretive science), what should supervisors and
teachers "do ipracticeie" Theories of practice are ultimately concerned
with action taken to improve a present situation and in our. case the
beneficiaries would he teachers and students,.

The de\ elopment of a theory cif practise an the super. ision and
evaluation of teaching is a task well beyond the scope of this chapter
My purpose is to provide some indication of directions such a pursuit
might take Progress,in developing such a theory will requirt_ a fuller in-
tegration of a variety of points of %ley, Scientific views and artistic
views of super. ision as articulated by McNeil and Eisner can each coh-

tribute importantly If Noreen Garman's rendering of chniLl superyi-
sion it taken to heart, then perhaps this process can provide the cultural
,.vstem and way of life within which teachet and superYisor can work
together with honor and dignity in pursuit of both social facts and social
meanings on the path to improved teaching

T J iergioiianni I heopi of PractPc cn 1-xiu, at 1,,n al Pi I1( , And Adrn in 1,t ra, ion An

Ffermenewics Perspecit,c Amer-Kan Educational Research Association Annual (..nterence
Los Angticii April 1'40

' Herbert Blumer, X iiilogical Arial,,m, and the ariat.ile A 4flinhan Sosiolueitat fietvu
1,41 386



_Part III.

The Human Factor in
Supervision

APPLIED FIELDS SC CH AS EDL CATION AL SL PERI. !SION 'differ froth th.e more

academic disciplines in the nature of knowledge that is.of most impor-
tance Applied fields are interested in theoretical knowledge but they It%

are also interested in practical knowledge Philosophers of science dif-
ferentiate between proof reasoning and practical reasoning Proof
reasoning is more universalistic. objective, and rational Practical
reasoning is more particularistic and subject to the unique meanings
given knowledge the people irk oked and goals pursued. Super.ISOFS
are interested in improving teaching and the quality of classroom life
They want to "do something about educational matters with the in-
tent that tomorrow will be better than today These attars and intents
charactenstic of educational supenision lend thernsel4es to practical
reasoning as the dominant mode of inquiry

When one considers the practical nature of our field along with the
fact that supervisory ago, ity in education inokes.mtense human in-,
teraction it is easy to appreciate how important the human factor in)
super.ision is Scientific knowledge about supervision simply cannot be
considered separate from the human factors invoked in converting this
knowledge to actions Knowing which particular textbook is "best" in a
proof sense, for example, cannot be converted into action Separate from
the practical fissile of which textbook will teachers accept and use with
enthttsiasrii Facing up toihe fact that doing in educational supc.,ision
inokes working chiely with teachers and that successful doing in-
vokes teachers being committed to andofreely accepting ideas, sug4s-
twirls, and practic(s suggests the importance of human factors in
supervision

Among the many topics and issues that belong under the heading
"Human Factors," only four are considered in this'Yearbook Leonard
Valverde discusses the relationship between the growth and develop-
ment of supervisors as persons and professionals and similar growth
aspirations for teachers in his chapter "The Self -Evoking Suptrvisor
He argues that the two are linked In his view, growth and development
of supervisors is key to building a set of nol-ms and a way of life in
schools conducive to teacher growth and development. i

Robert Alfonso and Lee Goldsberry explore possibilities for bring-
ing teachers into the process of supervision in their chapter
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"Colleagueship in Supervision " They assume that superdsion and
evaluation is not something one does to a teacher but is a process
designed to improve- teaching, and, that this process is facilitated by
teachers becoming fuller partners to the enterprise

Human resources superdsion as a theoreticarframework for pro-
vidingisupervisory leadership to teachers, and issues of organizational
climate conducive to teacher groth and development are explored in
Chapter 7, "The Context for Supervision Part III concludes with
Ethel Greene's chapter tflemed to "Issues of Race and Sex in Super. i-
sion She provides a historical overview of racism and sexism in
education and discusses how contemporary interpretations of this -pro-
blem affect the supenisory process Critical to her is whether any of the
humanistic aspirations espoused in other papers in this section can be
fulfilled under the shroud of prejudice She points dut that though
histoncally certain groups have been more Yicurnved than others. pre-
judice affects all groups

I.

a



Chaptei- 6.

The Self-Evolving Supervisor
Leonard A. Valverde

EXAMINATION OF THE LITERATI_ RE ON INSTRLCTIONAL PER IMO`, and
scrutiny of super.ision as a practice rey eal the dominant fetus has been
on what supervisors can do with and for teachers Neglected is what
supervisors can do for themselves. Surprisingly little thought has been
given to the inset-vice grofessional growth of the instructional
supervisor

Since the supervisor's major concern and focus of effort is to help
teachers so that teachers in turn can increase their chances of helping
children. it would seem natural that much attention be devoted to
deyeloping'the super.isors professional growth This chapter explores
an alternauye by which professional educators can continue to learn
"the alternative is neither noyer nor new, but ertaioly different
from the comrirnly used approach I id, my position is that a
supervisor should depend on self f earning rath,er than depend on
others t6 pro'ide instruction. isor who adopts the Loncept and
practice of self-learning for pr essional growth becomes, as I use the
term, a self-evolving super r

Before advancing the alternatiye approach: it is adyisable to
outline the preyailing yieyys educators hake about their professional
Darning. their behavior, and the practices used to deliyerlprofessional
growth experiences

Staff Development: Inappropriate Assumptions and
Dysfunctional Practices

In order for the ruder to determine the feasibility of the proposed
self development alternatiYe, it is necessary to present my interpreta-
tion (biases) about how teaches, supervisors, administrators, and other
educators receive instruction while in service. The other reason for
describing the general state of staff development, as I perceive it, is to
justify the alternative approach I achocate The following discussion of
the supervisor's role may appear to stray from the topic, its relation to

I,eontird A Valverde is Associate Professor of Educational Administration and
Director of the Instructional Supertzsio4 Program. The University of Texan,
Austin
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self-learning, however, will become evident.
There are many definitions of what the supervisor's role ought to

bepossibly as many as there are authors The concept of super, ision
was perhaps best captured by Kimball Wiles when he stated, The
supervisor's role has become supporting assisting, and s aring rather
than directing ' Wiles assumes that thetsupenisorr, skill e a helper of
teachers or a teacher of teachers However, when teachers need or desire
assistance, they normally, turn to another teacher Hence, just as.

students depend on a teacher for their learning, so teachers depend OA
another person who can help in their professional development
Theoretically, reacher-growth should depend on another professional a
person who is knowledgeable by way of formal training, on-the-job ex-
perience, and organizational positron However, this in only what .should

"be the supenisor's role and not what the supenisor's role is in practice
For many reasons, elaborated by Sergiosanni in Chapt,er 8 of this Year-
book, the supers isor's role of being supportive, helpful, and cooperanse
ig perceiscd quite differently by teachers School districts and Schools
hate mans bureaucratic characteristics The climate and structure that
result from these charactiristics are such that most supervisors display
more controlling behavior than collegial behavior In theon, the super-
srsor's relationship with teachers is based on expert knowledge but, in
practice, the relationship is based on reward and coercive
powerpower associated with a traditional bureaucratic organization
Hence, in practice, teacher development is hindered because super-
sisors are restricted by bureaucratic characteristics from helping
teachers Teachers, in turn, are reluctant to ask for assistance since
most requests are likely to be interpreted as evidence that the teacher is
has ing trouble

It is necessan to comment on one important supervison function
directly related to the construct of learning planning, conducting, and
evaluating 'risers ice programs for the purpose yf promoting teacher
deseloprinerct The term prok,ram is usually. a misnomer, since typically
insersicelTaining is in the format of a one-tithe session or workshop
Rarely do insersice programs have theoretical constructs, sequential
and logical organization of curriculum, or multiple meeting sessions
spaced riser an extended period of time District-offered staf deselolit
mans is often characterized by inservice topics chosen on the basis of
high interest and the extent to which they appear to address district
problems Topics arise from deficiencies participants hay e in common,
or difficulties they seem to be experiencing Instruction is pros ided II.,
someone recognized as an expert, or by a supervisor who is -asked to
study the problem and to instruct others about overcoming the perceiv-
ed deficiency or difficulty Ideas are presented and suggestions offered,
using such typical instructional techniques as lecture, demonstrations,

K V.11,t upc-, `'or hltr, kh&ot; 4,1 ,d Englev,,,,x1( liffs ' Pr,ra c 11,41 196;
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f
and hands-on experiences. In essence, the inset-% ice training_format
closely resembles the classroom model in which the teacher, as expert,
typically determines student deficiencies and difficulties and organizes
information to present to students as a group, demonstrates lessons,
and assigns exercises and other work for`them Philip W Jackson refers
to this type of inservice approach as defective

Permeating this view is the notion that Someone knows more about how the teacher
should betiae in his classroom than he does himself In man', ways the defect position
partakes of one of the most enduring of all conceptions of tjeducational process It is
the one in which tho student is seen as essentially,, helpless and du teacher as ornms
cient. only in this case the teacher himself is in the role of the student and his all-
knowing guide is the designer of the inser.ice program

This discussion underscores two points about the present state of
insenice education 1 Learning is single directional, ita rece ed from
the instruction of an expert Instruction comes from someone other
than self In short, learning is perceived to occur when two individuals
interact and when one person knows what the other person needs 2

The continuing education of teachers as well as other educators. In-
cluding supenisors, is conceptualh related to dnd patt4ned after the
leaching/learning model designed for students However, assumptions'
applied to children are inappropriate for adults For example, young
children lack fundamental knowledge. lack basic skills and processe's for
self-learning, therefore, they arc at least initially dependent cm others
and require learning actiities that place them in relany'ely passive roles
as learners Surely adults who hale advanced preparation frn- roles as
professional educators are qualitatkely different from young- children
Because we have not formulated other. assumptions about learningcap-
plicable to professionals, supenisors and other instructional leaders
organize and direct staff development sessions in the image of
classrooms for elementary and secondary students

Inservice training programs that suffer frm these characteristics
have some benefits when properly planned arid expertly implemented
Such, programs cari produce satisfied teachers and super isoes who
tarn away usable instructional materials. who can replicate a lesson in
a classroom. and who can restate useful suggestions to others But such
insery ice sessions do not aid or guide educators to be imagmatke, to be
apabtic of situations, to formulate strategies for instruction applicable
to their special environment. to rely on their own resourcesor to be ac-
tive, independent learners

ProfessiOnal Growth: Alternative Assumptions
I0

Inser.iske prins often fail to incorporate some accepted ideas
that expand our ision about

V,.

lea ning For example. most educators

= P jack,on Old Dov, and New I ro- :, OburWittorot on the (,,,ntInwk him atl,n oi
Tear lirr% in bnpwinkrbt,r.,:ct fdwatwn ,r1 Lows J Rubin ifirmon Athn and Baran 1`473)
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know and ,agree that personal learning styles and learning rates vary
among all personsnot just among children 3 We have come lo
recognize that there is no universal model of teaching suitable for all 4
Further, increased student populations, larger professional staffs, and
the multiplicity of services rendered in addition to instruction have
diminished material resources and time for group learning Moreover,
efforts to superimpose cultural value, organizational procedures, and
professional philosophies for the purpose of homogeneity and uniformi-
ty are being challenged In addition, curriculums' that build on the
strength of dPv'ersity. plurality of values, and flexibility arc being pro-
moted as a democratic ideal Thus, just as teachers-are slowly beginning
to introduce individualized instruction and prescriptive teaching. so
educators will need to include these assumptions and others in their own,
learning and development

Such concepts as life -long learning, continuing education, and staff
evaluation for professional growth are gaining a permanent place in
public education and, more importarr such concepts represent a
maturing mind-set within education For these reasons it rs time for

v, assumptions to be adopted and implemented, Other than those ex-
resse'd above; what are some of these new assumptions") The first and

the major assumption is "borrowed from the medical profession
Super, Bor. teach thyself As medical _doctors are responsible for
staying abreast of the latest developments in medicine, so should educa-
tional supervisors accept such responsibility In order for the supervisor
to troy, professionally, a new viewpoint, centered internally, is

necessary The suf)ery isor should realize that he or she is a self-resource
to draw from and build upon, that is, instructional leaders possess basic
and advanced knowledge developed through formal training, observa-
tion. and behavioral skills sharpened by years of experience Further-
more, supervisors have.access to resources by virtue of their position,
such as command of their time. contact with nurnerc us individuals both
within and outside the school district, and opportu ties to travel (at

:
least locally) But in order for a supervisor to capitalize on these human
and organizational resources for continued learning, the supervisor
should internalize responsibility for professional growth Supervisors
should diagnose their own strengths and weaknesses, identify available
and accessible human and material resources, determine activities to
pursue, and determine the amount of time to spend on learn?ng Profes-
sional growth, like personal fulfillment, is best "purchased" and
"owned by the individual Supervisors must no longer consider
themselves merchants selling staff developmenttto teachers -Rather,,

i ,
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'supervisors must expand the seller role tp include the investor
rolethat is,i take advantage of their own expertness in order to
enhance their own capabilitids.

Complementing this key assumption, Bunkers posits five other
assuipptions that facilitate self-learning by teachers but which are also
suitable for ether educators. They are clearly stated and thus are - offered
without modification:

1. People are their own instruments for growth.
2. People learn to do what they do.
3. Readiness for growth is b by focusing on people's

strengths.
4..- Learning occurs when people receive new ideas and have an

opportunity to interact with them. I MA

, 5. People are move effective helpers when they feel good about
themselves.

The first assumption as been covered and the second will be
treated in a following sectio Bunker's third assumption asks us to be
concerned with people's strengths. Regarding the third assumption,
though, educators hold fast to two principles that are erroneous and
harmful to learners, be they students otadults. James Lewis discusses
this in the context of teacher performance appraisal.

First, the traditional performance appraisal program is based on a poor their} of
human motivation, that telling an educator where he is doing a poor job will prov ide
the_necessary effective motivatep to get him to improve his performance Research
has proven that this is not always the case Second, ibe traditional performance
appraisal program is based on ihc false assumption chi the roles of the acimknistrator
and the teacher are compatible and that criticism in itself will bring on the necessary
improvement in performance The administrator, in.evaluating. the teacher, implies
that the staff member needs to improve his performance in the direction of the objet
lives and standards of the administrator Failure to achieve according to this expecta
non often leads to criticism, threat, anxiety, and a ptor working relationship between
the administrator and the teacher 6

) Bunker's fourth assumption addresses the construct of learning as
an interactive process. But unlike the common interpretation used for
children, where interaction is between two persons, one knoyiledgeable
and the other ignorant, Bunker's assumption permits individuals to in-
teract with thoughts.and ideas on a1i indiyidual basis.--Dependence on
others is no longer a requirement nut- a restriction. Assumption five,
concerned with the affective domain, will be discussed in the next
section.

R M Bunker. "Beyond 1n- Service Toward Staff Renewal." Journal of Trachfr Education
28, 2 (Marcfi/Apnl 1977) 31-34

J Lewis, Appraising Trailer 15nformance (West Nyack N Y Parker, 1973), p 12
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All these assumptions argue for a teaching and learning model for
educators that is different from the student model, and that is

characterized as heuristic by Bush- and others The term heuristic em-
phasizes the dexelopment of self-initiated and self-directed learning, it
stresses disco% ering rather than absorbing knowledge, it places the
learner in the role of inquirer, it represents more than one teaching and
learning actixity, , and it treats the learner as a person who can produce
knowledge and understanding

Self-Learning: How?

A case has been presented for mox ing people away from inap-
propriate assumptions about adult learning and the corresponding
classroom model of inserxice training. The question now arises how
can alternative assumptions be put in practice' Or what I can the
self-eolx mg supervisor practice for continued learning) The ervisor
dex oted to self-growth can undergo four learning actiities, pre erably
in the sequence offered here but not necessarily so Each learning actii-
ty is independent, meeting a particular intent

One learriing actix ity is reflection The superxisor must examine his
or her sittmtion, behavior, practices, effectiveness, and ac-
complishments Reflection means asking questions of oneself The basic
and comprehensix e question asked during reflection is, -What am I do-
ing' and why'''. Reflection is a form of slightly distorted self-
ex aluatiundistorted in the sense that judgment is emphasized rather
than data collection The indix 'dual asks alue-laden questions and
responds on stored, selected data (memory), and then concludes
whether he or she is satisfied or dissatisfied Reflection, then, is an in-
di idual's needs assessment and continued self-monitoring of satisfac-
tion with effectieness As with any type of e aluation, reflection should
be formate e, that is, periodic, constructix e, and deliberate Putting
reflection into practice cap be as simple as exert' three months setting_
aside two hours to write clown perceptions.

Another self learning actixity is exploration. Exploration is a means
of collecting inforMatwn through reading, ybserxing, and listening Ex-
ploration as a learning actix ity includes identifying, locating, gathering,
selecting, and Marshaling resources Exploration, if used following
reflection, is a means of searching for answers. It is a way of augmen-
ting existing knowledge, tb salidate or dispel faulty self-perceptions.
Superxisors can engage in exploration by browsing through a profes-
sional library, reading current journals, or visiting with experts

A third means of independent learning is stimulation Stimulation is
an actix ity performed to rex italize interests in one's job or to remoti ate

R N Bush Currk ulum-P oo Tear hers 4A, ho Does What to IA hom in improzAnk in
strbscr Edigaiton cd Louts J R ) n (Biiston AIM-) and Baron, 1973), pp 37'71)
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performance. Stimulation, since it relates to the affective domain, is
best accomplished by seeing and hearing. As in the arts, supervisors caii
be energize/el to recommit themselves to doing more or doing better by
seeing another supervisor perform gracefully or by hearing an instruc-
tional leader eloquently speak about his or her experiences. Compared
with reflection and exploration, stimulation requires less action, but it is
nonetheless effective in promoting learning.' The morepleasure
associated with an experience, the more likelihood of remembrance,
rethinking to identify useful elements, and attempting to incorporate...I
such elements in one's own behavior. (For a discussion learning by
way of the arts, see Chapter 4 in this Yearbook n example of
stimulation is an art supervisor viewing an art exhibit of student work
or a math supervisor visiting a computer center of a large business

The fourth self-learning activ ity is referred to as experience Applica-
tion of thought or abstract learning is acquired by doing Putting
thought to practice, st.ructuFing one's behavior to conform to collected
and organized knowledge is experience While experience can be ac-

_
cumulated random behavior, as in trial And error, if associated with one
or all of the three activities mentioned experience becomes guided
behaviOr Experience places the learner in an active role and places him
br her in control of the.activity Learning by performing the job, atrick-
ing the task in new ways, produces experienced growth

The following scenario illustrates experience a science supervisor,
after reading about. a particular teaching strategy in a professional jour-
nal, decides to practice the method in a science teacher's fourth period
The science supervisor does not view this lot actice as the end of learning
but rather as a phase in learning He or she may need to rethink (reflec-
tion), to read more (exploration), to observe or talk more (stimulation);
acid plan more (experience), before gaining command of the teaching
technique.

Accommodating Self-Development: Requisite
Organizational Changes

As with any model, the four self directed learning activities of
reflection, exploration, stimulation, sand experience have drawbacks.
Two of major concern are time and autonomy, though neither is an in

.hercnt disadvantage. The two drawbacks arise because the educational
structure...does not provide,instruLtional staff with sufficient independent
time and adequate individual authority. 'Therefore, organizational
changes will have to be made in order to permit supervisors and others
to practice self development. Tijrne must be created for supervisors to
educate themselves This can be accomplished by cutting out un-
necessary, but time consuming, tasks supervisors are called on to dr, as
part of their daily work (committee attendance, making out reports,
delivering instructional materials, attending ceremonies),
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- Mosf supervisors would agree that many of their present/activities'
are- relatively unimportant. If school 'boards and superintendents
believ'e that supervisors should not he released from some of their pre-
sent activities, then they should consider employing additional super
visors to assume some duties from existing supery.isurs More free time
will theA he atailable for self-instruction If the employment of a small
number of additional supervisors is economically .prohibitive, then
another possibilityis for the school hoard to designate certain days each
academic year as learning days for supervisors Man% states, like
Texas, have legislated that each school district have a certain number of
pupil-free days for teacher inser ice training 5uper..isors should also
have time relieved from all normal supervisory duties to spend on learn-
ing Still another option would be supervisors covering for each other to
release them for personal learni4.

But along with the time to learn, supervisors must also have the
autonoar, to determine how, with whom, when, and where this learn-
ing will occur Without the freedom of self-determination. the time ear-
marked for learning will he of little value Consequently., the second
org'aniAtiollal change needed is the altering of decision-making
authority Decision rights that superiors possess ,about the inservice
training of supervisors should be transferred to or shared with super-
visorsIf educational leaders are to he serious about staff development,
and if they are to make-a deliberate effort to kmprove staff capability,
then supervisors will have to he viewed as has ing gr,eater value and
worth and concomitantly, given more authority to determine their own
improvement

'-Given the additional time and autonomy to learn, supervisors will 4
not only he able to conceive of new learning approaches, tiut Also to
practice self-learning They will he able to learn alorie\or with others on
an ad hoc or team basis, in _different settings Sti( h as classrooms:
demonstration centers, or university,campuses They will be able, as
well, to identify and have A( cess to resources they,necd fur self. learning
Howe0r, if timtLand a omy arc not forthcoming, and if super tsars
are not allowed to be sional about improvement, then we should
resign ourselves to expect young teachers to continue leaving teaching
because they do not receive appropriate and adequate help We can
continue to expect creative teachers to leave the classroom because they
were not supported or challenged We can continue to expect super-
,visors of instruction to perform their responsibilities mindlessly, and to

texpect administrators to approach their tasks routs iely Further, we
should hot he surprised when surveys millike a malaise among
educators, a "business attitude among adminiserattrs (productivi(y,
accountability. efficiency an "overworked and underrespectecr at-
titude among supervisors, and a lack of appreciation toward learning
among students The model or anti-model of a supervisor as ant in-
dependent learner ptrmeates.the entire educational community,

9
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In Conclusion

The way instructional supervisors come to learn and rege ate
themselves has meaning that reaches out and touches teat ers,
students, and administrators. Teachers learn through formal means
such as inservice training and informal means such as role models For
this reason, supervisors must become more self-evolving if they are to
improve the teaching and learning procegs in public schools If
educators are going to develop a genuine interest in ?earning and to
value continued growth, then the individual, regardless of designated
title or position, will have to be honored The concept of value and the
abstract quality of honor-are translated ritc, concrete action by not Just

;
saying to people that they are competent to learn on their own, but by
advocating, writing, and adopting policy that permits them to make
and carry out their own decisions about learning Supervisors will not
pt. rmit teachers to be independent learners if they themselves are denied
that practice. In turn, teachers will n9t give to students what they
themselves do not havethe belief of self-worth, internal motivation to-
continue to learn, and the time and autonomy to be self-directed
learners

Finally, it is important to understand that I am not advocating that
every supervisor or educator be forced to be a self-learner I have
argued for self-learning only to emphasize the need for and the viability
of such a learning alternative. What I am positing for serious considera-
tion is nothing more th'an an alternative vvay of learning for professional
educators, a way of learning that is effective for some, under certain
conditions and circumstances This learning model shouldfie an option
for supervisors

The growing complexity of education and the increasingly difficult

role of the instructional supervisor requiie alternative models for profes-
sional growth If educators expect to stay equal to the challenge of an
ever developing endeavor like education, then educators will have to be
self-fulfilling and self-evolving

The 'link between teacher growth' and development and that of
their supervisor is direct and strong. For this reason the concept of the
self-evolving supervisor needs to be brought to the forefront of staff
development training.
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Chapter 7..
Colleagueship in Supervision

Robert J. Alfonsb and Lee Gold4berry

'`

I` .RECE\ r 'I F \R". interest in helping teachers assume great( r respont
sibilit), for anpro,.ing eh( it ow n instrue tom and the instruc non of their
colleagues has gbwn Because both lac beton. and practice in the area of
per supesn. twin are still so underde\eloped, it is not alw cis ', clear what
is reftrred to bs the terms 'peer_ super.ision or culleagueship in
supervision These terms rn ht describe a low arrangement of
teacher interaction an influence, the ins ol% emccnt of teachers on in-
struentnal*and itnproc .meet teams under the direction of an ad -`
ministrator or supei-e, is r teat hers taking moo responsibilts for
de eloping instructional imprue-frient programs, or Jlitc%aluation of
nontenured teachers by colleagues Sometimes the terms imply a nearl),
total teacher responsibilitc for the improement of instruction such
responsibilit), is. of «iurse, characteristic of the highest les el of profes-
sionalism members ofa profession rwinitoring, disc iplining. and seek-.
trif- to impro,.e themsel es and their colleague s .Few professions obtain
such a le% el, and those that do seldom work in bureau( rata strut tures
as large and complex as school s% swim

In general. proponents of peer or colleague super.. ision de fine such
superision in rather narrow terms Most t pu all> proponents ask for
the ins ol% ement of teachers in particular kinds of super. isor% acts plan
ning

and ice bac k, or obser\ ation cif a colleague's instrue nun while
(lerung inser\ice el irts, es aluation of nom( nun (1 le...iehers, dassrtioni

using an interac non in \rentor system Concei% dick . e nough to ache rs in
the sN,stern, ins ol% ed in enough different supers isor acts, and suffi-
ciently trained in them, could represent a e 1-, broad range of typical
supenisury behalor Without coordination. howe cr, the se beha airs
would lack' direction and substance and would be tnerel random and
unsstemauc It is unhkek that such ac ts could be .err 'helpful ocr a
long period of time, nor could they, In a technical sense, he ic wed as
superiion unless they were tied to and part of an on-,going, «im-
prehensRe plan of instructrnal impro% emcnt

7Rubert J Alfunio a Assucrale fete President and Dean of Fa(11111e$ at Kent State
Unzterszty, Kent, Ohio Lee Goldsberry is Assistant Professor of :Supert mon at
Pennsylvanra State Unzvenzty, Unztenzty Park, Penn9lianza
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Perhaps one explanation for the current interest in colleagues pro-
viding supers ision is.that too little formal superti4ion is available for
teachers The professional teacher has a strong desire for help, for M-

. soltement with other professionals, for feedback on instructional pro-
cesses and outcomes, and for new ideas While much is made of r,h im-
portance of instructional supers isnnik the typical teacher sees little of it
and what is at anable is frequently of limited use When supers 'sort
time is. in short supply and when the interests arn,i abtlitu s of the super-
s isor are unrelated to the needs of the classroom teacher, it is nut sc4r-
prising that leachers turn elsewhere fur help One place the can turn is
to colleagues, persobs-who can frequent!), pros ide immediate, help,
practical suggestions, and support in times of difficulty and uncertainty
Furthermore, it supertiwrs are not technic allt competentthat is,
skilled in the performance of those tasks most directly related, to the
teachers' work and to the, unprot ement of itthen self-directed
teachers are forccd. to seek help elsewhere Colleagues hat e,the salue of
proximity, immediacy. and a' first-hand understanding of the other's
"workspace Frequently , teachers ss ho need help fir seek obsert anon
or opinion hale no one to whom to turn. no one to w horn to sat "How
am I doing, how do you think it went codas'"

In many school s } stems, formal feedback on teaching performance
may come no more than once a tear and then in a quite perfunctort
way One of the tragedies of American education is that teachers work
in isolation Their immediate superiors often hat e only a rather
generalized perception of their teaching performance "teaching is still
largely a solo ac t. obsers ed. appreciated, and es oluated primardt bs
students There is little contact among colleagues, classroom doors are
seldom opened to each other, and teachers who are members of the
same staff in the same school, es en in the _same grade' or discipline,
maintain a collusive and almost deliberate ignoran«. of the work ot
their peers It is essential that such barriers be broken down and that
teachers feel responsible for rinprot mg their instruction and for
assisting their colleagues in their own self-improt ement, this concept
characterizes other professions Although there, is little contact and
mutual responsibilat arnong tear hers, studies still shoo~ that 'teachers
report ot colleagues to be their first source of professional help, es en
when aperisort assistance is available '

nether possible explanation for the growing interest y).
leagu m in supervision is. the, uncertain authority 'NI- instructional
supertisors Supers isors.hat e frequently been admonished to operate

( 1,ortie 1 mr hr. I Sold) ( .ay., t ni,rr,Itv .f ( do, Pins
1975; Mar, 1 t.0 tt. U, A( pt(1,11 Prarne,,,rk hr on S,to.th Ern[ In a

tyros }or Inser. 1-,r1t1( ation (It II dr,,,erratron tiktic ( nicerw, 1977, Glity- rt

Lan(ichrere I he ( an,es (.1 the RfSiSt.lilt r nt tea. her, n Inn., it1,11 In PI, I tal hr. "ma f is, a

bona/ (" (lane( 1 5r, , f I P,01, Orgarnrption for ( r iti"n ir,1 I )(

men( 1'47
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from the authority of competence rather than the authority of position
As a result, they are tempted t6 play down if not reject their formal
organizational authority and behave in a clearly "he'lping relation-
ship, if not a collegial one At the same time,, teachers and teacher
organizations, with a heightened sense of professionalism and a grow-
ing desire for control of their work, hase also resisted the imposition of
formal authority Further, when either a helping relationship or one
based on position power is not hacked by technical competence, the re-
jection of authury becOtnes more complete In addition, teacher
negotiators attempt to, gain collectise b'argatning contracts gising
teachers as much control as possible over their work, the processes of in-
structional improsement, decision making on assignment, additional
responsibilities, and, of course. employment and tenure

In rejectiag theiriegitimatt authority, supers isors contribute to the
problems of instructional improsement While the authority of position
is useless if ndt hacked bs technical skill and good human relations,
supers tsar's competence is rtadepore powerful when it is supported by
the authorits of position Position authorits will do little to strengthen
an otherwise weak instructional supers isor, but an intelligent and clm-
petent supervisor can he even more effectise when seen as has ing for-
mal authority When .neither formal authority nor competence is pre-
sent, instructional supervision is a hollow exercise, fully I-rah-long the
disdain and disregard with s',:hich mans teachers view It Under such
circumstances, it is not surprising that intelligent and committed,
teachers turn tb others for help in improsing their instruction

This chapter will explore the concept of colleagueship in supervi-
sion through discussion of the definition and purposes Of instructional
super>Ision will describe the potential of colleagues and teacher col-
laboration as a professional deselopment resoure. and will «include
with a discussion of some of the organizational barriers to colleagueship
in supervision

Colleagueship and Formal Supervision

Supers ision is a function found in all formal organizations, no
organization can exist without it, yet the nature of the organization, its
work system, and its purpose determine the form supers Bum takes In
most organizations, sup 7i occurs in dose proximity to the work
setting In fact, it is from that proximity that' supers Bain, in a generic
sense, acquires its definition In the strictest sense it means constant
presence, userseeing ur directing others, and monitoring their work in
order to ensure effectiseness and efficiency Supersision exists sr, that
an organization'S goals can be understood, procedures followed,

I h.rna, J Scrgp,,anni and Ruts rt I `st.trratt Supm yezm II urrian Per .pri th ,% 2rill t d ( tires
\ ,rk \t, Gravy Hill I`J7`t) pp 17 -,I, 1rtitur Blunitx rg Safe, i,,r, and I ra, iv() 4 Pti, ni`o. ( old
11 a, 2nri «I (B,rkflo. Mt( ttl, hAn l'4((1)
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schedules met, And adjustments made when goals are not reached
Supervision is related to and responsible for the productive life of an
organization. The purpose of suyervision, then, is the'same in all types
of organizations '`To pros ide the conditions and promote the behavior
necessary for the -achievement ororganizationak goals The classic
definition of super ision is to support and enhanCe.an organization':,
work system v,nd to ensure productivity .'quality , and achievement of
organizational goals In all organizations. super ision is the critical.link
between organizational goals and production Tvpically the super, isor
provides constant direction and help Betts describes a supervisor as a
person "wyho is given authority and responsibility for planning and con-
trolling the work of the grotip 1)1 close contact Broadlyspeaking,
this definition means that a supervisor may he delegated the authority
to engage. transfer, stistiend, reprimand, or dismiss an employee under

his' control
In the precise meaning of the term, there are probabtv vent few

supervisors in educatt'on While mans have the title, analysis of their
behavior indicates a rather sharp divergence between what the do and
the classic definition of supervision. But, as noted, the nature of an
organization defines supervisors processes, one would not expect the

supervisory structure in schools staffed by highly trained professionals
to be tht same as the supervisory structure on an assembly line in a-
large industrial plant The greafer the autonomy and right to make in-
dividual. decisions in relation to one's work, the less, dose-in the

- supervision Teachers seek and need control user their work and see
themselves as professionals and independent dccifiTin makers
Therefore, supervision in schools is expected to be less frequent and
more informal While the classic definition of supervision also applies to

supervision in schools, it must be recognized that the/`unique
characteristics of schools and of teachers shape the form that suers ision
takes

In schools, super ision is both a function and a role Supervision is
carried out by many persons, some carry the title of "ciipervisor,
others do nut Those who c arry the ,formal designation oc,superv-i-sor
seldom behave as supervisors IOU percent of the time, they frequently
engage in managerial or adrninistrative responsibilities only remotely
related to the task of instructional improvement, On the other hand,
there are those in school systems who carry administra*e titles who oc-
c-asionally engage in supervisory behavior The fun non of super ision
is generally widespread in schools, And there are limes when teachers

emselyes engage in behaviors that could be described as supervisory
If supervision is a functionnot merely a roleto which many

perm s In. a school corItribute, then teachers can also be viewed as on
ic,,bert j Alicmso (,c7a1d It Firth Jrld Ric hard F \c-,111t .truk SNprti.ron 4

lAnz tor ,,y;tnn .?rd \Hon & Raccm I9rill p tt

Prwr Rt try Suffn. nor), Sturites I oricion Ma( honald and F %an% 1'0,8 pp h
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occasion contributtng to the purposes of,superkision Contrzbutzng to
super ision and carrying out formal responsibilities for super ision are
two different things In the technical sense of for-Flank-conferred
organizational author-0v t traoher cannot be a supervisor. when such
organizational authuratv is granted, the,teachcr then leases an instruc-
tional roleceasing to be a teacherand enters a superkisork one
Gik en the classic definition of superision (control, direction, assign-
ment, evaluation) teachersNannot also be supers. Burs Superkisiou is a
formal organizational act, moreover, superkision alwaks implies a
uperordinate-subordinate relationship The terms peer superkision

and 'colleague superkision rm? be contradictions, for one cannot be
both a peer/colleague and a superkisor at the same tittle Clcarlv .
teachers can and should help each other in a k arit:tk or waks, but a
super isor is vested with- organizational authornk for decision making
about others

The proftssion at large and the Association for Superb ision and
Curriculum Dekelopment hake long had difficult \ accepting a concept
that is to generally accepted in other organizations and professions \\e
hake long struggled to make a super.isor a c ojleague of teachers rather
than an authorav figure, thus reducing the potential effectiveness and
power of superkision Now the concept of teacher as superkisrfr 0
being explored Such discussions blur the purpose and important e of
superkision in organizations and mislead both supervisors and teachers
about their respectik roles

A clear distinction needs to be made between the contributions of
teachers to the improvement ohms ci( non and the it of super.ision as
a formal, organizational ex-pectat i

r
n For organizational purists, the

concept of "teacher as superkisor is impossible' to accept How one
defines super ision. of course, has much to do w Oa w huther such a con-
cept can be accepted Given the bliictd definitions of instructional
supervision and the continued arguments about th«Atent of authoratv
in such roles, the concept of peer or colleague suprkisicfn is an attrac-
tive one .to manv people Without a clear understanding, of formal
supenision and of the possibilities and limitations of colleagueship, the
continued discussion and promoncri of greater roles for teachers in
super ision ma\ onfs, further weaken the effec nkuness of instructional
supervision

. 4iBUt formal superkis'ion in schools is in short
-,
-supplv, and teat hers,

in helping, supporong, and assisting each oth'er, can provide a valuable
addition to formal super k Bum Moreok cr, in work symcms with a high

R it hard I F ost, r I-du, at tonal Sup( Nrituon Dead or Alts' In. f,ttanvrnq tupe,, 1 ton far

( hgneMe 1},n, 1 Air xandrta la i'SVON iation for Su'prr,Icion and ( urrn uhlrn De,, lopminr,
l'ilY), p it Jihn ( I os 'II A Per4-K, hst for l tt- w 'rig In,tru, tion,!1 Suprr,IY,IF g, ha, lor
in 'iper. 1.1on /4,,,,pe tit f. and Propo, I hon t d Vs, ahary Luc io tolloPWAria l a vax latmn for
Super.1,ion and (,urru ulurn Dr ,rloptig nt 1,0)9) p 18, (AAJI,C M livrnan and Mar, I oil
C ,-r, Pe7,0,2q11Tfd i,riper, I ion , Alt xandrla N. a ASSO{ 1.11.41 Ina- Supt r.1,10t1 Arid ( IlTill llhall
f)e,,doprnrnt l'1136) p Vi
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percentage of professionally trained personnel, colleagues commonly
share knowledge in order to improve each other's practice.

Because it is so fragmented, instructional supervision is difficult to
identify and describe, it is the responsibility of many persons, not just a
few who hold the title of supervisor. While such a fragmented system of
influence has some inherent weaknesseslack of focus, inefficiency,
mixed signals,-and acertain haphazardnessit also has some strengths

.-. Making persons at seeral levels responsible for the improvement of in-
struction can create links and, if effectively coordinated, requires dialog
and cooperation among many persons. The nature of schools and the
nature of the supervisory process within them -not only make possible
but require the - active collaboration of teachers in the process of instruc-

(Nona' improvement, they are a very important part of the process and
an invaluable growth source for colleagues _Although teachers cannot
be supervisors, their rich potential as a source for the gr.owth of their
colleagues has never been adequately tapped. A good supervisory pro-
gram would fully utilize such a rich resource.

Colleagues as a Professional Development Resource

Does "collea eship in supervision" refer to teams of supervisors
working together to improv e the effectiveness of schools and
simultaneously to refine their own professional skills'? Does it suggest
that supervisors and teachers sho ld pursue these ends in partnership'
Or does it suggest that teachers s uld collaborate with one another for
the same reasons'? To all three q estions, the answer is yes

As used in this chapter, "colleagueship" .refers to a relationship
characterized by collaborative efforts to accomplish common goals Col-
laboration implies both mutual involvement in identifying and selecting
specific objectifies and mutual responsibility for designing, implemen-
ting, and evaluating strategies tT achieve these objectives Common
ownership of both the "targets.' and the processes used to "hit them" is
achieed through shared authority. Too often schools adopt a par-
ticipative approach in the pursuit of predetermined objectives
regardless of the appropriateness orimportance of these targets as
percezved by the teachers The result is a flimsy facade of collaboration in
which the only latitude gien the individual teacher is how, to comply
Such teacher-participation is not an example of colleag-ueShip since only
nominal collaboration is used ,Further, instead of producing compion
commitment to the task at hand, this artificial involvement of teachers
in the decision making process is more apt to produce staff alienation 6

A goal common to both teachers and supervisors is instructional
improvement. When a supervisor and ayeacher (or group of teachers)
cooperatively interact to identify and implement changes that will

Sydney 1 hompum, ' Moto.ration of Teacher% ERIC document. El? 78.009. 1979
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if
positively influence student educational growth, and when these deci-
sions are made jointly, irrespective of formal authority, they are
operating in colleagueship Sergiovanni and Starratt state that
"Neither the teacher's autonomy' as a professional nor the super} isor's
responsibilities as a professional are compromised in the process since
the relationship is based not on authority but on a ornmitment to pro-
fescional.improvement '''

Advantages of Collegueship

Three ad} antages of de} eloping culleagueship in super\ ision are
noteworthy First, the human resources of the school are mobilized in a
joint effort to impro}e instruction. Second, the long`o}erdue recogni-
trcin that classroom teachers ha}e much to contribute to the quest for in-
structional improvement, coupled with increased responsibility for the
design and implementation of improvement strategies, can prodpcc a
sense of personal achievement as well as a better functioning school
Recognition. responsibility, and achievement are termed "moo} ators

lby Herzberg and are associated with job satisfaction ' Therefore, suc-
cessful colldagu eship may well contribute to increased.job satisfaction
for classroom teachers In an era when teacher turnover is low and
when "burn-out.'41 is a growing problem, increasing the intrin,sic
rewards of teaching might, be the single greatest contribution of
colleagueship

Third, the successful introduction of instructional innovations is
more likely in schoo4 having acme coliea'gueship Berman and
McLaughlin report that the quality of relationships among
classropmteachers has a powerful effect on'the effecti}e implementation
and continuation of projects in} ol} ing educational change ' A history of

rbcollaboration among r,teachers and supe is rs wuuld likely contsute
greatly to good working relationships. Furth r,' successful cullaborati}e
efforts mfay well enhance teachers perceptions of their own professional ,

Competence by reinforcing their belief that the can positively influence
the achie}ement of their students. This sens of efficacy also has a
powerful positi}e effect on the success of inno} tions in schools in

.Recognizing the potential contributions to nstructional improve-
ment through teacher 'collaboration, instructic al super-visor/ must
assume responsibility for fostering such interacts n Nlerety pro}iding
structured opportunities fur teachers to share and \to relic( t upon their
accumulation of "ordinary knowledge" (discussed by Mc Neil in
chapter 2 of this.} olume) would be a fruitful first step in harnessing and

Sergiovanni and Starratt, Auprrtiston, p 298
8 Frechlrick lierTherg as cited in Scrgiovanni and Starratt, p !WI- \
' Paul Bcrrnan and Millirc, Wallin Mc Laughlin, Federal Procram ,kapp,rtIng Edwanonal

(.hang dal I, in ImplernentinR and ,Stkitamtnk Innovaltan3 (Santa Munn a, ( alt
178)
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coordinating the vast human resources available in schools The onus
for providing the leadership and coordination necessary to develop a
climate conducive to and the impetus for such collaboration belongs to
instructional superNisors. It will not be an easy task, Because'"channels
of cornmunication among teachers are typically so poorly developed,
concerted effort is necessary to develop active collaboration "

Leadership in the Development of Colleagueship

While colleagueship among administrators within a school district,
and even among representailves of several school districts, is desirable

in order to coordinate common activities, the focus in this chapters is on

developing colleagueship within a single school. Not only does the prox-
imity of,,educators in a single building enhance the opportunity' for
regular .collaboration, but "there is increasing evidence that shows the
largest unit of successful change in education is the individual
school.''''

Given the poorly-developed channels of communication in schools,

the development of colleagueship where it has long been absent is a
substantial change for most schools. IntrodoCing and developing 1ctiv e
collaboration within a school IS, therefore, ap ambitious, innovative
project. Bermtn and McLaughlin comment that "The importance of
the principal to both the .short- and long-run outcomes of innovative
projects can hardly be overstated 13 The necessity for active support
fro the building principal in developing a working colleagueship in
sup rC-ision seems obvious. The development of the shared leadership
characteristic of colleagueship demand's committed effort from the

school's Tormal leadership." According to Blumberg, "The higher the,

value the principal places on, and behaves in, an openly communicative
and collabofative, style, the more teachers will be inclined to risk being

open and collaborative [Emphasis added]."'' By openly espousing and
modeling collegial interaction, 'the braiding principal provides needed

support for the development of colleagueshipnecessary , but not suffi-
cient, impetus for change In addition to t-he visible commitment of the

school leadership, --structured opportunities for meaningful, col-

laborative interaction are also needed
'The formation of staff groups to address ad hoc concerns, A

discbssed by Sergiovanni in Ohapter 8 of this volume, suggests one

" Robert S Fox and Ronald I ippiti Fhe Intimmon of Classroom ,1( ilia! I h alth Prai
Nees, o Innotaiton in Edwahon I'd Matthew B Miles {Nt w lurk Bureau of Publication,.
,'Icayhers College, Columbia Uniersivi, 1964)

Fred H Wood and Stccn R i hiatisison, lints for 13mi r Staff Hcilopriu rit
Educational Lraderthip 37, 5 (February 1989) 375

Berman and Mc Laughlin, hederal programs
'' David Weingast, "Shared Leas ship ` I he Daum I hin; works 1-dtb at bmal Leader

flup 37 (March 1980) 592-506
Blumberg, SUPfTMOIS and I eaehrrt, p 211
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forum in which collegial interaction can be modeled and de eloped
Whether the group is addressing classroom management, the language
arts curriculum, or inquiry, learning, tile experiential base for col-
laborati\ e effort is present. The role okshe superYisor in such a group is
tu facilitate the collaborative process by draing ideas and opinions
from all participants-and by contribyting his her on expertise as an
active member of the group. Ideffly, groups of this sort will generate,
implement, and then etaluate innoanye approaLhes Through participa-
tion in this informal approach to action research, a teacher becomes an
active partner both in designing potential instructional improyements
and in assessing g-their impact By sharing benefits or difficulties of tm-
plementation uniVie to their own classrooms, teachers assume a
tional leadership role Conducie to all characteristic of4colleagueship
As the functional leadership of the group develops, the superk,isor's role
within the grbup shifts from primary initiator to one of more equal
footing with the rest of the group Frequently, teachers need individual
help in translating innoYatie ideas into classrooth practice and, in such
cases, chnkcal supervision may prove invaluable

Clinical supervision emphasizes and works to de\ clop collegial
relations bs.tween super isors and teachers super ision is
discussed by Garman in Chapter 3 ) Oversimplified, clinical super\
sion is a structured approach to classroom obser,,ition and conferral ui
tended to help teachers ealuate and improYe instWictional perfor-
mance Jackson says

As (1,, er one who has been in hargcof a clasirootn knows, it is sers (111fil.Ult ti) teach
and to think about teaching at the same tape 'What 1,, ni yletf, the re fore', is both the
um( and the took fur the teat he r to «inceptuahre his c \pent m c, to inilait it NN Ith pc r-
sonal meaning in a wai, that altcruhis was of hooking at his world and in urn;

Through the careful collection of classrooY) data and throtigh
conferences in which the "personal meanings'. 6f the tea( her are

emphasized, competent clinical superlison exemplifies colleagueship in
superYision Yet, properly done, clinical super, main requires expertise
and time not currently mailable in most schools While most schools
could feasibly offer clinic al superyision to a few teachers so that the
technique is modeled and colleagueship demonstrated, staffing plans
preclude delivering clinical super ision to all teachers who could profit
from- it How then can teachers get the support necessary to analyze
then' classroom performance and to identify and in-mien-lent needed
improvements)

Robert Goldhattinit r Auptrt Aston .spe,tal Alethods for the Supertision of I reuhen (tic w
York Holt, Rinehart ahtl WtnNion, Irtifi), Morns C.ogan, Chnual Auperpoion un I

Main, 1973)
" Phtltp IN latkAttn,, Dugs and New lt-nks, in imp,/ Intervue Fehualton Proposeth

and Procedures for Lhang4 «I Louts J Rubin Allyn and Baton, 197i
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COLLEAGUESHIP IN SUPERVISION

Colleagueship, Among Teachers'

.99

I would like one day to see schools in which teachers cats function as professional col
leagues, where a part of their professional role was to visit the classrooms of their col
leagues, and to observe and share with them in cr supportive, informed' and useful was
what they have seen 18

The notion of practitioners collaborating with colleagues is certain-
ly not new. In Many occupations, interaction' between co-workers
directed toward improved peformance is expected and common, for ex-
ample, among partners in a law firm, physicians in practice together,
carpenters on a job site, or actors in a play. Interaction between and
'among teaching colleagues is not, per se, supervision, 'but when
teachers exchange ideas regarding promising practices, When they seek
out one another for counsel on an instructional problem, or when they
simply pros ide encouragement after a particularly tough day, the major
function of instructional supelision, to improve instruction, is being
served. Unfortunately; these peer linkages .amonN classroom teachers
are usually ignored by the formal superk, ision system leasing. teachers
on their own to develop these potentially helpful relationhips. When
teachers ar5 unable to develop collaborative links with then- colkag-ues,
they are deprived o a, powerful resource for professional growth and
support. It is not su rising that words like lonely and isolated hake
described theob of'taching.14 .

r

The Structure of schools, generally charaCerized by the
bureaucratic,features, of formalization and stratification, further in-
sulates the classroom .teacher. Noyonly.are teachers at work almost
always separated from their colleagues but traditional bureaucratic
structures generally provide minimal, if any, opportunities for mean-
ingful dialog among teachers regarding the aims and, means of the
educational effort Hage indicates that bureaucratically oriented struc-
tures inhibit the adaptiveness and job satisfaction of workers 20 In
schools, where the structural characteristics of bureaucratic organiza-
tions are compounded by the physical isolation of teachers at work, the
resultant dearth of professional interaction among teachers not only
deprives them of a valuable tool for self-improvement, bUt also deprii es
the school organization of a rich pout of human talent for organizational improve
ment efforts 'By dekeloping collaborative networks among teachers and
by plroviding structured oppOrtunitres for peer review,, schools can
enrich the cirganizational climate while providing classroom teachers a
potentially powerful vehicle for instrikctional improvement

. Elliot \A Lisner, " I he Impoverished Mind,'' Educational Leadership 35 (Mas 1978) 622
' Louts Kaplan, Lelwation and Mental Health (New York Harper and Km, 1971) Man

Rob( rt, Loneliness in the SchooL ( What to do About It )(Niles, Ill Argus 1973), Lome, School I rasher

Blumberg, Supervisory and leacher, Betty Dillon Peterson and Brute Joyce, ' Staff I./t krlop

me.ntiOrganit at ion DevelopInt nt 1981 ,' in Staff Deriopment:Organization bevelopsnent ( All xan

dna, VA , Association for Tu pervivion and Curriculum Development, VC)
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The collegial relationships betweon and among teachers hasc been minanited. and
undersold as a means of growth gitri time and offportunity, teachers cannot only
learn from each other, but also serst yds confidantes for feedback oriteaciiAgscip-
Proaches and as respondents ro teaching philosophy ancist,y1c Without this uppor:
tuna'', it is easy to retreat iriy, a shell ut secrecy and ljecouu deRnsise about teaching

0 practice 2'

In spite of the deartlyoffOrmal mechanisms for developing collegial
support, teachers still report that their best sources for innov ati.e ideas

\
regarding their teaching are other teacfiers,22 Recognition by super-
isors that teachers turn to their teaching colleagues with problems and

for new ideas is.lung overdiae, it is time for supervisors to maximize the
value of this collegial approach to professional growth by organizing
and coordinating these collaborative efforts A structured system of in-
tervisitation is one way to start.

The value of observing the tetching methods, techniques, and
styles of other teachers (inter, isitation) has kng been recommended as
a professional development tool for teachers " When combined with
post observation conferences, intervisitation offers a potentially power-
ful avenue for teacher collaboration directly pertaining to klassioom
practice Evans attributed to intemsitatibn among teachers in British
infant schools the successful devgtopment of self analysts and continued
improv ement.24 Roper, Deal, and Dornbush explored a system of inter-

isitation and peer evaluation among elcTnentary teachers and reported
that "teachers can and will help each other perform better un their
jobs 77"

The attractions of -intervisitation as a vehicle for colleagueship to
improve performance are first, actual classroom performance is 'the
basis for improvement, second, the observing teacher is in a position to
note details that may elude the teacher who is absorbed with teaching,
and, third, the observing teacher may improve his ocher own teaching
as a result of the interviSitation. However, teachers' skills in observing
teaching and in conferring to analyze classroom events may not be ade-
quately developed. Further, teachers who are unfamiliar with observa-
tion and conferral techniques may be reluctant to sere as observers,
may. resist broaching msitive topics, or may do so in a manner that
provokes alienation t> defensiveness rather than collaboration

21 Charles Galloway and-Edward Mulhcrn, Professional Development and Self Reneway'
*In A School for 'tomorrow, ed ,tack R Frytmer (Berkeley. Calif McCutchan, 1973)

" (filbert DeLandshecre, The Causes of the Resistance of Teat tiers to Innov at ion, The

I eacher and F,ducca:unql Change A New Role,. Volume I Pans Organization for Economic Cooperir,'
Lion and Development, 1974, Sergiovanni and Starratt, Supenicam, Blumberg, Superti,or, and
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Some writers recommend peer-dtlivered clinical supervision as a
collaborative device to improve instruction.26 HatTis disagrees "Those
who argue that sensitive, competent teachers with limited training' can
guide the clinical supervision processes are engaging in wishful think-
ing.''" Perhaps the controversy(is one of semantics, it may well be in-
appropriate to refer tc, a system of peer review and conferral as clinical
supervision First, it is not supervision. As discussed earlier, supervision
involves a superordinate-subordinate relationship This is'cleanof
the case in peer review (In fact, in our opinion, "peer supervision" is a
contradiction in terms much like "democratic dictatorship Further,
the originator of the term "clinical supervision," Morris Cogan, clearly
establAes, that the competencies needed by clinical supervisors are
complex and difficult to master, requiring extended preparation and a
"critically examined induction into practice "28 Yet, Cogan makes
equally clear that a central objective of clinical supervision is to develop
within teachers the abilities to be analytical of teaching performance, to
interact openly with others about teaching, and to be self-directing
Given teacherswith these capabilities'and realizing that clinical supervi
mon can currently be offered to only a small number of teachers, is it
wishful thinking to suggest that Lhose teachers who have benefited from
clinical supervision could observe and corer with other teachers to
mutual advantage? Goldhammer answers this question explicity "The
supervision we envision is intended to increase teachers' incentres and
skills for self-supervision and for supervising professional colleagues

The limited research into systems of peer review based on the.-
clinical supervigion 'model is encouraging, although inconclusive
Sitrion briefly orfented teachers in an elemetatary school to clinical
supervision in preparation for interositation.'° Each teacher both
observed and was observed by a fellow teacher, and Simon reported
'that teachers valued this approach.

In a study by Goldsberry, 15 elementary teachers from four
schools in a single school district voluntarily participated .in a semester-
long course on colleague consultation, a form of peer-delivered clinical
supervision.31 During this training, each teacher was observed teaching
for three cycles of cOnsultation,...ee,rved as an, observer-consultant for

" John w shall and Fred H Wood, 'Faking the Threat Out of Classroom (.)bsery alum And
Feedback,'' journal of leather Eduzahon 30 (January February 1979) ''.-55 "58

Ben M Harris lmproong Skiff Performance Through Iniervue Education (Boston Anvil arid
Bacon, 1980)

" Cogan, Clontal Supervision, p 10
" Goldhammer, Chrutal Supermtn, p 55

Alan E Simon, 'Peer Supervision An Alternative,'' paper presented at the Actual Con
ference, Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, Detroit, March 3, 1979

Lee- F (,oldstxrry, "Colleague Consultation Teacher Collaboration Using- a CliniCal
Supervision Model' (Ed t) dissertation, University of Illinois, Urbana C(iampaign, 1980), Lee
F Coldsberry, 'Colleague Consultation instructional Supervisor Augmented, in Urttual Polity
Issues in-Contemporary Education An Administrator's Overerew cd Lpins%) Rubin (Boston Allyn and

Bacon, 1980)
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I
three cycles, ark' monitored three cycles of consultation. During the
semester following the training, 13 of the 15 teachers trained as col-
league consultants paired with teachers in their schools who had not
participated in the training and delivered six cycles of colleague con-
sultation All 13 teachers who receised the colleague consultation
-reported it to be helpful Twelse of these teachers specified some change
in their approach as a result of the experience. nine specified changes in
actual teaching practice, three reported altered classroom structures or
increased awareness of aspects of their teaching Three of the 13
teachers who served as colleague con'sulrants reported the experience
chd not affect their 'own teaching, five reported the experience had a
po-sitive effect on their attitude toward teaching or being observed, the
rsinaming five reported performance improvements made as a result of
the experience' Teachers involved in this study specifically mentioned
increased colleagueship as a benefit of their participation

When teachers collaborSte with one another, the roleof the super
vsor's altered but not at all(liminished. Initially, the supervisor is the
catalyst for organizing colleagueship among leachers The supervisor
must provide training in obsersation'a.nd conferral techniques, must
model 'both the techniques and colleagueship, and muslParrange time
for training and for peer resiev; and conferral As peer review is im-
plemented, the supervisor-serve's 'both as a resource for process im-
provement and as the initiator and model for evaluation of the proce;s
The leadership demanded of a supervisor in a school with active col-
leagueship is greater than that required in the traditional bureaucratic
school because the complexity Of coordinating the insolved profes-
sionals in an adaptive situation cannot be done through generiting 'for-*
mal rules.rocesen standardized procedui-es Ample'time, zealous effort.
and a tolerance for frustration are necessary to develop and maintain
colleagueship in supers 'mon The payoff is active insolsetnenm a col-
laborative effort to improve instruction to think that meaningful im-
provement can occur without such an investment is truly wishful
thinking

Organizational Barriers to Colleagueship

This chapter, thus far, has'explored the concept of colleagueship in
supers ision, the distinction between colleague contributions and formal-
supervision, and colleagues as a resource for professional development
While colleagues are, without doubt, a valuable resource and can make
important contributions to the processes of instructional improsement,
there are obstacles to the development of colleagueship Chapter 11 of
this book details the numerous ways school bureaucracy inhibits the
development and implementation of supetvision. While the discussion
of bureaucratic -structures deals primarily with their impact on formal
processes of suptrssion, school organization structure also poses prob-

..
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lends for the development of colleaglAship in supervision The typical
workday of a teacher, the Inadequate time for interaction with col-

leagues, the cellular organization, and the physical structure of most
school buildingscompattmentalizingkach teacher in a room almost
Impervious .to '44, influence or observation of colleagues--all work

nagainst the co ept of colleagueship in supervision as discussed in this

chapter 0

If one were to design a physical structure and a workday that`

would virtually guarantee. isolation from one's colleagues, one could
hardly find a better model than a typical school building and the typical
workday of a. teachel-lf teachers are to he resources in a program of in-
structional supervision, barriers of time and distance and the tradition,
of privacy will hay e to be overcome With some exceptions, schools are
not characterized by a fifgh level of-professional interaction among staff
the use of colleagues as a resource for professional development re-
quires a Modification in school organization as well as school climate
Historically, marry attehipts to involve teachers in curriculum planning
and instructtonal improvementohavhave failed because e constraints,
teachers have been 4skeditiiaci,d new responsibilities to a already full
schedule or squeeze work sessions into an inadequate tim span In
order fotcolleagueship in supervision to be truly effective, a more pro-
fessional model of teaching and an improved teaching environment
must emerge .While time and work load are certainly barriers, another'
obstacle to colleagueship is the kind of expectations a school system has

for teachers, If teachers are not viewed and treated as professionals,
they cannot be expected to be effective in assisting colleagues in instruc-
tional improvement A high level of professional behavior first requires
a parallel level of professional respect and treatment' ._

The prevailing milieu of the school is also a harrier to col-
leagireship When hired, teachers seldom see themselves as joining a

i
teaching ream, since. other teachers' are rarely involved in the interview
and selection process:;Neither does the factilty see the new person as
joining a teem, and they feel little or no responsibility for helping to en-
sure the success of a new teacher As a result, experienced teachers
seldom Aare effective practices with new colleagues A new teacher
quickly-,,seeks to establish an identity, built on a grade assignment, a
teaching discipline,, an a classrooma domain that becomes a private
enclave and a retreat from the outsale World as well as, an some eases, a
retreat from_ the world within the school A call fOr colleagueship in
supervistot is also a call, then, for new organizational forms and pat-
terns of interaction' in schools

In some cases, there is not only a lack of communication and in
teraction among teachers, but a dekerate effort to avoid sharing good
ideas Administrative and supervisory staff arc in large measure respon-.
sible for Ifie4pind of climate that exists in a school If a climate exists in
whichiteachers feel they are in competition, they will seek advantage
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offer others by holding on to good ideas Research indicates that in corn-
petitie professions and businesses, ideas are seldom shared.' Doctors,
for example, may share new ideas oh medical practi(,e but restaurant
owners do not share recipes Leadership behavior creates similar
behaior patterns among followers, and administrators and superisors
are responsible for creating the kind of climate in schools that con-
tributes to or inhibits culleagueship The absence of colleagueship and
sharing of practices is an unhappy commentary on a group of people
who, in fact, all serve the same client or clients

In school systems opal-Zing under collectie bargaining
agreements. there may be additional barriers to teacher collaboration
for instructional improement. While collectie bargaining agreements
could be written in was that, recognize and support such efforts, an
analysis ofagreements indicates they generally restrict rather than sup-

iiport such work " Agreements typically specify the number of hours a
year during which teachers can be asked to engage in instructional im-
proement and the amount °rad,. ante notification needed, the max-
imumlength of any one meeting, how Observations shall be reported,
the number of classrocm observations allowed per year, and who should , .
be 4n o ed in an evaluation conference While these are only a few ex-
amples f provisions in contracts, the kind of prescription and rigidity
that charcterizes must negotiated contracts works against the climate
and openness necessary to develop colleagueship Teachers and super-
isory personnel will have to find ways of working within the constraints
of collectie bargaining agreements and, if a supervisor is a) be a con-
tribtving partner in culleagueship in superision, then certain kinds of
superisory involvement may need to be stewed as falling outside the
terms of the contract and, therefoce% not in conflict In cases where col-
lectie bargaining or other issues create sharp divisions and a "we- .

they" attitude between teachers and administrators, rigid adherence to
the terms of a contract will make colleagueship Tar more difficult
Superisors need to create formal communication systems that are
unaffected by contract pro 'mons, and the promise of colleagueship is
that teachers;themsekes, can help create such systems and initiate in-
volvement with their colleaguesinyokement which, if promoted for-
mally bye supervisors, might be seen as iolating contract proisionl

The secondary school poses special problems for those interested in
colleagueship in superNison, Long a bastion of privacy and in-
dependence, aleifdom presided [Au by the strong figtire of the prin-
cipal, the high school has always been difficult terrain for Lhe instruc-
tional supervsor to navigate. The majority of research-6a deelop=---) '
ment in superision has taken place in elementary schools, and vvriters

" Herbert F Lionbergcr "Diffuwin of Inno,ations in Agricultural Research and in
Schools in ,Strattv For Curratalumplange(Alcxandria. AWK cation fur Supenision and Cur-
riculum Development, 1965), p

". Alfonso, Firth and Neville., Instructional Superthsort, pp 441 452
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in the field of supervison continue to neglect the high school.
The high-school and its faculty are fragmented by both departmen-

tal structure and by the orientation of the faculty tO their teaching field
Such departmentalization works against communication, against the

open-door classioom, and against schoolwide efforts of instructional im-
proveme,t. In contrast with elementary teachers, secondary teachers
are less interested in inservice programs and maintain, a far more
private world of teaching.

Yet, despite these constraints to instructional improvement and

supervision, high schools offer unique opportunities not found in
elementary schools, The failure of the profession has been its lack of
recognition of the unique characteristics of secondary schools and the
dynamics of life within them Effective supervision in secondary schools
and (effective colleagueship in supervision require that attention be
directed to those issues that are of most concern to high school faculty
They must be 'met on their own "turf," and for them this is the
discipline they studied and have been hired'to teach. While there may
be other concerns that supervisors and administrators believe to be of
critical concern, the enfre must almost. always be through the teaching

field.
It is the teaching field that provides commonality and col-

leagueship among high school teachers, and thebcompartmentalization
of the disciplines in the high school that so frequently makes instruc-
tional supervision difficult, can work as a valuable aid in developing a
program of colleagueshi as a resource. The high school department,
for example, can become the initial unit for colleagueship in supervi-
sion, and the department chairperson can play a critical role in develop-

ing the climate and process to brinig it about. The field of instructional
supervision has rather badly neglected the department ihairperson, yet,
the chairperson is in a unique position to provide the kni'd of "close in"

supervision that ,resembles the classic definition of supervision
Moreover, the chairperson has the unique ability to make a major con-
tribution to the development of colleagueship as a resource for profes-
sional development, as a chairperson is one of the few indAduals in the
school system who is seen both as a colleague and a supervisor The
chairperson is daily involved in the teaching act, yet also has daily
responsibility for providing leadership for a faculty group.

The secondary school, generally viewed as unresponsive to instruc-

tional improvement efforts, might in factAen properly
understood be a very fertile ground for the development of the con-
cept of colleagueship in supervision.

Summary and Conclusion

"G011eagueshiV has been defined in this chapter as a relationship
characterized by collaborative efforts to accomplish the common goal of

N
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instructional improerne,nt "Supervision'. enotes a function
charactepzed by a superordinate working througf and in close proximi-
ty with subordinates to accomplish organizational goals Fur instruc-
tional improsement the primary mission of supervision in educa-
tionto b successful, the active cooperation of teachers is essential
The develop ent e olleagueship between teachers and super\ isors
and among teac..ers se rns offer thrce major benefits mobilizatirie
of the human resource of the school for the formidable task of instruc-
tional improement, 2 reased intrinsic rewards to and hence yob
satisfaction for teachers, an 3 increased likelihood'of successful im-
plementation of instructional innovations

The individual school is recommendeil as the largest ad-
ministrame unit in which to inatve efforts to'deelop colleagueship,
although in some high schools the department may well be the place to
begin, Actie support from the llixilding principal is crucial for suc-
cessful development of colleagueShip Instructional super isors must
assume responsibility for initiating collaboratie, collegial interaction
Ad hoc groups and clinical supervision are two ehicles for de\ eloping
and employing colleagueship in a supervisoracher relationship

As a complement to formal super\ isiontn_ictured opportunities
for teachers to collaborate with other teachers offer great potential for
professional development and instructional improernent Col-
leagueship among teachers is typically ignored, and often inlAitcd, by
the school's formal organization, consequently, teac,hers arc frequently
isolated from their colleagues This isolation, combined with the dearth
of supers isory 'support, drastically impedes the professional declop-
ment of even the most conscientious and dedicated teachers Despite a
paucity of research, eidence indicates that systems of inter\ isitation or
colleague consultation seem promising and are alued teachers')

Developing colleagueship in schools where it has been long ablest
'will not be an easy task The long accumulated inertia in schciols
characterized by secluded classrooms that are the priate domains of in-
dividual teachers, by busy schedules and the time-consuming prepara-
tion required for effectise teaching, and by organizations emphasizing.
formalization and stratification will require time and concerted effort to
overcome The counterproductie, achersariar competition between ad-
ministration and teacher organizations, and among some teachers
tliemsekes, poses difficult obstacles to the develop went of actie cul-
leagueship in supervision Organizational change requiring committed
and patient leadership is needed to alter existing inter& non patterns in
schools Cdtleagueship in super\ ision will necessarily lead to an altered,
yet crucial role for instructional supervisors

It is clear the. if supervision is to be improetrits base must be
broadened It is simply not possible for those who carry tht formal title
of supenisor to hae any direct impact on large numbers of teachers
Over the years, despite best efforts, instructional supervision has re-

1 01 474-
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maimed a fragmented activity. It is often a response to a crisis Or, in
other cases, a routine of occasional visits to classrooms On other occa-
sions a major school or systemwide effort at instructional improvement
is undertaken, only to terminate when the impetus or funding of the ef-
fort ceases

The critical need for instructional supervision and the correspon-
ding lack of tormal supervision some school systems report supervisui-
teacher ratios of 1 to 200 or more) suggest a new role for supervisors
They might become "orchestrators'. of instructional supervision, per-
sons who serve a broker role in the school system, identifying needs and
then 'selecting and recruiting from throughout the school or school
system thcise persons who can contribute to specific tasks of instruc-
uanal improvement. In so doing, formal supervision does not lose its tie
with organizational goals, nor does It set as4de its own authority base
On the contrary, It uses the authority of position as well as knowledge to
identify teachers and others who possess experience and expertise
uniquely appropriate to a particular task. Such persons may temporari-
ly become members of instructional super. ision teams, organized for
the completion of a particular task, or may contribute a special ability
over an extended period of time.

Such a concept recogRizes the rich resources available among ex-
perienced teachers and helps create the kild of colleagueship thaT1
characterizes professions We strongly endorse the use of colleagues as
resources for, professional development, but also recognize that the
characteristics of schools make such colleagueship difficult It is

necessary that someone in the school system create a process for
developing colleagueship, give It organizational approval, and ensure
that It is directed both to the immediate, personal needs of teachers as
well as to the long range goals of the organization This is a uniquely
appropriate role for the instructional supervisor.

This role may call fcir new skills, for it requires supervisors towork
well not only with individual teachers but with groups of teachers and
instru,ctional supervisory teams In becoming an orchestrator of instruc-
tional improvement resources, a supervisor does not give up authority,
but rather makes more effective use of it Formal resources are inade-
quate for the task at hand, while at the same time rich resources
throughout the school system and in the broader school comrhunity re-
main untapped. In identifying and organizinglsuch resources, the pro-
cess of instructional supervision is made more powerful. In additidn,
the use of the rich talents of othCrs in af school system especially
teacherscontributes to colleagueship aiid a ,height,ened sense of
coopration and professionalism.

116
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Chapter 8.

The Context for Supervision
Thomas J. Sergiovanni

01.,R ASPIRATIONS IN ASCD ARE MORAL AND SOL ND. Our goals are firm,
and our con% ictions are strong tlighly motiatecf, hard working, and
growing teachers are key ingredients in effective teaching and school-
ing These ideals are implicit in the Yearbook chapters by Valverde,
Garman, and Alfon§o and Goldsberry as they discuss the self-eolvi g
superv)isor, clinical supenision, and the concept of colleagueship
supery ision This chapter deals with the ideals of teacher growth and f-
fectil,e schooling by examining some important contextual issues A%

stiper.isors, we need to show a broader concern for the human co di-
tion in the schools, one that reaches beyond immediate strategies for
working effectiely with teachers to the richer context of organizational
life

Hod. can it e prin.:de a context for supertzszon that best supports teacher growth'
and deteloprnent on the one hand and that releases the energy and talents of teachers
to the fullest do the other.' This is the question that will be addressed In
mind is a commitment from teachers broader than achieving mere self- ,
satisfaction and aggrandizement Individual indulgence and personal
self-fulfillment are neither sufficient or key Needed is satisfaction and
fulfillment that stem from a common ideal and a common commitment
to quality schooling and a delight in ha,.' mg achieved something
substantial on behalf of the school and its students To this effort, fulfill-
ment of a personal nature is secondary to that of fulfilling student and
school needs, and person'Al growth comes to be linked closer with pro-
fessional growth)

Two aspects of thc context for supervision will be discussed
climate and structure Though other contextual aspects exist '(the
political environment and goernance arrangements, for example)
climate and structure can be readily influenced by supemsors and
okiers directly responsible for instructional programs The context we
need will result froni. school climates that eole from an emphasis on

Sec, for example, ( hristopficr Lasch, 7h. (alum. NanLssom Arneruan Lift in an Agt of
DInuntshIng Ex/wit:how ('tiles York Norton 978)

Thomas J Sergiovannz IS Professor and Chairperson, Department of EduLatzonal
Admintstratzon and Supennzon at the Unwersity of Illinois, Urbana Champaign
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human relations to h an resources, structures that evolve from an
emphasis on the scho91 as a pro(essional bureaucracy to a professional
ad hocracy.

The contextual aspects of supervision will be discussed unevenly I

have written before of the need for school climates to evolve from
human relations based principles to those of human resources.' Views
on these matters will, therefore, be only summarized Greate'r attention
will be given to the role of Structure as it relates to supervisory effec-
tiveness To now the professional bureaucracy has been advocated as a
viable and necesstary alternative to more traditional and delimiting
bureaucratic structures It is time to move beyond this form of thinking
about school organization and structure. To this end the professional ad
hocracy will be examined as a possible viable alternative to organizing
schools.

olt

From Human Relations to Human Resources

Perhaps no professional organization deserves more credit than
ASCD for championing the human dimension in educational ad-
ministration, supervision, curriculum, and instruction This is a proud
heritage which has questioned and challenged the traditional
bureaucratic school structure with its emphasis on management and
control: The original vehicle for this challenge was the ideology of
human relations Unlike traditional management control practices that
viewed teachers as appendages of management hired to carry out
prescribed duties in accordance with the wishes and directions of
management, human relations suggested' thht teachers be viewed as
whole persons in their on right. Human relations supervisors, for ex-

. ample, work to create a feeling of satisfaction among teachers by show-
ing an interest in them as people. It is believed that a satisfied staff
works harder and is easier to work with, to lead, and to control Pro-
viding for high morale, good group relationships, and a friendly at-
mosphere are .cbnsiderecl important Shared decision-making is prac-
ticed as a means to let teachers feel that they are appreciated and involv-
ed. Speaking to the role of supers isor Kimball Wiles, perhaps the best
known advocate of human relations practices in supervision, noted
"they arc, above all, concerned with helping people to accept each
other, because they know that when individuals vigue each other, they
will grow through then- interaction together and will provide a better
emotional climate for pupil growth Supervisor's role has become sup
porting, assisting, and sharing rather than directing. '3

Thomas J Sergiovanm Human Resource Super,ision" in hofessional Suptri,ssson for Pm

ftmonal Ttachrrs, ed Thomas J Sergiovanni TAlcxandria, Va Association for ,upervIsion and
Curriculum Development, 1975), pp 9 13

' Ktmbalt Wiles, .Supervision for Bette, Schooh, 3rd edition (Englewood Cliffs N j Prenni

Hall. 1967)
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, Human relations vietvs, still popular limOng many within the
ASCD community, represent a definite improvement over more tradi-
tional management control v iews 4 But human relations is limited by its
inability to provide teachers with maximum opportunity for proles-
sional growth and to fully unleash the talentsrand interests of teachers
Human relations focuses primarily on humankinds' lowyr order needs.
Interpersonal clim4ite and social needs of teachers are paramount.
Achievement, challenge. responsibility, and feedback from accomplish-
ment do not receive. sufficient attention, though recent evidence in-
dicates that these have the greatest potential for providing lasting and
meaningful satisfaction to teachers as well as providing impohant
benefits'to the school

Human resources views, by contrast, seek to better integrate the
needs of individuals with theo,vork of the school The assumptions
underlying human resources practices can be summarized as follows

1 Teachers desire to contribute effectively and creatively to the
accomplishments of worthwhile objectives

2 The majority of teachers are capable of exercising more in-
itiative, responsibility, and creativity than their present jobs or cir-
cumstances allow

3 Supervisors should work to help teachers contribute their full
range of talents to the accomplishment of school goals

4 Supervisors should encourage teachers to participate in impor-
tant as well as routine decisions Indeed the more importani the deci-
sion the greater should be the supervisor's efforts to tap faculty
resources

5 The quality of decisions made will improve as supervisors and
teachers make full use or the range of insight, experience, and creative
ability that exists in their school

6 Teachers will exercise responsible self-direction and self-
control in the accomplishment of worthwhile objectives that ehliy

understand and have helped create 5

A convergence of research from a variety of fields lends support to
the relationship between enhanced teacher roles and performance in-
creases of teachers and studetts. The human capital research of the
Nobel prize-winning economist Theodore Schultz is an example. In
lamenting the apparent shift from professional to job orientation of

' In mans quarters we an find r( ncwed mu rest in traditional management control views
Extremely rigid and he a. ils pr( w ribcd ( urn( ulum systems, highly segmented dire( t insru( (tonal
systems a« ountabilit s designs, and blueprint-like evaluation systems arc examples These arc
proven methods for a( hies in low level AK( tives but widespread use limits ritical rationality
and other forms of inte,c(tual and robs disc retiop from teachers, thus lessening /he intrin-
sic interest of teaching

Adapted from Rdinund Hurryn Relations or Human Resourres Ilauard
Runnels Retl(tlt, 43 4(1965) 153
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teachers in many school districts he notes, "Most of these manifesta-
tions of school teachers should have been anticipated in view of the way
zschools are organized and administered. The curriculum is not for awn)

,to decide, nor is the content of the courses to be taught and the plans to
be followed. These decisions require the specialized talents of prOts,;.../
sinnal educators . in assessing performance of teachers, it is a dic-
tum of economics that incentives matter Scho61 teachers arc respond-
ing to the much circumscribed opportunities open to them as should be
expected Upgrade the job, Schultz seems to suggest, and teacher
performance will increase, which will contribute greatly to the im-
proved quality of schooling.

The research of organizational analysts Litwin and Stringer is sug-
gestive as well They contrasted the climates of traditional bureaucratic,
human relations,and human resources Organizations, noting that tradi-
tional bureaucratic leadershiv was associated with closed climates,
humati relations leadership with warm, supportive, and friendly
climates, and human resources. leadership with supportive, goal-

oriented climates These results are summarized in Figure 1 Note that
satisfaction is very high whlthuman relations is emphasized, bui per-
formance is low. The human resources climate seemed most associated
with high performance and innovation and provided a good deal of
satisfaction to individuals as well.

Perhaps the most convincing support for human resources views
comes from job enrichment. research The work of Hackman and
Oldham is an example 8 The job enrichment model they propose is
shown in Figure 2. Their research suggests that personal and work out-
comes such as intrinsic motivation, high quality work performance,
high satisfaction with work, and tow absenteeism are a function df the
presence in individuals,of three psychological states Experienced mean-

ingfulness of the work, experienced responsibility for work outcomes, and knowledge

of results Further, five job characteristics that evoke these psychological
states are identified Three of the characteristics skill variety, task
identity, and task significance combine additively to determine
meaningfulness. Autonomy, a fourth job characteristic, is associated
with feelings of responsibility Feedback, a final job characteristic pro-
posed by these researchers, is associated with knowledge of results

The job enrichment model suggests that in teaching, jobs that re-

6 I hoodore W Se huh,. Human Capital Approaches in Organizing and Paying for Educa

tton, paper presented at the "Efficiency and Equity in Educational Finance National Sym-
f7011U111..' UllIVerSi(V of Illinois Urbana-Champaign May 3-5. 1979

George H Litwin and Robert A Stringer Jr Motivation and Orgarlizattona/ Chmtae (Boston

I farvard University Division of Research. Graduate School of Business, 1968)
4 j R Hackman and Grey Oldham, 'Motivation Through the Design of Work Test of a

Theory Organ:mt.:anal Brhartor and Human Performance 16, 2(1976) 250-279 Se-e also "Job
enrichment as a Motiyational St rale-0, Chapter 7 m T J Sergiovanni and Fred I) Carver, The
SVtu .School Extent:lc 2nd rdatan (New York Hat-per and Row, 1980) pp 123-134
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dr)
Figure 1. Leadership, Climate, and Effectiveness. Litwin and Stringer

Leadership
S

- Climate Effectiveness

Bureaucratic leadership

Human relations leadership

Human resources
Leadership

Closed

Warm
Supportive'
Friendly

Supportive
Goal-oriented

'PerfOrmance low
Satisfaction low

Performance low
Satisfaction Very high
Innovation high -

Performance very high.
Satisfaction high
Innovation very highs

figure 2. The Job Characteristics Model of Work Motivation.
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'need strength

Personal and
Work Outcomes

High internal work
motivation

High quality work
performance

High satisfaction
with the work

Low absenteeism
and turnover

t'Source: J. R. Hackman and G. Oldham, "Motivatio n Through the
Design of Work: Test of a Theory," Organizational Behavior and
Human Pedormance 16 (1976):256.
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quire different activities in carrying out the work and the use of a van-
ety of teacher talents and skills (skill variety), require that teachers
engage in holistic or complete and identifiable tasks (task identity), are
viewed by teachers as ha% ing a substantial and signi6.cant impact on the
lives or work of other people, (task significance), provide substantial
freeddm, independence, and direction to indk idual teachers in schedul-
ing work and in deciding classroom organizational and instructional
procedures (autonomy), and provide teachers with direct and clear in-
formation about tht"! effects of their performance (feedback), are likely to
evoke the psychological states of meaningfulness, responsibility, and
knowledge of results. These in turn, the research of Hackman and
Oldhamuggests, will result in high work motivation, high quality pe,r-

'formance, high job satisfaction, and low absenteeism among teachers

Beyond the Professional Bureauciacy

Schools are professional bureaucuracies. Unlike the traditional
bureaucracy where management control is direct and worker behav ior
is orchestrated by a system of close supervision, the professional.
bureaucracy is characterized by a great deal of decvntralizaition and
supervision is general at best.' In schools teachers are considered to be
expert specialists who, because of their professional training and cer-
tification, should be provided with discretion in their wor-k Teachers
work individually and without supervision They work independently"
of other teachers and support staff but close y with students As Bidwell
observes, "Teacher autonomy is reflecte in the structure of school
systems, resulting in what may be called t eir struct oseriess The
teacher works alone within the classrbom, relativ- hidden from col-
leagues and supervisors, so that he has a broad dictionary jurisdic-
tion within the boundaries" of the elassro m "10 Professional
bureairracy shares with other organizational designs certain uni@trsal
characteristics.necessary to sun,ival The 'work of all o anizations, for
example, must be coordinated in order fortasks to be a complishecl and
organizational goals realized. Nlintzberg" .suggests that organizations
can choose from among five coordinating mechanisms as follows

Direct uiperviszurel,wher-eby one peron takes responsibility fo e

work of others This is the traditional superordinate-subordina rela-
tionship possible only in the simplest organizations

'' Clearly a range of organuat tonal topes (sin be found among s( haul~ with some being gum
InC[c hanistic or mashie -like in their bur( au( Nut( form hut, by and large , schools as a group (an
be «msulered professional bur(VIICrat les

'" Charles F Bidwell, 1 h/..1-5( hoof as a Formal Organtiaturn, m /hr ilandhook of Oreaniza

,hon. eel James G March (New York Rand Mc Nally, 1%5) pp 975-976

" Henn, :silintrberg, The A/rut/fir:rig (Englewo(xl Cliffs, N J Pr( fibre 11,d1

Inc ), pp 1-16
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Standardization of work messes whereby the contents of work are
_ specified and arranged programatically as ii. the case of highly pro-

gramed-and "teacher proof" curriculum formats and in many forms of
"direct" instruction.

.....-
Standardization of w,ork outputs whereby results, objectives, and other

products of work are clearly specified and teachers held accountable
for meeting these specifications.

Standardization of skills whereby professionals and other workers are
provided with common (raining and education and/or common
socialization to ensure reliability in their response to organizational
problems. (Medical doctors, for example, are trained in such a fashion
that several will respond reliably in their diagnosis of a similar case.)

Mutual adjustments whereby coordination of work is accomplished by
the process of inforinal communications among groups of workers in-
volved interdependently in the actual work of the organisation.

Given the discretion accorded to teachers in the professional
bureaucracy and the fact that work is typically accomplished by in-
dividuals separate and invisible from others, direct supervision is not a
viable coordinating mechanisin. Stindardizing the socialization and the
skills of teachers through universal and systematic pre- and insenrice
education is seed as as highly desirable coordinating mechanism by
many. But a universally-acknowledgechview of teaching does not exist
and ideologicat'clebates suggest that We charakterize teaching as a low
level technology at best. Certainly, when compared to the sciences of
medicine and engineering or the arts of drama and painting, coTmon
socialization and standardization.0d skill in eduation. seem less
developecip...7

The school as a professional bureaucracy relies heavily on the stan-
.darchzation of work processes and the standardization of outputs as
coordinating mechanisms. These, in tan, delimit the oire irtue offered
b}t the professional bureaucracsy as an organizational design for schools

teacher discretion or teaches autonomy. When coupled with discre-, tion, standardization of work processes and outputs leaves us with the
unhappy picture of teachers being free to do as they please in the
classroom provzdzng they follow the same curriculum, keep to the same
schedule, and accomplish the same outcomes. What differs from class to,
class is not substance, tut style Chair arrangemenR, classroom rules,
the small range of teaching styles permitted by the standard curriculum,
combined with certain personality characteristics that individual
teachers bring to their classrdom and variance in teacher competence

ww account for differences. The differences that do exist as one moves from
classroom to classroom are very important, 'but insufficient. Indeed
what results in many cases from relying primarily on the standardiza-
tion of teaching work processes and teaching output in order to achieve
coordination is less enriched jobs for teachers with probable negative ef-

.
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fects on student learning. A sense of ownership among teachers is lost
Teaching becomes a' routine activity, Teachers become followers of
directions rather than diagnosticians and bec-ome implementors rather
than creators As suggested earlier in reference to the work, of the
economist Schultz, we are only now beginning to understand the effects
on student achievement of such developments for teachers

Other problems associated with the concept of professio6a1
bureaucracy as a design for schools result from the discretion that
teachers have independent from other profeksionals and from working.
In isolation from other professionals. Feedback is a common dimension
in most job enrichment models and ixtrernely difficult to obtain in a
natural way and in a continuous fashion under these conditions. Cer-
tainly indirect supervision exists as part of a system of standardizing
work pfocesses and outputs. But ;Ins ig a controlling and restrictive
form of supervision that seeks reliability in teacher behavior rather than
teacher growth. To this indirect system of supervision is added a system
of direct supervision characterized.by formal classroom observation
often of a summative nature. But this formal system seems out of place
in a supposedly ,collegial organization characterized by a great deal of
teacher discretion.

In sum, discretion combined with the, coordinating mechanisms of
work standardization anditAndardilation of teaching outputs presents
a paradox._ Appearances to the contrary, true teacher discretion may
well be wanting in the school organized as. a professional bureaucracy
Teacher discretion is itself an issue separate from linkages with coor-
dinating mechanisms. Typically, teachers work independently of other
professionals. What one teacher does day-by-day seems not to be
dependent upon what other professionals are doing Further,
classrooms are private places and, typically, the work or a teacher is not
visible to other professionals Thus feedback and other lob enrichment
characteristics are difficult to obtai and supervision is difficult tb im-
plement. Affording wide discretion to rofessionals low in the organiza-
tion is its chief virtue. But in occu ations such as teaching, where
neither the art or science of technique or the undergirding values are
fully developed or widely accepted, schools cannot rely primarily on
common socialization- or common professional skill as a coordinating
mechanism

Coordinating the work of individuals toward some overall purpose
is a universal requirement of all organizations. Thus, to obtain coor-
dination, the school provides for standardizing the work of teachers and
for detailing specifically the outcomes of teaching.-Paradoxically, these
forms of coordination constrain the discretional prerogatives of
teachers. They are free to do as they please providing that they sta to .
the schedule, follow the prescribed curri4um, and achieve standard
outcomes. We can do better for both teacher and student. An important
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step in this direction is to move beyond the professional bureaucracy to
more satisfying and more effective organizational designs for schools.

. Toward a, Professional Ad Hocracy

How can we provide a context for supervision that best supports
teacher growth and development on the one hand, and that releases the
energy and talents of teachers to the fullest on the other? The profes-
sional bureacracy has contributed a great deal to this quest, but the
benefits of this design have leveled in such 4 fashion that it appears as
though dysfunctions are'now dominant. The logical evolution of the
professional bureaucratic design, I jaelieve, is to move closer to the pro-
fessional ad hocracy.12 The fully developed ad hocracy has a number of
features that distinguish it from other organizational designs.

1. The ad hocracy is a tern' porary system designed with a specific
life to solve a particular set of problems.

2. Solving new problems is more impoirtank than perfecting ways
of accomplishing standard routines and ends.

3. Professionals are drawn from a* variety of disciplines or
specializations and placed into ad hoc teams

4. CoordinaliOn is achieved by a process of mutual adjustment and
is based on felt-needs of people working together An assumption basic
to mutual adjustm(Kit Is th t ,experts- bring diverse talents and
specialitice,t4 work, that th y are interdependent and thus must
cooperate to be successful.

Let's examine these aiacteristics seeking implications suitable
for adaption to schools eep in mind that I propose not to replace the
professional bureau acy but to modify it in the direction of an ad
hocracy.

First some educational program considerations. We now organize
the curriculum primarily into subject matter modules according to the
logic of the disciplines and, indeed, this strategy makes sense. But the
problems we face..today are increasingly interdisciplinary. The curT
riculum of the future will of necessity be more integrative, combining
the disciplines in the study of. complex problems. As this occurs, a
matrix type design or other ad hoc arrangements will become increasing-
ly popular in schools. This design permits the incorporation of features
of ad hocracy as part of the professional bureaucracy. Teachers in a
high school could be grouped into teams, each assigned a group of
students. Teams would be responsible for planning, implementing, and
evaluating an educational program for students that utilizes the

see, for example, Warren G Bennis, "Post Bureaucratic Leadership, Tramaction, July
August 1969, Alvm Toter, FutureiShock (New York Bantam Books, 1970), and Mintzberg, 77:

pp 431.468,
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cooperative talent§' of team members. Teams could be formed in ac-
cordance with a variety of themes. Some could provide a particular
academic or vocational emphasig but with members whose specialties
vary. Some teams could have members with matched skills whp simply
operate as schools within schools. One need not fear for loss of tradi-
tional instruction by disciplines. Teachers could be organized, as well
into traditional administrative and disciplinary homes (English or math
departments, for example). The school could offer- traditional instruc-
tion by department for part of the time, and interdisciplinary or other
theme instruction by teams for part of the time (alternate day s, half
days). Some faculty membersvuld work primarily under department
arrangements and others in ad hOc teams. We are not breaking new
ground here. Teaching teams and other grouping patterns have been
proposed before" and though noticeable, are not widespread in schools
These plans need to be examined anew and further developed in the
direction of ad hocracy Viable educational programs of the future will
require such designs. Higher education will not be immune from
pressures to integrate the disciplines. Consider the following excerpt
from the recent and prestigious Club of Rome policy study on learning

Some reorganization of academic and administrative structures should be reconsidered
to combine university departments according to issues rather than only and always ac

cording to disciplinhp These newly constituted groupings could be considered as task
forces, to be disso11101 once their original objecuse is attained and to be recombined
when new objectives are sought. Teaching, as well as research work, could ther4be
organized arefIand broad themes, reducing the present segmentation and sec
tonalization of the curricula Such a focus would bring the university closer to the basic
concerns of society It would introduce some vital issues currently underempha-
sized on the'unisersity agenda such as rural development, malnutrition, unemploy-
ment, Illiteracy, housing. and juvenile dilinquency These are but a few of the areas
which require research and practical action and where the university population of
students and,teachers alike could be of great significance "

The curricular implications of adoIng features of an ad hocracy
are rich anctinteresting but space does not kermit further elaboration
The emphasis here is on supervisory and staff development implica-
tions, ancrithis is the theme of the next section

Supervision in the Professional
Bureaucracy-Ad Hocracy

The key feature of ad hocracy that is attractive to supervision is
mutual adjustment as a coordinating mechanism for operational teams
It is assumed, of course, that team members are well trained but that

learn Teaching, ICE groups, middle school clusters, and schools within a school are all
examples with features ofd hocracy

James W..11011cm Mahal Elmartra, and Mirrea Malitza, No Limit, to Learnine Brideine
tht Human (A2p (London Pergaman Press, 1979) as quoted in Judith Barnet, Learning In Crisis
the World Over," Phr Drlia Kappan 61. 2(1979) 113
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skills need not be standard Further, little reliance is placed do stand-
'ardizing or speci4ing detailed standar4 outputs Since specialists on a
team bring different skill emphases ant since they need to cooperate
with one another, they are forced into a system of mutual adjustment
through communicating informally as they plan, teach, and evaluate
together Being interdependent often requires that individual autonomy
be sacrifice.sl. Wide discretion is given to the team as a whole, not the in-
dividual teacher But this is discretion with substance. Teachers as a
group make the significant decisions about objectives. curriculum.
scheduling, and so on They accept real responsibility for what goes on,
how, and 'why Discretion is not only-limited to the stylistic responsibil-
ity that goes with implementing someone elseecisions as is normally
the case in teaching. Teaching is upgraded, the job is enriched, respOrrs
sibility is real, and achievement belongs to the professionals Inv oh. ed
Indeed, the v irtues of human resources so difficult to implcrrient in the
professional bureaucracy become natural characteristics of the profes-
sional bureaucratic-ad hocracv

Teachers will typically work in view of each other. often side-by
side as partners Feedback is continuous The reward system for good
ideas and excellence in teaching emerges from adult peers as well as
students What we have 15 an informal and natural system of super, 1-
sion that emerges from the normal course of eNents in a continuous
fashion. The role.of teacher-leader is important But unlike the super-
visor in the professional bureaucracy who super\ ises by appointment,
the process of supervision is informal, integral to the work. and col-
legial The team leader is involved in the daily work of the team as'
together they plan, teach, and evaluate

In recent years a number of tools and techniques for illurrtinating,
mapping, understanding, analyzing. and otherwise evaluating teaching
and classroom life have been developed. Despite what we know. the im-,
plementation gap remains large One reason is that the hurnallt context
for supervision is not sufficiently advanced to accommodate this
dev eloped array of supervisory artistry and technology Hur?ran
resources supervision can help enrich the supervisory context. But this
is not enough We need to examine critically the professional
burgaucracy as an organizational design for schools, appreciate its
strengths but deal as well witlrits weaknesses A viable system of super-
vision is not possible unci,r the organizational constraints found in the
school as a professional bureaucracy Modifying this design in the direc-
tion of ad hocracy is a hopeful alternative



Chapter 9.

Issues.of Race and Sex in
Supervision

Ethel Greene
.0

She is a young black woman who is charming. graceful, well-
groomed, and holds a doctorate in education She has functioned
superbly 'n the position of vice-president at a fairly large university for

, more than one year -and now has the opportunity to aMy for the posi-
tion of president, .

He is a black man who has functioned as second in command
in a large urban school system for the past ten years He ii now in
charge of the system and is doing a fine sick, The system is open for a
permanent superintendent

She is Latino and an ex-ruln She has the responsibility of plan-
ning and developing a bilingual center for a small midwestern universi-
ty. She has made a good start in'that direction

He is a black man and has functioned as second in command to
the mayor of a large industrial city , On many occasions, he successfully
ran the city in the mayor's absenek :icily: he has the opportunity to take

over a Interim mayor of the city
The individuals mentioned here were capable, well-qualified, and

experienced. In addition to being minorities. what else did they have in
common' The is, in each instance when thpy applied for the

position,. they wereipassed,over in favor of a white mWe This happened
despite the fact the all had the qualifications to-function in a top level
supervisory position

In recent years, much has been done by the federal government, as
we as the private sector, to combat bias against minorities and womeny
Affirmativeirmative action in the areas of education aril employment has

become an accepted way of life Women, both white and minority, are
more vocal for women's right's than at any time in history The civil
rights movement for racJal equality and assurance of rights for
minorities to share equally in the wealth of this country has never been

greater Nevertheless, despite the widespittad movement for racial
equality and wohien's liberation, the' above incidents are still too corn-

Ethel Greene is Professor and Co-Dsrectbr, Race Desegregation Training Institute,
Northeastern Illinois University, Chicago and Rockford Illinois
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monplace In °Lir society Can It be assumed that women and minorities
have fair representation of earning power and fair representation in
supervisory positio s when incidents such as those described remain
commonplace) th the many affirmative action programs, women's
organizations, d the millions of dollars that are appropriated each
year. for their a ministration, why is so little progress being made in
providing equality for women and racial minorities in the obtaining of
supervisory)% positions?

Who Should Supervise?

How did our society arrive at the concept that white males should
lead, supervise, or be in charge of most activities of importance) Are
they endowed with some special ability at birth? Do white males active-
ly seek leadership and supervisory roles to the exclusion of minorities
and women? The author is of the opinion that women and' racial
minorities are as capable of functioning in high level positions as white
men The crucial difference is in the opportunities offered and the at-
titudes and ideas embedded in our society For4the most part, male
members of the white race are afforded both the opportunity and the
societal concepts necessary for leadership They have positive role
models with whom to identify and the availability of various types of ex-
periences, hence, proper job connectiot for upward mobility

'Similarly the white female is fortunate to be exposed to the same
role models and opportunities as,rhe white male All of the ingredients
necessary to supervise are pres t in the white female, with the excep-
tion of one The missing in ient, possibly the most aportant one, is
the attitude of society. Much of this societal attitNie came about
through conditioning that the ,woman's place is in the home Further, it
Is the feeling and attitude of nliany members of society that if women do
indeed work outside the home, their labor is less valuable than that of
men. This concept is even sanctioned in the Bible. Lev iticiis (27 3-4)
states that the adult female's labor worth in Biblical times was, 30
shekels of silver er 60 percent of the worth of'a male.

Minorities, by contrast, have had very few leadership role models
and few opportunities for leadership jobs. They, like the white female,
fail to have the sanction of society that indicates they can function as
leaders and supervisors. For years, much of society considered black
minonties as property and, consequently, gave little or no attention to
them as human beings, not to mention supervisors of leaders.

Tile decision as to who should supervise or lead comes from socie-
ty. Years of *conditioning has caused society to lean toward the white
male for leadership and supei-vision. Even with affirmative action pro-
grams and the women's liberation movement, there is little change in
societal attitudes. As a result, it has been found that for the.same job or
for jobs with similar skills and education requirements, minorities and
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women often ha e to demonstrate greater skills and more education
than'white m es.'

Where Does It All Start?

Children, regardless of race or ethnic origin, are born more or less
equal in terms of self-concept. However, minority children tend tO-fall
behind white children on this dimension at a very early age. Children
learn most things through experience and by identificatioA with role
models. Rye models are usually the people who are close to them. Con-
sequently, much of their development is based on what they see, hear,
and experience in their everyday lives. If children are surrounded by
Reople who ,have a poor self-concept, they will start to think and feel
bkdly about themselves. This is especially true for minorities. Because
of their color, languige differences, religion, and ethnic origin, minor;
ity children are often treated differently froim white children Black
children, lb; example, are made to feel ashamed of their thick lips,
kinky hair, and different skin color. Puerto Rican children are made to
feel like strangers in their own land, mainly because of language
differences.

To add to these problems, minority children can hardly be shielded
from the way their role models are treated. Black and Spanish-speaking
children often . see members of their own ethnic groups depicted
negatively on television, in the movies, in magazines, books, and
newspapers. Minority children, unless given special encouragement,
will quickly lose the feeling that they are adequate and, therefore, not
think of themselves as able to function as supervisors and leaders.

The key to opportunity is found in society's attitudes If there is
confusion and misconception about a particular group, it is almost im-
possible for members of that group to suc /essfully reach the supervisory
level. Such is the problem facing white women and minorities. Many of
the myths, misconceptions, and double standards that plague these
groups have been around longer than American society itself

Negative or Positive Forces

It is important to examine the forces that work negatively. or
positively for women and minorities in relationship to their ability to
supervise.

The Media

One such powerful force is the mass media. Most often, the effects

' U S Department of Commerce, au of the Census, The Saw! and &vat/nu Stella.; of the
Black Papulaiton in Mt timid Siena, An I lestatical Vim 1970-1978
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are negative for minorities Newlpapers, for ,example, seldom print
good news about minority groups, perhaps because good news does not
increase circulation The same is true of telesision Minorities on teles I-
sion wdl either be involved in some problems with the law or will be
portrayed in non-serious roles Programs featuring minorities usually
depict them as stupid and unable to understand simple things Often
minorities are'shown in a subservient role The movie industry, from its
inception, has cast minorities in a poor light For example, Bill Robin-
son, who was one of the finest tap dancers that the industry has ever
known, could onk find success in Hollywood by entering through the
back door. He could only dance on the screen as a servant to a little
white girl, Shirley Temple Radio is equally guilty of depicting
minorities unfavorably, Amos and Andy is a prime example The
American Indian. must not be forgotten when reflecting on the treat-
me of minorities by the media

ths
The many myths embedded in our society affect both dominant

and minority races However, negative effects tend to be more pro-
nounced with women and minorities than with white males Myths may
be defined as ideas that are imaginary and have no verifiable existence
These ideas are passed down from generation to generation In many
instances. myths have been a part of societal belief for so long that they
are simply taken for granted For example, the my th that white males
make better supervisors than white females and minorities has more or
less become a societal belief Likewise, the-in;th that black people are
innately inferior to white people or that wometi^are inferior to men Un-
fortunately, once these myths are embedded in the beliefs of society,
they become truth for many people.

Preconceived Notions
Another force in society that works against women and minorities

is the many preconceived notions they encounter Precunceised notions
are opinions formed prior to gaining knowledge or experience Such no-
tions can be positive forces, as they typically 'n for white males NI,any
preconceived notions, are so much a part of society that women or
minorities use them against one another

The following incide.ot is an-example of a preconceived notion.

.

Two black males coined college degrees in the late 1940s No doubt, the
preconceived notion at that time was that blacks were poor risks in
business and law. This notion was probably due to the fact that no one
had given blacks an opportunity to prose their ability end few, if any,
people yvere willing to take the chance Consequently, it was easier to
Just not employ them Since these men were not able to open their own
business and law firm, they had to seek employment elsewhere Today,
the man who has the business degree is employed as a window -wpher
at Cook County Hospital and the man with the law degree is A scale
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mechanic at the_Tain U.S. Post Office in Chicago. By the time the
tion that black were too risky to hire in business and law was parti lly
dispelled, those two i9diyiduals'Ayere too old to consider a chnge-of
employment. Since tHey had not had any experience in their profes-
sions, their skills are now obsolete.

Preconceived notfons can inhibit or enhance one's oppOrtUnity to
reach the super,isc;ry 4tvel. For Many women and most minorities, they
are a negative factor

Mind-Set

Still another force to consider is mind -set. Mind-set can best be
described as deciding that something has to be done in a-particular way.
It may also mean that something can or, cannot be a certain wax,
despite evidence that it may be just the opposite._ In relation to supervi-
sion, mind-set most often works in a negative manner for females and
minorities. Mind-set, like myths and preconceived notions, is deeply
rooted in society and must be combatted in order for members of these
'groups to moe to- the top. The following incident is an example of
mind-set

A white female university professor went to work in a rural school
district as a consultant. She invited a white male colleague to accom-
pany her. On arrival, the projecct director suggested/that both be in-
troduced to the principal. The project director introdtced the female as
"our new consultant, Dr King." The principal immediately reached
for the hand or the male, only to be told that the male's name was Mr
Lane.

One might surmise that this was not a mind-set, but rather an
honest mistake since the principal did not know if the consultant was
male or female. On the other hand, it is customary in this society that if

male and fernalc)are being introduced at the same time, the female is
Mtro' duced first. Normally, one would expect the Principal to extend his
hand to the female. Obviously, the principal had been conditioned to
associate Ph.D. degrees and leadership roles with white males

Double Standard

Still another problem embedded in our society is the age-old dou-
ble standard. Double standard is defined as a see of principles that apply
differently and more rigorously to one group of people 'or circumstances
than to another. Double standards have been encountered by most peo
ple in society in one way or another. For minorities, the effects of the
double ,standard are usually negative. Just being female causes many
white women to encounter double standards in employment, education,
politics, religion, as well as many other vit anus.

This brings to mind an incident witnessed the authOr in a large
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elementary school that was committed to the team teaching concept.
The teacher's watch was five minutes fast because she wanted to

get started for work a little early that morning. She got busy during the
day and forgot to set it back Consequently, she inadvertently left the
science laboratory rise minutes early. The next day she found a long
note in her mailbox berating her for being uncooperative and incon-
siderate to other teachers and children, because she brought her class
back to the area early The teacher, who was a minority, continued to
observe one of her white colleagues leasing the science laboratory six to
eight minutes early on many occasions One day, the minority teacher,
decided to follow the white teacher to determine what was being said
about her Both teacherswalked past the teem leader Immediately, the
team leader carte over and reprimanded the minority teacher When
the team leader was reminded that the white teacher came down first,
the team leader commented that she did not see the other teacher.

Prejudice

Perhaps the oldest and most pronounced problem embedded in
soctety is prejudice You ildren, both white and minority, are born
free of prejudicial feelin oweser, it does not take long for children
to learn prejudice through-identification with adults and, as a result,
prejudice becomes a sicious cycle in society Of all the societal forces en-
countered by women and minorities, prejudice is no doubt, the most
destructive to one's self-concept

Prejudice is defined as "injury or damage resulting from some
judgment or action of another in disregard of one's rights." No doubt,
almost every individual who is old enough and in a rational frame of
mind has experienced some form of prejudice Likewise, one should be
suspicious of the individual who states, "I don't have a prejudiced bone
in my body."

It is a fact that minorities have suffered greatly because of pre-
judices exhibited by whites, but they have also suffered due to pre:
judices exhibited by other minorities. Few white people who have dealt
with minorities have not encountered the sting of prejudice Whites,
like minorities, also demonstrate prejudices tow* each other.

The author contends that this one societal force is more detrimen-
tal to one's access to supervisory positions than any of the others. It
must be admitted that most often discrimination exhibited by minorities
towards whites has little influence on the ability of whites to move up
the career ladder. However, it is a different story with the prejudicial in-
flu.ex*k of many whites. Oftentimes, such influence can prevent a
minority's access to top level supervisory positions.,

Most people recognize prejudice when they confront it. jever-
theless, the following incident is indicative of how it works.

Four university professors from Chicago were traveling together to
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an educational meeting. They stopped at a prominent hotel in a large
southern city, One of the minority professors, being the first to register,
asked the clerk about the discount for educators and was told that there
was no such discount Even after the minority professor produced proof
that there was, the clerk still refused to grant it A short time later, one
of the white professors registered and was promptly given the discount
When told that the parties were together, the clerk still refused to give
the minority professor the discount. The, manager had to intervene
before the problem was settled.

There is irony in the display of prejudice in educational organiza-
tions. Though theoretically conceived on the rational premise of equal
opportunity and the criterion of expertness for advancement witkatit
regard to background /ssues such as race and sex, prejudicial contradic-
tions abound. WoMen and minorities have indeed suffered the most but
like most diseases, prejudice strikes all groups. flow many men, for ex-
ample, are heads of research and training progams that focus on the
problems of women? Rare indeed is the white who heads, an Afro-
American or Latino study center. To suggest that whites cannot
possibly understand the problem of minorities or that men cannot
understand the problems of women-and thus in each case should be ex-
cluded from such leadership posts gives credence to similar arguments
given by white males wit11. regard to the more mainstream leadership
positions in society.

Prejudices, preconceived notions, myths, and stereotyped ideas
about men, women, and 'minorities have infiltrated all aspects of
American society. they are particularly significant in their effect on op-
portunities for women and minorities Perhaps one day these forces will

no longer influence opportunities for the less powerful citizens of this
country

The Educational Process

An examinatioin-of the American educational system will probably
yield evidence thattmany of its practices-are antiquated and infused with
myths, preconceived notions, and the double standard, NloreoV;er, the

system still contains separate but unequal schools almost three decades
after such schools were outlawed by the highest court in theJand

There are double standards for males and females just as there are
for whites and minorities. In the ghettos of large cities, there arc
separate but unequal schools for minorities In those schools, minority
children are subjected to the following misleading assumptions

a 1. They cannot be expected to do.well in school because there is
no father in the home.

2. The children's ability for future, success can be predicted by
(their I.Q. scores.

13
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3. These children are in needof sympathy because they have
been deprive'd.

4. Black parents are not interested in their children:
5. Because children are from deprived homes, they come to

school with problems that interfere with their ability to learn.
6. Black children are innately inferior to white children.

According to Kenneth B. Clark, such assumptions are really alibis
for educational neglect and not a reflection of the education process.
Ra er, such assumptions have the insidious consequences of self-

filling prophecies for minority children.'
Educational institutions are guilty of programming females into

certain areas of the curriculum and males into other areas. Males tend
to have grave reservations about becoming involved in areas that have
been traditionally- dominated by females. Until recently, males would
not consider positions in kindergarten/primary education, nursing or
secretarial training, and other fields dominated by females. Though
there is a slight increase in male participation in these non-traditional
areas, they are still not popular. Traditionally, economics, sports,
mathematics, science, and the trades have been considered male ter-
ritory. Recently, however, females started entering these areas in
greater numbers and with fewer reservations. Perhaps, they have finally
discovered that future economic gains tend to be greater in these areas.

The anticipated practice that females should take certain courses
and males should take others has penalized white women in their quest
for top level supervisory positions. Minorities, on the other hand, most
often attend separate and unequal schdols. These schools are unequal by
virtue of the courses offered, teacher ability, physical plant construc-
tion, and equipment. In many cases, the students are not offered much
more than the thre&R's. Consequently, both males and females fail to
gain skills that will adeqUately prepare them to function in top level
positions.

Usually, white females are educated for such low paying, low
prestige jobs as sales clerks, secretaries, homemakers, and teachers. On
the other hand, most minorities are not 'being educated and therefore,
not trained for specific trades and professions.

Institutions of higher education rekct the discriminatory practices
that exist in public schools toward education of minority students and
white Women. Financial assistance enables minorities to attend Institu-
tions of higher educ.ation. There is usually not enough money to go
around for all of those in need. Many minorities who ars,..able to secure
grants find that funds provided ate small. Part-time jobs secured by
minorities pay le than those obtained by white males. This probably
accounts for the et that recently as 1978, about one out of ten black

2 -Kenne t h B Clark, Dark Ghttio (New York Harper and Row, 1965)
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men and women, ages 25 to 34 years, had completed four or more years
of college, whereas, one of every four Ate men and women, had com-

pleted four or more years of college In 1976, for example, the attain-
ment of a college education was beyond the reach of most American In-
dian /Alaskan natives, blacks, Mexican Americans, and Puerto Ricans 4

Should Minorities Supeivise Other Minorities
When They Become the Majority in a School System?

Schools in the United States were established for the purpose of
teaching each individual to read. When assessing the entire population,
It is recognized that the schools failed to fulfill their original mandate A

large segment of the population still cannot read well enough to file a
job application or understand the want -ad section of the newspaper
Certain members of allrtthnic groups fall into this population, but the
problem is greatest among blacks, Hispanics, and American Indians

Many whites are leing latrge urban areas in search of better
schools, thereby leaving most big city.school systems with an enrollment
that is almost totally minority. Community leaders in these areas are
calling for minority educators to head the school systems.

Chicago is an example of a city where the call for a minority
educator is prevalent Community leaders insisted thatt a recent
superintendent's vacancy be filled by a black educator. As a result of
this demand, whites asked such questions as:

Why is It tnat once minorities become the majority in a school
system; they cle7itand a minority educational leader?

Should not the best qualified person rather than the best qualified
minority person be hired as the superintendent?

Is it the consensus among black people that once they become theme
majority in a school system, whites can no longer educate them?

Is'not the demand for a minority y-to head the school system an ex-
pressibn of racism by blacks?

Minority leaders responded ty noting that a black superintendent
would be as capable of running the Chicago- School system as a white
superintendent. Further, they argued that a black superintendent
would serve as a model fur rr/inority youth and giv o them an incentie
to aspire to leadership positions. It was also believed that a Walk
educator in a leadership position could better understand and relate to
the problems fked by minorities since he or she would have faced
similar problems in the past.

Albert Brikgs, a,veteran black Chicago educator summed up the
demand for a minority superintendent as follows:

U S Departmenj of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 77e Social and Economic Statue of the
Black Populown zn the United Skull, An Historical hew 1970-1978

'4 Ibid'
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Wte ought to have ablack superintendent because its uur turn. If we aren't going to
get one when we have 804Eercent minoritt enrolled, then when will we45

111In answer to the question as to whether white educators can still
educate minorities Once. minorities become the majority in a particblar
community, it is,the consensus among black leaders that it is possible.
They are aware that white 'educators have the experience, the know-
how, an the acdderpic background necessary' to educate all children
re ess of their ethnic makeup. However, these leaders also know

at the vast st majority of uneducated people are blacks, Hispanics, and
Native Americans.4,

-"v Minority leaders accept the fact that white educators may have-had
the good intention of educating all children tc; their maximum potential.
They know that such intention' were to be carrieput regardless of.'
racial or ethnic make-up. Thus, leVrs are asst aware that white
educators traditionally maintained separate but unequal_ schools for
mino,rities'for more than 100 years.qt might be interesting to see what
history will record concerning the hiring of a black superintendent in
the Chicago school systeii and the trend toward hiring black
sciperintendents in other la7ge, predominantly ,black, ones.

Conclusion
...

..,

There are widespread problems in relation to equal accets to super-
visorypositions for women and minorities throughout American socie-
ty. Nny of the myths and preconceived notions are tnfagirtary and
have no verifiable existence. Many of the ideas, opinions, an udes

are often formed without prior knowle5lge or experience in a la
area. Yet, 'these inconsistencies continue to penalize certain m s of
society and hamper ,their opportunities for equal access to top level
positions.

Because of the pressure exerted by affirmative action programs and V.
.

women's liberation organizati9ns, some strides are being made toward
dispelling the myth that the. white male is right. The practiFe of hiring
white males first, and then a token number of minority males next,lor
superNisory pbsitions will haNe to be eliminated. S6 too, will the.practice
of relegating whits- women and minorities to low paying, loCprestige
positions. This problem is so widespread and the myths, preconceived
notions, and double standards are so deeply entrenche=d in society that it

recognizes that there is no panacea for the problem, but o rs the
following suggestions, nevertheless.

ill take years of constant work to' eliminate thent.'The job is so enor
ous that it will take the efforts of all who are concerned.

0
Guth

1. All aspects Alm media need to develop the policy of portray-,

71e Chicago Defender Newspaper, June 17, 1980
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mg minorities in positive as well as negative roles. They should be given
fair coverage, the same as members of the dominant group.. Minority
children need to know that members of their race are not all bad

2. The television and movie industry need to put forth an effort
to cast minorities in serious rather than mainly comical and subservient
roles.

3: Societal institutions should be-omnritted to.the development
of a climate that is conducive.to dispelling the many myths, preconceiv-
ed notions, mind-sets, double standards; and prejudices that hinder
women and minorities from equal access to top level supervisdry
positions.

4. All individuals should work at respwcting individual dif-
ferences. They should work hard at trying to aspect people for their
`self-worth, rather .than the color of their skin.

5. Women should be given equal opportunity to participate in all
aspects'of American societ/,: This opportunity should be based on their
ability and not on their sex.

6. There needs to be a concerted effort on the part of those in-
dividyals who are in chVge to eliminate the inequity that exists in the
nation's schools.

7. Minority children need to be exposed to role models who are
in top level supervisory positions to assure them that it is possible for
minorities to ascend to that level.

8. Institutions of higher education should put forth a special ef-
fort to give women and minority employees equal opportunity' to gain
access to top level supervisory positions.

9. Women and minorities should have the ,opportunity of prepar-
ing for trades and professions that will afford them a decent salary, as
well as access to top level positions.

10. Elementary and high. schools should abandon the practice of
programming' females and males into separate curricular areas, since,
females are mos..t9ften programmed into areas that prepare than main-
ly for low level positions.

11. The concept,that people advance in this country on the basis of
preparation and abilit#tegardless of sex or racial background should
apply equally for minorities, females, and white males.

12. There s ould always be an air of mutual respect between those
who gnated as supervisor and those who are being supervised,
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Part IV.

Hidden Dimensions in
Supervision

ADMINISTRATORS AND SUPERVISORS IN SCHOOLS look to management and
organizational theories for insights mto how schools should be struc-
tured and operated Implicit in these management and organizational
theories are certain ideologies, beliefs, and assumptions about the
natuV,of humankind. These assumptions are'typically manifested in
the provisions for supervision and control that are implicit in the
theories. In schools conceived as ad hocracies, for example, the issue of
teacher control is viewed as e ng naturally from the necessity ,
teachers feel for working cooper ly as members of ad hoc groups.
On the other hand, in schools conceived as classical bureaucracies the
issue of teacher control is viewed as one r best handled by defining

.0.
details, policies, procedures, and expectations to which teachers must
respond. In the image of the classical bureaucracy the organizational
Structure of the school tends to act as a surrogate, albeit impersonal,
system of supervision by expanding or constricting teacher
prerogatives, narrowing or openingjcacher options, and restricting or
freeing teacher behavior. Bureaucratic accounting such as the Carnegie
unit, bureaucratic obeduling such as the 50- minute class period, and
bureaucratic hierarchal arrangements such as the chain of command re-,
quire conformity from teachers who often wish to respond uniquely to
'particular student neVds. Teachers can respond to such needs only in
ways that fit the organizational ,pattern

Paul rohland and James Cross in their chapter "Impact of the
Curriculum on Supervisio&' p.nalyze several curriculum and instruc-
tional approacs shovAtig t t each represents an ideology thataaffects3,11

teacher behav/Or in the cla:§ toom Curriculum and instructional for-
mats, they argue, are not independent dimensions but represent highly
developed models.Ofieaching, supervision, and evaluation. They raise
the questions. can. a supervisory strategy of approach be developed
separate from a particular curriculum and instruction design, ork is the
supervisory system really a dependent dimension controlled by the
more dominant assumptions implicit in the curriculum design and the
,instructional system?

Gerald Firth and Keith Eikert provide a comprehensive and critical
xxamination of the schools' bureaucratic structure in their chapter "Im-
pact of the'Sch9ols' Bureaucratic Structure on Supervision They seek

i
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not only to chart thr relationship between structure and supervision,
but point out as well those aspects of structure that are dysfunctional to
supervision. They suggest ways in which structure might be changed to
accommodate a qua* supervisory program.

"Since schools serve as our primary socializing agent, they mirror
the crises of the moment" argues Louis Rubin in the final chapter of
Part IV, "External Influences on Supervision." Maintaining that
supervisors are typically committed to humanistic values and to a broad
concept of quality education, Rubin describes the stress they experience
in accomodating to current pressures to emphasize teacher effectiveness
research, increased student accountability, and other expressions of
scientific-ratiohality in supervision. Rubin provides suggestions as to
how this movement might be used to one's advantage and concludes
optimistically that current crises are not likely to result in the erosion of
long-standing values

r



Chapter 10.

Impact of the Curriculum
on Supervision

Paul Pohland and James Cross

THERE IS A CERTAIN SEDUCTIVENESS to the title "Impact .of the Cur- '
riculum on Supervision It is seductive at the outset in presupposing
that curriculum indeed has an impact on supervision. Based on this ,
presumption a research agenda for determining the nature and/or
magnitude of that impact is' suggested. Further, the...direction of impact
is specifieer. curriculum (the independent Nanable) impacts on supeni-
sion (the dependent yariable) But are these assumptions justifiable) Is
it possible, for example, that supervisor} theory and practict,.impact on
curriculum rather than vice ver Even more extreme, is hyossible
that the basic premise itself is nsupportable and there is no impact at
all)

There is another sense in which the title is seductive .Within the
professional literature, the terms curriculum and super. ision tend to be
associated so readily as to form a unity curriculum supervision In
the parlance of everyday speech they go together like ham and eggs,
mother and child, war and peace. Each phrase comet's a commonsense
image of unique and sometimes quite disparate elements bonded to
form a new relationship Yet as we learn from chefs, pediatricians, and
political scientists, those new relationships are complex and rarely fully
u nderstgod.

If the cautions indicated here are meaningful, the title is not only
seductive but sensitizing It is sensitizing in the first instance by sug-
gesting focused attention to each member of the pair independently
Second, it suggests examining the pair as an entity, exploring the pat-
terns of relationships that may exist while initially suspending judgment
about the functional' conseq nces of the relationships. Such sensitizing
also provides a rubric for ganizing this chapter

1. Curriculum

Curriculum theorists are scarcely of one mind McNeil (1977)
summarizes the "state of the field" thus:

Paul PohlandIJ Professor of Edzicational Administration and Supertzsion, Unwer
say of New Mexico, Albuquerque James Cross is Principal, Southwest School,
Evergreen Park, Illinois
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t .s.

The search for bibliographical references conveying the "state of the field" -the cur
riculum yielded both the expected and unanticipated The expected, of course, is the
utter lack of agreement among educators, cumculum developers, cumculum analysts,
evaluators and policy makers on the question of what. schooling is about. The surprise
is the richness and complexity of the disagreement. The field of curriculum is so fluid,
so enmeshed in funding and politics, that diverse and even contradictory paradigm.s,
exist and jostle each other for dominance in the professional literature (p. 627)

It would be patently,impossible within the confines of this chapter
to wade through, much less synthesize, all the "diverse and even con-
tradictory paradigms" that exist in the conceptual holding company
called curriculum. Yet some start on that task is required. Hence.in a
modest way we have attempted a comparative analysis of five concep-
tions of curriculum. We have approached that task by asking the
broadest question possible, that is, "What is the underlying conception
of curriculum?" Our rationale for phrasing a question of such
magnitude is simply the belief that how a phenomenon is initially
perceived structures its subsequent development. Clearly, the question
as posed carries with it some self-limiting features, for example, restnc-
tive attention to such crucial curriculum issues as purpose, selection and
organization of content, and the like. .

A second self-imposed limitation is restricting the analysis to five
conceptions of curriculum. In large part this decision was guided by the
relative recency and easy availability of a somewhat similar attempt by
Elliot Eisner and Elizabeth Valiance to differentiate among conceptions

rrof curriculum (se_ I Conflicting Conceptions of Cumculum, 1974). Like'
Eisner and 'allan we have treated the conceptions as "classes" or ex-
emplars, recogni ng full well that variations within classes may be as
extreme as variations among them.

A third limitation is noticeable in our decision to limit the number
of variables in the analysis to five. While in our Judgment those selected
appear to have high discriminating power, the arbitrariness of choice is
recognized. The summarized analysis is presented in Figure 1.

Even a cursory scanning of ttigure 1 provides ample evidence of
the diversity of thought within the field of curriculum. Class titles alone
indicate the absence of a governing paradigm. And, in our judgment,
the absence of a governing paradigm can be attributed initially to basic
philosophic disagreements relative to the purpose of schooling These
diverse orientations to schooling we have labeled utilitarianism, effi-
ciency, liberalism, confrontation/adaptation, and scholasticism, respec-
tively.t More important, we would argue that each in turn shapes and
drives the co ?ception in use.

Cognitive Processescurricula proceed from the belief that there exists
a basic set of intellectual skills that are fundamental and generalizable

' Our debt t sner and Valiance a large and recognized However, conceptual categones
like "utilitarianism have been derived by the present authors and any argument should be *ail
them
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across a wide range of intellectual and experiential problems. It is in this
sense that a cognitive processes orientation is utilitarian It is (as are the
others) also compelling. Who can argue against the necessity of acquir-
ing "basic skills" (Bereiter, 1974) or proficiency in problem solving
(Burns and Brooks, 1974).

Anchored as it is in utilitarianirM, the remainder of the ,"model"
logically follows. Developmental psychology, most heavily influenced
recently by the work of Piaget, suggests the appropriate-time for in-
troducing particular intellectual procesSes to the student. Equally, since
hum development and experience is individualistic, the client is the
indiv ual learner. Further, since intellectual processes are generalized,
the c rriculum is content-independent, that IS, not limited to a specific
disci line. Bloom's taxonomy (cognitive domain) is as applicable to
ag-ri lture as to zoology. Logically, a central, continuously active role
is scribed tolthe teacher in the identification of the intellectual pro-
c ses to be mastered, the assessment of the read ess of the learner to
acquire them, and the provision for such learnin o take place. Clearly,
such conceptions place heavy role demands on teac a and super, isors
alike.

Curriculum as Tecgtology proceeds from a very different
.

philosophical orientation. Schooling is seen as non-pr9blematic insofar
as it assumes consensus on goals. In a sense, then, the curriculum sim-
ply "is," and the major task of the curriculum developer therefore is to
devise the instructional delivery system It is "efficiency"- oriented. no
doubt exists that there is a "best way." The task, of course, is to find it
And it may be found in a variety of sources. hardware, such as com-
puter

(Glaser,
i.cputer assisted inst, non (Bushnell, 1967), in software, such as pro-

grammed learnin Glaser, 1965), in the careful "engineering" of an
instructional sequence (Gagne, 1967), in the careful application of
psychological theory, such as the "S-R Reinforcement Model" (Silver-
man, 1974).

Like their cognitive processes brethren, technologists take a
content-independent stance. Technology can be applied to any domain
of human knowledge. Domains differ, however, with respect to_client
and teacher role. For technologists the client is only incidentally the in-
dividual learner. Their target is larger. the individual school or school
system that intends for whatever reason to "adopt" a new curriculum,
a community, a nation as a whole. Hence the intrusion of the language
of the economist in curriculum, for example. "The public school cur-
riculum, viewed in its entirety, appears to the economist as ,a
community-purchased and distributed bundle of teacher-pupil interac-
tions carried out over a carefully defined period of time" (Goldman and
others, 1974, p.81). At the national level, this orientation becomes ap-
parent in the concern for "planned variation" (Riviin, 1971)-. ,

The technology and cognitive processe.s orientations differ also in
the role ascribed to the teacher. As previously stated, the latter ascribes
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a continuously active and central role. Not so the technological. The
curriculum as "engineered and packaged" drivesjhe process In the
main, the teacher's role is limited to an initial set of decisions regarding
which curriculum ("package"?) to select. Thereafter it is largely
limited to monitoring and "fine tuning. The latent.consequences of
this alteration in the teacher's role are only dimly perceived (Brod,
1972).

Self-Actualtzatton, or Curriculum as Consummatory Experience, the third
conception of cumculum identified by Eisner and Valiance, differs
systematically from the prior two. The magnitude of the different
immediately noticeable in the philosophic orientation. As we ha.v
noted,. cognitive processes are rooted in utilitarianism which, by exterts
mon, suggests that individuals take a reactive stance toward coping with
an existent world. Technologists, too, take the world as a given and are
consequently reactive In contrast to both, self-actualization implies a
creative, proactive, initiating stance. Hence we suggest that self-
actualizing conceptions of curnculum are philosophically roofed in
classical liberalism.

At its best, liberalism is a celebration of life. Human perfectibility
is seen as not only desirable but possible. The whole of human ex-
perience consequently becomes the subject matter of the curriculum
Hence, the development of attitudes, beliefs, and values are as impor-
tant as the development of cognitive skills. Humanistic psychology pro-
vides an intellectual base, however, this slide's easily and quickly into
phenomenology and existentialism.

The language system reflects this orientation Absent is the
language of "behavioral objectives," "input-output,'' "criterion vs
norm-referenced tests." In its place is the language of poetry and
philosophy, "transcendence," "spirit," "hope," "wonder, awe, and
reverence" (Phenix, 1974). And the language 'system carries over into
the role of teacher. One does not find "developers" (except in a very
different sense), "facilitators," "decision makers," "diagnosticians",,
Instead one finds "dramatists" and "social critics" (Junell, 1974)
More generally, the teacher is the living witness to the celebration of life
who in every act of being provides an exemplary adult role model for
the young.

Social Reconstruction-Relevance perspectives of curriculum distribute
themselves along a continuum from radical reconstructionism to
maintenance of the status quo. More frequently, however, they tend to
cluster around two intermediate points. confrontation and adaptation

Confrontation models are closely allied philosophically, concep-
tually, and operationally with Self-Actualization curriculum perspec-
tives, albeit with a major change in focus. Both, for example, call for
confrontation of socially relevant issues, both require the learner's ac-
tive involvement, both require the teacher to assume the critic's
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posture. There are, however, differences initially cued in the terms
"self and "social." Whereas the former predictably focuses on in-
dividual perfectibility, the latter focuses on the, perfectibility orsociety at
large or, to quote Metcalf and Hunt, "the relevant and preferred
utopia."

There are other differences,. At the extremes, the self-
actualizationist's concern with "transcendence'' has little in common
with the radical reconstructionist's strident call for unleashing political
power Commitment to inquiry rooted in "opposition to all outlooks
that presuppose a fixed content of knowledge, beliefs, or skills"
(Phenix, 1974, p. 130) is hardly consonant with advocating "a massive
political effort" (Mann, 1974, p. 150). At such points Self-
Actualization and Social Reconstruction-Relevance diverge widely.

The second major point on the Social Reconstruction-Relevance
continuum is adaptation. Located here are curricular approaches that
seek to prepare students to adapt to the social order rather than to
reconstruct it. At first blush such approaches appear to be totally incon-
sistent with the concept of recoristructIon. However, advocates of the
adaptatiOn stance maintain otherwise, arguing that social institutions
are not static but dynamic, continuously "reconstructing" themselves
in response to an ever changing environment. Consequently they
perceive the school's curricoulum as a socially legitimated means of
preparing students to live in a naturally evolving world. Given this
orientation, the teacher's proper role is t9 facilitate adaptation
cognitive, social, attitudinal, and behavioral.

Academic ...Rationalism, the fifth of the Eisner and Valiance concept
tions, is probably the most familiar although it appears in various
guises. The term conjures up images of schooling ranging ftutn the
cloistered halls of ivy and graduate programs to the little red

'schoolhouse and the 3 R's, from demands for "Intellectual rigor" to
demands for "bask skills" and "accountability." Whatever the par-
ticular image, the common thread is cognition, and for this reason we
have Associated it "philosophically with scholasticism. Further, it is

because of its concern for the "cultivation of the intellect," or those
"desirable states of mind with which education in its specific sense is
centrally concerned" (Hirst and Peters,/1974 p. 178), that we have
identified a "faculty psychology" ,or "cognitive rationality" as

operative.
Given this orientation it logically follows that the focus of the cur-

riculum is properly the "structure" and "syntax" of a discipline
(Schwab, 1974). In the Hirst-Peters formulation it becomes com-
prehension of those "distinct, 'public modes of experience and
knowledge which man has achieved (p. 178)." Clearly, then, the cur-
riculum becomes content specific. As Hirst and Peters argue," . . .

within the domain of objective experience and knowledge, There are
such radical differences of kind that experience and knowledge of one
form is neither equatable with, nor reducible; to, that of any other
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form," (p. 182). Indeed, Hirst and Peters identify precisely seven such
"areas" of experience andinowledge.

Embedded in this conception of curriculum is that of teacIr as
scholar. Surely no one can elucidate the structure and syntax of a
discipline unl ss one is thoroughly conversant with it Teaching takes
an active, cent role in the instructional process, and teaching is"..-

a process of focusing on points of contact and connection among thing's and ideas,
of clarifying the effect of each thing on the others, of conveying the way in which each
connection modifies participants in the connection in brief, the task of portraying
phenomena and ideas not as things in themsely es but as fulfillments of a pattern
(Schwab, 1974, p 169)

In brief, the most common Image of the teacher conveyed is that of
the stimulating lecturer.

Even in our foreshortened analysis, one problematic area remains
with respect to academic rationalism. The issue at hand is the identifica-
tion of the client. To be sure, Hirst and Peters talk in terms of "the
pupil" and the necessity to "educate a person." Yet reading the
academic rationalists suggests more of a concern with preserving and
extending the best of human thought than with the individual's intellec-
tual autonomy or individual self-actualization. "Cultural transmis-
sion" ("Great Books") seems to be the metaphor in use Hence in our
schema we have identified civilization itself as the client .

This, then, is a thumbnail description of five conflicting concep-
ticms of curriculum They move on a continuum of to different in a
variety of ways. They are alike insofar as all are int'rnally consistent
They arc substantively different Insofar as they are derived from initial- .

ly disparate philosophical stances. Stated another way, each conception
is energized by a "This I Believe" statement' about the purpose of
schooling, but the "This I Believe's" differ, Theyare partially alike (or
different) in their position on content, client, and ascription of teacher
role Clearly, McNeil's (1977) assertion relative to the diversity of cur-.
riculum paradigms is supported

2. Supervision

McNeil's observations relative to the "experted and unan-
ticipated" status of the field of curriculum are equally applicable to the
field of supervision. Again one finds substantial lack of agreement,
complexity, fluidity, armetliverse and competing paradigms Part II of
this Yearbook suggests the extent of that phenomenon. Equally, as in
the curriculum field, claims of comparative superiority abound, yet in
the absence of empirical support such claims are more a function of
private than public knowledge.

Our approach in this section is similar to that of the last We briefly
present a comparative analysis of four major conceptions of supervi-
sion. Administrative, , Instructional Processes, Counseling, an

11411C
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Performance-Rased. Clearly, the number of extant conceptions is con-
siderably larger, fOr instance, those anchored. conceptually in value
development (Zahorik, 1977), in interpersonal relations (Blumberg,
1968), in cornmunity relatiori (DeWitt, 1977), and so girth. eurther,,
variation be found within class (conception). We indicate the ex-
tent of sut variation by detailing three instructional processes concep-
tions Clinical, Technological, and Artistic. Further elaborations are
possible, for example, the clinical perspectives advanced by Cogan
(1973), Obldhammer (1969), Mosher and Purpel (1972), and Acheson
and Gall (1980) are not identical in all respect Finally, we note that
our analytical descriptors are both limited and in me sense arbitrary
Our analysis of selected supervisory conceptions is presented in Figure
2 ,. ..

Administrative models of supervision are pen asive. In no small part
this can be accounted for by the fact that by law, traditibn, dr default
principals assume the major responsibilities for supervision. M-ore im-
portant for present purposes, however, is the fact that most principals
tend to bt\Q;aartagerially oriented. As has been pointed out elsewhere
(Pohland and Higbie, 197.8), that orientation has a long and consistent
history. Further, as it has been promulgated in graduate programs in
administration, managerial orientations tend to place high value on
such organizational imperatives as rational planning, order, conformi-
ty, coordination, maintaining organizational equilibrium, and the like
The increasing size and complexity of schools exacerbate this condition
This combination of factors, we argue, leads to 4 press for efficiency and
we have so indicated in Figure 2. , ..... ,

Thelevidence of this orientation is equally persasise though not
well documented. We note, however, some common indicants of
managerial orientations to supers ision. (1) the location of supervisors in
administrative officCs, whether at the central office or the school site, (2)
the tendency of supers isors us a vu curriculum to press for districtwide
plans, adoptions, and so on, (3) the linking of teacher evaluation with
personnel decision making, and (4) the tendency to equate instructional

..supervision with student assessment. With respect tO"-tile latter, a
-managerial orientation would call for routinely and easily administered
standardized tests for selected classes, grades, or schools that would
"profile" the district .This is precisely what occurs in most school
districts.

Clearly, managerial ,perspectives
sue.,

Clearly, manifested in widely
divergent ways, spanning .the entire spectrum from TheYry X to
Theory Y (McGregor, 1960), from task- focused to people-focused,
from behavior anchored in an optimistic sievv of people to that anchored
in a pessimistic view .2.But however manifested, administrators are,-

For a managerial perspoctive on the Theory X end of the continuum. see J Shutticsworth

and N Evans. "Why a Principal Must Re a Supervisor," School Alanaermtnt 18, 5 (May 1974)
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organizationally speaking, superordinates, and that shapes their beliefs
and behaviors, similarly, teachers are subordinates and that shapes
their beliefs and behaviors. The resultant tensions have been well
docume erKCorwin, 1965).

M rating the tensions, however, between teachers as practicing
professi nals and administrators as sleet", isors are several factors. We
note them only briefly since a full explication would carry his too far
afield.-First, though certainly not a new idea, teaching as a "lbnely pro-
fession," that is, with limited opportunity to interact with other adults,

,..
provides a context where professional interaction may be welcomed
whatever the source. Second, Elfe teacher's long socialization into the
profession tends to make administrative supervision nounatively accep-
table. Third, increasing standardization and consensus decision mak-
ing, for example with respect to curriculum determination, serve to
minimize, the potential for conflict. In brief, one might argue that ad-
ministrative supervision is perceived as latently functional for super-
visors and teachers alike. i

., Clinical supervision, as befits its recent prominence, is treated at
len h in Chapter 3 of this Yearbook. Hence the discussioni-fiere is

/limited and is included primarily to demonstrate its relationship with .-

and to other supervisory conceptions. . i..4

In Figure 2 we suggest that clinical suPenision's bisic orientation
..--

is toward empiricism. This appears to be consistent with Mosher and
Purpel's (1972) stance that /'teaching, as an intellectual and social act,
is subject to intellectual analysis" (p..79), the conception of supervisors
and teachers as "hypothesis.makers" (p. 82), the accent on inquiry into
causal relationships, and the "idiosyncratic analysis of behaVioraidata"
(Goldhammer, 1969, p. 54)." "Search," "analysis," and "undestan-
ding- tend to be central constructs: The high emphasis on intellectual ,

activity leads us to identify its goals as teacher mastery through
knowledge acquisition. Its intellectual base is similarly identified as
"pedagogy" an unfelicitous term but one intended to capture.what
is known about teaching, learning, and curriculum. The ,central, active,
and "clinical' role of the supervisor in this process suggests idfying
the supervisor as analyst. The consequent relationship between super-
visor and teacher is one of teacher a,nd learner with, however, strcifig ef-
forts toward collegiality thrOugh collaborative planfiing, problem solv-
ing, and the like. cl

A second variant of instructional processes conceptions of supervi-
sion is what we have labeled technological.' Unlike clinical models which
emphasize improvement of instruction through the acquisition of a
broad knowledge base, technological models seek improVement thwtigh
the acquisition d discrete skills. In large Part this difference in orientl:

V 04.
' Our label is derived from A F Skinner's The Technology of Teaching (New York Appleton

Century-Croft 1968) a
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a

tion springs from divergent assumptions relative to knowledge. For the
clinicians, the current knowledge base is inadequate to the task, hence
the hypothesis testing. Technologists take the opposite stance, that is
that both the knowledge base applicable to teaching and the
technologies denved therefrom are sufficient. Consequently, impioe-
ment of instruction is predicated on teacher mastery of that technology
or what is referred to in Figure 2 as efficiency.

Our analysis further indicates that technological approaches are
derived from behavioral psychologyi. From this perspective, teaching is
learned and patterned behavior and consequently subject to modifica-
tion or change. The supervisor is therefore correctly perceived as the
agent of change and the teacher%(or more precisely, specific teacher
behaviors) as the object of change. Operationally this requires the
supervisor to engage those technologies that will most efficiently modify
teacher behavior, that is, improve instruction.

The evidence of this mode of thought is easily found
Microteaching as a technology (Koran, 1969) is widely used asb'a super-
visory strategy in enhancing a wide Variety of teaching skills Holistical-
ly, carefully designed and sequenced micro-teaching experiences can
constitute the major portion of a'"competency-based" teacher educa-,.
tion or certification program One might further point to the legions of
teachers who have been taught to control their verbal behavior through
such mediums as Flanders Interaction Analysis Similar strategies ha% e
been developed for improving questioning skills (Sanders, 1966) or con-
structing behavioral objectives (Mager, 1962) In brief, what we have
called technological approaches to the improvement of instruction are
widely used in the supervisory process.

A third sub-category of instructional processes conceptions of
supervision has been labeled artzsitc Such conceptions are almost
uniquely the contribution of Elliot Eisner to the field of super ision and
are discussed at length by him in Chapter 4 of this Yearbook Hence
our presentation is brief and, like our discussion of clinical models, is in-
cluded only to show its relation to other conceptions.

Like other instructional processes conceptions of supervision, ar-
tistic conceptions focus on in-class teacher activity and depend heavily
on detailed observational data. However, the approach tb the act of
teaching and data utilization is quite different. Teaching tends to be
perceived as a creative performance (the analogue with the performing
arts is.deliberate) and the guiding rubrics for the supervisor are drawn
from aesthetics rather than pedagogy or behaviorism. This orientation,
leads the supervisor to fdopt the stance of the connoisseur privately
("appreciation'') and the stance -Of the critic (as in art critic) publicly In
the public world, criticism implies the act of disclosure, of heightening
awareness of the intrinsic and extrinsic beauty of a creative act, "Thick
description," interpretation, and illumination become both the goals
and the medium of expression.

15 3
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The rationale for counseling conceptions of supervision is articulated
by Mosher and Purpel (1972). " what the teacher is perspnally af-
fects what he does and vhat pupils'do(i.e., learn)" (p. 114). Focusing
on "what the teacher is personally" clearly differentiates the thrust cisf
counseling conceptions from administrative and instructional processes
conceptions. The latter two focus either on iftrk the teacher is (subor-
dinate, role incumbent, low level line officer, and so on, from an ad-
ministrative, perspective). or on what the teacher does ("behaves,"
assigns, lectures, questions, and so on, from an instructional processes
perspective ) Further, "what the teacher is 'personally" suggests a
definition of teaching as the enactment ofa personal role definition
rather than enactment of a set of role expectations, patterned behaviors,
or "performance." Finally, it indicates grounding in a human growth
and development metaphor rather than in acquisition or construction
(Skinner, 1968).

It should be fairly obvious that the number of possible variations
on this theme is quite considerable, ranging from gross '.'human rela-
tions" models to sophisticated approaches drawn from such diverse
theoretical formulations as Freudian psychology, ego-counseling,
motivation psychology, and non-directive counseling Underlying all
such perspectives is the goal of assisting individuals in "becoming what
they might be," and what, after Maslow, we /have termed self-

actualization.
Under this conception of supervision, role(rand relationships are

fairly straight-forward. The supervisor plays out the role of counselor
and the teacher the role of cOunselee More generally, this orientation
provides the prime set of conclitiohs for the "client relationship" that is
frequently advocated in the supervisory literature However, in the
judgment of the authors, counseling models are potentially fraught with
more danger than those sketched thus far The dangers/difficulties are
several-fold. First, counseling models, tread in the most sensitive do-
mains Second, the establishment of the intimate bond between super-
vitfroe and teacher required in counseling models is no simple task
Third, few supervisors whom we know possess adeqUate counseling
skills, much less sophisticated psychoanalytic skills. Fourth, teachers
might well view this approach with suspicion, feeling they are being
manipulated by superv'isors For all these reasons, Mosher and Purpel's
(1972) advice that supervisors with -a counseling orientation limit
themselves to the secondary ego processes of planning, logical thinking,
and problem, solving appears-to be well-founded.

Our final class of supervisory conceptions, performance-based, is fun-
damentally different from the others in that the focus of attention is less
on teachers than on students. Stated another waif, pupil learning out-
comes ("terminal pupil behavior") rather than on-going, in-class
teacher activity (or being) is the principal supervisory concern. In brief,
this is what we mean to suggest by a criterion of "effectiveness
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The roots of this conception are long indeed They are easily
traceable to the spelling bees and other forms of public examinations of
colonial days. In this century they become formalized in the early work
of Bobbitt (1918) and others in developing curriculum objectives, were
institutionalized and legitimated by Ralph Tyler (1950, the "Tyler Ra-
tionale"), and more recently have been popularized by Mager (1962).
Popham (1969), and others. Further, such a conception is immediately
and socially responsive to demands for accountability and the concern
over Why Johnny Can't Read (or write, or compute, or think logically,
ad nauseum),

Analytically, we have anchored this orientation to supervision in
curriculum theory We have done so with some trepidation green our
previous discussion of competing conceptions of curriculum Our in-
tent, however, is to draw attention to the concern for the detailed
specification and rdenng of objectives (learning outcomes), the craft-
ing of instruct' units geared to the accomplishment of the same, and
the development of instruments to measure pupil achievement. Green
this orientation, the supervisor enacts an essentially technological role
in the formulatica of objectives, designing a program of learning ex-
periN-ices specific to those objectives, monitoring the processes, and ,
assessing the outcomes It is this latter activity that persuades us to,
describe the supervisor- teacher relationship non pejoratively in terms of
evaluator-evaluatee

Performance-based models of supervision currently enjoy broad-
based appeal, especially among hard-pressed administrators Further,
designing an objectives -based program can be a rewarding and effective
inservice activity for those teachers serving on curriculum committees
Suc'h advantages, however, must be balanced against potential dis4d-
vantages For example, difficulties may be encountered in transferring
the experiences and learnings of teachers engaged in program develop-
ment to those not included Further, the approach is time-consuming
and expensive Because of this, individual schools or smal,alistricts can
rarely adopt this approach Len larger units are seldom able to design
the total package of objectives, instructional units, and assessment
deices. As a result supervisors may find themselves spending their time
and energies designing alternative strategies to help teachers cope or
bridging the gap between intentions and developed components Clear-
ly, such a condition provides high stress for teachers and supervisors
alike.

In sum, we have presented briefly four major conceptions of super-
vision. Athamistratke, Instructional Processes, Counseling, and
Performance-Based. Further, we suggested the .ariatiun within classes
by identifying three sub-classes of instructional processes conceptions
clinical, technological, and -artistic. We noted that, similar to cur-
nculum conceptions, all were driven by a basic orientation to the task
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that ordered its goals, roles, actis 'ties, and relationships Finally, all
perspectives are oriented toward a basic goal of improving instruction
In that sense all supers isory roads lead to Rome None are without their
pitfalls and potholes, but some focus more chrectly,on instruction (for
example, clinical) than others (for example, administrative)

3. Curriculum and Supervision: Impact and Interaction
f

"Perspective,- write Katz and Kahn (1966, p 171), "is
- everything That terse but insightful observation by two eminent

social psychologists suggests a way of determining theimptict of the in-
teraction between curriculum and supervision In this final section we
shall identify and discuss three quite different perspectives an historical
perspective, a perspective from the viewpoint of the teacher, and a

Nr perspective drawn from research that we have labeled "planned ,..
variation."

McNeil's (1977) observation that there is no "rigorous historical
analysis of curriculum and its shaping" (p 646) is quite accurate
Nonetheless, the broad outlines of large scale curriculum, movements
can be plotted over time Granting certain liberties, and reversing the
order of Social Reconstruction- Relevance and Academic Rationalism
conceptions 6f curriculum, Figure 1 pros ides a crude 20th-century cur-
riculum time-line A reading of Figure 1 from this perspective might go
something like this

Very early 20th century curriculum thinking was dominated by a
liberal arts orientation The curriculum was "classical- (notably but
not exclusively at the university level) in the sense of ascribing primacy
to history, philosophy, mathematics, language, literature. and the like
The goal of such an education was not totally dissimilar from that which
we described earlier relative to a cognitive processes orientation to cur-
riculum, that is, equipping an individual with a set of generalized in-
tellectual skills sufficient to cope autonomously with the world

The liberal arts (cognitive processes) orientation crumbled under
the press of the Industrial Resolutipn and in the main gave way to
technology' Callahan's (1962) Education and the Cult of Efficiency is the

-classic documentation of that shift in perspective Technology in turn
gave way to Human Relations ("self-actualization-), largely as a func-
tion of the Great Depression and its associated social phenomena
However, World War II and the launching of Sputnik in 1957 altered
the national pei-spectise "Academic rigor- (Academic Rationalism in
Figure 1) became the slogan of the 50s and spawned "new mats" Pro-
ject ?hysics, NDEA, and the like The Vietnam War and the endemic
social upheaval of the 60s diverted attention quickly from Academic
Rationalism to Social Reconstruction-Relevance Sit-ins, alternative
schools, ethnic studies programs, open education, and the like were all
manifestations of this phenomenon But like other movements, the cur-

(
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nculum upheavals of the 60s passed How historians of the future will
classify the 70s is indeterminate, but it is not unthinkable that 'given a
currently depressed economy and a demand for accountability that they
may well classify it as the re-emergence of an efficiency cult

From such an historical perspective curriculum clearly affected
supervision The liberal arts orientation required a "head teacher" who
could serve both as a role model of the educated person and who could
engage explicitly in teacher training of a like kind, The Age of Efficien-
cy brought forth both the "empirical and "technological" orienta-
tions to instructional processes orientations to supervision as we have
described them earlier Similarly, the Human Relations movement
provided the impetus for conceptualizing supervision as counseling,
and the turn to academic rigor called for exquisitely trained subject
matter specialists in the supervisory role Finally, who would deny that
such phenomena as open andior alternative schools with their new pat-
terns of groupings, unique clientele, experience oriented curricula, and
frequently dispersed students and faculty did not require new and dif-
ferent modes of supervisory thought and action) Clearly, then, from an
historical perspective curriculum has had a substantive impact on
supervision

A radically different perspective on the impact of curriculum on
.,LALletvision is from the viewpoint of the teacher,. This "v ieck from
below" v anes along a host of dimensions it tends to'be highly personal,
situationally specific, essentially holistic (particularly in the sense that
teachers tend not to differentiate between curriculum and supervision),
and more affective than analytical Moreover, from this perspective the
direction of impact appears to be reversed, that is, supervision (largely
drawn from administrative perspectives) tends to impact on cur
riculum if there is any impact at all The latter point is not insignifi-
cant As Cuban (1968) noted a decade ago, most teachers find instruc-
tional supervision "irrelevant," and more recently Blumberg (1974)
has observed that suggesting to teachers that supervision should play a
significant role in their professional lives is most likely to elicit smiles
and snickers

Some support for the negligibility of impact/irrelevance thesis has
been obtained from studies done at the University of New Mexico
Over the past several years, students in a graduate course in supervision
have been asked to write a brief account of an experience with a super-
visor The vast majority of accounts have been of the following order

Thirty years ago I began my career as a teacher in a small town near the Mexican

border At that time one could bring a gallon of liquor across the border at a
bargain price, especially rum Each month my supervisor and sometimes several
others felt the need to pay me a visit, usually.bringing materials a beginning teacher
would need, but little time was spent with my in a classroom situation Tiler( had to lx
time to cross the border and pick up their quota and mine So much fur supervision

1
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Such sentiments suggest rather forcibly that teachers perceive the
locus of responsibility for instructional imprtiement and day to day
decision, making relative to the curriculum as lying within themselves
Further, such sentiments..establishand reinforce norms of individualism
and collegial sharing of technical knowledge (Lortie, 1975) "Self-
supervision" and "peer supervision" become the standard modes of
operation.

While the hstoncal-and teacher perspectives are substantially dif-
ferent, they are, howeer, similar in one important respect. Briefly, in-
sofar as can be determined, curriculum and supervision appear to be in-
dependent entities, "loosely coupled" at best. Obviously, he condition
suggests an alternative, a "planned variation" to use an ther in-vogue
term, in which the articulation between a particular conception of cur-
nculum and a particular conception of supervision is consciously and
deliberately planned. We present an example of this as our third
perspective.

In a series of reportl and papers, Niedermeyer and his colleagues
at the Southwest Regional Laboratory describe the development of an
articulated prototype curriculum-supervisory system (Niedermeyer,
1970, 1972, 1977, Sullivan and Niedermeyer, 1973). The curriculum
component was essentially technologically oriented (seeTigure 1), that
is, it focused on the development and production of "exportable" in-
structional units Further, thg curriculum was "outcomes-based"
(constructed around.a limited set of pre-specified behavioral objeCtives)
For example, the SIAiRL Beginning (Kindergarten) Reading Program
had as intended pupil outcomes

11) reading 100 words by sight. 12) saying the sound of eleven initial consonants and
digraphs and twehe towel- consonant ending phonograms, (3) sounding out -and
reading new words composed of word elements learned in the second outcome, and (4)
reading each letter byts name in either upper or lower case form (Niedermeyer,
1977,y 36)

Subsequently, /instructional materials based on these objectives were
deSigned and produced.

In order to most effectively implement the curriculum, a parallel
outcomes-based supervisory system was developed (sec Figure 2,
Performance-Based). The two major elements of that system were (1)

instructional information" procedures designed to be of assistance to
teachers in the development of performance standards, and (2)
"instructional improvement" procedures designed to be.of assistance in
the analysis and remcdiation of observed pupil deficiencies. Both com-
ponents relied heaelly on the production and utilization of technological
resources like filmstrips, cassettes, training manuals, and measur-
ing/charting/reporting. instruments.

The curriculum-supervisory system just described was adopted by
24 schools. The results as reported by Niedermeyer (1977) are quite
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dramatic. In the schools when the system was fully implemented (21 out
of 24 schools), students clearly out-performed control group peers on
such measures as end-of-year reading tests and number of instructional
units completed Equally important for present purposes, students in
the fully implemented system out-performed their peers in those schools
where for whatever reason the supervisory component vyas under-
utilized or broke down' )

It is quite true that the supervisory requirements in the system just
described were fairly modest, clinical conceptions are far more demand-
irig It might also be argued that a kindergarten reading curriculum
with limited, pre-specified. and easily measurable objectives is quite
simplistic in itself and hence makes few supervisory demands Further,
it might be argued that experimental conditions are a distortion of reali-
ty However valid such arguments might be, the SWRL planned aria-
non clearly demonstrates (1) that close rather than loose coupling be-
tween compatible conceptions of curriculum and super.ision is possi-
ble, (2) that curriculum can indeed impact on supervision through
energizing a particular set of supervisor, processes, and (3) that a plan-
ned. articulated curriculum supervisory system c..an enhance student
achievement From some perspectives, that, after all, is what schooling
is all about

Summary and Concluding Observations

In a provisional way, this chapter explored the impact of cur-
riculum on super. ision Mindful of Isaiah Berlin's (1969) obset anon
that The first step to understanding of men is the bringing to con-
sciousness the model or models that dominate their thought and ac-
tion land] to analyse the model itself (p 19), we began in
Part 1 by delineating five models ("conceptions') of cur
riculum Cognitive Processes. Technology, Self-Actualization, Social
Reconstruction Relevance, and Academic Rationalism along with their
respecme descriptors Fig4 1) In Part 2 we did the same for super,i-
mon, identifying and describing four major classes Administrative,
Instructional Processes, Counseling, and Performance-Based Within
the Instructional Processes class, thresdiscrete perspectives were chosen
for analysis, Clinical, Technological, and Artistic In Part' 3 ,we in-
quired more closely into the relationship between curriculum and
supervision Consistent with Parts 1 and 2, such relationships were
iewed from three perspectives historical, teacher, and deliberate in-
tent ("planned variation ") What general observations can be made?

Obit-nation 1 Our reading in the fields of curriculum and super,i-
sion suggests that each has developed largely independently of the
other However producti.Ne fhisstrateg-y may have been for the matur-
ing of the separate disciplines, it has been equally limiting in its joint
impact on the teacher's world The history of innm anon in schools, for
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example, the` "new math" experience, would surely suggest a greater
need for articulation.

Observation 2. The interactive Impact of curriculum and super, ision
is a function of the degree to which one or the other or both is "open"
or "closed IXV "open" or "closed" we mean the extent to which one
is amenable to influence by the other. Programmed learning curricula,
for example, are on the closed end of the continuum Super, isors func-
tioning within such contexts may need to be content with seeking to in-
fluence the xternal aspects of teacher/learner interactions. Similarly,
closed supervisory models, for example, personnel evaluation, are
unlikely to influence curriculum in a significant way

Observatton 3 The interactive impact of curriculum and super, isio
is likely to be increased if both are approached from compatible perspe
fives. We are not prepared to argue at this,time that the extent' of com-
patibility must constitute a "planned variation." Intuitively, however
disjunctures in perspective are unlikely to create a climate conducive to
productive teacher/supervisor interaction

Observatton 4 The interactive impact of curriculum and super, ision
is equally a function of a serof organizational factors (March, 1969)
While this is not the time or place to delve into the organizational con-
text of curriculum and supervision, It is clear that the structural

... characteristics of schools exert major influences on curriculum and
supervision "Open' curricula, for example, have difficult. SUM% arg
in "closed" organizational structures, Similarly, organizational role
definitions that imply that 'teachers "do" curriculum while supervision
is something "done to" them are unlikely to facilitate the development
of .f:organic'' teacher; supervisor relationships In sum, concern for the
educative process requires simultaneous attention to a wider set of
phenomena than taken into account heretofore
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Chapter 11.

Impact of the Schogls'
Buieaucratic Structure on

Supervision
Gerald R. Firth and Keith P. Eiken'

DESPITE THE ADMONITION THAT FORM SHOULD FOLLOW FUNCTION, styr-
vision often conforms to the organizational context in which it operates.
The impact of the bureaucratic structure of the school district on the
supervision of instruction is direct, strong, and, in many instances, im-
mediate. Often such influences are obvious and formal. Even in more
subtle and informal ways, however, the effects of the organization bend
the official supervisory system out of shape in actual operation.

In a school or district, the choice of organizatiohal structure pro-
vides the linkage between the views regarding administration and the
expectations for supervison. If changes are sought in supervisory prac-
tice, the values and assumptions implicit in the organizational structure
of schools must first be altered.

It is unnecessary and perhaps impossible to catalog the various
configura 'ons by which supervisory services are delivered throughout
the nation Seven Of the more common bureaucratic models for supery i-

.sion of in ruction will be briefly examined. staff consultant, line au-
thority, ltiple central office support, decentralized area support, per-
formance assessment, local school support, and intermediate service
agency support.

The advantages and disadvantages of each of these structures for
supervisory services are &scribed in reference to leadership, technical
skills, communication, decision making, morale functions, curriculum
responsibilities, and organizational roles.

A, Staff Consultant Roles

The most common type of supervisory role is that of a chief in-
structional leader in the office of the superintendent. The individual
functioning in such a position may have a number of titles, including
curriculum coordinator or instructional supervisor. Although usually

Gerald R Firth ts Professor and Chairperson, Department of Curriculum and
Supervision, University of Georgia, Athens. Keith P. Eiken is Coordinator of the
Advance Program for Instruction, Jefferson County Public Schools, Louisville,
Kentucky.
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considered a staff position that carries no authority, incumbents fre-
quently accrue power because the actions they recommend are sup-
ported by superordinates and/or unchallenged by subordinates. Repeti-
tion of this process establishes decision making authority that is not
reflected by an organizational chart

In larger school districts, the efforts of this generalist are sup-
plemented or supplanted by subject specialists, such as in mathematics,
reading, or Media, who operate on a K.-I2 basis. In some situations, the
responsibilities are divided among grade levels with respective super-
isors for the elementary, middle and/or junior high, and high schools.

Subject specialists emphasize the vertical relationship of particular pro-
grams and seek articulation from one grade or school Ineltlo another.
School leel specialists emphasize the horizontal relationships of carious
programs and seek coordination at the same grade level within and
among schools

Supervision of instruction through a staff consultant structure is
based on the assumption that an effects e organization distinguishes
and separates those who advise and counsel from those with power who
direct

The success of supervisory leadership in this structure is a function
of the aluc placed on instructional improvement by the administra-
tion If the superintendent and theyrincipals are committed ip manage-
ment and maintenance, the influence of the super isor is diminished
Howeer, the staff consultant has the opportunity to shape the priorities
of the organization and to enhance the importance of instructional im-
proement by determining the allocation of resources.

As a staff consultant, the super isor relics on a combination of hu-
man, managerial, and technical skills to influence both faculty and ad-
ministration Although all such skills arc important, it is the technical
competencies requested by teachers directly or indirectly through prin-
cipals that gain initial entry for the supervisor to classroom or office and
sustain his or her presence there:. The super ism- is expected to possess
teaching experience, to model appropriate behaior, and to proide
necessary assistance

In communicating ideas, requests, and responses as consultant to
both teachers and principals, the supervisor becomes an information
broker Linkages arc established within and among schools and the Len-
tialitys, of the supety, isor enables him or her to become an information
gatekeeper. In addition to such internal activities, the super isor often
twist communicate trends or interpret data from external sources to
faculty and administration However, access to official communication
channels 1!\ mailable only through the organizational structure. If such
communicAion is rigidly monitored (for example, three signatures re-
quired for each memorandum), the process slows c"onsiderably" undei
the burden of administrative control.
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For supervisors serving as staff consultants2decision making is
restricted to creating awareness, persuading, and ads, ising. Effective
supervisors in such roles must be highly informed about programs and
instruction in the schools. The information they provide can influence
the quality of administrative decisions by minimizing precipitous or un-
warranted solutions proposed in the name of expediency. However, the
supervisor must offer alternatives knowing that the administrator may
come to a decision by using other-legitimate criteria.

Those in staff consultant roles can enhance morale of teachers by
becoming a professional ally who is not required to make decisions re-
garding their future However, this situation may deteriorate and result
in frustration when supervisors sympathetic to the teachers' cause are
impotent to alter the conditions necessary for improvement The super-
visor likewise is frustrated when he/she is* unable to provide the cir-
cumstances teachers need for success. e

Legislative mandates and,,public outcrieFfqrliproved student
learning have forced supervisors to become more liaxolved in curricu-
lum planning, implementation, and evaluation However, commitment
of the supervisor's time and energy to areas in which they are not well
prepared limits opportunities for staff consultants to respond to teachers
and principals when problems of instructional ,improvement and staff
development emerge.

The effectiveness of the supervisor as a staff consultant depends on
the functions assigned to the position in the total bureaucratic structure
of the school district. If program design and program implementation
are conceived as rigidly separate responsibilities within the organiza-
tion, the influencf the staff consultant role is limited. The potential of

' the role for affecting change is related to control of resources directly by
the supervisor or indirectly through influence on.the principals There-
fore, the nature of the informal relationships between the supervisor
and the principals is of prime importance

B. Line Authority Roles

The vesting of responsibility for supervision in an administrative
position with the title of assistant or associate superintendent for in-
struction is typical. In many school districts, principals are responsible
to this individual, at least for curricular and instructitnal matters.
However, complications often arise when the principals arc also respon-
sible for all duties except instruction to an assistant, associate, or even a
deputy superintendent for administration

Some school distrit is distribute supervisor/ responsibilities among
directors of elementary and-secondary education while other districts
have the similar position of director of junior high/middle schools. This
pattern has the adv/antage of coordinating all programs within the re-
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spective school levels at the expense of articulation between schobl
kio levels.

Supervision of instruction through a line authority tructure is
based on the assumption that an effective organizatio combines
authority and responsibility for le anous operations in the ame position

The concentration of leadership in line positions is.often a mixed
blessing. While this structure enables the indiv idual responsible for in-
structional supervision to act in a number of related areas, it represents
a superior-suledinate relationship many believe interferes with effec-
tive supervisory practice. It also forces supervision to compete with var-

41s managerial tasks and other concerns for the tin.e, energy, and at-
tention of the line administrator at the'district or school level.

As a qualification for appointment to aline positiOn, supervisory
skills are often given low priority. Consequently, technical skills essen-
tial for improvement of instruction often must be developed on the job
It is human nature to emphasize the managerial skills called on by ocher
responsibilities while tending to avoid situations that require the
technical skills of supervision.

CommuniCation is clear and direct-but is often authoritative rather
fromconsultative,BeCause the supervisor is a line officer, message

-from him or her are assumed to be directives. More important, infor-
matign'considered potentially detrimwtal to teachers, but that a super-
visor would need in order to assist te4ers with their problems, might
not be transmitted to the supervisor in a line authority position in fear
that the supervisor would use it against teachers in his or her dual role
as administrator.

Difficulty frequently arises in maintaining both perspective and
balance in decision making foK the supervisor in a position of line au-
thority. Matters of program and personnel, generally considered to be
the prerogative of this role, must compete with matters of finance,
facilities, and student services. Conforming to existing adminiitrative
policies or organizational procedures may take precedence over improv-
ing instruction. Therefore, supervisory responsibilities assigned to a
line authority position may be, -compromised by management decisions .
made by the same individual

Although teachers may view the individual occupying a line an-,
thorny role as able to resolve their problems, morale may be influenced
negatively if he or ,she is considered unwilling or reluctant to do so The-
absence of a separAte position devoted fully to superiision limits the
amount of specialized assistance teachers can hope to receive in improv-
ing instruction-and restricts the willingness of teachers to identify prob-
lem situations that may expose their real or perceived weaknesses.

Curriculum responsibilities' cakbe readily assigned to an in;
chvidual in a lint authority role. Carrying out such responsibilities,
however, illustratcs,a significant disparity ,,petween authority and
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ty. The requirements stated in,,jo4 descriptions for such positions often
demand even less preparation and/or experience in the area of cur-
riculum than in the area of supervision Line authority positi9ns are
usually filled on the basis of qualifications in administration and man-
aNnent, rather than either curriculum or supervision.

The allegiance of the individual in a line authority role to the or-
ganization that created his/her position limits the probability and per-
haps the possibility for extensive change in the current structure How-
ever, it is that the supervisor in a lino authority role will ultimately
recogniz4fteNimportince of and significant relationships among cur-
riculum, instruction, and administration He/she can then use line
authority to remove barriers within the present structure or mollify the
organization to accommodate program inhoy atilt

C. Multiple Central Office Units

Another common pattern of supervision consists of multiple asi,
signments at the central office level. In some districts, the size, complex-
ity, or funding Of certain programs, particularly *for Nocational,educa-
not, sp.ecial education, and career education, prompt the appointment
of supervisors to serve each area Such arrangements are sometimes
established to foster collaboration among teachers scattered throughout
several schgols and engaged in the implementation of the same in-
novative project or practice/ for example, teachers invoked in a par-
ticular approadi to reading Dissatisfaction with the traditional struc-
ture for providing supervisory services has led some districts to crease
anLilternative and competing structure to meet new and special nee s
The gamblelere is Sat the new organization will circumvent., out ast,
and ultimately replace the original organization.

Superyision Of instruction through a multiple central support
structure is based on the assumption that an effective organization fully
utilizes specialization, )

The uneven and broad distribution of superyisofy leadership to- in-
dividuals in specific content areas often promotes the formation of coali-
tions. Supervisors representing related programs (art and music, for in --
stance), frequently join forcesat least informallyto obtain a greater.,
share of resources than thosC in other coalitions, such as industrial arts,
home economics, and vocational education. Striving to preserve paro-
chial interests then frequently becomes more of a grking*force than
does the effort to achieve organizational goals.

Supervisors serving each unit have highly specialized technical
skills that they apply to their particular fields. However, their very

ecialized vocabularies and approaches interfere with cross- fertiliza-
on amore piograms or the use of supervisory personnel in other por-

tions of the program. As a result, although some general supervisory
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skills may be refined and strengthened through continued use, others
needed to support organizational goals may decline due to inactivity.

Communication is far.more likely between indiyidUals in a particu-
lar field because of their common vocabulary and interests Members of
a unit seek mutual assistance through communication with peers. As
the interdependg-Le of those within 4n area increases, however, there is _

often a corresponding decrease In communication with rhembers of
other units

Supervisors of multiple central office units often consider several
alternate y es bef,ore making a decision Their judgments about improYe-
ments though tend to be unduly influenced by the effects of the pro-
posed change on the area they represent as superb isor The determina-
tion to "guard the turf' often fosters political negotiations rather than
educational leadership

Morale within each separate supervisor ,s group may be high and
the cemitment to teamwork strong However, members of one. unit

'may become suspicious o another unit simply because no under-
standing deyelpps between them Successes or gains by one group are
interpreted as failures or losses by another

Commitment to curriculum is restricted to those programs repre-
sented by members of the unit Beliefs common to the group will be Pe-

a, enforced while those of other specializations will be ignored Such cri141'
yictions will be held so strongly that conflict among units is likely to
result when a total curriculum is considered Any departmentalization
stresses articulation within the particular program while coordination
with other pro r s is neglected

Multiple ce ral office units within an organization can bring
about duplication of effort, divided loyalties, role ambiguity and ter-
ritorial disputes The mere existence of more than a single super. isoryv
unit in the same school district threatens coordination, cooperation, and
communication Collaboration among such units is essential if superyi-
Aon is to assist rather than disrupt instruction Yet this is extremely dif-
ficult to obtain because specialists prefer to stress the distinguishing
characteristics that support retention of their separate units

D. Decentralized Area Support Roles

Large school districts, particularly in metropolitan centers, have
sought to decentralize in an effort to increase responsiveness to sub-

communities Some members of the Lt ntral office staff may be assigned
to the offices of assistant superintendents in their respectiye areas.
Those who remain in the central office may be viewed as senior special-
ized resources to supplement, upon request, those ay,ailable in the area
offices In other metropolitan districts seeking to decentralize, the func-
tions-of those in the central office may be redefirNd to focus on plan-

.
ning, implementing, and/or evaluating for the district as a whole.
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The decentralized model may necessitate a diffusion of staff mem-
bers with technical skills and knowledge into regions where respon-
sibilities arc more general in nature. Depending on the overall orgarn-

1 zational plan, the specialist-turned-generalist frequently becomes a
"problem- solver" with, responsibility for arranging logistical support to
the local school, rather than providing specific technical assistance in
program developments

Supervision of instruction through a decentralized area support
structure is,based on the assumption that an effective organization as-
signs responsibility close to the operational level

The diffusion of leadership among die regions can foster a variety
of staff relationships, ranging from conipentrve to interdependent. De-
pending on thc leadership style evident in each region, supervisory
tasks can be c -opted into purposeless directives, such as fund-raising
campaigns for e United Way, or result in the imaginative sharing of
specialized knowledge, such as the application of mastery learning prin-
ciples across the curriculum

The attempt to establish duplicate supervisory units in each decen-
tralized area results in spreading the pool of leadership personnel thinly
across a broad front, with a)corresponding decrease in the number of
specialized resources available to any area. It is unlikely that veteran
supervisors, previously identified with narrow specialities, can com-
pletely alter their roles to become expert across-the-board planners and
that they can avoid the tendency to seek opportunities to apply skills
with which they have been successful in the past

Advantages exist, however, in smaller adminisigative units Super-
visory personnel become better informed about the general school oper-
ation and more aware of local instructional problems And the sense of
isolation from the central school authority commonly felt among the
school staff lessens as communication increases If the supervisory rules
are not defined to prevent it, however, and if strong communication
links are not forged with the central authority, the area supervisory staff
may focus on operational tasks and neglect program development
priorities

Decision making can be enhanced in this decentralized model by
providing a broader base of involvement for determining priorities and
deploying resources Sub communities can be involved in advisory ca-
pacities related to current problems. In reality, however, decision mak-
ing may become narrower in focus if the immediate needs of the local
situation obscure the long-range goals of the school district or subvert

-the consistency of general policies that provide integrity to the district as
a whole

The morale of supervisors is influenced by the functions required
of them under the decentralized model If resources are available to ac-
complish 4alisuc goals and if results can be achieved, then morale is in-
creased Both pifogram planning and inservice training are major
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supervisory tasks in a decentralized district, these functions are neces-
sary for progress and contribute to morale Task commitment decreases
and morale is lowered, however, if supervisors simply facilitate ad- -
ministrative changes

Decentralization is designed to Increase responsiveness to and in-
rolrement in curriculum in each region Lacking a distractwide plan,
each region may view curriculum differently, for example, which sub-,
sects to be learned, objectives to be achieved, or minimum competencies
to be mastered If program development recelyes 'less attention than
program implementation in the overall structure, curriculum changes
become mere expedients to satisfy the demands of current policy mak-
ers and are subject to frequent change, Program development should
receive conscious attention to provide contkuing direction

Althqugh a separate leadership team is established under the
decentralized area support structure. the credibility of the super isor
may be rlduced Since line authority is a doMinant characteristic in a
decentralized organization. the district teams may be dominated by ad-
ministrators who are con erned solely with' irriplementing directives
Supervisors then become go-betwOns" responsible for negotiating
with individuals and grow s who may support or subvert the directives
Unless the local school st ff and the sub-community perceive uper-
visors as technically com tent to resolve problems related to c rricu-'
lum and instruction, the r role becomes merely another bure crane
layer that hinders any aningful action

E.' Performance Assessment Robes

Trends toward competency-based education and rofessional ac-
countability have created a 'variety of roles concerned'with the assess-
ment of teacher performance Many of the .inclo.iduals engaged in this
activity are not considered supervisors as that term traditionally has
been applied within the school context Howeyer.lher use procedures
associated with instructional supervision and the results of their effofts
have significant impact on both teachers and supervisors

A prominent feature of the assessment process is the classroom
observation conducted by indlyiduals specially trained in a particular

'technique Emphasis is placed on using recently developed instruments
and gathering objective data Teachers would not, however, expect as-
sistance from those who collect data. Moreover, those who provide sup-
portive supervis ,n to teachers must not be required to render judg-
ments regard the teachers' retention in or dismissal from employ-
ment.

Il ome situations, teams comprising teachers, super.isors, and
administrators collect data, develop profiles, and analyze competencies
These reports are then shared with the observed teacher in a non
threatenin atmosphere by a member of the assessment team and/or by
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a supporto.e supervisor Individualized plans for improvement are pre-
pared by the teacher in cooperation with the super-% isor, In this model,
responsibilities fOr performance assessment may be assigned to a
teacher evaluator and those fur staff development to a teacher educator

Supervision of instruction through a performance assessment
structure is based on the assumption that an effective organization sepa-
rates responsibility for evaluation from responsibility for support

Leadership is focused on "correction of factors assessed as below
acceptable minimum according to the standards applied Although the
responsibility for improvement clearly is vested in the regular super-
visory staff, their efforts are directed by the requirement of demonstrat-
ing progress within the particular system. In effect, the assessment both
determines the nature of the assistance to be renderct and the
assignments of those who are responsible for assisting

The technical skills of super isors that are called upon most fre-
quently are those associated with the Standards op which teachers
receive the lowest ratings Conversely, the skills with which super% isors
are most qualified may not be utilized because the assessments do not
indicate need for them As a result', super% isors find that their technical
skills must conform to the assessment standards

Communication between supervisors and teachers is focused on
the results of the assessment and little else Supervisors confer with as-
sessors on those same topics Other needs felt by the teachers andlor
perceived by the superisor are seldom considered because of the im-
portance of the standards and the press of time for demonstrating im-
provement

Even when teachers have contributed to the development of the
standards to be imposedrare in these days of accountabilitytheir at-
titude toward the pplication of such assessment procedures is con-
sistently negative Feathers typically believe no standards can be unit
ersally applied to all situations without modification for particular con-
ditions Moreover, they feel they are invariably placed at a, disachan-
tage when trying to convey an accurate picture of their performance

Curriculum change occurs as a result of the assessment process,
but changes are increrpental, haphazard, and incidental to the numer-
ous instructiOnal changes made based on the performance ratings Even
though no overall curriculum change is intended, the results in each
classroom are idiosyncratic to the particular teacher and reflect the local
situation In effect, the assessment standards that were intended to pro-
duce similarity in performance actually contribute to greater, more
unstructured diversity in school program

Although unintentionally, performance instruments shape the or-
ganization itri which the assessment is made In particular, the perfor-
mance assessment structure shifts the locus of responsibility for super-,
\Amon The relationship between teacher and observer takes on greater
importance than the relationship between teacher and students or
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supers isor The teacher anticipates the behasior to be recorded on the
particular assessmtot Instrument while, in effect, the observer assumes
the role of supersisor. When the instructional supers isor dilutes hisher
attention to classroom performance under the press of other duties,
he/she contributes substantially to this redefinition of the super isory
role

F. Local School Support Roles

Another step in decentralizing authority and responsibility for su-
pervision is the deselopment of specific roles to support the improse-
ment of instruction in each school Such local school support role's may
be performed by a iingleindisidual, the assistant principal for instruc-
tion is a familiar exampl in the high school Or, in some districts, local
school support is provided by several indis 'duals Traditional depart-
ment heads in the high school, team leadership in the junior high/mid-
dle school, and lead teachers in the elementary school are examples of
this plural form. Although some elem tart' schools are large enough to
assign a lead teacher at-both the pri rs and intermediate levels, a
single resource teacher in an elementa school is more common Re-
cently peer or collegial s ersision by t -achers themselses has been en-
couraged as the source .of s port at the local school lewl

All such local sc su ort roles increase opportunities for re-
sponse to teacher problems. A ngle indisidual may act in 4 capacity
similar to the generalist operatingchstrictwide The assistant principal
for instruction or resource teacher, for instance, must slew a particular
classroom in the perspectise of coordination within the program In the
form of plural roles, the characteristics displayed are similar to the sub-
ject or school-les el Specialists operating districtwide The department
head in the high school, team leader in the junior high/middle school,
and lead teachers in the elementary school must slew a particular
classroom in the perspectise of articulation among lesels of particular
subjects

Superyision of instruction through a local school support structure
is based on the assumption that an effectise organization uses people
immediately available and familiar with the situation.

The existence of local school support rules shifts responsibilities for
leadership in supersision, instruction, and curriculum from the prin-
cipal to one or more designated deputies. As these indisiduah are called
on more frequently by members of the faculty or are directed by the
principal to respond to requests, the principtill has in fact delegated to a
subordinate responsibility for the most important aspects of the school.
The converse of this situation is that some faculty will perceise that
supers 'mon, instruction, and/or curriculum are accorded lower priority
than some management duties because the former are assigned to the
assistant principal or resource teacher while the principal attends to the
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latter When plural support roles exist in a school, responsibility its dis-
persed among several individuals each of whom is expected to provide
leadership in a limited sphere Although a department head or team
leader is responsible for only a single portion of the school program, he
or she often exercises substantial authority ove,r its direction The effect
is that while communication among those Inv ed in a particular pro-
gram increases, so do the problems of coordination throughout the
school by the principal

Technical-skilK of those sening in local school support roles often
=1st be. developed on the job As their effectiveness in improving in-
struction increases, they emphasi4e those skills while allowing other
skills, even the teaching competencies that may have earned them the
job, to diminish At the same time, the administrator relieved of the
direct super, ision ,of faculty devotes attention to managerial activities

The existence of local school support roles tends to interrupt the
communication network between teachers and princip'als regarding
matters'of supervision, instruction, curriculum, and, often, personnel
The single form, such as assistant principal or resource teacher, typical-
ly becomes an intermediary The advantage of this situation is that the
principal is provided a comprehensive view of the program from a
single source The accompanying disadvantage is that the principal
relies on a subordinate's perspective for this most important aspect of
the school `Moreover, direction of communication on such matters to
the assistant principal or resource teacher increases the proportion of
communication regarding managerial affairs reaching the principal
Plural support roles at the local school level create a lateral communica-
tion network arang such individuals This diffuses communication to
and from the principal so that neither the principal nor the department
heads or team leaders possess all of the information on a particular topic
at a given time

It can be argued that the principal ultimately makes the final deci-
sion even when matters of super ision, instruction, and curriculum are
the primary responsibilities of a subordinate Experience demonstrates
thefallacy of this argument, however If the principal has confidence in
the assistant principal or resource teacher, the principal will encourage
that individual to exercise judgment and initiative By consistently con-
firming the recommendations of the subordinate, the principal effec-
tiv places the decision making process at the next lower' level Many
decis ns made by department heads or team leaders which in them-
selves appear routine and even innocuous combine to shape a program
The support approved or denied ultimately may determine a total con-
figuration that would never have received acceptance if ermined in its
entirety Perhaps the most significant decision made by the subordinate
is not to decide In such a case the subordmate not only fails to support
the teacher's request but effectively eliminates the opportunity for the
teacher to appeal to the principal
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The morale of the faculty is disrupted if confusion exists in regard
to appropriate allegiance within a school Although teachers may ap-
preciate the delegation of responsibility for super, ision, the parameters
of local school support roles are often ill-defined As a result, teachers
may consult the assistant principal ur team leader on matters that the
principal feels should have been referred to him or her Conversely,
they may bring to the principal matters that the principal feels should he
handled by the subordinate

It is paradoxical Nat the local school support role in its single form
is likely to increase the potential for curriculum change while in its 41'

plural form may inhibit such change The key to improvement is the
encouragement of an innovative teacher at the crucial early stages of
planning and development An assistant principal or resource teacher
willingly devotes attention to an activity that appears to enhance his or
her role in supervision, instruction, and/or curriculum The same ac-
tivity may he burdensome to a principal who has a broad spectrum of
responsibilities Lack of active support, albeit unintentional, may be in-
terpreted by the innoatiYeleacher as a signal to decelerate or to aban-
don a promising project In contrast, the plural roles operate against the
marshaling of sufficient resourcestime. material, furtds, and,or per-
sonnelto support an 1nm-A anon In thiscase. several departments or
teams must he convinced of the fayorable consequences of a proposed
change Nloreoser, the criteria applied to such proposals often are based
on perceived benefits to the department or team rather than to the total
school enterprise

The establishment of local school support roles for supervision. in-
struction. and curriculum intrudes a structural 'eyed between the prin-
cipal and teachers In its single form, responsibility for specified duties
is concentrated in an assistant principal or resource teacher and the
principal's time is freed for responsibilities in other areas Whether the
principal Cm appropriately function in such n organization remains a
matter of conjecture In schools with plural ppurt rules, no such con-
centraton occurs and loyalties to the depa ment or team are created
with corresponding diminution of allegia c to the total school The of-
ficial recognition 4 plural roles, although often essential to the effec-
tiveness of the program. nonetheless establishes structures That impede
reallocation of resources Such structures not only compete with each
other but with the total school Tor shares of a finite supply of resources
Larger departments or teams possess greater internal flexibility but may'
be less willing to adapt to the needs of the total school

ofG. Intermediate Service Agency Roles

Supervision is frequently included among the varied functions of
intermediate senice agencies established between the state education
department and local school districts The differing designations ap-
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plied throughout the country, such as intermediate unit, board of coop-
erative educational services, or cooperative educational service agency,
often reflect the particular governance structure. Irrespective of title,
these organizations were formed to share services on a collective basis

among school districts that Independently could not justify them be-
cause of limited size, programs, and/or funding.

Supervisory services available through such intermediate agencies
may include generalists, subject specialists, grade level specialists, coor-
dinators of special programs, and/or consultants for innoYative projects
The range of services provided by a "second layer" of supervision
tremendously complicates dellYery of assistance to an indiy idual teacher
in a particular school. Relationships among supervisory personnel from
the state education department, the intermediate service agency, and
the local school district frequently laCk clarification State supervisors
typically work directly with supervisors in the central office of the school
district, by-passing-staff members of the intermediate service agency
MoreoYer, staff members from the intermediate service agency typical-
ly work directly with leadership personnel or teachers in a local school,
by-passing supervisors in the central office of the school district A fur-
ther complication is introduced by the preference of some teachers to
call upon supervisors from the central office of the school district be-

cause of acquaintance and/or confidence, ignoring expertise provided

or responsibility assigned elsewhere in ttie organization It is usually
more difficult fora supervisor operating op an inter-district basis to es-
lablish such relationships or to maintain responsive service

Super ision of instruction through an intermediate service agency
structure is based on the assumption that an effectiye organization
shares specialized services rather than duplicates general resources

Leadership at the local school and district office level is crucial to
the success of the intermediate service agency structure for supervision
The particular blend of assistance to teachers in the improvement of in'
struction is a function of proper selection among available resources
The more individuals inyolyed in the supervisory process at diffe'rent

levels, the greater the importance of the organizational structure re-
garding the dellYery of such services to the classroom teacher Super-

visors from the central office.)ind from the intermediate service agency

may be utilized by a particular school while neither source of assistance
may be called upon to assist another school in the same district

An intermediate service agency selects its supervisory personnl
with the inteution of supplementing skills available from the central of\
Tice staff of the respective school districts in the geographic area. How-

ever, the larger number of supervisory personnel available may be an

inaccurate index of the assistance that can be brought to bear on a given

situation. The staff recruited by the'intermediate agency to serve the
general needs of several school districts may be inappropriate to meet
the specific needs of a particular district In fact, some services in-
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Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages Regarding Seven Common Bureaucratic MOdefs for Soperv;sion of Instruction

Supervisory Patterns

f*-1.3

Areas of Impact
Staff

Consultant
Line

Authority
Multiple Central
Office Support

Decentralized
Area Support

Performance
Assessment

Local
'School
Support

Intermediate.-
Service Agency

Support '

Leadership
Determines re-
source alloca-
tton but de-
pendent on ad-
ministrattve pri-
onties

Combines su-
pervision with
management
but creates su-
penor- subor-
dinate rela-
nonstop

Distributes responsi--
batty for specific pro-
grams but encourages
formation of compet-
ing coalitions

Accommodates to
needs of different
areas but depend-
ent on style and
tone set in each

Provides focus to
assistance but
limited by factors
included in as
sessment

Designates
responsibility
for super.i
sion but del
egates most
important
functions

Fr,. ides additional
options but re-quires
appropriate selection

Technical Skills
Enhances op-
poi-ninnies for
influence but
dependent on
requests from
teachers or
principals

Emphasizes
managerial
skills but re-
quires on-the-
job develop-
ment of tech-
meal skills'for
supervision

Utilizes specialized
sINIs but reduces op-
portunities for collab-
oration

Diffuses potential
assistance but re-
duces &sources
available to a par-
ticulararea

Utilizes those re
laced ,c, standards
but neglects
others needed by
teachers

-

Provides (In
the Job train
ing but di-
minishes
other types
of skills

Supplements avail
able sery ices but
duplicates some
existing local skills

v

Communication

4-1

Encourages
linkages as in-
formation bro-
line but depend-
ent upon ad-
ministration for
access to official
channels

Establishes au-
thenticity of
messages but
restricts infor-
mation coned-
ered detri-
mental

Encourages interac-
non among peers but
decreases interaction
between members of
different units

'

Increases knowl-
edge of local situa
tion but reduces
contact with cen-
tr *l office

1 .-7* --.

Emphasizes as-
vestment results
but ignores other
topics of impor
lance to teachers'

Increases in
teraction
with teachers'
but reduces
contact be-
twecn teach-
er and prim
cilia]

Offers additional in-
formation but pro-
vides contradictory
views



i
-

Decision
Making

Minimizes rash
solutions with
alternatives but
dependent on
persuasion of
administrators

Clarifies pre-
rogatives for
supervision
but compro-
miser by man-
agcmcnt re-
sponsibilities

Permits cespsideration
of yaried klternatives
but encourages pro- .
tection of parochial
interests
. s

.
Encourages broad
basis of involve-
ment but ras loss
of district policy
integrus .

,

Contributes to
improved perfor-
mance but limits
attention to items
In assessment

Encourages
mitianye.by
subordinates
but remoses
decision
from princi
pal

Retains lcxal pre-
rogatises but ques-
lions loyalty of
agency staff

Morale
Functions

Provides svm-
pathetic ally but
dependent on
others to alter
circumstances

Possesses abdi-
is to resolse
teacher prob-
k-ms but con-
sidered reluc
tam to-do so

Promotes teamwork
within unit but fosters
suspictett between
members of different
units

Increases oppor- s
tunnies for assis-
tancc but depend-
ent on resource
asailabilits

..
,-.

Establishes stand-
and for assess-
ment but dAstrust-
ed due to. general
applicatnin

Enhances op-
portunities
for assistance
but confuses
tear her Ale-
glance

Enhances impor-
lance of supervision
but requires request
for assistance

,

Curriculum
Responsibilities

Contributes to
program (level-
opment out lim
Its opportunities
to assist teach-
ers

Accepts as-
signmemis
readily but
lacks appropri-
ate qualifita-
lions

i Encourages attention
to each subject area
but restricts consider
ation of total program

_

Increases respon-
stseness to local

program needs but
threatens total dis-
tract direction

4

Promote
for simil itv bu'
produces unstruc-
tuned disersitv

Increases po-
tt ntial for
change but
restricts mar
shaling of ve-
sources

Addresses particular
concerns but mast.
compromise district
goals

Organizational
Roles

Potential related
to resource cong
trot but limited
to relationships
rinh principals

Possesses pow-
Cr to modify
situation but
holds alit--
glance to exist-
ing structure

Distinguishes particu-
lar characterisor but
threatens collabora-
bye efforts

.

Pros ides team for
particular area but
increases tendency
for SUpCTNISOV to
become part of
management

Shapes organiza-
non to assessment
but shifts respon-
sibility for super-
vision

_Frees piinci-
pal for other
duties but
iffirudes ad-
ditional level
of structure

Promises mutually
supporting structure
but requires clear
distribution of rc-
sponsibilitY

_.--

Value
, Assumption

Advise and
counsel #iould
be separate
from power and
direction

Power and re-
sponsibilttv for
related opera-
lions should be
combined

Spectaltzation should
be fully utilized

Responsibility
should be assigned
close to the opera-
denial level

Responsibility for
evaluation and
support functions
should he sepa-
rated

Sources of
support
should be
irnmediatelY
asariabit and
familiar with
local situa-
tion

___---
Resources should be
shared rather than
duplicated
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variably will duplicate the skills of supervisors in a particular district
Commumcatir becomes complicated at ever level when an in-

termediate agency support structure is established. It is perhaps most
confusing in the local school. Some teachers are saturated with diver-
gent, And perhaps contradictory, views offered by supervisors repre-
senting several levels of organization. Other teachers receive little or no
assistance from any organizational level. If services from the in-

termediate agency are directly available to the principal, other options
open to e supervisor in the district may not be considered. If such ser-

vices ca
$

abe called upon only by the distn supervisor, two explana-
--..,

tions are required .

Decision making on the part of staff members of the intermqbate
agency are limited to recommendations since they are "once removed''
from the district supervisory operation There is always a question of
loyalty to the teacher and to the district in which a supervisor serves A
further complication occurs for the supervisor who "works for" an in-
termediate agency that "works for" the district that employs the teach-
er in need of assistance.

v Morale will be affected. if only because of the additional personnel
invoked in the process of instructional improvement Principals often
view a call for assistance, whether for themselxpcor for a teacher, as an
admission of inadequacy The problem compounded when super-
visors in the district office hold the sarpe view concerning the use of staff
members from the intermediate agency

Unless the staff members from the intermediate agency are well ac-
quainted with the total curriculum of a school district and the direction
of its development, Vint- assistance with particular rnstructional con-
cerns may in fact compromise the long-range goals Time is unlikely to
allow the necessary familiarity that would provide such perspective If
improvements are to contribute to total programmatic thrust, monitor-
ing must be done by supervisors within the respective districts

Organizational roles must be clear if the services provided by the
intermedia e agency are to be effective and efficient Confusion in re-
sponsibilit , rule ambiguity, and territorial disputes results in service
that is both uneven and inequitable. Unless roles are clear, previous
modes of operation are likely to continue and supervisory services will

be requested from the intermediate agency only when time and/or cir-
cumstances dictate. It is possible to develop a mutually supporting
structure that will allow the intermediateitAgency to benefit sev-
eral districts which retain their particular integrkty 'and sovereign-
typohtical, geographic,, and programmatic. The gise,atest obstacle to
the-evolution of such an organization is the reluctance of the local school
districts to release supervisors already in their employ to serve other
districts within thevarea served by the intermediate support agency
This is particularly true if partial control over such services would be
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surrendered to the intermediate agency by a local school district that
also expects to call upon it for assistance.

Summary

The delivery of supervision to schools is influenced by the type of
bureaucratic structure in which such services rpus,t operate. The many
and complex variables involved in each situation preclude a single
definitive description. However, it is possible to indicate the rikely con-
sequences of the seven organizational patterns for supervision selected
for examination in this chapter. The accompanying chart presents the
major advantages and disadvantages of staff consultant, line authority,
multiple central office support, decentralized area support, perfor-
mance assessment, local school support, and intermediate service agen-
cy support roles.

It is possible to select among these 'alternatives for the delivery..of
supetidisory services the pattern most compatible with the values and
assumptions upon which the bureaucratic organization of a school or
district is based. Perhaps even more significant is the option of restruc-
turing supervisory practice on the,,basis of changing values and assump=
eons regarding organization. The pattern selected can serve, to make
supervision more informal, make evalpation rriore formative than sum-
mave, reduce authority relationships, or involve teachers more direct-
ly in the supervisory process Only a change in priorities for the school
or district will permit working with teachers directly in instruction and
in classroom improvement to become the primary concern of ad-
ministrators and of supervisors



Chapter 12.

External. Influences on
Supervision: Seasonal Winds

and Prevailing Climate
Louis Rubin ,

LIKE ANY OTHER ENDEASOR IX I HE PI_ BUG ARENA, sUperAISIOli Is SUbjCCt

to the ebb and flow clf,pcilii;, and pnlitics Educational goals a'nd instruc-

t tional priorities are. readjusted to fit' the changing times
Thus,'schoohngand therefore supervisionimariabl; reflect social
concerns and societal trends In the.40s, for example, we witnessed a
strong drift toward greater socialization efforts, in the 50s the tides turn-
ed to modernmationbf subject matter, in the 60s humanistic clues tlfrok

on renewed importance, and in the 70s the focus again shifted to.teacher
effectienes in achieving specified learning outcomes

The present scene is no different in that it is characterized by Its
-own spate of external preSsitres The continuing growtff intteachers'

political strength,.the persistent interest in cooperatie as opposed to ad-
ministrative management. a new posture on the.education of handicap-
ped children, and the ubiquitous preoccupation with accountabilit; and
"basics'' have all had their impact Currently, moreo\ cr, super\ ision
must also contend with. the aftermath of prolonged educational criticism
in the strietlia, a somewhat new trtublesorne phenomenon known as
teacher burn-out, budgetary reductions, and the implications of recent
research in, teaching andlearning

Sustained medi emphasis on declining' test scores, as an illustra-
tion, has resulted in a*vholesale attempt to raiseat 1,irtuallf any
cc-Itstudent achieve ent on standardized tests Mans super~ isors, in
fact, arc now forced tO pend the whole of their professional'energv's on
bettering student performance least temporarily , therefore, the
traditional supervisory g&1 of good general education hay bien
displaced

addition, the nature of the time has sharply diminished
,teachers; sense of well-being As the neo-conser an N,e mood deepens, it

broad conception of well-balanced curricula has gisen wayit`to a con-
strained, more fundamcIntalist, educational program Viorsc,kcollcctie
bargaining co,uplcd with teacher strikes hale eroded the long-standing
esteem in which teachers base been held "Today's practitioners are

Louts Rubin n. Profelsqr of Educa t at the Universt4 of Illinois, Urbana
Champaign
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iewed,more as members ora self seining craft than of a helping profes-
sion. As a result, the customary impediments confronting supervisors
have been greatly compounded Job insecurity brought on by extensive
school.closings, salaries decimated by inflation, lack of parental sup-
port, and plain 'violence making teaching an increasingly dangerous
vocationa, have had a cumulative effect It is not surprising, therefore
that many supervisors must cope with teachers who are disillusioned
and embittered

The machinations of 14:ashington five also had pn impact As
various federal. programs are curtailed or terminated, there is a col:-
40sponding alteration in supervisory responsibilities Recently, for ex-
ample, national policy has bent in the direction of school-based reform,
greater principal responsibility far school improvement, more parent
participation, and increased collaboration among educational agencies
Concerned about possible redundancy, federal program officers have

,sought to promote cooperative networks that yltld greater efficiency
,More specifically, supervisorshave been called-upon to diagnose school
weaknesses, project correctives, and help implement desirable chafes
If these endeavors prove beneficent, it is probab ,le that More and more
supervisor tulle will be devoted to such activity If, on the other hand,...
they are not particularly efficacious, it is predictable that sypery isory
energy will bedirected elsewhere

The products of research and development,,tocr, have. their conse-
quences. Current theory argues that the diiect pursuit of a learning goal
is more efficacious than an indirect approach, that the level of student
achievement is, foursquare, related to the amount oi,time spent on the
objective, that considerable portions of the school di often are not
devoted to learning, and that even well behaved children may be inat-
tentive or uninvolved in the teaching going on Beyond all these things,
the principles of effective teaching are gaining greater and greater ac-
ceptance among practitioners and, as a resuslt,'supery Burs are being
asked to-deliver in'serv'ice programs that familiarize teachers w 4alter-
native instructional methodologio and ways of increasing student
engagement

To aim up these circumstances, then, since schools serve as our
primary sociali2ing agency, they mirror the cnseyof the Morn'ent As
particular problems move to the forefront, the curriculum shifts and
supervisors must make corresponding realignments. At .any given
point, therefore, supervisors 'are likely to be involved in immediate (and
often transient) objectives, as well as with long-range gals An elemen-
tary school consultant, for example, may find it necessary, temporarily,
to set aside his or her passion for greater emphasis on aesthetic ex-,
penences in order to help improve test scores in reading proficiency,
Once the scores have reached ttVlesired level, however, the teacher
will again return to instruction that gives children adequlte exposures
the arts .
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Deyiations of this sort, even when sensible, cap give rise to a kind
of professional schizophrenia a fragmentation of commitment that
generates a sense of impotence and frustration Worse, when the re-
quired deviation is senseless or irrational, rage and despair may also
develop

Most supervisors are dedicated to given- principles and beliefs
Their work is based on deeply-entrenched values regarding the function
of education, the process of learning, and the role of teachers Nurtured
over time and refined by experience, these convictions become the
hall,mark of the *supervisor's professional ethos When thev are in-
terfered with or distorted by external pressures., a degree of alienation is
virtually inevitable, If not countered in one way or another, this aliena-
tion may eventually take a fearsome toll Few f us, after all, readily
embrace false gods, or submit to the prosut ion of our ideologies

Consider, by, way 'of illustration, the reve Is of the recent past
tne open classroom has, for all practical purposes, closatt humanism
nas almost become a lost cause, the arts are in danger of being reduced
to a token gesture. heuristic learning has given wav to rote preparation
for tests, and the cognitive curriculum once again dwarfs the affective
AlLof this is not to suggest, obviously, that drill is unnecessary, /r that
acceptable performancelm standardized measures is not essential. or
that "fundamentals- should be slighted Rather, it is to-undgpcore-the
fact that a vast number of able sukrvlsors have been forced- tojaban-
don, if only for the moment, important aspects, of their professional
creed in order to acconribdate presstires from ;outside sources

Devoted, by. training and intent, to teacher welfare, supervisors
tend to resent anything that undermines theiNefforts Countless high
school department heads. as a case in point, have agonized over the
need to terminate staff because of declinIng student enrollments, or to
assign teachers to subjects for which thsy lacked suffix c raining All
externally imposed r hinges, to ba,sifil-e, -are.not bad. M in fact, are
advantageous Where, however- the required alteration e nit con-
gruent with the supervisor's alms and beliefs, steps must be taken to
counter a potential disintegration of spirit

.Countering Disintegration of Spirit

What, then, can be suggested in the way of antidotes? For one
thing, we *would be well-advised to caution against a mind -set -f
despair To the Atent that our attitudes are conditioned by our outlook,
three things should be kept in mind nest, many of the obligatory
changes, stemming from external demands, are time-bound and will&
sooner or later, give way to something else AS test scores rise, for exam-
ple, other urgencies will take precedence. HenLesomc difficulties may
eventually resolve themselves

Second, through imagmative'tactics, it may be possible for super-
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'isors to meet current impositions and. at thr same time, also sustain at .
least some focus on their earlier objecti\ es An emphasis on systematic
achie\ ement assessment, for instance, does not preclude exercises in
problem solving Similark ensuring adequate time-on-task anct
respectable standards need not prohibit some attention to the lelirner's
well-being

Third, teachers are not capricious in their professional con ictions..
strong beliefs, if set aside b circumstance or necessity, tend to be resur-
rected when opportunit\ permits A practitioner who has disco\ ered,
through adept suoper.ision. thc power inherent in particular methods or
topics is likek to find NYciN.S in which they can be used Thus. re\ 'mons
compelled blz outside forces do not undo well-ingrained \ alues

'Fourth, thAiaturation of educators is a good deal more draAn-out
and complex than one might suspect Professional seasoning goes well
beyond the basic orientation acquired in preser\ ice training `teachers
and administrators alike-are shaped 0\ er time .1)y then= continuing ex-
periences For this relison, skillful supervisors frequentI\ haNe a lifelong
effect on'those with whom the work and inspire These effects,needless
to say, outlast the \agaries of periodic fluctuation The patient efforts of
dedicated supervisors, it might be obser,ed, pay 'their own peculiar
rewards

The supervisor's crafts ha\ e both scientific and artistic dimensions
There are time-honored principles. tested techniques, and useful rules-
of-thumb to be passed on But there are other dimensions of supenision
that Are guided b\ perception, cream , and intuition The ineffectual
leAdership sometimes denigrated by teachers is attributablein most
instancesnot to theiiretical sterilit\bli to malpractice It is the ability
to adapt theory to the unique requirements of the situation, as well as
the capacit\ to call forth the best teachers hake to offer, that separate
good supervision from bad Daring the course of their careers, most
super:isors work on a great many different tasks and themes .Program-
man( changes, as we have skn, come and go The supervisor's true
coritribu'tion, howe\ er, hes afore in the professional (2\ olution of a good
teacher than in a short-term recision of instructional content It is in
this sense that expert .super Islun transcends the small re\ isions re-
quired. now and then, by changing political currents A

Perhaps, then. thelulcrum of balance between external pressuFes
and the supervisor's interri0 \ alues hes in the human rather than the
curricular element Teaching units are de\ eloped, programs organized,
textbooks selected, and methods demonstrated butat bottomit is
the supervisor's impact on the teachtr's professionalism that lies
beyond its moment in unit.

Conditions of Professional,Development
In this regard, four conditions surrounding.professional del.clop

ment are woi'th noting
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....
One, professional development stems from interpreted experience

.

However, the indiy 'dual internalles only those ideas that are personal-
ly relevant A teacher. for example, may at various points participate in
a workshop. observe the procedures of a .colleague. and listen to a talk
by a super isor The utility of each, howeter, depends almost wholly on
its- immediate bearing on the teacher's work situation whateser is not
applicable is eliminated by a perceptual filter

Tw4professiorial deselopment is both cumulauye and correlative
Maturation continues throughout the course of a career As the In-
dic idual experiences new events. yielding different insights and visions.
subtle modifications in practice take place Successful supenision, in
short, gives birth to new understanding which eventually is incor-
porated in the individual's professional credo

Third, professional development is eclectic It encompasses all
phenomena that even tangentially relate to the work scene. Virtually
any event or occurrence that bears upon schooling may have an effect
A television program depiting teachers as excessively permissice, a
newspaper article on classroom ;.andalism. a chance remark by a parent
at a social gathering, a salesperson haying difficult with basic
arithmetic. the behavior of children playing in the street can all in-
fluence the teacher's attitudes

Fourth. ever professional is the unique product of a collective per-
sonal history There are infinite variations in family patterns, life en-
counters. education. and so on that make ever practitioner different
Hence,. the work habits of teachershers and administrators are highly in-
chy idualized While super ision can model generally accepted "fix,h-
niques and procedures, the,impress of diverse backgrounds causes each
professional tc,use them in different was .

Super ision s contribution to professional development, c,.hether
directly through staff development or indirectly Vough program
reorganization, proy ides our only protection against fruitless reform
To wit. consider the curricular peregrinations of the past two decades.
The potency of the innovations was diminished by a variety of factors
To begin with, we attacked the revisions piecemeal, failing both to syn-. chronize our energy and to consolidate our gains \ie tinkered. as the
saying goes, rather than, remodeled The, tinkering coy ered a wide
front,. we introduced new orms of mathematy, added courses in black
culture, altered the pros tation .of grammar, broadened the structure
for teaching social studies, fabricated teaching methods that facilitated
individualizatictn, and pressed, generally, for more sophisticated in-
struction We forgot, however, that schools are monolithic institutions,
deeply set in their ways, tiqd as has often been the case in the past,
mlany desirable improvements are defeated by an unanticipated passive
resistance to change a

In, the late 1950s, for instance, edUcational television was heralded
the salvation of the school :Through its magic, we were told, the
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world's most gifted teachers could be biought to eery child inthe land
Forceful lessons. prepared with infinite care, could he given again and
again But when the final evidence was in, educational TV, like its
forerunners the- phonograph and the radio, failed to revolutionize the

teaching industr) The.difficulties instructors faced in bridging the gap
between the televised and the live lesson were seemingly

insurmountable
Team teaching was heralded as another panacea But the spectrum

of its cure proved. alas. to he narrow Even when teachers worked with
the same instructional materials. labored toward the sarfie objectives,
and used the same procedures. they often interpreted their functvns
differently Anti in an all too human wa,., each deferred to the idiosyn-
crasies of personal stale and belief Thus. team teaching was victimized,
not by its on inherent shortcomings, but by the inability of the teams
to work together

More recently . behal, ioral objecz,kes and accountabilitl, hae
become popular goals of reform Both have a logical rationale Yet
neither has been able to penetrate the establishment to a point of
reasonable saturation Apart from the current fixation on test items
teaching toward e behaviorally- specified goalone in which the stu-
dent's learning is measured by what he or she cart dois still a lon.g way
from becoming common practice throughout the curriculum And the
moemerlt toward accountabilitydetermining the extent to which ob-
jecti es bae been achieved has not set resoked the critical queitions
accountable to whom, and for what)

Beyond tinkering, the reform mol.ement was debilitated by our
tendency to be caught up in the thick of thin things In a sudden inter-
tupuon of its usual dedication to tradition. education found a Pro-
methean spirit and faddism became the hallmark of the times In the

.4, aftermath, howel.er, it became clear that in toning with 4e decorate
elements, we goid61 fundamental modifications in the s)stem itself It
could have be no other \Nal,, perhaps, for historically socikl institu-
tions have al ass defended thurrekres against the intrusion f change
that threateded the existing order The best of these defenses. in most
instances, has consisted of-a*Itering the conditions that matter least

The notion that everything new is desirable has become one orthe
most seductive myths of our culture We are maligned by consumer
trends in education full), as much as in our other marketplaces There
seems to abound in society a feeling that technology cvdles if left un-
used A few years back the schools were said to he waling the edge of
error because of their old-fashioned was Then, like Detroit. the)
became recklessly fascinated with seasonal remodeling It isnot, of
course, that innovation in itself is without value Indeed, the search for
something better ought to go far beyond our present endeavors We
would do well to remember, howeer, thav change is an authentic im-
pro\ erei.nt only when it bnngs superior outcomes Mindless substitu-
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tions are far worse than no change at all, if only because unfulfilled
promises are hard on the consumer's spirit If educational reform is to
be the categorical imperative of the day, it is essential that we recognize
its boundaries, for there are no quick curer and no final solutions As
pewey suggested, each end can only launch a new begihning

All of this is to say that the hoped-for reformation of schooling was
diminished, partly because some of the attempted innovations were nut
really innovative at all, being essentially a matter of new gloss on old
ideas: and partly because even in those instances where an authentic
modification was initiated, the goals were of secondary Lather than
primary importance

The greatest failure of all, however, lay in our underestimation of
the teacher's role We assumed, with astonishing naivete, that if a pro-
spective innovation was logical in its conception and fertile in its poten-
tial, successful improvement would occur as a matter of course And so.
in our zeal, we overlooked the human in the system We searched at the
end of a non-existent rainbow for a fail-proof ,curriculum and
discovel-ed, in retrospect, that the quest was only an illusion

4..

. . The Role of Supervision

Supervision, obviously, played a part in these attempted innova-
tions They were spawned externally, for the most part. but supervisors __
were expected to oversee their implementation The major flaws in this

. expectation were, first, that supervisors were not given sufficient time to
prepare teachers for the changes to establish an appropriate mind-
setand second, there was a simplistic assumption that teaching can be
performed according to foirrtula and transformed at w ill In slit-in, the
real power of supervisionto shape pedagogical valueswas
disregarded. . .

Lesson plans, visual aids, and a course of study are no more than
tools in the hands of an artist If they are to be of practical worth, the ar-
tist must like them, value their utility, .and master the intricacies of their
use In teaching. as in most other human arts, a tool is no better than
the talent of its user The.teacher, therefore, is the indispensable cur-
riculum agent However g,ci the instruct' materials, and howeverOlf,
rich the learning environments the cause is argely lost if the teacher's
performance is defective Whereas a ,skilled practitioner can take a
lesson wEll beyond the visions of its designer, a poor one can destroy
even the best-laid -plans . .

1ven if the organization of schooling was totally overhauled, it is
doubtful whethel we could diminish the power of the teacher to affect
the kind of learning that takes place Apart from the fact that teachers
cannot help but reflect their own ,values in their teaching. a child's
response to a lesson can never be accurately predicted Hence, if we
Were to devise tightly structured le-ssons and specify an exact teaching

. .
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methodology, we still would be heavily dependent on the teacher's abili-
ty to adjust the lesson to the particular student

To sum up, then, in view of the limited gains derived from recent
curriculum reforms, the failure to prepare teachers for the innovations
that-emerged from the theoretical drawing boards, and the impossibility
of devising a school that is free from the teacher's influence, it seems en-
tirely reasonable to argue that the improvement of education depends.
in the main, on our ability to make superior teachers available to
children. Almost three million teachers are involved in the overall
educatignal enterprise Whatever modifications w eoteek mustwhether
provoked externally or internallybe accomplished pi-II-bank through
their efforts It seems clear. then. that the continuing re-education of
the teacher now in*serdce is a central ingredient in the process for
reform.

Peripheral influences on supervision, therefore., like those arising
within the craft itself, have their moment of truth when supervisors
affect teachers The ultimate significance of both, consequently . is to be
found in what supervisors actually do with teachers Presently, for vc.-'
ample, many supervisors draw from instructional research and ufge
teachers to use learning time more effectively In response to the rest,
anxiety ,that has developed among students, they suggest greater em-
phasis on adequate preparation Aware that dollar austerity may in-
crease the student-teacher ratio. they show teachers dc_' ices that make
work with large classes easier Worried about the mounting tensions af-
flicting educators, they sponsor workshops in stress-reduction And
fearful that the itch for high test scores w ill 'pervert the curriculum. they
remind practitioners that a humane school is also important

Whether supervisors look outward or inwardlis their perception
of events that gdv erns their intent In "Essays of a Humanist" :Julian
Huxley .remarks that = it is the general idea system:the ideological pat-
tern of Ideas and knowledge. values and beliefs. which essentially
characterizes human societies and cultures All of us seek an ordered
universe "ci workable relationship within,the circumstances of our lives
These circumskinces may differ from petson to person, but everyone,
nonetheless, must have a system that explb.ins the world and directs
behavior If the goalcof supervision is to develop worthy teacher; and
administrators, then supervisors must help people to formulate an
ideological framework Before this can happen, however. supervisors
themselves must have a personal conception or their professional
destiny and work style A

Our vision of order comes to us in fragments Lessons learned in
traming'are vital piecesOf a puzzle that will eventually become a com-
plete picture It is therefore important that all practitioners acquire
these pieces Yet, over the last two decades we have become increasing-

' Johan Ho x1r-N Errar: 'f a Humanist t Nev. 7 ork Harper and Ros, 1964
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ly aware that many facets of pedagogy can only be grasped after one has
entered sere ice Presery ice training, in effect, is but prolog-ue,. A super-
yisor's educational convictions, for example, are likely to undergo a
period of amendment during the transition between administratie
training and practice As experienr accumulates, thifse cons tenons are
refined by perceptions of the wiy things work Such perceptions, it

might be added, become deeply embedded and all-powerful They con-
trol professional behavior more than anything else Hence, they are not-
subject to quick mutation because of outside influence

one knows from what mysterious provenance comes the
magical "moment when a uperYisorY insight develops A chance
remark, a casual glance or a frequent observation may set off a chain of
apperception An idea may grow slowly and- methodically, as was the
case with Einstein's field theory, or in quick penetrating instant, as
when Helen Keller discovered that ,'eYerything,has a name In either
case, understandingthe clarifying of confusioncreates its own
special euphoria Not only does it furnish the mind with new resources,
it also enlarges functional capability in demonstrable ways

It should be noted, as well, that the correction of misperceptions
and misunderstandings whether of a child, a teacher, or an ad-
ministrator is of equal -importance The repair of erroneous notions
does not homogenize ,,ityys with respect to schooling Our attitudes
regarding people and eYents, as we saw earlier, are influenced b' per-
sonality and beliefs Parents and their children sometimes an dif-
ferent things from school Their desireslike those of teachers and
supervisors both influence and are influenced by their perceptions
Perceptual errors, tonsequentlY, often produce human action triggered
either by false conceptions of reality or by distortions of its meaning

It is because perception invokes the intp.rpretation of sensory data
that we are so liable to perceptual mistakes The basis for inaccuracy is
compound we may gather incorrect data !the teacher lacks cominit-
mcnti or we ma,, ritsconstrue the right data i th«hild is bored because
hc too dull to grasp the lesson) Our pefceptions tend to confirm what
we feel or think to be so, leading us to beliese that it h so It is difference
in perception that permits one person to regard an object as beautiful,
and another to see it as ugly

Perceptual er.rors are particularly significant in supervision
Criticism of the school is notable for its chersity and inconsistency
More, the periodic fluctuations that arise may be attributable to newly
asailable improYernents. eperimentation, or discreet acquie-s-cx-ti.e
political expediency Wrongs interpreted, they can diminish the supc4-
visor's professional health considerably

. It is thus of great importance for supervisors to hale accurate
perceptions about the nature and intent of external dcmands We are
what our experiences have made us, and we tend to behcve the world is
exactly as we perceie it In a sense, we are all "true perceivers
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Moreover, because there are many roads to good educationand many
peddlers felling mapsesery super% isor must hate a personal feel for
what is right and wrong

By way of summation, it is safe to conjecture that supervision w>111
always be afflicted by crises of one sort or another For the most part,
howeser, it is unlikely that the will result in the erosion of long-
standing salues. While supervisors must adjust to diffe'rent points of
focus as education accommodates alternating trends, outside forces are
rarel,,, inexorable For the most part, supert ision will continue to con-
centrate on the things that make Irrefutable good sense

Plainly said, super. isors do themselves and their clients the
greatest good when they gise free rein to their impulse and instinct To
do otherwise would be to court the disasters that occur when profes-
sionals violate their on salud Supervisors can hardly- deny ad-
ministratie mandates. but they can take solace in the fact that seeral
factors mitigate against a prolonged interference with their professional
objectives

The demise factor. in improsing education, is better teaching
What supers isors hate done in the pastInd will dO in the futureis of
far greater consequence than a comparatis'elti minor re ision in 1501in,

In addition, the professional beliefs that underscore the efforts.of
teachers and administrators are the product of long expenei'ice and do
not shift willy-nilly in response to one urging or another And finally.
effectise super% ision has its own power base with which to help guard
against irrationality

Supervision, because of its inherent dedication to betterment, has
always had to fight against an uncongenial ens ironment Rather than
defend the status quo. it has sought tirelessly to elevate the standards of
good practice In this regard, adversity is intrinsic to thC art So. are
wise supervisor will avoid misreading the, signs and see an op-
timisticnot pessimisticfuture

4
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Part V.-

The Future

I
To CHAPTER 13 AND ITS AUTHOR, Robert H.. Anderson, is left the most
difficult task of pulling together the major strands of thought
highlighted in this Yearbook and of assessing their implications for fur-
ther development of supervision as a field of study and practice
"Creating a Future for Supervision" is snore a beginning than an end-
ing, a harbinger of the future than a summary of chapters.

Building on the optimistic nott%that substantial progress has been
' made on both scholarly and professional fronts Anderson calls for a

massive new effort to bring the field of supervision to full stature He
believes a new set of standards is needed in both the halls of state cer-

tification boards and, among the college and university community
responsible for preparing supervisors. Tougher in intellectual demands,
and more sensitise to actual needs of classroom supervision and prac-
tice, the new standards would require the development of high level

q skills in observation of teaching, data collection and analysis, conferenc-
ing, counseling, planning, and evaluation. These clinical skills would
be complimented by demanding efforts to develop the human 'skills
necessary for exercising successful leadership, end by the more tradi-
tional, albeit crucial, focus on matters of educational progriam planning
and development and curriculum philosophy Recognizing that state
departments of edtication arid universities are sensitise to the demands
of the professional community they serte, Anderson suggests that
superintendents and boards of education take the lead in this effort by adop-
ting selection criteria for supervisors that exceed the now minimal and
often trivial requirements of the states.

Anderson suggests further that the future of supervision rests in the
hands of the supervision community itself and indeed a successful future

'will require more aggressive behavior by this community in the defense
and nurturance of supervision. His chapter is not only a fitting conclu-
sion to the 1982 Yearbook but represents a rallying banner under which
the supervisory community might well pull itself together.and moe for-
ward on a 'vanety of fronts in qtablishing itself,as a-tredible field of
scholarly actit.ity and a critical professional function in the development
of excellence in our gehools.
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Chapter 13.

Creating a Future for
Supervision
Robert H. Arrilersoh

IN A FIELD THAT HAS RECENTLY BEEN BURSTING WITH ENERGY and
generating a mature and exciting literature. this Yearbook will.
doubtless seem both a celebration and a prod Both the unique impor-
tance of ASCD as an organization and the high quality Qf its resources
come into focus .as we consider these excellent Yearbook chapters and
acknowledge,. the aggregate scholarship and influence of the con-
tributing author. Inasmuch as it was my privilege, along with editor
Sergiovanni, to examine these' chapters as they emerged as well as in
their'final form, I recognized early the enormous effort as well as the
generosity" of these experts whose ideas the profession may now
assimilate and implement I perceive that what is currently understood
about the status and the potential of instructional superision is cause
for excitement and optimism, while at the same time a command to
move forWard In this Yearbook, as well as in. the rich experience and
published material on which it draws, can be found ample clues to what
we must'know anierwhat we must do if our future is to serve us well

Every reader will have filtered and digested the pre loos chapters
in his/her own way, and some will be either more or less willing at this
point to believe that supervision does'hae a promising future Obvious
from several of the chapters is that supervision has a rather un'
distinguished history, a variety of soinetimes incompatible definitions, a
very low le'vel of popular acceptance, and many perplexing and
challenging problems As Eisner in particular points out, even the ter-

) minology of super vision causes discomfort and weakens allegiance
The inability or unwillingness of the society to develop and underwrite
education as a legitimate profession has always had, and continues to
have, a restraining effeCt on the dewelopment of educational super.ision
as the scientific, artistic, ad tiocratic, humane, interpretive, inferential,
appreciative, collegial, interactive, and multidimensional enterprise
that the authors advocate

Prevailing definitions and modes of teaching nurture resistance to
supervision and even to the colleagueship so ably propounded by Alfon-

Robert H Anderson is Professor and Dean, College of Education, Texas Tech

University, Lubb4k
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so and Goldsberry The contextual framework within which most
teachers and supervisors function is, if not actually hostile to effective
supervisory arrangements, largely non-supportive Limitations in the
preparation, orientation, and skill of the existing supervisory force fur-
ther reduce the prospects for excellent services, and racial and sex
discrimination continue to complicate an already difficult situation In
the background, uncontrolled inflation and related political-social-
economic probirms meanwhile preoccupy the citizenry and government
officials, so that the schools continue to suffer from neglect and to pro-
vide environments in which needed changes (such as in the quality and
quantity of supervision) are extremely difficult to accomplish

Despite all these difficulties, however, a mere decade has seen
superVision emerge as a major force, perhaps we should rather say
resource, in the significant improvement of e tional services.
Although the number of books and articles curre available on the
topic of supervision may not be much greater than the case in the
early 1970s, there is no doubt that the quality and the usefulness of the
newer materials are much greater For one thing, sch9lars have pro-
duced sounder theory, especially with respect to the nature of effective
organizations and processes of organizational change, and much more
is understood aboOt how the growth and development of adult human
beings can be influenced and promoted within organizational settings
The emergence of chnzcal supervision as a central focus has greatly
stimulated both theory and practice. The welcome revival, at a far
higher level of discourse, of the old debate about science versus art in
supervision has produced new insights into the many dimensions of
supervision and helped us to see the need, as Sergio\ anni approaches it
in Chapter 5, for an integrated approach.

Throughout the volume, and indeed a dominant theme in conven-'
non and workshop discussions, is concern for the significant re-
education of supervisors and for the promotion and advocacy of col-
laborative patterns of learning and of working AlthougILVal%erde is
clearly on target in proposing self-learrring and the acceptance of full
personal resporSsibility for growth, I am cVen more impressed with the
need for embracing colleag-ueship ion supervision and, by extension, the
adoption, of partnership *terns in both the practike of supervision and
the pursuit of further knowledge and expertise

Although the topic of team teaching has long since faded from the
literature and from convention programs, and although teaming has
not replaced the.self-contained classroom arrangement as rapidly as its
advocates would prefer, there virtual unanimity on the values of pro-
fessional r-(1T--.! differentiation and sharing In Chapter 7 are found77-:
several commentaries on the regrettable. loneliness and isolation that
generally charact r e teaching, and in the discussion of peer supervi-
sion are found of (Ally important advice about how teachers can help
each olher,b also dues to the ways supervisors can team up Chapter
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8 is similarly oriented toward a team approach. A very clear m,essage in
this entire volume is, as I perceive it, that the future of supervision as
well as the future of teaching will depend largely on the willingness and
ability of the personnel involved to join forces and to learn from and
alongside each other. s

The discerning reader may also have noticed how little reference is
made in this volume to the various managerial, administrative, and
even curriculum-development activities in which supervisorsiha
traditionally been involved. Well known, and usually lamented, is the
fact that many so-called supervisors are freque ly conscripted by top

leadministration to assist with maintenance nctions, to deal .with
various crises confront_.the school district, to put out fires for the
benefits of the superintendents, and in general to serve as assistant line
officers. While sometimes the diversion of supervisory personnel to ad-
ministrative dillies is a "necessary evil,ioften it reflects poor leader-
ship and management in the central office or even at the level ofithe
school board, and whether necessary or not, such diversion waters
down the supervisory progrard and causes it to be less valued and ap-
preciated by the corps of teachers

.

Unfortunately, some supervisors are pleased to be djyerted from
direct work with teachers, either because they are not altorther com-
fortalile in the supervisory role or because involvement with managerial
duties seems more important and perhaps even endows them with
higher status. Either way, this is a bad situation. More often, we hope,
supervisors have fundamental loyalty to the helping role and are
grateful when the top administration Inotects them from nonsuper-
visory duties and provides policies and resources to bolster- them in the
supervisory role.

Promoting"Supervisors' Development

Happily, we have noticed a slight trend over the past three or four
years in this positive direction For reasons related to persistent ques-
tions of accountability, and cost-effectiviness, and as a response to the
greatly-decreased turnover in school district's and the longer tenure of
teachers in service, school bords have lately called for a more intensive
and sophisticated effott to evaluate teacher performance, provide
growth (or remedial) opportunities, and in other ways attain a higher
degree of quality control. As a result, the amount and the quality of
supervisory assistance are being re-examined, and workshops, u iversi-
ty courses, and training programs addressing topic such as t acher
evaluation, clinical supervision, analysis of teaching style-s-,--an-dLrelat
topics are increasingly well attended.. (

In these and related efforts to promote staff.develop\rnent insery ice,
supervisors represent not only the potential trainersjor example of
principals and teachers, but also Potential trainees Agairfacknowledging
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.
Valverde's admonishments tu super.isors about their own respon-
sthilities in this area, we note that superintendents and school boards
must become more conscious of their obligation to Upgrade and main-
tain the multifaceted skills that are needed by super.isors An emerging
and difficult question is "Who will supers Ise the super.isor.)" We
perceive that leadership at the superintendency level must confront this
question and make sure that an appropriate organizational and pro-
cedural response is provided It seems reasonable to argue that
everyone in the personnel chain requires and deserves both adequate
supervision of performance-in-role, and opportunity for insery ice ex-
periences that enhance and increase one's ability to perform at higher
professional levels

This volume is rich in suggestions about the attitudes,
A

technologies, procedures. and skills in which expertise will be*required
of tomorrow's supervisor In Chapter 3, Garman examines four con-
cepts (-collegiality, collaboration, skilled service, and ethical conduct)
that in their explication embrace dozens of abilities or behav tors in
which the superusor qua learner can be brought to higher levels of
familirritv and command Eisner, in Chapter 4, proposes that super-
visors be brought to states of sensitivity, awareness, and appreciation
that go well beyond conventional norms The eight features of an ar-
tistic approach to super. ision as described at the. close of his ( hapter call
for persons whose selection, initial training, and inser. ice skill develop-
ment must all be of a very high order. I found Rubin's.argument, to the
effect that super. isors must feel more free to follow their impulses and
invincts, to be compatible with such thinking, and Rubin's four condi-
tions that influence the evolution of a good teacher can best-be nurtured°
by the-sort of supervisor that Eisner defines

We have already noted the need of super-N.11(\ to increase their
skills of colleagueship and collaboration Related to all these notions is
the almost unlimited neeclof super isors for further skill in communica-
tion We need note only the way s in which bt'Ith body language and

. e word Aoices care ca nferences to go well or poorly, to appreciate
this need at one level comments by Puhland and Cross about some
of the risks in 4 wunseling approach to supe\ isiun help to illuminate
the problem at another level It is hard to imagine a super. isor, even a
distinguished %Nveter-an at the peak of his/her career, for whom the art
science of supervisory communication does not pose further challenge
and rritystcTy

v.)
The implications for university and for the

continuing insery ice education programs of pc s in supervisory roles
arc.enorrnous. The legal and statutory framework that specifies conch'
lions for licensure andtble access in must states is wholly inadequate,
and the expectation that supervisors will possess and maintain high-
ley el skills (such as in observation, data collection, analysis, confeyenc
ing, counseling, planning, evaluating) is not reflected in certification
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regulations. As a result, universities feel little pressure to offer intensive
and advanced courses in supervision. In fact, there are usually too few
students in such courses to keep, the courses alive in. the catalog The
cadre of professors whose specialty is in supervision is a relatively small

one, and even in ASCD circles it is often noted that the supervision peo-
ple feel like a neglected minority The same is generally true, in local

school districts, with reference to inkry ice programs and the status of
supervision people As a result, the practice of supervision is only mildly
influenced by what goes on in universities and in NIsemce programs,
and most persons with supervisory responsibilities are ill-equipped to
perform at a suitable level Those who do develop the necessary exper-
tise over time, usually' have relied ok their on resources along the way
and have paid a heavy price for their hard-earned knowledge

This situation can and must be turned around Superintendents
could and, should adopt criteria for the selection of supervisors, direc-
tors, and tuilding principals that go well beyond the triyial state re-
quirements In such a context. aspirants for supervisory roles would be
put on notice that employment depends on evidence of excellent and
comprehensive theoretical nd practical training with a strong clinical
emphasis, plus demonstr -tl supervisory skill at a substantial level of

-mastery Teachers who haye served on instructional teams, for exam-
ple, and who have participated effectively in peer supervision or
equivalent collaborative activities, would be given priority over those
whose histories are barren of interactive experience and who have ap-
parently preferred to function in self-contained isolation;

Superintendents also might well provide far more elaborate induc-

non and orientation experiences in (clinical) supervision for newly-
appointed supervisors and principals, through such'dey ices as appren-
ticing future supervisors to proficient veterans-m-senice, or sponsoringv
special clintts and workshops, or prjviding special supervisory services
to the appointee during the first semester or two in the new role Some
superintendents have encouraged their supervisors and principals to
work in teams, for example where three or four principals' in the same
,general geographic neighborhood spend one morning or afternoon a
week visiting each other's schools and practicing their clinical-

supervision skills through full-dress observation cycles in the classrooms
of volunteer teachers Sometimes it is possible to engage university-
based or other consultants to work with supervisors individually or in
groups, on a retainer basis over time, so that expert coaching and
monitoring can take place. Not only are such arrangements helpful at
the moments of coptact, but they tend to inspire principals and others to
assign higher priority (in time allocated, and in emphasis) to supervi-
sion as they acquire more confidence in their supervisory skills and find
more satisfaction in supervisory achievements On the other hand-,
principals whose satisfactions are limited to dealing effectively with
dysfunctional drinking fountains and ordering paper clips will very like-

(
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ly assign low priority to time slitnt in classrooms, especially if the
superintendent and his or her staff pay more attention to-the plumbing
than to the pupils

A Conceptual Framework for Effective.Supervision

Gordon Cawelti has frequently pointed out to the ASCD member-
ship that most educational leaders underestimate their potential in-
fluence, primarily for the reason that they hate difficulty articulating a
sense of direction for the schools A quiet but important theme in this
volume is that for supervision to become the force it deserves to be in
improving schoolsT there must be a clear understanding of and commit-
ment to educational goals on The part of supervisors In seeking to con-
cepttalize the operational essentials for effective supervision, therefore,
we are obliged to connect all elements, and activities to the goals that
provide direction to everyone's work In the accbmpaning Figure, the
very tenter is tat district's goal structure.

Sometimes a schooN goals are at best implicit, or they are stated
mostly as platitudes that have little operational me..wrilig to either the
teachers or the students. However, educators are fast coming to ap-
preciate the importance of setting down clear and inclusive statements
of the goals toward which everyone ii9 the school district should be
working, along with references to specific objectives, indicators f at-
taihment, and performance standards that help to illuminate the ay

Inasmuch as each school has its culture and its on unique mission
within the larger goal structure, it iiiimpurtant for the school staff not
only to understand and embrace that larger goal structure but also to
engage in a more particularized goal-setting process for themselves and
to select foci and priorities for each year's efforts Ideally, each school
staff should als9 work out action plans, a performance management
plan, and an assessment plan that will help in determining whether the
goals are achieved Within such a framework, each nuclear group of
teachers (for example, a department or a teaching team) can select As
okn goal subset and performance plan, and at the grass roots each in-
diicluak tcacher ends up with his or her on particular targets and
plans for accomplishment

In Figure '1 the term Student Mastery has been chosen to sym-
bolize the Major concern of all school districts and of all indiidwal
teachers. It is hard to imajne a district goal that does not, ultimately,
have some intended effect on the mastery by all students of the
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors that are intended fur them to
learn

Assilming the existence of a well:defined goal structure that is
epitomized by student mastery, and further assuming that the teachers
who work with students need, and deserve, assistance in the form of an
effective supervisory program, what are the "operational essentials of
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Figure 1. Operational Essentials for Effective supervision

such a program? Eight such essentials or conditions are recognized, all
of which e interavive and interdependent although there are four
pairs that h e especially close links with each other. The artist has con-
nect em all to the student mastery core, in ways that suggest a cir-
culating energy system. If one sees the district goal structure as the
heart of that system (another possible analogy is the furnace of a home),
then the goals are constant'} providing new sustenance as attention (ac-
tivity) is redirected to them. As energy orbits between points A and E,
for example, one is reminded that an effective suRervistirytprogram
must have the 'official blessing of the Board of Education, with, both
policy support and adequate funding, and also of the superintendent
Where school boards appreciate the need fop teachers to receive con-
tinuous and expert supervisory service and set aside a sufficient bud 'et
for that purpose; the first essentiai has beernet. It remains, however,
for the superintendent to implement the policy and to give the super-
visory program visible and enthusiastic support (for example through,
ways noted earlier).
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eing made toward them is
acknow1edged It is within this, frame of reference that supendsion
best pro\ ided, and so in the other end of the loop we ha\ e placed the
clinical supertision program tfirough which the supenision function
helps the teacher to reach those goals

, The remaining loop, between points D and H, refers to the arious
persons who carry out the supervision function It seems realistic to in-
dicate that principals pla a major role, with the super-ision specialist
as a partner and- friend and with various curriculum specialists as
resources to draw on Note that the supenisor is portrayed not only as
one who participates In the supenisory process (collaborator), but also
as one who pro% ides guidance and instruction (mentor and trainer) to
principals and others seeking to increase Iheir helping technologies

This Figurc represents a tentatie conception, and it may lac that.
more needs to be said about such intrig-uing questions as (1) how the
superintendent or histher representatie cin best supen, ise (guide, in-
struct, collaborate with, ealuate) the supenisors, (2) if and how the
system should acknowledge "peer supenision'; as a legitimate in-
fluendon t'eacher growth-in-skill, and (3) how the role of the principal
can be redefined so that there is less difficulty reconciling super\ isory
(helping) with administratie (e alu,ating) responsibilities In sum, cen-
tral attention to goals will inigorate the supeneisory program, and put
us in a better position to address these qumtions
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A second loop, orbiting between points B and F, confirms the im-
portance of having an organizational framework within which the func-
tions of supervision are defined and then carefully protected, as well as
training programs (in the uniersities and within the school district
framework) that will ensure the capability of the super\ isors to perform
those functions

The third loop, starting at point C and continuing to point G and
returning, is geared to the teacher's goal structure At one end, the im-
portance of each teacherhaing in place, as a constant reference point,
a performance plan..that'helps him/her to kett the year's goals in mind
and be conscious of progress that is or is n

Aggression as a Virtue

Part of Rubins heartening message is that, whatever in the cur:
rent scene might tend to discourage us, a patient and steadfast loyalty to
our best instincts will help us to sunie and perhaps e% en to pre% atl
I liked what he said about the Importance of conceiving and percming
one's professional destiny and work style P also liked what hh_. and
several of the other authors touched oni to the effect that supervision is
after all a form of teaching, and it calls for making such situational ad-
justments and adaptations as will call forth the best that teachers have to
offer Such decisions must of course grow out of a strong command of
and commitment to the district goal structure and a sharp awareness of
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how various- elements and forces impinge on the teacher's role in in-
fluencing student mastery It follows, as indeed this entife volume Pro-
claims, that super, isory wor,..,is among the highest callings available to
educated men and women It also follows that shoddy super, ision in the
schools,' or the neglect of super isory services for whatever expedient
reasons, can have disastrous consequences for children and youth

One does not, however, often hear that message in the various
councils of educators, nor has there been much effort to persuade tax-
payers and the shapers of national policy tci that effect On the contrary.
the super.ispry cadre has generally suffered A ups and d.owns without
much complaint, and in a spirit of almost ungrudging submission to
seasonal wrnds and prevailing climates This submissive posture is.
;egrettably, in keeping with the historically unaggressive posture of
educators In general, and it quite likely is explained by the fact that all
super, isors were once teachers themselves and therefore were sucialized
into a compliant tole before they moved into leadership responsibilities
Furthermore. supe'r, ision as a leadership role does not resemble either
the prinypalship or the superintendericy with respect to decision mak-
ing and/or scrambling for resources In super ision, a quiet and non-
combati,,e attitude is 0, pical Nor do superintendents tend to encourage
or appreciate a more vocal and assertive stance on the part of their
supef-visory people, whom they prefer to view as assistants who help to
keep the boat from rocking As a result, neither the values nor the needs
of super, rsory programs enjoy much public attention or discussion

It would therefore seem that the time has armed fur more ag-
-gresske behavior in the defense and the nurturanLeof our imporiant
work There is room for initiatives to be taken in virtually eer, direc-
tion Legal and fiscal policies in society do not acknowledge the impor-
tance of staff development as a dimension of impro mg school sericcs.
We are told that business and industry Invest as mo,ch in the growth,
development, and superkision of their. workers as all of American
education spends on educational programs for pupils Why do we not
suggest to these business leaders who serve on boards of education, that
what they routinely do for their own employees makesjust as much
sense in the school business) Why do teachers and superisors groups
not lobby, as they are quite willing to do for better salaries, for better
supervisory budgets and ser, ices) Why Jo not state did national ASCD
units pass more forceful resolutions concerning sui, matters, and then
pursue a full-court press toward their implementation) Why do not
these groups join forces with uniVersities in a *nous effort to put ex-
cellent training in supervision at the very center of all graduate pro-
grams that purport to prepare educational leaders)

It is, in fact, critical to the future of super ision that university pro-
fes\ rs and adminittrators double or triple their efforts to understand
the purposes and technologies of helping behaviors, and to implemcnt
s h understandings in courses and programs There is obviously no

)
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way for us to command supervisors to seek adequate formal as well as in-
formal training and growth experiences, any more than we can command
universities to step up their research activities and tighten up their
course offerings in supervision However, this volume will miss its mark
if it does not cause both the producers and the consumers of supervision
knowledge to acknowledge the need for more and better training I am
heartened by the apparp-ivpsurge of interest in supervision research
over the past two or three years, and I dare to hope that some of the ex-
citing hypotheses that can be distilled from the foregoing chapters will
be vigorously pursued I am alsc)encouraged by signs that textbooks in
supervision (and, let us hope, the courses in which they are used) are
paying much mare attention to basic theories about supervisory pur-
poses and processes, paying much. less attention to the trivial topics that
once cluttered such textbooks, and generally becoming more clinical in
focus

In sum, anyone with the audacity to participate m helping
behaviors, or to pose as teachers of such behaviors, must match that
audacity with aggressive advocacy of the roles with which such
behaviors are practiced That supervisors have deep /cony 'owns about
the importance of their work is not usually evident to general public,
to boards of education and university trustees, on even to the ad-
ministrators of school systems and universities within htch supervisors
ply their craft That there is a rapidly-growing ho of practical
knowledge in supervision is evident in this Yearbook and is a source of
inspiration to those inside the field, but in most respects it is a closely
guarded secret As school hodrds place more and more pressure on
superintendents to demonstrate that schools are sufficiently cost-
effective and that pupils are learning, the initiatives,being taken bV
supervisors to sketch out their role...and show- what might be done
through their services are pitifully few Supervisors seem almost
helpless and paralyzed, whereas opportunity is not only knocking at the
door, it is huffing and puffing enough to blow the house in

Supervision is critically important, and the future of schooling
could well depend on the adequacy with which supervisory functions
are tarried out Supervision deserves a distinctive future, and a solid
foundation of research, experience, and technical development already
exiists I see this Yearbook as convincing evidenmty that effmct If every
Yearbook reader comes away with similar feelings, and if the aggregate
of readers responds, with me, in a suitably aggressive mode, perhaps
the time already, lost can he recaptured and a new era can he launched.
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